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Excerpts From The National Aeronautics And Space Act Of 1958, As Amended
AN ACT To provide for research into problems of flight within and outside the
Earth's atmosphere, and for other purposes.
Declaration Of Policy And Purpose
Sec. 102 (a) The Congress hereby declares that it is the policy of the United
States that activities in space should be devoted to peaceful
purposes for the benefit of all mankind.
(b) The Congress declares that the general welfare and security of
the United States require that adequate provision be made for
aeronautical and space activities. The Congress further
declares that such activities shall be the responsibility of, and
shall be directed by, a civilian agency exercising control over
aeronautical and space activities sponsored by the United
States, except that activities peculiar to or primarily associated
with the development of weapons systems, military operations,
or the defense of the United States (including the research and
development necessary to make effective provision for the
defense of the United States) shall be the responsibility of, and
shall be directed by, the Department of Defense; and that
determination as to which such agency has responsibility for
and direction of any such activity shall be made by the
President in conformity with section 201 (e).
(c) The Congress declares that the genera) welfare of the United
States requires that the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (as established by title II of this act) seek and
encourage to the maximum extent possible the fullest
commercial use of space.
(d) The aeronautical and space activities of the United States shall
be conducted so as to contribute materially to one or more of
the following objectives:
(1) The expansion of human knowledge of the Earth and of
phenomena in the atmosphere and space; '
(2) The improvement of the usefulness, performance, speed,
safety, and efficiency of aeronautical and space vehicles;
(3) The development and operation of vehicles capable of
carrying instruments, equipment, supplies, and living
organisms through space;
(4) The establishment of long-range studies of the potential
benefits to be gained from, the opportunities for, and the
problems involved in the utilization of aeronautical and
space activities for peaceful and scientific purposes;
(5) The preservation of the role of the United States as a leader
in aeronautical and space science and technology and in
the application thereof to the conduct of peaceful activities
within and outside the atmosphere;
(6) The making available to agencies directly concerned with
national defense of discoveries that have military value or
significance, and the furnishing by such agencies, to the
civilian agency established to direct and control nonmilitary
aeronautical and space activities, of information as to
discoveries which have value or significance to that agency;
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Declaration Of Policy And Purpose (Continued)
(7) Cooperation by the United States with other nations and
groups of nations in work done pursuant to this Act and in
the peaceful application of the results thereof; and
The most effective utilization of the scientific and
W engineering resources of the United States, with dose
cooperation among all interested agencies of the United
States in order to avoid unnecessary duplication of effort
facilities, and equipment
(e) The Congress declares that the general welfare of the United
States requires that the unique competence in scientific and
engineering systems of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration also be directed toward ground propulsion
systems research and development
(f) The Congress declares that the general welfare of the United
States requires that the unique competence in scientific and
engineering systems of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration also be directed toward the development of
advanced automobile propulsion systems.
(g) The Congress declares that the general welfare of the United
States requires that the unique competence in scientific and
engineering systems of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration also be directed to assisting in bioengineering
research, development and demonstration programs designed
to alleviate and minimize the effects of disability.
(h) It is the purpose of this Act to carry out and effectuate the policies
declared in subsections (a), (b), (c), (d), (e). (f). and (g).
Functions Of The Administration
Sec. 203 (a) The Administration, in order to carry out the purpose of this Act,
shall --
(1) plan, direct and conduct aeronautical and space activities;
(2) arrange for participation by the scientific community in
planning scientific measurements and observations to be
made through use of aeronautical and space vehicles, and
conduct or arrange for the conduct of such measurements
and observations; and
(3) provide for the widest practicable and appropriate
dissemination of information concerning its activities and
the results thereof.
(b) (1) The Administration shall, to the extent of appropriated
funds, initiate, support and carry out such research,
development demonstration, and other related activities in
ground propulsion technologies as are provided for in
sections 4 through 10 of the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle
Research, Development, and Demonstration Act of 1976.
(2) The Administration shall initiate, support, and carry out such
research, development demonstration, and other related
activities in solar heating and cooling technologies (to the
extent that funds are appropriated therefor) as are provided
for in sections 5,6 and 9 of the Solar Heating and Cooling
Demonstration Act of 1974.
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NASA HEADQUARTERS
Washington, DC 20S46
NASA Headquarters exercises management over the space flight centers,
research centers, and other installations that constitute the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration.
Responsibilities of Headquarters cover the determination of programs and
projects; establishment of management policies: procedures and performance
criteria; evaluation of progress; and the review and analysis of all phases of the
aerospace program.
Planning, direction, and management of NASA's research and development
programs are the responsibility of the program offices which report to and
receive overall guidance and direction from an associate or assistant
administrator.
AMES RESEARCH CENTER
Moffett Reid, CA 94035
Ames Research Center was founded in 1939 as an aircraft research laboratory
by the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) and was named for
Dr. Joseph S. Ames, Chairman of NACAfrom 1927 to 1939. In 1958, Ames
became pan of NASA, along with other NACA installations and certain
Department of Defense facilities, tn 1981, NASA merged Ames with the Dryden
Flight Research Facility.
Ames specializes in scientific research, exploration and applications aimed
toward creating new technology for the nation.
The center's major program responsibilities are concentrated in computer science
and applications, computational and experimental aerodynamics, flight simulation,
flight research, hypersonic aircraft, rotorcraft and powered-lift technology,
aeronautical and space human factors, life sciences, space sciences, solar
system exploration, airborne science and applications, and infrared astronomy.
HUGH L. DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER
Edwards, CA 93523
Since 1947, Ames-Dryden has developed a unique and highly specialized
capability for conducting flight research programs. Its test organization,
consisting of pilots, scientists, engineers, technicians and mechanics, is
unmatched anywhere in the world. This versatile organization has demonstrated
its capability, not only with high-speed research aircraft, but also with such
unusual flight vehicles as the Lunar Landing Research Vehicle and the wingless
lifting bodies.
The facility's primary research tools are research aircraft, ranging from a B-52
carrier aircraft and high performance jet fighters to the X-29 forward swept wing
aircraft. Ground-based facilities include a high temperature loads calibration
laboratory that allows ground-based testing of complete aircraft and structural
components under the combined effects of loads and heat; a highly developed
aircraft flight instrumentation capability; a flight systems laboratory with a
diversified capability for avionics system fabrication, development and operations;
a flow visualization facility that allows basic flow mechanics to be seen of models
or small components; a data analysis facility for processing of flight research data;
a remotely piloted research vehicles facility and a test range communications and
data transmission capability that links NASA's Western Aeronautical Test Range
facilities at Ames-Moffett, Crows Landing and Ames-Dryden.
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GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Greonbelt, MD 20771
This NASA field center has put together a multitalented spaceflight team -
engineers, scientists, technicians, project managers and support personnel -
which is extending the horizons of human knowledge not only about the solar
system and the universe but also about our Earth and its environment.
The Goddard mission is being accomplished through scientific research centered
in six space and Earth science laboratories and in the management,
development and operation of several near-Earth space systems.
After being launched into space, satellites fall under the 24-hour-a-day
surveillance of a worldwide ground and spaceborne communications network,
the nerve center of which is located at Goddard. One of the key elements of that
network is the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) with its
orbiting Tracking and Data Relay Satellite and associated ground tracking
stations.
Goddard's tracking responsibility extends to Its Wallops Flight Facility. Wallops
prepares, assembles, launches, and tracks satellites and suborbital space
vehicles and manages the National Scientific Balloon Facility in Palestine, Texas.
JET PROPULSION LABORATORY
Pasadena, CA 91109
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) is a government-owned facility staffed
by the California Institute of Technology. JPL operates under a NASA contract
administered by the NASA Pasadena Office. In addition to the Pasadena site,
JPL operates the Deep Space Communications Complex, a station of the
worldwide Deep Space Network (DSN).
The laboratory is engaged in activities associated with deep space automated
scientific missions - engineering subsystem and instrument development, and
data reduction and analysis required by deep space flight.
The laboratory also designs and tests flight systems, including complete
spacecraft, and provides technical direction to contractor organizations.
LYNDON B. JOHNSON SPACE CENTER
Houston, TX 77058
Johnson Space Center was established in September 1961 as NASA's primary
center for design, development and testing of spacecraft and associated systems
for manned flight selection and training of astronauts; planning and conducting
manned missions; and extensive participation in the medical engineering and
scientific experiments carried aboard space flights.
Johnson has program management responsibility for the Space Shuttle program,
the nation's current manned space flight program. Johnson also has a major
responsibility for the development of the Space Station, a permanently manned,
Earth-orbiting facility to be constructed in space and operable within a decade.
The center will be responsible for the interfaces between the Space Station and
the Space Shuttle.
JOHN F. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER
Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) was created in the early 1960's to serve as the
launch site for the Apollo lunar landing missions. After the Apollo program ended
in 1972, Kennedy's Complex 39 was used for the launch of the Skylab
spacecraft, and later, the Apollo spacecraft for the Apollo Soyuz Test Project.
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Kennedy Space Center serves as the primary center within NASA for trie test,
checkout and launch of payloads and space vehicles. This presently Includes
launch of manned and unmanned vehicles at Kennedy, the adjacent Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station, and at Vandenberg Air Force Base In California
The center is responsible for the assembly, checkout and launch of Space
Shuttle vehicles and their payloads, landing operations and the turn-around of
Space Shuttle orbiters between missions, as well as preparation and launch of
unmanned vehicles.
LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER
Hampton, VA 23665-9225
Langley's mission is basic research in aeronautics and space technology.
Major research fields include aerodynamics, materials, structures, flight
controls, information systems, acoustics, aeroelasticity, atmospheric sciences,
and nondestructive evaluation. Langley's goal is to develop technologies to
enable aircraft to fly faster, farther, safer, and to be more maneuverable,
quieter, less expensive to manufacture, and more energy efficient
The majority of Langley's work Is in aeronautics, working to improve today's
aircraft and to develop concepts and technology for future aircraft. Over 40
wind tunnels, other unique research facilities, and testing techniques as well as
computer modeling capabilities aid in the investigation of the full flight range,
from general aviation and transport aircraft through hypersonic vehicles.
Researchers also study atmospheric and Earth sciences, develop technology
for advanced space transportation systems, conduct research in laser energy
conversion techniques for space applications and provide the focal point for
design studies for large space systems technology and Space Station activities.
Langley also manages an extensive program in atmospheric sciences to better
understand the origins, chemistry, and transport mechanisms that govern the
Earth's atmospheric data using aircraft, balloon, and land- and space-based
remote sensing instruments designed, developed, and fabricated at Langley.
LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER
Cleveland, OH 44135
Lewis Research Center was established in 1941 by the National Advisory
Committee for Aeronautics (NACA). Named for George W. Lewis. NACA's
Director of Research from 1924 to 1947, the canter developed an international
reputation for its research on jet propulsion systems.
Lewis is NASA's lead center for research, technology and development in aircraft
propulsion, space propulsion, space power and satellite communication.
The center has been advancing propulsion technology to enable aircraft to fly
faster, farther and higher and also focused its research on fuel economy, noise
abatement reliability, and reduced pollution.
Lewis has responsibility for developing the largest space power system ever
designed to provide the electrical power necessary to accommodate the life
support systems and research experiments to be conducted aboard the Space
Station. In addition, the center will support the Station in other major areas such
as auxiliary propulsion systems end communications.
Lewis is the home of the Microgravity Materials Science Laboratory, a unique
facility to qualify potential space experiments. Other facilities include a zero-
gravity drop tower, wind tunnels, space tanks, chemical rocket thrust stands, and
chambers for testing jet engine efficiency and noise.
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MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL 35812
George C. Marshal! Space Flight Center (MSFC) was formed on July 1 . 1960,
by the transfer to NASA of buildings and personnel comprising part of the U.S.
Army Bafd'sti'c Missile Agency. Named1 for the famous sofctfer arrcf statesman,
Genera) of the Army George C. Marshall, it was officially dedicated by President
Dwight D. Eisenhower on September 8, 1960.
Marshall is a multiproject management, scientific and engineering
establishment, with much emphasis on projects involving scientific investigation
and application of space technology to the solution of problems on Earth.
In helping to reach the nation's goals in space, the center is working on many
projects. Marshall had a significant role in the development of the Space
Shuttle. It provides the orbiter's engines, the external tank that carries liquid
hydrogen and liquid oxygen for those engines, and the solid rocket boosters
that assist in lifting the Shuttle orbrter from the launch pad.
The center also plays a key role in the development of payloads to be flown
aboard the Shuttle. One such payload is Spacelab, a reusable, modular
scientific research facility carried in the Shuttle's cargo bay.
Marshall also is committed to the investigation of materials processing in space,
which, in a gravity-free environment, promises to provide opportunities for
understanding and improving Earth-based processes and for the formulation of
space-unique materials. Exciting new techniques in materials processing have
already been demonstrated in past Spacelab missions, such as the formation of
alloys from normally immiscible products, and the growth of near-perfect large
crystals impossible to grow on Earth.
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MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FACILITY
New Orleans, LA 70189
The primary mission of the Michoud Assembly Facility is the systems
engineering, engineering design, manufacture, fabrication, assembly, and related
work for the Space Shuttle external tank. Marshall Space Flight Center
exercises overall management control of the facility.
JOHN C. STENNIS SPACE CENTER
Stennis Space Center, MS 39529
The John C. Stennis Space Center (SSC) has grown into NASA's premier center
for testing large rocket propulsion systems for the Space Shuttle and future
generation space vehicles. Additionally, the center has developed into a
scientific community actively engaged in research and development programs
involving space, oceans, and the Earth.
The main mission.of SSC is support the development testing of large propulsion
systems for the Space Shuttle, Advanced Launch System, and the Advanced
Solid Rocket Motor programs.
WALLOPS FLIGHT FACILITY
Wallops Island, VA 23337
Established in 1945, Wallops Right Facility, a part of the Goddard Space Right
Center, is one of the oldest launch sites in the world. Wallops manages and
implements NASA's sounding rocket program and the Scientific Balloon
Program, The facility operates and maintains the Wallops launch range and data
acquisition facilities. Approximately 100 rocket launches are conducted each
year from the Wallops Island site.
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HST Servicing Mission HJghBghts 1993 AccompQshmerts
On five consecutive nights in December, astronauts aboard the
Space Shuttle Endeavour thrilled the world with spacewalks to
replace faulty components of the Hubble Space Telescope. They
placed the telescope back into space on December 10. NASA
expected orbital verification of the first servicing mission in
March 1994. bul focusing and alignment of the corrected optics
for the telescope proved much less extensive than expected.
Thus, already on Jan. 13, 1994, NASA officials and scientists
were able to proclaim the repairs a complete success.
NASA's space science programs in 1993 delivered an enormous
volume of data and discoveries about the planets, stars and
cosmos. Unfortunately, a major disappointment occurred when
the Mars Observer spacecraft, the first U.S. mission to Mars in 17
years, fell silent only days before entering orbit around the
planet.
In March, NASA Administrator Daniel S. Goldtn, on orders from the
President, directed the agency to redesign the space station in
order to make it more efficient, effective, and capable of
producing greater returns on investment. In early December, the
participating nations in the Space Station Program agreed to
invite Russia to join in the program, and on Dec. 16, Vice
President Gore and Russian Prime Minister Chernomyrdin
confirmed the historic joining of the U.S. and Russian human
space programs.
During 1993, NASA began to reinvigorate American investment in
aeronautical research. The agency made progress in laying the
foundation for a future supersonic airliner; continued to work to
make tomorrow's aircraft and the nation's air traffic control
system safer, more efficient, and more economical; and started
efforts to foster educational programs that will help create a
cadre of young, highly skilled aeronautical engineers for the next
century.
Space Science
NASA's space science programs in 1993 kept up a vigorous pace in
delivering a huge-volume of data, remarkable images, and often
surprising discoveries about planets, stars, and the cosmos.
Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
After a one-day weather postponement, the STS-61 HST first
servicing mission lifted off Pad 39B in a spectacular nighttime
launch at 4:27 a.m. 6ST on Dec. 2. 1993. The Shuttle Endeavour
pursued the observatory for several orbits, culminating in a
precise and flawless rendezvous, grapple, and berthing of the
telescope in the cargo bay. The Endeavour flight crew, in concert
with controllers at Johnson Space Center, Houston, Tx., and
Goddard Space Flight Center, Green belt. Md., completed all eleven
servicing tasks during five extravehicular activities for full
accomplishment of all STS-61 servicing objectives. This
included installation of a new Wide Field & Planetary Camera and
sets of corrective optics for all the other instruments, as well as
replacement of faulty solar arrays, gyroscopes, magnetometers,
and electrical components to restore the reliability of the
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observatory subsystem. The Endeavour also provided HST with a
reboost into a 321-nautical-mile, nearly circular orbit. Re-
deployment of a healthy HST back into orbit using the shuttle
robotic arm occurred at 5:26 a.m. EST on Dec. 10, and the
telescope was once again a fully operational, free-flying
spacecraft. Orbital verification of HSPs improved capabilities
occurred in early Jan., well ahead of the Mar. schedule.
During the course of the year before the servicing mission, the
HST:
Discovered a double nucleus resulting from the merging of two
galaxies.
Discovered a remarkable pin who el-ah aped disk of gas in the
heart of the galaxy surrounded by clusters of young stars born as
a result of a collision of two galaxies. The HST finding provides
strong evidence explaining the origin of galaxies.
Provided greatly refined measurements of the distance of a
nearby gafaxy, offering a more precise yardstick for measuring
the size and age of the universe.
Discovered sta/s with "naked cores" representing an entire new
population of very blue stars that apparently have been
cannibalized of their outer gas layers by other passing stars.
Provided spectacular views of a shattered comet hurtling
towards a Jul. 1994 collision with Jupiter, refining previous
ground-based observations.
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Found disks of dust around newly formed stars, confirming
theories about the birth of planets.
Provided the earliest look at the rapidly ballooning bubble of gas
blasted off an exploding star, known as a nova.
Cosmic Background Explorer (COBE)
Provided the most precise temperature measurements yet
obtained of the radiant energy remaining from the explosion that
began the universe according to the Big Bang theory-providing
the toughest test yet of that theory.
Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory (GRO)
Yielded two major breakthroughs that will enable scientists to
find remnants of old supernovae—the remains of exploded stars--
buried deep in the Milky Way galaxy.
Pinpointed an unusual star as the source of mysterious gamma
rays that have puzzled researchers since they were first detected
more than 80 years ago.
Discovered a new physical phenomenon-rare flashes of gamma
rays produced in the Earth's upper atmosphere above regions of
intense storms, possibly associated with huge electrical
discharges.
Provided new and stronger evidence that gamma-ray bursts do
not originate in the Milky Way galaxy and therefore probably come
from cosmologies! distances.
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Roentgen Satellite (Rosat)
Discovered a huge concentration of so-called dark matter in
space about ISO million light years (about 5.8 trillion miles)
from Earth. The discovery appears to confirm that most dark
matter in the universe is concentrated in and around small groups
of galaxies. This dark matter is believed to constitute up to 95
percent of the mass of the universe.
Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE)
Provided new information that will help astronomers understand
tne evolution of stars into the white-dwarf stage and the details
of how stars like Earth's sun die.
international Ultraviolet Explorer (IUE)
Provided the first direct evidence that red supergiant stars-the
largest Known stars-end their existence in massive explosions
known as supernovae.
Mars Observer
Just weeks after transmitting its first and only image of Mars
from 3.6 million miles (5.8 kilometers) away, the mission to the
Red Planet fell silent just as the spacecraft was preparing to
enter orbit around Mars. NASA Administrator Goldin formed an
independent panel to investigate why the spacecraft failed to
reestablish communications following a propetlant tank
pressurization operation just two days before orbit insertion.
The investigating board reported just after the end of the
calendar year that the most likely cause of the loss of
communications with the spacecraft on Aug. 21, 1993, was
rupture of the fuel pressurizallon side of the propulsion system,
resulting in a leak that caused a catastrophic spin and disoriented
the spacecraft. The mission was designed to provide a global map
of Mars and voluminous surface and weather data over a full
martian year.
Galileo
Encountered and provided high resolution images of the asteroid
Ida in Aug. Ida is the second asteroid Galileo has flown on its
way to explore Jupiter in 1995.
Magellan
Magellan completed the successful first attempt to "aerobrake" a
spacecraft by dipping into the atmosphere of a planet when it did
so at Venus in Aug. 1993. Magellan's orbit was changed from
highly elliptical to nearly circular by this maneuver of dragging
through the thick Venusfan atmosphere repeatedly over a period
of 70 days. From the new, lower, circular orbit the spacecraft
was able to begin profiling the planet's gravity, especially in the
polar regions, providing a better understanding of Venus' interior.
Gravity Wave Experiment
Three interplanetary spacecraft-Mars Observer, Galileo, and
Ulysses-participated in an experiment attempting to prove the
existence of elusive waves in the universe's gravitational field,
marking the first time three spacecraft have ever made
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observations simultaneously. Einstein predicted the existence of
gravitational waves, but scientists have never detected one
directly. They are studying the data from the three spacecraft to
see what results they produce.
Ulysses
Became the first spacecraft to reach further south than the most
southerly dip of the sun's magnetic equator. In this previously
unexplored region, Ulysses observed that the fast-moving stream
of charged panicles called the solar wind is twice as fast as, but
fess dense than near the sun's equator.
Detected interstellar gas and micron-sized grains of interstellar
dust flowing into the solar system. The mission is on its way to
explore the polar regions of the sun.
Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer (Sampex)
Pinpointed the location of a new radiation belt around the Earth
composed of cosmic rays, resulting from the solar wind's
interaction with the thin gas between the stars.
Voyager
Detected radio waves believed to come from the long-sought-
after heliopause--the boundary that separates the solar system
from interstellar space. Voyager 1, about 5 billion miles from
Ihe sun at the end of the year, and Voyager 2, about 4 billion
miles from the sun, had been launched over 15 years ago.
AO4
Upper Atmospheric Airborne Research
NASA scientists, using a special low-light-level, all-sky camera
aboard research aircraft, recorded for the first time unexpected
huge flashes of lightning in the upper atmosphere that may affect
atmospheric ozone.
Life and Biomedical Sciences
The Spacelab Life Sciences-2 (SLS-2) mission , the longest Space
Shuttle mission to date (flown in October), carried U
experiments concentrating on the
cardiovascular/cardiopulmonary systems, neuroscience,
regulatory physiology, and musculoskeletal systems of the body.
The experiments performed on Columbia's crew and laboratory
animals, along with data collected on the SLS-1 mission in June
1991, provided the most detailed and interrelated physiological
measurements acquired in the space environment since the Skylab
program in 1973 and 1974.
NASA established a U.S./Russian satellite telemedicine program
known as "Spacebridge to Moscow." This cooperative effort was
demonstrated to members of Congress in November. The
demonstration linked clinical consultants on Capitol Hill by
satellite with physicians in Russia and West Virginia.
Microgravity Sciences and Applications
NASA successfully launched STS-55 (Columbia) on April 26, 1993.
Referred to as Spacelab D-2, this was a reimbursable mission
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contracted by the German Space Agency. Experiments, some of
which were collaborative with U.S. scientists, dealt with
materials science, biology, and space technology. The oibiter
carried a European Space Agency (ESA)-designed research facility
to study the effects of weightlessness upon the human body.
In November, NASA announced that it will design and build the
Space Station Furnace Facility, the first major element of Space
Station scientific instrumentation and the focus of microgravity
materials science.
Mission to Planet Earth (MTPE)
The Office of Mission to Planet Earth continued to collect and
analyze data that ultimately will allow humans to make informed
policy decisions about how their actions are affecting the global
environment.
Ozone Studies
Using data from the Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer (TOMS),
scientists from me Goddard Space Flight Center in Apr.
determined that ozone levels over the mid-latitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere had reached record low levels in the second
half of 1992. These low readings persisted into early 1993.
Other ozone studies, conducted by the Upper Atmosphere Research
Satellite (UARS), showed ozone levels over the Arctic were
depleted 10 to 20 percent from 1992. UARS also observed high,
persistent levels of chlorine monoxide, a key gas involved in
ozone depletion, over the Arctic.
Late in the year, scientists from NASA and the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration observed the lowest ozone
values ever seen, recorded in the Antarctic 'ozone hole" on Oct. 6.
TOMS aboard Nimbus-7 ceased operating in May. Launched in
1978, TOMS/Nlmbus-7 provided more than 14 years of continuous
data on global ozone levels. Data from TOMS and other US. and
international research programs provided the scientific
underpinning for international agreements in the 1980s to phase
out the use of ozone-depleting chemicals in electronics and other
industries.
The globaJ-ozone data set Is being extended without interruption
by the TOMS Instrument aboard a Russian Meteor-3 satellite.
Launched in 1991, TOMS/Meteor-3 will be complemented in 1994
with the launch of another TOMS on NASA's first Earth Probe
satellite.
Deforestation
In June scientists from the Goddard Space Flight Center and the
University of New Hampshire documented increasing threats to
wildlife habitat in the Amazon Basin. Using data from the NASA-
developed Landsat-4 and -5 satellites, the scientists showed that
the physical extent of deforestation In the Brazilian Amazon
Basin is less than had been estimated. However, the
fragmentation of the rain forest and the "edge effects" on the
perimeters of these forest fragments are greater than had been
believed, potentially increasing the threat to biological diversity.
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Volcanology
A study by scientists at the Langley Research Center, Hampton,
Va., using data from the spaceborne Earth Radiation Budget
Experiment, indicated that the 1991 eruption of Mount Pinatubo in
the Philippines slightly cooled the Earth well into 1992. This
was the first unambiguous, direct measurement of changes in the
Earth's climate as a result of a volcano.
In September, scientists and aircraft teams from the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), Pasadena, Calif., and the Stennis
Space Center, Miss., took part in a mission using Infrared
Instruments to conduct aerial surveys of volcanoes in the
Kamchatka peninsula of eastern Russia. It yielded extensive data
that will be used in joint U.S.-Russian studies. As part of the
mission, a new direct air corridor was defined between Shemya
Air Force Base. Alaska, and Elisova, Russia. For the first time
since 1943, a Russian citizen flew as a crew member aboard a
U.S. research aircraft.
Oceanography
The U.S.-French TOPEX/POSEIDON spacecraft continued Us
precision measurements of changes in global sea levels. In Feb.,
scientists used this data to predict correctly that the ongoing El
Ni_o event would be strengthened, leading to wetter and colder-
than-normal winters in the eastern U.S. In November, this data
indicated conditions were primed for development of another El
Ni o event in the winter of 1993-94.
Using new, improved satellite-tracking technologies, along with
more accurate measurements of the Earth's gravity field,
TOPEX/POSEIDON is measuring global sea-level changes with
unprecedented accuracy: approximately 2 inches for short-term
changes and 0.4 inches for long-term changes. A cooperative
program between NASA and the Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales
(ONES), the French space agency, the satellite is providing data
that will be used to achieve a better understanding of the oceans'
role in climate change.
Space Flights
MTPE launched three space missions this year. April saw the
flight of the second Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and
Science (ATLAS-2), aboard Space Shuttle Discovery. ATLAS-2
consisted of seven instruments to study atmospheric chemistry
and solar energy, focusing on the processes of ozone depletion.
ATLAS-2 continued the spacebourne segment of MTPE that began
in 1991 with the launch of UARS. MTPE scientists continue to
acquire and analyze data from UARS, TOPEX/POSEIDON,
TOMS/Meteor-3, and the Earth Radiation Budget Satellite. MTPE
scientists have also been analyzing data from out-of-service U.S.
weather satellites and international spacecraft.
In Aug., NASA launched the NOAA-I satellite, an operational
spacecraft used by NOAA in its weather observations. Contact
with the spacecraft was lost on Aug. 21, with a failure review
report due in early 1994.
Other Research Programs
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Ongoing aircraft and ground-based studies complemented MTPE's
space-based research. An international research program called
Tropical Ocean Global Atmosphere/Coupled Ocean-Atmosphere
Response Experiment (TOGA-COARE) studied how parts of the
Pacific Ocean exchange energy and moisture with the atmosphere.
These measurements, the most comprehensive ever gathered on
this phenomenon, will provide new insights into the El Ni o
weather pattern and its worldwide effects.
An aircraft survey, using a NASA-developed remote-sensing
platform, showed that areas of the Greenland ice sheet thickened
by as much as 6 to 7 feet between 1980 and 1993. Scientists
want to make repeated measurements of ice sheets and sea ice to
see how they respond to changes in climate.
Applications and Technology
MTPE programs also found immediate applications to natural
hazards in 1993. MTPE aircraft surveyed the summer floods in
the American midwest and brush fires In Calif., helping federal
and local officials estimate damage. Satellite data on African
vegetation helped the U.S. Agency for International Development
predict the likelihood of famine and locust plagues in some areas.
Technologically, MTPE continued to improve techniques used to
gather environmental data, especially geological data. MTPE
technology applied to European satellite data was used to map the
1992 Landers earthquake with an accuracy of approximately 0.4
inches, showing variations in seismic stress near the epicenter.
Also, NASA-developed precision receivers for the Defense
Department's Global Positioning System were used in field
studies in earthquake-prone areas to gain a better understanding
of these natural hazards.
Space Station
This was an unprecedented year of change in the nine-year history
of Space Station. On Mar. 9 Administrator Gotdin notified alt
cognizant NASA participants that the President, while stating his
support for development of a space station, had directed the
agency to redesign Space Station Freedom in order to make it
more efficient, effective, and capable of producing greater
returns on our investment. The President also directed NASA to
create an independent, senior-level review team to report and
submit its findings to the Administration by early Jun. The
resultant Advisory Committee on the Redesign of the Space
Station was chaired by Dr. Charles Vest, President of MIT, who
was appointed on Mar. 25. To assist the panel. NASA established
a Redesign Team. The 45-member team, comprised of NASA
employees and representatives from Freedom's international
partners, began work on Mar. 10.
On Jun. 7 the Redesign Team submitted its final report to the
Vest Committee, proposing three technically-viable options for
the new Space Station: 'Option A.' using a modular approach
employing existing flight-proven hardware as well as cost-
effective Freedom systems; "Option B,' derived from mature
Space Station Freedom designs and making maximum use of
Freedom systems; and "Option C." which would use a Shuttle-
derived launch vehicle to place a station into orbit with a single
launch. Among management and organizational issues addressed
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by the Redesign Team was one wherein the team recommended
establishment of a 300-person core Program Office at a host
NASA Center and the naming of a single prime contractor in place
of Freedom's multi-prime contractors. The Administration
approved these recommendations.
On Jun. 10 the Vest Committee submitted its final report and
recommendations to the Administration. Seven days later, the
White House announced the President's selection of 'Option A" as
the new Space Station design. On August 17 NASA announced the
selection of the Johnson Space Center, as the Host Center for the
new Space Station Program Office. It named the Boeing Defense
and Space Group as the new Space Station Prime Contractor.
On Sep. 7 a NASA Transition Team delivered its 'Alpha Station'
Program Implementation Plan to the Administration. It provided
cost and schedule information for "Alpha Station' to the
Administration on Sep. 20 and an addendum to the implementation
plan on Nov. 1, detailing potential Russian involvement in the
program. The new plan reduced Civil Service support for the new
Space Station by more than half. And by year's end. after
unanimous invitation by all Space Station principals, Russia had
agreed to become a full-fledged international partner in the
effort. Vice President Gore and Russian Prime Minister
Chernomyrdin confirmed the historic joining of the U.S. and
Russian human space programs during a joint commission meeting
in Moscow on Dec. 16.
Space Flight
On Shuttle mission STS-54 in Jan., the crew deployed the sixth in
a series of NASA's Tracking and Data Relay Satellites. On STS-57
in Jun., NASA astronauts retrieved the EURECA satellite, which
had spent almost a year in orbit. After being stowed in the cargo
bay, it was brought back to Earth and the experiments aboard
were delivered to the European Space Agency (ESA). During STS-
51 in Sep. the Shuttle crew delivered a new Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite (ACTS) into geostationary
orbit.
Two Shuttle missions in 1993 carried the ESA-developed
pressurized spacelab module allowing the Shuttle to become an
orbiting laboratory. The STS-55/Spacelab D-2 mission, launched
Apr. 26, saw the second flight of a mission devoted primarily to
Germany for conducting a wide range of experiments in the
microgravity environment of space. The STS-58/Spacelab Life
Sciences-2 mission, launched Oct. 18, involved NASA astronauts
continuing the agency's efforts to gain more knowledge of how
the human body adapts in a weightless condition. The mission
will also provide insight into medical problems experienced by
people on Earth.
The Shuttle became an orbiting astronomical observatory on
several missions during 1993. The Diffuse X-ray Spectrometer
(DXS) payioad carried on STS-54 in Jan., the Atmospheric
Laboratory for Applications and Science-2 (ATLAS-2) payioad
carried on STS-56 in Apr., and the Orbiting and Retrievable Far
and Extreme Ultraviolet Spectrometer-Shuttle Pallet Satellite
(ORFEUS-SPAS) payioad deployed and retrieved on STS-51 in Sep.
investigated such issues as the origin and nature of the matter
that fills the space between stars, the relationship between the
sun's energy output and Earth's atmosphere, and the life-cycle of
stars.
The Year in Review
A new era in commercial development of space began in Jun.
during Shuttle Mission STS-57, when the privately-developed
mid-deck augmentation module known as Spacehab was carried in
the Shuttle's cargo bay. The module provides additional access to
crew-tended, mid-deck lockers and experiments.
Extravehicular activities (EVAs) by astronauts during STSs-54 in
Jan.. -57 in Jun., and -51 in Sep. prepared for the extensive series
of EVAs associated with the STS-61 Hubble servicing mission in
Dec., already described. The five EVAs performed on STS-61 set a
new record for most spacewalks on a single Shuttle flight, and
STS-G1 astronaut Tom Akers became the American with the most
EVA time in space, with a total time to date of 29 hours, 40
minutes.
Aeronautics
In 1993 NASA began to reinvigorate American investment in
aeronautical research. The agency made steady progress in laying
the foundation for a future U.S. supersonic airliner, making air
travel 'better, faster, cheaper" for millions of pilots and
passengers, and creating technology that industry can use to make
its products even more competitive in the world marketplace.
High-Speed Research
In March NASA's Langley Research Center, Hampton, Va.. got the
assignment of leading the agency's multi-year High-Speed
Research Program, which is developing technology for an
economically practical, environmentally safe U.S. supersonic
airliner. Langley began to manage research in aerodynamics,
airframe materials, and several other disciplines. The center
also coordinates the efforts of other NASA facilities working on
engine technology, high-altitude atmospheric research, and flight
tests of new technology.
The start of fiscal year 1994 kicked off Phase II of the High-
Speed Research Program. Phase II will move promising concepts
out of the laboratory and closer to practical application. In Nov.
NASA selected the nation's two leading aircraft engine
manufacturers for negotiations leading to the first large Phase tl
contract award. The team of General Electric and Pratt & Whitney
will develop critical propulsion component technologies under a
contract estimated at just under $300 million.
Better Planes. Safer Skies
Many of NASA's aeronautical highlights in 1993 were part of the
agency's work to make tomorrow's aircraft and the nation's air
traffic control system safer, more efficient, and more
economical. In Apr., a NASA F-15 research plane based at Amos-
Dryden Flight Research Facility, Edwards, Calif., made the first
controlled landing using only engine power instead of normal
flight controls. The successful touchdown was part of a NASA
project to develop a computer-assisted engine system that lets a
plane fly and land safely with its engines if normal plane control
surfaces such as elevators, rudder, and ailerons are disabled. The
system makes the aircraft turn, climb, descend, and eventually
land by varying the speed of the engines, one at a time or
simultaneously.
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Among many other projects, in Oct. the F-18 started flight tests
of a new control system using fiber optics-small bundles of
light transmitting cables-that weigh less and take up less space
than the copper wiring in today's aircraft. Fiber optics also have
better immunity to signal interference, are free from short
circuit arcing, and can carry more electronic signals.
At Ames Research Center, Mountain View, Calif., NASA did wind
tunnel tests on a full-scale Advanced Ducted Propulsor that could
lead to a new generation of quieter, more fuel-efficient
passenger plane engines. The joint NASA/Pratt & Whitney project
tested the large ducted fan engine under simulated landing
conditions, with an emphasis on its ability to reverse thrust for
slowing down during post-landing rollout.
In July NASA and the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA)
unveiled the Center/TRACON Automation System (CTAS), a new,
computerized tool that helps air traffic controllers schedule
aircraft arrivals more efficiently. CTAS monitors incoming
planes during the last 20 minutes of flight and develops a~ plan to
handle the traffic according to the airport's spacing
requirements. The FAA announced that it will put CTAS Into
operation at 12 selected U.S. airports and forecasts that the
system will save airlines nearly $600 million by the year 2000.
Weather Research and Development
At the end of September NASA and the FAA announced the
development of three different types of sensors to detect
windshear-sudden, violent changes in wind speed and direction.
They also described several innovative new programs that will
let airports around the world handle more planes with fewer
weather and traffic delays while maintaining today's high safety
standards.
During the year, NASA finished tests of a new inflight weather
data device for pilots. The Cockpit Weather Information Needs
system, developed by Langloy Research Center, draws on
commercial data sources to generate in-cockpit maps of storms
and lightning discharges. In simulations at Langley, pilots from
14 flight crews burned 5 percent less fuel and flew 5 percent
fewer miles to avoid bad weather when using the system--
numbers that translate into savings of about $6 million per year
for a typical airline.
In August, NASA's Lewis Research Center, Cleveland, wrapped up
10 weeks of icing tests on a one-sixth scale model of a Sikorsky
Black Hawk helicopter, a design in wide use today. The tests,
which covered a range of icing and forward flight conditions, will
be used to develop reliable methods to reduce icing certification
costs and time.
Partnership with Industry
In March, NASA and Learjet, Inc. announced an agreement to study
aircraft size and aerodynamics, research that could let the
company produce a new, economical business jet. Also, NASA and
the nation's largest aerospace companies began working together
in April 1993 to see how NASA computer programs can help
industry design and produce airplanes more efficiently.
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With technology Rowing the other way, NASA adopted an existing
high-tech x-ray system to improve inspections of aging aircraft.
Langley Research Center began working with the system's
developer, Digiray Corp., to modify it for inspections of wings,
turbines, and propeller blades possibly affected by corrosion,
cracks, and disbonding.
Partnership with Russia
NASA and the Russian State Committee for the Defense Branches
of Industry signed a memorandum of understanding on Dec. 16 in
Moscow to cooperate In eight areas of aeronautical science:
transition and turbulence, composite structures and materials,
chemically reacting flows, thermal protection system materials,
environmental concerns in aviation, hypersonic technologies,
experimental test facilities, and advanced aerospace materials.
"Better, Faster, Cheaper* Aeronautics Research
Among improvements in aeronautics research, engineers at
Dryden came up with a design for a new engine inlet rake that is
saving American taxpayets more than $1 million on an
aeronautics research project. The device, which will provide
airflow data in a NASA F/A-18 that flies at high angles of attack,
is more compact and requires many fewer changes to the aircraft
than previous instruments.
In Nov., NASA revealed that Lewis researchers had invented a new
silicon carbide crystal growth process called "site competition
epitaxy" thai can be used to produce superior semiconductors for
electronics aboard aircraft, spacecraft, and ground vehicles.
In Apr., an SR-71 "Blackbird" based at Dryden did high-altitude
astronomy studies with an ultraviolet camera from JPL. The
Blackbird can carry scientific experiments on much shorter
notice than satellites and sounding rockets. NASA is also using
the plane for aeronautics studies in the High-Speed Research
Program.
Engineers for Tomorrow
The Office of Aeronautics started three programs in 1993 to
foster education for aeronautical engineers. Syracuse University,
the University of Maryland, and the University of Texas at
Arlington received NASA funding for centers that will
concentrate on hypersonic aeronautics—flight at more than five
times the speed of sound. The effort is important because
hypersonic research is expected to increase, but the field is
dominated by older engineers who may soon retire.
NASA also announced an initiative to create a formal
concentration of aerospace engineering courses at the
historically blacX Southern University and A&M College in Baton
Rouge, La. And in November, the Office of Aeronautics picked 20
universities to receive grants for the first phase of a new
mullidiscipltnary design and analysis training program.'
Advanced Concepts and Technology
NASA was heavily involved in the commercial development of
space technology through its Office of Advanced Concepts &
Technology (OACT) established in October 1992 by a merger of the
Office of Commercial Programs and the Space Technology
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Directorate. Under its aegis, in January 1993 the robot Dante
partially descended into the volcanic crater of Ml. Erebus in
Antarctica until controllers aborted the mission due to a severed
fiber optics cable, which resulted in the loss of communications
between the robot and its control station. Developed by NASA and
Carnegie Mellon University, Dante tested prototype robotic
technologies for uncrewed planetary exploration and to advance
scientific knowledge of the volcano. Despite the setback, the
project successfully tested new telerobotic technologies and the
remote operation of the robot via satellite communications with
time delay. Dante was a model for performing missions better,
faster, and cheaper, having been built in only 11 months under a
$2 million NASA grant to Carnegie Mellon University.
Other related robotic developments included use of a satellite
link to maneuver a Russian-built robot in a Moscow laboratory in
collaboration among NASA's Ames Research Center, McDonnell
Douglas Space Systems, the Russian Academy of Sciences, the
Institute for Space Research, and the Russian Space Agency. The
rover robot was a prototype of a design Russian scientists hope
to land on Mars in 1996. The objective of the project was to
prove the feasibility of the teleoperator interface, developed at
Ames, and used to steer the robot.
OACT began a three-year technology commercialization
experiment in February 1993 by funding two Technology
Commercialization Centers, one at Ames and the other at Johnson
Space Center in an effort to foster new industry and create new
jobs.
Jun. 1993 saw the maiden flight of the Spacehab module in the
cargo bay of Space Shuttle Endeavour. Privately funded and
developed by SPACEHAB, Inc. of Arlington, VA. the module
provides an additional 1,100 cubic feet of pressurized
experimental space on the Shuttle, quadrupling the available
working and storage volume. The first flight carried 15
commercial experiments. Four of NASA's Centers for the
Commercial Development of Space (CCDSs) and the Johnson Space
Center collaborated with 24 industry affiliates to perform
biotechnology experiments. Four other CCDSs and NASA's Langley
Research Center collaborated with 11 industrial partners to
perform experiments in materials science.
Among other OACT achievements in 1993, NASA joined forces
with the NSF, DARPA, DoE's Defense Programs, DcT, and MIST to
manage the Technology Reinvestment Project. Announced by
President Clinton in Mar. 1993, this is a $472-million effort to
help U.S. industry respond to the twin challenges posed by
decreased defense spending and Increased global economic
competition. One thrust of the project is to reorient the
military/industrial base toward dual-use technologies,
processes, and products. Companies, state and local governments
submitted 2,800 proposals to the project during a two-month
solicitation period ending in late Jul. Generally, proposals had to
include provision for commercial application of the technology
and for the company to provide at least 60 percent of the funding.
Also, NASA successfully launched the Advanced Communications
Technology Satellite (ACTS) from Space Shuttle Discovery in Sep.
1993. ACTS represents the next generation in communications
satellites. Its fundamental goal is to test and prove advanced
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communications technologies and to evaluate the potential
applications of the technologies.
Also, the nation's top technology managers gathered in Anaheim,
Calif., in Dec. 1993 at TECHNOLOGY 2003, the fourth national
technology transfer conference and exposition. Sponsored by
NASA, NASA Tech Briefs magazine, and the Technology Utilization
Foundation, the event spotlighted leading edge technologies from
NASA and other federal agencies that U.S. industry can use to
develop new or improved products and processes. More than 8.000
attendees toured the more than 300 exhibits during the two-day
conference.
Space Communications
NASA successfully launched the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite
TDRS-6 in January aboard the Shuttle Endeavour. NASA's TORS
System (TDRSS) is a space-based satellite network developed to
meet telecommunications needs essential to the success of Space
Shuttle, Space Station, and other low Earth-orbiting spacecraft
missions. TDRS-6 fulfilled the essential requirement of having
two fully operational satellites and a fully operational "ready
reserve' capability in Earth orbit. This ensures that NASA
communications, telemetry, and data acquisition capabilities
required by space missions would not be jeopardized by a single
satellite failure.
Apr. 1993 marked the 10th anniversary of NASA's TDRSS. TDRSS
began with the launch of the first satellite on April 4, 1983. At
its highest capacity, the TDRSS is able to transfer in one second
the equivalent of a 20-volume encyclopedia containing over 34
million words. Since becoming operational, TDRSS has relayed.
approximately 3.5 million minutes of data to the ground, and
every subsequent Space Shuttle mission has required its
resources.
NASA established a remote terminal in Australia to augment the
scientific return from the Compton Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
after failure of the on-board tape recorders. This facility will
allow scientists to collect approximately 30 percent more data,
depending on GRO's attitude. In addition, the facility will allow
engineers to monitor the health of the spacecraft with better
success.
NASA completed an Interfacility Fiber Optic Link (1FL), which
connects the White Sands Ground Terminal and the second
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite Ground Terminal In New Mexico.
This link enhances the exchange of operational data between
these sites, increases ground terminal capacity, and significantly
improves the reliability of the expanded TORS constellation that
is being planned to meet the requirements for future data-
intensive scientific missions.
The NASA Communications network (NASCOM) also implemented
the German Space Operations Center multiplexer system, which
was used for the German Spacelab mission (Spacelab D-2) on Apr.
26, 1993. NASCOM provided diversely routed circuits from the
Goddard Space Flight Center to Germany, providing the data and
voice capability for ground control operators in Germany to
communicate with the astronauts on board the spacecraft to
assure mission success.
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A new control center concept, called the Transportable Payload
Operations Control Center (TPOCC), was successfully
demonstrated with the launch of the first SAMP EX mission on Jul.
3, 1992. The lessons learned and software from the SAMPEX
TPOCC were in the process of being applied to subsequent
missions as the year ended. They have demonstrated a significant
development cost savings through reuse of over 75 percent of
existing software.
NASA's Ground Network facilities provided communications to a
wide variety of NASA and international missions. These included
Space Shuttle; a variety of Earth-orbiting spacecraft performing
numerous Earth-observing missions; planetary orbiters; and deep
space missions. Ground Network facilities also provided
communications services during launch, flight, and recovery of
high-altitude balloons and sounding rockets, used to enable
research in such scientific disciplines as geophysics,
astrophysics, and astronomy.
The worldwide capability further allowed ground-based
controllers to navigate the spacecraft, to configure them for
scientific observations, and to recover the resulting data.
Notable events covered during the past year included the
encounter of the spacecraft Galileo with the asteroid Ida and the
recovery of pictures of this asteroid; likewise, the aerobraktng of
the spacecraft Magellan in orbit about Venus. Further uses of the
Ground Network facilities included astronomical observations
employing radio and radar.
This year, additional advances were made by the Deep Space
Network (DSN). Beginning in Jan. 1993, JPL successfully
conducted a Ka-band (33 GHz) Link Experiment (KaBLE) with the
Mars Observer spacecraft. Using advanced technology, the DSN
Research Station at Goldstone, Calif., simultaneously acquired
and tracked this spacecraft at Ka-band and X-band (8 GHz) for
over a seven month period. This was the first Ka-band
experiment to receive telemetry from and perform ranging on a
deep space mission. The lessons learned from KaBLE were
evolving into the operational DSN as the year ended.
Safety and Mission Assurance
In order to prevent repeating past failures and to capitalize on
past successes, NASA joined the Air Force, Navy, and FAA in what
is fast becoming the interagency aerospace lessons learned
system. This system already contains more than 5,800 lessons
ready for immediate use. Additionally, NASA-in conjunction
with the University of West Virginia-was in the process of
bringing on line a new facility to support Independent
Verification and Validation of software. This facility will
provide a single NASA focal s upon the human body.
In November, NASA announced that it will design and build the
Space Station Furnace Facility, the
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1880
6
1
1
0
0
e
1891
0
59
8
7
0
0
2
8
1
0
1
86
1881
6
0
1
1
0
7
1882
0
54
10
9
0
1
3
13
3
0
2
95
1882
11
1
1
0
0
13
1993
0
60
10
17
0
0
1
12
1
0
5
106
1993
11
1
0
0
0
12
TOTAL
1
2428
504
66
10
4
47
482
33
1
18
3598
TOTAI
284
35
31
92
39
461
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NASA Launches By Vehicle
Atlas
Atlas Agena
Atlas Centaur
Delta
Juno II
Saturn 1
Saturn IB
Saturn V
Scout
ThorAble
Thor Agena
Tnor Delta
Titan II
Vanguard
TOTAL
1957 1959 1959 1960 1961
: : : : a
_
- 1 2 1 1
— — — _ 2
- 1 1 2 0
2 0 0
2 5 5 10
1962
3
4
-
0
1
0
1
9
0
18
1963
1
0
1
1
0
2
0
0
6
0
11
1964
0
5
1
4
0
3
6
0
2
0
1
0
22
1965
0
2
1
7
0
3
4
0
2
0
S
0
24
1966
1
9
4
8
0
0
1
1
0
2
0
5
0
31
1967
0
6
4
12
0
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0
26
1968
0
1
3
7
0
0
2
2
4
0
0
0
0
0
19
1969
. 0
0
3
10
0
0
0
4
2
0
2
0
0
0
21
1970
0
0
0
7
0
0
0
1
2
0
2
0
0
0
12
1971
0
0
3
5
0
0
0
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
15
1972
0
0
4
7
0
0
0
2
5
0
0
0
0
0
18
1973
0
0
3
5
0
0
3
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
13
1974
0
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
16
197S
0
0
2
12
0
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
19
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NASA Launches By Vehicle
Adas
Adas Agena
Atlas E/F
Atlas Centaur
Atlas II S/A
Delta
Juno II
Saturn 1
Saturn IB
Saturn V
Scout
Shuttle
ThorAble
Thor Agena
Thor Delta
Titan II
Titan III
Titan Centaur
Vanauard
TOTAL
1976
0
0
—
3
9
0
0
0
0
2
-
0
0
0
0
1
o
15
1977
0
0
—
2
9
0
0
0
0
1
_
0
0
0
0
2
0
14
1978
0
0
2
7
10
0
0
0
0
1
-
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
979
0
0
1
2
3
0
0
0
0
3
_
0
0
0
0
0
0
9
1980
0
0
1
3
3
0
0
0
0
0
_
0
0
0
0
0
0
7
1981
0
0
1
4
5
0
0
0
0
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
13
1982
0
0
0
2
7
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
o
12
1983
0
0
1
1
7
0
0
0
0
1
4
0
0
1
0
0
0
15
1984
0
0
1
1
4
0
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
1985
0
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
2
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
14
1988
0
0
1
1
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
o
5
1987
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
3
1988
0
0
1
0
1
0
0
0
0
4
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
8
1989
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
0
0
o
7
990
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
6
0
0
0
0
0
o
8
991
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
e
0
0
0
0
0
o
8
1992
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
2
a
0
0
0
0
0
o
13
1993 1
0
0
1
1
4
1
0
0
0
0
1
7
0
0
0
0
0
0
o
12
rOTAL
7
29
11
61
<j
157
5
6
7
13
68
58
4
12
21
11
7
2
482
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Summary of Announced Payloads
Argentina
AslaSat
ASCO
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China - -
CIS (USSR) 2 1
Cooperative * - -
Czechoslovakia
ESA - -
France
Germany - -
India
Indonesia
InMarSat
Israel
Italy - -
Japan
Korea - -
'Luxembourg - -
Mexico
NATO
Pakistan
PanAmSat
Saudi Arabia
Spain
Sweden
United Kingdom
UnftedStates* - 7
TOTAL 2 8
* Separate Breakdown Follows
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 0 0 1
3 3 4 2 0 1 7 3 5 6 6 4 4 6 6 7 4 7 0 8 8
- - - 2 0 2 3 0 2 3 2 0
_ _ - - _ _ _ _ - 1 1 0
- - - - - - 1 1 2 0 0 2
4
^
— — 1 1
11 17 36 53 64 72 88 102 78 63 51 30
14 20 40 75 71 109 158 147 149 141 125 126
0
1
96
6
0
1
0
2
1
1
36
144
0
1
0
88
1
3
1
0
1
0
0
?8
123
0
1
0
106
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
22
130
0
0
0
95
7
0
0
1
1
0
3
15
122
0
1
3
109
2
1
5
0
1
2
0
—
0
26
150
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Summary of Announced Payloads
Argentina
ASCO
Australia
Brazil
Canada
China
CIS (USSR)
Cooperative
Czechoslovakia
ESA
France
Germany
India
Indonesia
Israel
Italy
Japan
Mexico
NATO
Sweden
Unted Kingdom
United States
TOTAL
1976
0
0
2
121
2
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
0
27
155
1»77
0
0
0
104
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
4
1
0
17
133
1978
0
1
1
119
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
0
4
1
0
29
160
1979
0
0
0
101
0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
1
17
123
1880
0
0
0
110
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
2
0
0
13
126
1981
0
0
3
123
1
0
4
0
0
3
0
0
3
0
1
19
157
188?
0
2
1
119
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
1
0
17
142
1883
0
1
1
115
2
0
2
0
2
2
1
0
3
0
0
22
151
1984
0
1
3
115
0
0
2
1
1
0
1
0
3
0
2
32
161
1885
2
2
1
1
1
118
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
33
164
1986
0
0
1
0
3
114
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
g
132
1987
0
1
0
0
1
116
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
g
133
1988
0
0
0
0
3
107
1
0
2
1
1
2
0
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
15
136
1989
0
0
0
0
0
95
0
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
1
1
22
129
1990
1
0
0
1
0
5
96
3
0
1
2
1
1
1
1
0
7
0
0
0
5
31
159
1991
0
0
0
0
2
1
101
5
0
4
6
1
1
0
0
1
2
0
1
0
2
30
157
1992
0
0
2
0
1
2
77
3
0
1
3
1
2
1
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
27
128
1993
0
0
0
1
0
1
59
1
0
2
2
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
1
0
0
29
104
TOTAL
1
2
7
4
12
33
2897
53
2
33
32
12
16
7
2
4
57
3
8
1
3
18
11B7
4404
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Summary of USA Payloads
U.S. Payloads
1957 1953 19S9 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
AMSAT
AT&T
ASC
COMSAT
DOD
GTE
Hughes
NASA
NOAA
N. Utah Univ
RCA
SBS
WU
TOTAL
NASA/Canada
NASA/OOD
NASA/ESA
NASA/France
France/Germany
NASA/Germany
NASA/Italy
NASA/Japan
NASA/Netherlands
NASA/NOAA
NASA/NRL
NASA/Spain
NASA/UK
TOTAL
_ « .. -. — 1 2
5 6 12 23 39 44
2 5 5 13 13 8
1
50
21
0 0
1 1
66 71
21 27
7 11 17 36 53 54 72 88 102
Cooperative Payloads
1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966
1 0
. . _ . . _
- - - - - -
.. — .. — _ 1 0
_ — .- — — 2 0
0
~
1
-
1
2
1 0
1 0
0 0
1 0
0 0
3 0
1967
0
3
57
15
3
78
1967
0
0
1
0
1
2
1968
0
1
43
17
2
63
1968
0
2
0
0
1
0
3
1969
0
3
32
15
1
51
1969
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
2
1970
0
3
18
8
1
30
1970
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1971
0
2
24
9
1
36
1971
1
0
2
0
1
1
1
6
1972
1
0
2
14
10
1
28
1972
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1973
0
0
1
11
9
1
22
1973
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
1974 1975
1 0
0 q
1 2
a 10
2 12
1 1
2 0
15 26
1974 1975
0 0
0 0
0 0
1 1
1 0
1 0
1 0
1 1
0 0
1 0
1 0
7 2
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Summary of USA Payloads
AMSAT
AT&T
ASC
COMSAT
DOD
GTE
Hughes
NASA
NOAA
N. UtahUrfv
RCA
SBS
WU
TOTAL
NASA/Canada
NASA/DOD
NASA/ESA
NASA/France
France/Germany
NASA/Germany
NASA/Italy
NASA/Jsosn
NASA/NetfKHlands
NASA/NOAA
NASA/NRL
NASA/Spain
NASA/UK
TOTAL
1976
0
0
_
6
18
_
—
1
1
_
1
_
0
27
1076
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1977
0
0
_
1
12
_
_
3
1
_
0
_
o
17
1977
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1978
1
0
—3
14
~
—
10
1
..
0
—
0
29
1978
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1979
0
0
—0
11
—
—
3
1
._
1
_
1
17
1979
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1980
0
0
—
1
a
_
—
1
2
_
0
1
0
13
1980
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1981
0
0
—3
7
—
—5
2
..
1
1
0
19
1981
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1982
0
0
—2
6
—
—
4
0
_
2
1
2
17
Cn
1982
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
U.S. Pt
1983
0
0
—
2
a
—
2
6
2
_
2
0
0
22
KMfatft
1883
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
2
lyload*
1984
0
0
—
2
12
2
3
9
2
_
0
1
1
32
v PavH
1984
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1985
0
1
1
3
11
1
2
12
0
1
1
0
0
33
1983
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1988
0
0
0
0
s
1
0
1
1
0
1
0
0
9
1988
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1987
0
0
0
0
8
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
9
1987
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1988
0
0
0
1
9
2
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
15
1988
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
1989
0
0
0
1
12
0
0
9
0
0
0
0
0
22
1989
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1990
2
0
0
2
16
1
1
7
0
0
1
1
t
31
1990
0
2
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
1991
0
0
1
1
15
1
0
11
1
0
0
0
JL
30
1991
0
O
1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
1
s
1992
0
0
0
3
11
0
2
11
0
0
0
0
0
27
1992
0
Q
0
1
0
0
1
^0
0
0
0
0
3
1993
0
1
0
1
10
0
1
11
1
0
0
0
0
25
1993
0
Q
2
0
0
0
0
Q
0
1
0
0
1
4
TOTAL
S
6
2
52
726
8
13
319
32
1
11
5g
1189
TOTAL
5
9
7
2
6
6
4
2
4
3
1
6
58
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Shuttle Approach and Landing Tests
FlfeM
Captive Inert
Ffghtf
Captive Inert
FlgW2
Captive Inert
Flght3
Captive Inert
Flght4
Captive Inert
Fights
Captive Active
Fight 1A
Captive Active
Ffghtf
Captive Atfve
Fights
Free Flight 1
Free Fight 2
Free Flights
FreeFlght4
Free Flights
FDgMOau
Fell 18. 1977
Fob 22, 1977
Fob 25, 1977
Feb28, 1977
Mar 2, 1977
Jun1B,1977
Jin 28. 1977
Jul26,1977
Aug 12. 1977
Sep13,1977
Sep23, 1977
Oct 12, 1977
Oct26,1977
WelSfitfltg)
64,717.0
64.717.0
64,717.0
64,717.0
65.142.0
68,462.3
68.462.3
68,462.3
63,039.6
68,039.6
68,402.4
68,817.5
68,8252
Description ol Flight
Unmanned Inert Orbiter (Enterprise) mated to Shuttle Carrier Aircraft (SCA) to evaluate low speed performance and handling qualities of Orbiter/SCA
combination. SCA Crew: Frtzhuoh L Fulton, Jr., Thomas C. McMurtry, Vic Morton, and Skip Gu'dry. Flight Time: 2 hours 10 minutes.
Unmanned inert Ortaiter (Enterprise) mated to SCA to demonstrate flutter free envelope. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Fulton, Jr., Thomas C. McMurtry,
Vic Norton, and Skip Guidry. Fight Time: 3 hours 15 minutes.
Unmanned Inert Orbiter (Enterprise) mated to SCA to complete flutter and stab/lily testing. SCA Crew: Rtzhugh L Fulton, Jr., Thomas C. McMurtry,
Vie Norton, and Skip Guidry. FlqfnTime: 2 hours 30 minutes.
Unmanned inert Orbita (Enterprise) mated to SCA to evaluate configuration variables. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L. Fulton, Jr., Thomas C. McMurtry, Vic
Horton. and Skip Guidry. Flight Time: 2 hours 11 minutes.
Unmanned inert Orbiter (Enterprise) mated to SCA to evaluate maneuver performance and procedures. SCA Crew: Frtthugh L Fulton, Jr., A. J. Roy,
Vic Horton, and Skip Guidry. Fight Time: 1 hour 40 minutes.
Hist manned captive active flight with Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon FuTterton, Jr. Manned active Orbiter (Enterprise) mated to SCA for initial
performance checks of Orbiter Flight Control System. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L. Fulton, Jr., Thomas C. McMurtry, Vic Horton, and Skip Guidry. Flight
Time: 56 minutes. '
Manned captive active flight with Joe H. Engle and Richard H Truly. Manned active OrbHer (Enterprise) mated to SCA to verify conditions in
preparation for free flight. SCA Crew: Filzhugh L Fulton. Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 1 hour 3 minutes.
Manned captive active flight with Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon FuOertbn, Jr. Manned active Orbiter (Enterprise) mated to SCA to verify conditions in
preparation tot free flight. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Fulton, Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 59 minutes.
First manned free flight wfifi Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon Fulterton, Jr. Manned Orbiter (Enterprise) with taJcone on, released from SCA to verily
handling qualities of Orbiter. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Fulton, Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 53 minutes 51 seconds.
Manned free flight with Joe H. Engle and Richard H. Truly. Manned Orbiter (Enterprise) released from SCA to verify characteristics of Orbiter. SCA
Crew: Filzhugh L Fulton, Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 54 minutes 55 seconds
Manned free flight with Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon Fuflelton, Jr. Manned Orbiter (Enterprise) released from SCA to evaluate Orbiter handling
characteristics. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Futon, Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 51 minutes 1 2 seconds.
Manned free flight with Joe H. Engle and Richard H. Truly. Manned Orbiter (Enterprise) with tailcone off and three simulated engine Dels installed,
released from SCA to evaluate Orbiler handling characteristics. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Fulton, Jr. end Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 1 hour?
minutes 48 seconds.
Manned tree flight with Fred W. Haise, Jr. and C. Gordon FufJerton, Jr. Manned Orbiter (Enterprise) with tailcone off, released from SCA to evaluate
performance of landing gear on paved runway. SCA Crew: Fitzhugh L Futon. Jr. and Thomas C. McMurtry. Flight Time: 54 minutes 42 seconds.
B-12
CIS (USSR) Spacecraft Designations
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (USSR) became the Confederation of Independent States (CIS) on December 25,1991.
ALMAZ: Study geology, cartography, oceanography, ecology, and agriculture.
BURAN (Snowstorm): Reusable orbital space shuttle.
COSMOS: Designation given to many different activities In space.
EKRAN (Screen): Geosynchronous comsat for TV services.
ELECTRON: Dual satellites to study the radiation belts.
FOTON: Scientific satellite to continue space materials studies.
GAMMA: Radiation detection satellite.
QORIZONT (Horizon): Geosynchronous comsat for International relay.
GRANAT Astrophysical orbital observatory.
INFORMATOR: Collect and transmit Information for the Ministry of Geology.
INTERCOSMOS: International scientific satellite.
ISKRA: Amateur radio satellite.
KRISTALL Module carrying technical and blomedical Instruments to MIR.
KVANT: MIR space station astrophysics module.
LUNA: Lunar exploration spacecraft.
MARS: Spacecraft to explore the planet Mars.
METEOR: Polar orbiting meteorological satellite.
. MIR (Peace): Advanced manned scientific space station In Earth orbit
MOLNIYA (Lightning): Part of the domestic communications satellite system.
NADEZHPA: Navigation satellite. .
OKEAN: Oceanographic satellite to monitor ice conditions.
PHOBOS: International project to study Mars and its moon Phobos.
PION: Scientific satellite for research of the upper atmosphere.
POLYOT: Maneuverable satellite capable of changing orbits.
PROGNOZ (Forecast): Scientific interplanetary satellite.
PROGRESS: Unmanned cargo flight to resupply manned space stations.
PROTON: Scientific satellite to investigate the nature of Cosmic Rays.
RADIO: Small radio relay satellite for use by amateurs.
RADUGA (Rainbow): Geosynchronous comsat for telephone, telegraph, and
domestic TV.
RESURS: Earth resources satellite.
SALYUT: Manned scientific space station In Earth orbit
SOYUZ (Union): Manned spacecraft for flight in Earth orbit.
SPUTNIK: Early series of satellites to develop manned spacaflight.
VEGA: Two spacecraft international project to study Venus and Halley's Comet.
VENERA: Spacecraft to explore the planet Venus.
VOSKHOD: Modified Vostok capsule for two and three Cosmonauts.
VOSTOK (East): First manned capsule; placed six Cosmonauts in orbit.
ZOND: Automatic spacecraft development tests. Zond 5 was the first
spacecraft to maks a ckouffntunaf W$* erd retain safety to Eafth.
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Unofficial Tabulation of CIS (USSR) Payloads
Aknaz
Cosmos
Eladran
Folon
Gorizont
Qranat
Monnatof
Irtneonnol
tsloa
Kitotal
Kvart
Luna
Man
M«uot
Mk
MoMya
Okaan
Phoboi
Pkxi
Potyol
Prognoz
Soton**
Radio
Raduga
Roun
Salyu
Soyuz
SpUn*
Suit
V«ga
Venom
Voskhod
Vostok
Zond
TOTAi
- 1 2 1 2 2 7 9 2 3 4 6 1 6 4 5 5 7 2 8 1 7 2 8 9 7 4
- . - - - - - - - - - - 2 2 1 1 2 2
- - 3 0 0 0 1 0 4 5 0 1 1 2 2 1 1 2
- - - - - - - - - - - - 2 4 4 3 2 1
- - - - - - - - - - 1 2 S 1 2 0 2 3
- - - - - - - - 2 0 1 0 2 1 0 1 0 0
- - - - - 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
85
0
2
0
4
10
0
1
0
1
0
4
2
0
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Unofficial Tabulation of CIS (USSR) Payloads
Almaz
Buran
Ekran
Eloctron
Foton
Intercoarnos
Irtra
KrrstaD
Kvant
Luna
Man
Mataor
Mil
Molntya
Nadezhda
Okaan
Phonos
Pton
Polyol
Prognoz
Progtaaa
Proton
Radio
Raduga
Resurs
Salyut
Soyuz
Sputnik
Start
Vaga
Vanara
Voikhod
Voatok
Zond
TOTAL
1B7B
101
1
0
-
2
-
1
0
3
7
0
1
—0
—
1
3
0
—
0
0
0
0
121
1BT7
88
1
0
_
1
_
0
0
4
6
0
1
_
0
»
1
1
3
0
—
0
0
0
0
104
1B78
98
0
0
1
1
_
0
0
0
e
0
1
4
0
2
1
0
5
0
—
2
0
0
0
1B7B
79
2
0
2
2
_
0
0
3
5
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
IBRD
88
2
0
1
0
_
0
0
2
4
1
4
0
0
2
0
e
0
—
0
0
0
0
1B81
94
1
0
0
2
0
0
2
8
0
1
0
6
3
0
3
0
—2
0
0
0
1BB2
97
2
0
2
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
0
1
1
3
0
—
0
0
1BJU
94
2
0
2
0
1
1
2
0
0
2
0
2
0
_
2
94
2
0
2
0
1
0
5
0
0
2
0
3
0
2
0
115
1BU
99
1
0
1
3
0
1
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
98
1
0
2
1
1
0
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
0
0
_U4_
97
2
0
1
1
2
. 0
1
0
0
7
0
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
ne
IBM
1
79
2
0
1
2
0
2
1
2
0
0
6
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
107
19BB
0
68
0
0
1
3
1
1
1
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
4
0
3
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
95
IBM
0
66
0
0
1
1
3
0
0
1
0
0
2
1
1
a
a
0
4
0
3
4
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
98
1BB1
1
0
54
0
0
1
0
2
0
1
1
0
0
0
2
1
1
0
0
0
4
0
2
4
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
fll
1BB9
0
0
55
1
0
1
0
3
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
5
0
0
4
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
77
IBM
0
0
38
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
5
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
2
3
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
59
TOTAL
t
1
2267
20
4
5
1
29
t
24
1
3
t
2
24
7
57
1
150
3
3
2
2
2
10
61
4
6
32
20
7
72
12
1
2
15
2
4
10
2877
B-18
NASA Astronauts
Name
Acton, IwenW., PhD
Adamson, James C.UCol
Alters, Thomas D.Maj
Aldrin, Edwin E, Jr.. Cd.
Alto. Andrew M.,Maj.
ADen, Joseph P. PhD
AtSaud.Satnan
Anders, William A., B. Gen.
Apt, Jerome PhD
Armstrong, N6fl
BagMJamesP.MD
Baker, Ellen S..MD
Baker, Michael A. Capl
Bart»,Johr>DavidF,PhD
Bauiry, Patrick, U. Col.
Bean, Alan F..Capt
Service
Civ
USA
USAF
USAFRel
USAF
Civ
Civ
USAF
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
USN
Civ
FAF
USN Ret
Mission
STS-51F
STS-28
STS-43
STS-41
STS-49
STS-61
Gemini (2
Apollo 11
STS-46
STS-5 '
STS-51ASTS-SIG
Apollo 8
STS-37
STS-47
Gemini 8
Apollo 11
STS-29
STS-40
STS-34
STS-50
STS-13
STS-52
STS-51F
STS-51G
Apollo 12
SkylabS
Position
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
Pll
LMP
Pll
MS
MS
PS
IMP
MS
MS
Cdr
Cdr
MS
MS
MS
MS
Pt
Pit
PS
PS
LMP
Cdr
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(hrmln.-sec) (hrmln) (I)rmln:sec)
190:4526
121.«3.-oe
2132227
98:10:03
213:17:38
259:58:35
94:34:3t
195:18:35
191:16:07
122:1426
191:44:56
t69.-38:52
14700:42
143:32:46
1903023
10:4126
195:1835
119:38:62
216:15:14
1(9:3920
331:3004
2132227
236:56:13
190:4526
169:38:52
244:36:24
14t6:11.-09
16:14
1325
05:37
•02:15
12:14
10:49
•02:32
•07:45
02:45
190:4526
33422:35
671:26:16
289.-53.-OS
191:1607
313:59:22
169:3852
2060001
3340308
206:0001
337:5406
451.0924
450:1 8:40
190:4526
169:38:52
1666:47:33
lunar Surface EVA
Nam
Blaha. John E., Col
Butord,GuionS.,Col
Bobko,KarolJ.,Cal
BoBen, Charles F., Col
Bondar. Roberta L, PhD
Borman, Frank, Col.
Service
USAF
USAF
USAF
USMC
Civ
Mission Position
STS-29 Pit
STS-33 Pit
STS-43 Cdr
STS-58 Cdr
STS-8 MS
STS-61A MS
STS-39 MS
STS-53 MS
STS< Pit
STS-5ID CrJf
STS-51J Cdr
STS61-C Pit
STM1 Pit
STS-45 Cdr
STS-42 PS
USAF Ret Gemini 7 Cdr
Bowersra. Kenneth D., U. Cdr.USN
Brand. Vance D. Civ
Brandenstein, Daniel C., CaptUSN
Bridges, Roy D., Col
Brown, Curtis L
USAF
Apollo 8 Cdr
STS-50 Pll
STM1 PI
Apollo SoyuzCMP
STS-5 Cdr
STS-41B Cdr
STS-35 Cdr
STS-8 Pit
STS-51G Cdf
STS^2 Cdr
STS-49 Cdr
STS-51-F PI
STS-47 Pit
" Suborbtel Fliqht
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(hr:mln:sec) (hnmln) (hr.min:sec)
119:38:52
120:06:46
213:22:27
336:12:32
145.08:43
168:44:51
199:23:17
175:19:47
12023:42
1673523
97:44:38
14603:51
121:16:06
214:10:24
193:15:43 •
330:3501
147:00:42
331:30:04
259:58:35
21728:23
122:14:26
191:15:55
2150507
14508:43
169:38:52
261:00:37
213:17:38
190:45:26
190:30:23
78920:37
688.-36.-38
38603:43
481:3021
193:15:43
477:36:13
591:28:39
74603:51
78905:50
190:45:26
190:30:23
B-16
NASA Astronauts
Nairn
Brown, Mark F..U. Col
BucM. James F., Col
Burs*. Dante! W.Cdr
Cabana. Robert D..U. Col.
Cameron, Kenneth D. Col.
Carpenter, M. Scott, Cdr.
Can, Gerald P,Cd
Carter, Manley.Cdr.
Casper, John R, Co)
Cenker, Robert J.
Cerran. Eugene A., Capt
Service
USAF
USMC
USN
USMC
USMC
USN Ret
USMC Re
USN
USAF
Civ
USN Ret
Chang-Diaz, Franklin R., PhD. Civ
Chiton, Kevin P., LLCoL
Cleave, Mary L, PhD
CHhrd.M. Richard Lt. Col.
Coats, Michael L, Capt.
USAF
Civ
USA
USN
Million
STS-28
STS48
STS-51C
STW1A
STS-29
STS-48
STS-51
STS-41
STS-53
STW7
STS-56
Aurora?
!Skytab4
STS-33
STS-36
STS-54
STS-61C
Gemini 9A
Apollo 10
Apollo 17
STW1C
STS34
STS-46
STS-49
STS-61B
SIS30
STS-53
STS-41D
STS-29STS-39
Position
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
Pit
Pit
Pit
Cdr
Cdr
Cdr
MS
PD
Cdr
PS
Pit
IMP
Cdr
MS
MS
MS
P»
MS
MS
MS
Pt
Cdr
Cdr
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(nnmlrcsec) (hrmln) (hrmlmuc)
121:00:08
12827:51
733323
168:4451
119:38:52
12827:51
238:11:11
98:101)3
175:19:47
143:32:45
222:08:16
456.95
201691:16
12006:46
106:18:22
143:38:19
14603:51
722030
192 S3 23
30151:59
146:03:51
119:3920
191:1607
213:1738
16594:49
96:5628
175:19:47
144:56:04
119:38:52
19923:17
2492751
4902457
236:11:11
27302:14
365:4101
4:56 O5
15:48 201601:16
120X16:46
249:58:41
14603:51
0208 566:16:12
•22:04
456:59:16
213:17:38
26200:52
175:19:47
463:58:13
lunar Surface EVA
Name
CockreH Kenneth
Collins, Michael, M. Gen
Conrad, Charles (Pete), Capt
Cooper, L.Gordon. Jr.. Col
Covey, Richard 0., Col
Cretghton, John 0., Capt
Crippen. Robert L, Cant
Culbertson, Frank L. Capt.
Cunningham, Walter
Davis, N.Jan, PhD
Dehjcas, Lawrence J., PhD
Duffy, Brian K., LI. Col.
Duke, Cranes M.,B. Gen.
Service
Civ
USAF
USN Ret
Mission
STS-56
Gemini 10
ApoDoll
Gemini 5
Gemini 11
Apollo 12
Skytab2
USAF Ret Faith 7
USAF
USN
USN
USN
Civ
Civ
Civ
USAF
USAF
Gemini 5
STS-511
STS-26
STS-38
STS-61
STS-51G
STS-36
STS-48
STS-1
STS-7
STS41C
STS-41 G
STSJ8
STS-51
ApoHo7
STS-47
STS-50
STS-45
STM7
Apollo 16
Position
MS
PI
CMP
PI
Cdr
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
PI
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
IMP
MS
PS
PI
PI
IMP
Total
Right Time EVA Flight Time
(hr:mln:eec) (hrmln) (hr:mln:see)'
2221)8:16
70:46:39 01:30
195:18:35
190:55:14
71:17:08
2443624 "07:45
672:49:49 05:51
34:19:49
190:55:14
170:17:42
97:00:11
117:5427
2595635
169:3852
106:1822
12827:51
5420:53
14623:59
167:4097
19723:33
117:5427
236:11:11
2600903
190:3023
331:3094
214:1024
239:4454
265:5195 '20:14
22298:16
266:05:14
1179:38:35
225:1593
645:10.05
4042495
565:4632
3549538
2609993
190:3023
3313094
4555:18
•265:51 «5
" SuboMal FBqht
B-17
NASA Astronauts
Nairn
Ounbar, Bonnie J., PhD
Durrance, Samuel T.. PhD
EM*. Dorm F.. Col.
England. Anthony W., PhD
Engle.JoeH..Col
Evans, Ranald R.. Capl
Fabian, John M. Col.
Fettman, Martin J.. Dr.
Fisher, AmaUMD
Fisher, W¥am F.. MD
Foale.C. Michael. PhD
Frimout, Dirk D.. PhD
Fulterton.C. Gorton, Col.
Funer. Reiirard, PhD
Gatfrey. F.Drew Dr.
Gardner. Date A.,
Gardner, Guy S..LI. Col.
Gam. E.J. Make'
Garmau, Marc, PhD
Garriott. Owen K., PhD
Service
Civ
Civ
USAF Re
Civ
USAF
USNRet
USAF
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
USAF
Civ
Civ
USN
USAF
Civ
Civ
Civ
Million
STS-61A
STS-32
STS-50
STS45
< Apollo?
STS-51F
STS-2
STS-511
ApoOo17
STS-7
STS-5IG
STS-58
STS-51A
STS-511
STS4S
STS-56
STS-45
STS-3
STS-51F
STM1A
STS-40
STS-8
STS-5IA
STS-27
STS-35
STS-51D
STS-41G
Skvlab3
STS-9
Position
MS
MS
MS
PS
CMP
MS
Cdr
Cdr
CMP
MS
MS
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
Pit
Cdr
PS
PS
MS
MS
Pit
Pit
PS
PS
Pit
MS
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(hrmmrsec) (hrmln) (hrmln:sec)
168:44:51
261:00:37
331:3004
215:05:07
260:09:03
190:45:26
54:13:12
170:17.42
301:51:59
146:23:59
16938:52
336:12:32
191:44:56
170:17:42
214:1024
22208:16
214:1024
19204:46
190:4526
168:4451
218:15:14
145X18:43
191:44:56
10505:37
215:0507
167:5523
19723:33
1416:1109
247:4724
761:17:32
2150507
2600903
190:45:26
244:30:54
01 06 301:51:59
31602:51
336:12:32
191:4456
11:51 170:17:42
436:18:40
214:1024
382:50:12
168:44:51
218:15:14
33653:39
12:14
320:10:44
1675523
19723:33
13:44 1663:58:33
•lunar Surface EVA
Name
Gemar, Charles D..LL Col
Gibson, Edward G.. PhD
Gibson. Robert L. Cdr.
Glenn, John R, Jr., Col
Godwin, Linda M. PhD
Gordon, Richard F., Jr., Capl.
Grabe, Ronald J., Col
Gregory, Frederick D.. Col
Griggs. S.David
Grissom,Vr8ai.,U.Col.
Gutierrez, Sidney M. LI Col
Haise.FredW.
Hammond, L. Blame, Jr. Col
Harbaugh, Gregory J.
Hams, Bernard, Jr., Dr.
Hart. Terry J
Service
USA
Crv
USN
USMCRa
Civ
USNRet
USAF
USAF
Civ
USAF
USAF
Crv
USAF
Civ
CIV
Civ
Mission
STS48
STS-48
Skylab4
STS-41B
STS-61C
STS-27
STS-47
Friendsh^
STM7
Gemini 11
Apollo 12
STS-51J
STMO
STS42
ST&57
STS-51B
STS«
STS-44
STS41D
Position
MS
MS
PI
PI
Cdr
Cdr
Cdr
7Cdr
MS
PI
CMP
PI
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
Cdr
MS
"IJbarryBelPH
Gemini 3
STS-40
Apollo 13
STS^9
STSJ9
STS44
STS-55
STS-41C
Cdr
PI
IMP
PI
MS
MS
MS
MS
Total
Flight Time EVA FUgrrtTlme
{hr:nUn:coc) (hnnEn) (hntnlnittc)
1175427
1282751
201601:16
191:1555
14603:51
1050537
190:3023
45523
143:32:45
71:17:08
244:3624
97:4438
965628
193:15:43
239:44:54
16808:46
12006:46
1665227
1675523
1537
452:31
218:15:14
142:54:41
19926:17
19926:17
14338:19
2393959
167:40*7
24622:16
1520 2016:01:16
63255:46
45523
14332:45
0157 3155332
627:41:40
4554)759
03:10 1675523
5O8O8
218:15:14
14254:41
19926:17
0427 3430436
2393959
167:4007
-SuborbtelFWn
B-18
NASA Astronauts
Nine
HartsMd. Henry W.
Hauck, Frederick H.,Capl
Kawtey, Steven A, Ph
Herfce. Karl G.. PhD
Hfiflfwn, Tnonm J.
Helms, Susan, Maj.
Henrido, Terence T. Col
Hieb, Richard J
Hamen, David C..U Col
Hodman. Jeffery A, PhD
Hughe9-Fuiord,M*eDr.
Invln, James a, Col
Mns, Marsha S.
Jarvb, Gregory B
Jamison, Mae C..UD
Service Mission
USAFRelSTS-4
USN
Civ
Civ
USA
USAF
USAF
Civ
USUC
Civ
Civ
STS-41D
STS41A
STS-7
STW1A
STS-26
STS-41D
STSfIC
STM1
STS41F
STS-44
STS-54
STS-44
STS-55
STS-39
STS-49
STS-51J
STS-26
STS-38
STS-42
STS-51D
STS-35
STS-46
STS-61
STS-40
USAF Rtl Apt*) 15
Civ
Civ
r>
STS32
STS-46
STS-51L
ST&47
PocHon
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PI
Cdr
Oil
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
MS
PI
PI
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
IMP
MS
MS
PS
MS
Fight Time
(hrmkctee)
169*931
14456*4
168:4451
1462359
191:4456
97*0:11
14436*4
146*351
121:16*6
190:4526
1665227
14338:19
1665227
2393959
19926:17
213:1738
97:4438
97:00:11
106:1822
193:15:43
1675523
215*5*7
191:16*7
2595835
216:15:14
295:1153
261*037
191:16*7
r#A
1903023
EVA Fight Ttae
(ImMKhnmliiMO
4825026
435*9*6
412:16*1
190:4526
1685227
1433&19
4063228
412:4355
17:42
494:1854
03:10 834:15:12
22*3
218:15:14
1835 295:1153
452:16:44
WA
1903023
•Lunar Surface EVA
Name
Jernkjan. Tainan EPIC
Ken*. Joseph P.. Cap!
lee, Mark C.Uaj
LeeBma, David C..COI
Lenolr.WBKiiB,PhD
Lkhteflberg, Bryon K., PhD
LM,DonLasle,PhD
Lounge, John M.
Loutna. Jack R.. Col
UM|, James A., Jr., Cap!
Low. G. David
Ludd, Shannon W., PhD
Mtkrte.Ftinm.PhD
Service
Ctv
USNRel
USAF
USN
a»
Ov
av
Chr
usuc
USNRK
Ckr
Ov
Or
Mission
STS-40
STS42
Skybl)2
STS^O
STW7
STS41Q
STS-28
STS-45
STS«
STS4
STS-45
STS41B
STW1I
STS-26
STSJ5
SkytabS
STM
QemH7
Gemini 12
ApoloS
Apofc13
STS-32
STS-43
STS*7
STS-61G
STS-34
STS-43
STS48
STS-46
PoaHon
MS
MS
PI
MS
MS
MS
MS
US
US
PS
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PI
Cdr
PI
Cdr
CMP
Cdr
MS
MS
PC
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
FlglUTkne
(hrmlrctK)
218:15:14
23658:13
6724949
965628
1903023
1972333
121*0*8
214:1024
122:1428
247:4724
214:1024
168*846
170:17:42
97*0:11
215*5*7
1416:11*9
192*4:46
33035*1
943431
147*042
14254:41
261*037
2132227
239:4454
1693852
1193920
2132227
336:1232
191:18*7
Total
EVA Flight Ttae
hraan) Qimlrusoc)
455:1127
0330 672:4949
2872851
0329 53234*5
122:1428
4615746
168*846
48223*0
1059 1608:1555
715*455
714*758
0550
83853:11
191:16*7
"SuOorbtelFBatt
B-19
NASA Astronauts
Nairn
Matthgry, Thomas*, Cap!
McAitlw, waTiam,Jr.,UCol
McAuHfe,S.Chriaa
McBrkle,JonA.,Cdr USN
McCandtass, Bruce, Capt
McCuBey, Michael, Cdr
McOivin,Jame3A.,B,Gen
Service
USN
USA
Civ
USN
USN
'USAF Re
McMonagte, Donald R. UCd. USAF
MoNair,Rona]dE.,PhD
Heads. CarlJ., Col.
MeWdc, Bruce E., Cdr
Morton, U»,PM>
Messarschrrtd. Ernest, PhD
Michel, Ed98tD..Capl
Mohrl.Mamoru.PtlD
Mutene, Richard M., Col
Civ
USAF
uses
O
Civ
USN Ret
Civ
USAF
Mission
ApotoW
STS-4
STS51C
STS-58
STS£1L
STS-41G
STS41-B
STS44
lG«mW4
STS09
ST&54
STS-41B
STS-51 L
STS-38
STS-50
STS-41
STS-49
STS-9
STS-42
STW1A
ApoltoU
STS-«7
STSmD
STS-27
STS-36
STSJ5
•Luna
PoslUon
CMP
Cdr
Cdr
MS
PS
n
MSpa
Cdr
MS
PD
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
PS
PS
IMP
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
Total
FOghtTIrm EVA Flight Time{hnnlinttc} (hrinun) (hrmlniuc)
assstss
169^9:31
733323
336:12:32
N/A
197:23:33
191:15:55
119:3920
97:58:12 .
199:23:17
143:38:19
191:15:55
N/A
1175427
131:3004
98:10:03
213:17:38
247:4724
193:15:43
168:44:51
216:01:58
190:3023
144:56:04
1050537
106:1822
2150507
VI24 50333:59
336:12:32
N/A
19723:33
1137 191:15:55
119:3920
338:57:06
34304:36
191:15:55
44924:31
31127:41
441*307
168:44:51
•0923 21601:58
1903023
57125:10
Surface EVA
Name
MlB(rayo.F.SJDiy,MD,PhD
Nagel, Steven R., Col.
Nelson. BiO
Nelson, George 0., PhD
Neri Vela, Roddpho, PhD
Nowman, Js/nss H., Dr.
NicoUier, Claude, PhD
Ochoa. Ellen. Dr.
Ockels,WiibboJ..PhO
O'Connor, Bryan 0., Col
Onizuka, Ellison S..U. Col
Oswald, StevenS.
Cvermyer, Robert F., Col
PaJes.WISamA-, Maj
Parise.RonaMA., PhO
Service
Civ
USAF
dv
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
USMC
USAF
Civ
USMC
USAF
CrV
Mission
STS«
STS-51F
STS-33
STS-M
STS-61
STM1G
STS-61A
STSJ7
STS-55 '
STM1C
STS-41C
STM1C
STS-26
STS-61 B
STS-51
STS-46
STS-61
STS-56
STM1A
STM1B
STS-40-
STS-51 C
STS-51 L
STS-42
STS-56
ST^5
STS-51 B
STS-51J
STSJ5
MSutx}rbrl
Position
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PS
MS
MS
MS
PS
MS
MS
ESA
MS
PS
ft
Cdr
MS
MS
P«
PI
Pll
Cdr
PS
PS
Total
Right Time EVA Right Time
(hrmnrsec) (hnmln) (hrmhvsec)
12023:42
190:45:26
12006:46
166:5227
259:58:35
169:38:52
168:44:51
143:32:45
239:39:59
14603:51
167:4007
14603:51
9700:11
16504:49
236:11:11
191:1607
259:58:35
22208:16
168:44:51
16504:49
218:15:14
73:33:23
N/A
193:15:43
22208:16
122:1426
16808:46
97:44:38
21505.D7
03:54 • 65706:56
22O3
721:3627
146:03:51
1006 410:4409
16504:49
0705 236:11:11
451:14:42
22208:16
168:44:51
383:2003
73:33:23
41523:59
290:23:12
97:44:38
2l5.-05.fl7
B-20
NASA Astronauts
Nairn
Peiker, Robert A., PhD
Paylon, Gary E., Maj
Petetson, Donald H.
Pogue. Wfflam R., Co).
Precourt, Charles, LI Col.
Readdy.VMamF.
Reigntler. Kenneths., Jr. Cdr
Resrik, Judith A., PhD
Richards, Richard N., Cdr
RMo, SaBylC.PhD
Roosa. Stuart A.. Cd
Ross,Jeny L.UCol
Runco, Mario Jr.. Lt Cdr
Searfoss. Richard. Maj
Sohirra. Waller M., Jr., Cap!
Schtegel, Hans (German)
Schmitt, Hjurfewi H., PhD
Schw**an. Russell
Service Mission
civ srsa
STS-35
USAF STSS1C
USAFRet STS-6
USAFRetSkytab4
USAF STS-55
Civ STS-42
STS-51
USN STS-48
Civ STS-410
STS-51 L
USN STS-28
STS-41
STS-50
Civ STS-7
STS-41G
USAFRel Apofk>14
USAF STS-61B
STS-27
STS-37
USN STS-44
STS-54
USAF STS-58
USN Re) Sigma?
Gemini 6A
ApoOo7
Civ STS-55
Civ Apollo 17
Civ Apolk>9
Position
MS
MS
PS
MS
P«
MS
MS
PB
PB
MS
MS
PB
Cdr
Wr
MS
MS
CMP
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
Pit
PB
Cdr
Cdr
PS
IMP
IMP
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(hrmm:sec) (hnmln) (hnmln:sec)
247:4724
215.0507
733323
12023:42
201601:16
239:39:59
193:15:43
236:11:11
128:27:51
144:56.04
N/A
121:0008
98:10:03
331:3004
1462359
19723:33
216:01:58
165:04:49
10505:37
143:32:45
166:5227
143:33:19
336:12:32
9:13:11
25:5124
260:094)3
239:3959
301:5159
24100:54
0354
13:34
1220
10:49
0427
•22:04
01 fl7
462:52:31
73:3323
12023:42
2016X11:15
239:3959
42926:54
1282751
144:5604
550:40:15
343:47:32
216.0158
413:43:11
310:30:46
336:12:32
295:1338
239:39:59
30151:59
24100:54
•Lunar Surface EVA
Name
Scobee. Francis H. (Dick)
Scott, David R.. Col
Scufy-Power, PaulD
Seddon, M. Rhea. MD
Shaw. BiewaetH., Col
Service Mission Position
USAFRe1STS41C PI
STW1L Cdr
USAF Ret Gemini 8 PI
Apollo 9 CMP
Apollo 15 Cdr
Civ STS-41 G PS
Civ STS*1D MS
STS-40 MS
STS-58 PC
USAF STS-9 PI
ST&61B Cdr
STS-28 Cdr
Shepard, Alan 8., Jr., R. Adm. USN Ret "Freedom 7 PI
Shepherd, WiDiarn M., Cap!
Sherlock. Nancy J, Capl.
Shrrver,LorenJ..Col
Slayton, Donald K. Maj
Smith. MichaelJ, Cdr
Spring. Sherwood C..U Col
Springer, Robert C., Col
Stafford, Thomas P., U Gen
Apollo 14 Cdr
USN STS-27 MS
STS-41 MS
STS-52 MS
USA STS-57 MS
USAF STS51C PI
STW1 Cdr
STS-46 Cdr
USAF RETApollo SoyuzCMP
USN STS-51L PI
USA STM1B MS
USMC STS-29 MS
STS-38 MS
USAF Ret Gemini 6A PI
Gemini 9A Cdr
Apollo 10 Cdr
AJMHo SoyuzCdr
Total
Flight Time EVA Flight Time
(hr:mln:«tc) (hnmln) (hr:mln:sec)
167:40«7
N/A
10:41:26
2414)054 014)1
295:1153 '194)8
19723:33
167:5523
218:15:14
336:12:32
247:47:24
1654)4:49
1214)04)8
15:22
2164)15 *0923
1054)5:37
98:104)3
236:56:13
239:44:54
7333:23
121:164)6
191:16417
2172823
N/A
1654)4:49 1220
11938:52
1175427
25:5124
7220:50
1924)323
217:2823
167:40:07
546:54:13
197:3323
722234S
533:52:21
216:17:20
440:11:53
239:44:54
3864)5:36
2172823
N/A
1654)4:49
237:33:19
.507:444X1
"SubortMlalFrnht
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NASA Astronauts
Name
Stewart, Robert L, Col
Sullivan. KathrynD., PhD
Swigert, John L, Jr.
Thagard, Norman E..MD
Thornton, Kathryn
Thornton. William E.,MD
Thuot. Pierre J..U. Cdr
Truly, Richard H.,Capt
van den Berg, Lodewijk, PhD
van Norton, James D., PhD
Veach. Chartes Lacy
Voss, James S.ll.Col.
Voss. Janice E., Dr.
Walkei. Charles 0.
Service
USA
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
Civ
USG
USN
Civ
Civ
USAF
USA
Civ
CK.
Ifteslon
STS-41B
STS-51J
STS-41G
STS-31
STS-45
Apollo 13
STS-7
STMO
STS-42
STS43
STS49
STS41
STSfl
STS-518
STSJ6
STS-49
STS-2
STS*
STS-51B
STS41C
STS-511
STS-39
STS-52
STS-44
STS-53
STS-57
STS-41D
STS-51D
STS-61B
Position
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
CMP
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
Pt
Cdr
PS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
MS
PS
PS
PS
Total
Flight Tiro EVA Flight Time
(hrmmsec) (tirmln) (hnmbKMC)
191:15:55
97:44:38
19723:33
121:164)6
214:1024
14254:41
1684)8:46
96:5628
193:15:43
1204)6:46
213:17:38
2595835
1454)8:43
1684)8:46
106:1822
213:1738
54:13:12
1454)8:43
1664)8:46
167:4007
(70:17:42
19923:17
23656:13
166:5227
175:19:47
239:4454
144:564)4
167:5523
1654)4:49
1137 2894)0:33
0329 532504):
15254:41
593234X1
7:45
1325
313:1729
3193600
17:42
1992155
1664)8:46
104)6 33757:49
(151
436:1930
342:12:14
239:4454
47756:16
•Lunar Surface EVA
Nam
Walker. David M.,Capt
Water, Ukich (Germany)
Wan, Carl E,, Mai
Wang, Taylor G.. PhD
Weta, Paul J., Cap!
Welherbee, James. Cdr
Whle. Edward H..U. Col
Williams. DoraME., Cap!
WIsoU, Peter J.K.. Dr.
Wol, David A... Or
Worden, Aired M., Col
Young. John W..Capt
Service
USN
Cfc
USAF
Civ
USN Ret
USN
USAF
USN
Ov
Qv
USAFRel
USN Ret
tOuton
STW1A
STS*30
STS-53
STS65
STS-S1
STW1B
SkytaJi2
STM
STS-32
ST&42
GemW4
STS-51D
ST&34
STM7
STS48
ApoOolS
GamM3
GamMtO
Apollo 10
Apollo 16
STS-I
STS-9
PcoUoti
PI
Cdr
Cdr
PS
MS
PS
Pt
Cdr
Pt
Cdr
PI
Pt
Cdr
MS
MS
CMPpn
Cdr
CMP
Cdr
Cdr
Cdr
Flight Time EVA
hnmlnictc) (hranin]
191:4456
965628
175:19:47
2393959
236:11:11 074)5
1684)8:46
672:49:49 01:44
12023:42
2610037
23856:13
9756:12 0023
1675523
1193920
239:4454 0550
338:1232
295:1153 0039
45231
70:4639
1924)323
265514)5 "20:14
542053
247:4724
Total
Right Time
(nrunlntsM)
4844)1:11
2393959
238:11:11
16808:46
793:1331
4975650
9756:12
28734:43
239:4454
336:1232
295:1153
835:4155
** Subofbtt&l FBotit
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Summary of United States Manned Space Flight
Mission Crew Members
MERCURY REDSTONE (SuborbitaF)
Freedom 7 Shepard
Liberty Bell 7 Grissom
Total Flignts • 2
MERCURY ATLAS (Orbital)
Friendship 7 Glenn
Aurora 7 Carpenter
Sigma 7 Schina
Fatlh 7 Coooer
Total Flights - 4
TOTAL MERCURY FLIGHTS - 6
GEMINI TITAN
Gemini 3 Grissom, Young
Gemini 4 McDivitt, White
Gemini 5 Cooper, Conrad
Gemini 6A Schina, Stafford
Gemini 7 Borman, Lovell
Gemini 8 Armstrong, Scott
Gemini 9A Stafford, Cernan
Gemini 1 0 Young, Collins
Gemini 1 1 Conrad, Gordon
Gemini 12 Lovell. AUrin
TOTAL GEMINI FLIGHTS- 10
Mission
Duration
15:22
15:37
4:55:23
4:56*5
9:13:11
34:19:49
53:2428
53:5527
4:52:30
97:56:12
190:55:14
25:5124
330:35:01
10:4126
72:20:50
70:46:39
71:1708
94:34:31
969:50:56
Crew Hours
(T>r:mln:$ec)
15:22
15:37
30:59
4:5523
4:56*5
9:13:11
34:19:49
53:24:28
53:55:27
9:4502
195:5224
381:5028
51:42:48
661:1002
21:22:52
144:41:40
141:33:18
142:34:16
189*9*2
1939:41:52
Mission
APOLLO SATURN 1
Apollo?
APOLLO SATURN V
Apollo 8
Apollo 9
Apollo 10
Apollo 11
Apollo 12
Apollo 13
Apollo 14
Apollo 15
Apollo 16
Aoono17
Total Flights -10
Crew Members
Schirra. Eiselo, Cunningham
Borman, Lovell, Anders
McOM, Scott, Schweickart
Stafford, Young, Ceman
Armstrong, Collins, AkJrin
Conrad, Gordon, Bean
Lovell. Swigert, Haise
Shepard, Roosa, Mitchell
Scon, Worden, Irwin
Young, Mattingly, Duke
Ceman. Evans. Schmfrt
TOTAL APOLLO FLIGHTS • 1 1
SKYLAB SATURN IB
Skylab2 Conrad, Kerwin, Weitz
Skylab 3 Bean, Garriott, Lousma
Stylab4 Can, E. Gibson, Pogue
TOTAL SKYLAB FUGHTS • 3
APOLLO SATURN IB
ASTP Stafford, Brand, Sbyton
Mission
Duration Crew Houri
(nrmln.-sec) ffir:mln:uc)
260*9*3
147*0:42
241*0:54
192*323
195:18:35
244:3624
142:54:41
216*1:58
295:11:53
265:51*5
301:51:59
2241:51:34
2502*0:37
672:49:49
1416:1109
2016:10:16
4105*2:14
217:28:23
780:27*9
441*206
723*2:42
57S.-IO«9
585:55:45
733:49:12
428:44*3
648*5:54
685:35:39
797:33:15
905:35:57
6725:34:42
7506*1:51
20182927
4248:33:27
604803:48
12315*6:42
652:2509
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Summary of United States Manned Space Flight
Mission
STS-1 - Columbia
STS-2 • Columbia
STS-3 • Columbia
STS-4- Columbia
STS-5 - Columbia
STW- Challenger
STS-7 - Challenger
S7S-8 • Challenger
STS-9- Columbia
STS-41B- Challenger
Crew Members
Young, Crippen
Engte, Truly
Lousrna. Fulterton
Matlingly.Hartsfield
Brand, Overmyer, Allen, Lenoir
Web, Bobko, Peterson. Musgrave
Crippen, Hauch, Ride, Fabian, Thagard
Truly. Brandenstein, D. Gardner, Bhjford,
W. Thornton
Young, Shaw, Garriott, Parker,
LJchtenberg, MerboU
Brand, Gibson, McCandtess, McNair,
Stewart
STS-IIC - Challenger Crlppen, Scobee, van HoDen. G. Nelson, Hart
STS-41D- Discovery Hartsfteld, Coats, Resnik, Hawley, Mutene,
C.Walker
STS-41G • Chatenger Crippen, McBrido, Rile, Sullivan. Leelsma,
STS-51A - Discovery
STS-51C - Discovery
STS-StD - Discovery
STS-51B- Challenger
STS-51G • Discovery
STS-51F- Challenger
Gameau, Scully-Power
Hauck. 0. Walker, Gardner, A. Fisher, Allen
Mattmgty, Shnver, Onizuka, Buchli, Payton
Bobko, Williams, Seddon, Hoffman, Grkjgs,
C. Walker, Garn
Overmyer, Gregory, lind, Tnagard,
W. Thornton, van den Berg, Wang
Brandenstein, Creighton, Lucid, Fabian,
Nagel,Baudry,AI-Saud
Fullerton, Bridges, Musgrave, England,
Henize, Acton, Bartoe
Mission
Duration
(hr:min:sec)
5420:53
54:13:12
19204:46
169:09:31
122:14:26
120:23:42
14623:59
14508:43
247:4724
191:15:55
167:4007
144:5604
19723:33
191:44:56
73:3323
167:55:23
168:08:46
169:33:52
190:45:26
Crew Hours
(hnmln:sec)
108:41:46
108:2624
38409:32
338:19:02
488:57:44
481:34:48
731:59:55
725:43:35
1436:4424
956:19:35
83820:35
869:36:24
1381:44:51
958:49:40
387:46:55
117527:41
1177:01:22
1187:3204
1335:1802
Mission
STS-511- Discovery
STS-51J- Atlantis
ST&41A- Challenger
STS-61B- Atlantis
STM1C- Columbia
STS-51L- Challenger
STS-26 • Discovery
STS-27- Atlantis
STS-29 - Discovery
STS-30- Atlantis
STS-28- Columbia
STS-34- Atlantis
STS-33- Discovery
STS-32- Columbia
STS-36- Atlantis
STS-31- Discovery
STS-41- Discovery
STS-38- Atlantis
STS-35- Columbia
STS-37- Atlantis
STS-39 • Discovery
Crew Members
Engle. Covey, van Hoften. Lounge. W. Fisher
Bobko. Grabe, Hamers, Stewart, Pailes
HartsMeld, Nagel, Buchli, Bluford. Dunbar,
Furrer, Messerschmid, Ockels
Shaw, O'Connor, Cleave, Spring, Ross,
Neri Vela, C.Walker
R. Gibson. BokJen. Chang-Diaz, Hawley,
G. Nelson, Cenker, B. Nelson
Scobee, Smith, Resnik, Onizuka, McNair,
Jarvis. McAulifle
Hauck, Covey. Lounge, Hilmers, G. Nelson
R. Gibson. Gardner. Mulane, Ross, Shepherd
Coats, Blaha, Bagian, Buchi, Springer
Walker, Grabe, Thagard, Cleave, Lee
Shaw, Richards, Leetsma, Adamson, Brown
Williams. McCully, Baker, Chang-Diaz, Lucid
Gregory, Blaha, Musgrave, K. Thornton, Carter
Brandenstein, Welherbee, Dunbar, Ivins, Low
Creighton. Casper, Hilmers, Mullane, Thuot
SMver. Bolden, McCandless, Hawley, Sullivan
Richards, Cabana, Melnick, Shepard, Akers
Covey, Springer, Meade, Culbeitson, Gemar
Brand, Lounge, Hoffman. Parker,
G. Gardner, Parise, Durrance
Nagel, Cameron, Ross, Apt, Godwin
Mission
Duration Crew Hours
fhr:mln:sec) (hr:mln:sec)
170:17:42
97:44:38
168:44:51
165:04:49
146:03:51
N/A
97:00:11
105:05:37
119:38:52
96:56:28
121:00:08
119:39:20
120:06:46
261:00:37
106:1822
121:1606
98:10:03
117:54:27
21505.07
143:32:45
Coats. Hammond, Haroaugh, Hied, McMonagle, 199:23:17
Bhitord.Veach
851:28:30
488:43:10
1349:58:48
1155:33:43
1022:26:57
N/A
485:00:55
525:2805
598:14:20
484:42:20
605:00:40
598:16:40
600:33:50
130503:05
531:31:50
606:20:30
490:50:15
589:35:15
1505:35:49
717:43:45
1395:42:59
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Summary of United States Manned Space Flight
Mission
STS-40- Columbia
STS-43 - Atlantis
STS-48 - Discovery
STS-44- Atlantis
STS-42 - Discovery
STS-4S- Atlantis
STS-49 • Endeavour
STS-50 - Columbia
STS-46- Atlantis
STS-47 • Endeavour
STS-52- Columbia
STS-53- Discovery
STS-54 - Endeavour
STS-56 - Discovery
STS-55 - Columbia
STS-57 - Endeavour
ST&S1 -Discovery
STS-58 - Columbia
Crew Members
Gutierrez, Seddon, Bagian, Jemigan, Gaffney
Hughes-fulforrJ, O'Connor
Blaha, Baker, Lucid, Low, Adamson
Creighlon, Reightler, Buchli, Brown, Gemar
Gregory, Henricks, Musgrave, Runco, Voss,
Grabe, Oswald, Thagard, Readdy, Hilmers
Bondar.MerboW
BoUen, Dully, Sullivan, Loestma. Foale,
Printout. Uchtenburg
Brandenslein, Chitton, Hieb, Melnick, Thout,
Thornton, Akers
Richards, Bowersox, Dunbar, Meade, Baker
Dekicas
SMver, Allen, Hoffman, Chang-Diaz, Ncollier,
Ivins. Malerta
Gibson, Brown, Lee, Davis, Jemison, Apt,
Mohn
Weatherbee, Baker, Shepherd, Jemigan,
Veach
Walker, Cabana, BUord. Voss. Clifford
Casper, McMonagle, Runco, Karnaugh
Helms
Cameron, Oswald, Foale, Cockren, Ochoa
Nagel, Henricks, Pracourt, Harris, Walter,
Schlegel
Grabe, Duffy, Low, Sherlock. Wisofl.Voss
Cutenson, Readdy, Newman, Bursch, Walz
Blaha, Searfoss, Seddon, Lucid, Wol.
McArthur, FeBman
Mission
Duration Crew Hours
(hr.mlrceec) (hrmlmsec)
218:15:14
213:22:27
128:27:51
166:5227
193:15:43
2H:10i4
213:30.04
331:30:04
191:16:07
190:30:23
236:56:13
175:19:47
143:38:19
222.08:24
239:39:59
239:44:54
238:11:11
336:12:32
1527:46:38
1066'52'15
642:19:15
1001:14:42
1352:50*1
1499:12:48
149393:26
1989:00:24
1338:52:49
1333:32:41
1184:41*5
876:38:55
718:11:35
1110:42*0
1437:59:54
1438:16:36
1188:41:50
202327:42
Mission
Mission Crew Members Duration Crew Hours
{hr.min:sec) (hr:min:sec)
STS-61 - Endeavour Covey, Bowersox, Musgrave, Akers, Hoffman, 259:58:35 1971:57*5
Thornton, Nicoflier
TOTAL SHUTTLE FLIGHTS -58 9857:41:10 55519:35:38
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Summary of Shuttle Payloads and Experiments
Flight Launch Date Landing Date Payloads and Experiments
STS-1 Apr 12,1981
Columbia KSC
Apr 14,1981
DFRF
Cdi: John W. Young
Pit: Robert LCrippen
Mission Duration: 54 hrs 20 mins 53 sees
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Passive Sample Array
2. DFI (Development Right Instrumentation) Pallet
3. ACIP (Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloada: None
Special Paytoad Mission Kits: None
STS-2 Nov12,1981
Columbia KSC
Nov14.1981 Cdr: Joe Henry Engle
DFRF Pit: Richard H. Truly
Mission Duration: 54 hrs 13 mins 12 sees
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. OFT (Orbital Flight Test) Pallet
a. MAPS (Measurement of Air Pollution From Satellite)
b. SMIRR (Shuttle Multispectral Infrared Radiometer)
c. SIR (Shuttle Imaging Radar)
d. FILE (Features Identification and Location Experiment)
e. OCE (Ocean Color Experiment)
2. DFI (Development Flight Instrument) Pale!
3. ACIP (Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package)
4. IECM (Induced Environment Contamination Monitor)
5. OSTA-1 (Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crow Compartment Payloads: None
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System (S/N 201)
STS-3 Mar 22.1982 Mar 30.1982 Cdr: JackR.Lousma
Columbia KSC While Sands Pit: Charles G. Fullerton
Mission Duration: 192 hrs 4 mins 46 sees
Deployable Payloads: None
f. Plasma Diagnostic Package
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. OSS (Office of Space Science)-! Pallet
a. Plant Lignification Experiment
b. Plasma Diagnostic Package *
c. Vehicle Charging and Potential
d. Space Shuttle Induced Atmosphere
e. Thermal Canister
f. Solar Flare X-ray Potarimeter
g. Solar Ultraviolet and Spectral Irradiance Monitor
h. Contamination Monitor Package
i. Foil Microabrasion Package
•RMS deployed/berthed
2. DFI (Development Flight Instrument) Pallet
3. ACIP (Aerodynamic CoefStient Identification Package)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. Verification Canister
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. MLR (Monodisperse Latex Reactor)
2. HBT (Heftex Bioengineering Test)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System (S/N 201)
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Summary of Shuttle Payloads and Experiments
Flight Launch Date Landing Date Payloads and Experiments
STS-4
Columbia
Jun 27,1982
KSC
Jul4,1982
DFRF
Cdr: Thomas K.Matlingly, II
Pit Henry W.HartsfiekUr.
Mission Duration: 169hrs9mins31 sees
Deployatale Payloads: None
1. IECM (Induced Environment Contaminalion Monitor)
deployed/reberthedbyRMS
Attached PLB Payloads
1. DPI (Development Flight Instrument) Pallet
Department of Defense
1. DOD82-t
GAS (Getaway Special):
V Utah Slate University
Drosophila Melanogaster (fruit fly) Growth Experiment
Antemia (Brine Shrimp) Growth Experiment
Surface Tension Experiments
Composite Curing Experiment
Thermal Conductivity Experiment
I. Microoravitv Soldering Experiment
g. Root growth of Lemna Minor L (Duckweed] in
Microgravity
h. Homogeneous Alloy Experiment
i. Algai Microgravity Bioassay Experiment
Craw Compartment Payloads:
t. MLR (Monodisperee Latex Reactor)
2. CFES (Continuous Flow Sectrophoresis System)
3. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program)
S404: Effect of Prolonged Space Travel on Levels of
TrivaJem Chromium in the Body
S405:' Effect of Diet, Exercise, and Zero Gravity on
Ljpoprotein Profiles
4. VPCF (Vapor Phase Compression Freezer)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System (5/N Mil.
Columbia
Novl 1,1982
KSC
Nov16,1982
DFRF
Mission Duration: 122hrs14mtns26secs
Cdr: Vanca DeVoe Brand
Pit: Robert F. Overmyer
MS: Joseph P. Mien
MS: William B.Lenoir
Deployable Payloads: None
1. SBS-C/PAM-D (Satellite Business Systems/Payload
Assist Module)
2. ANIK-C/PAM-D (Tetesat Canada, Ltd/Payload
Assist Module)
Attached PLB Payloads
1. DPI (Development Flight Instrument) Pallet
a. EIOM (Effects of Interaction of Oxygen with Materials)
b. ISAL (Investigation of STS Atmospheric Luminosities)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G-026: ERNO/Slability of Metallic Dispersions(JSC PIP 14021)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
t. SSIP (shuttle Student Involvement Program)
a. SE81-5- Crystal Formation In Zero Gravity
b. SE81-9-ConvectioninZeroGr8vity
c. SE81-2-GrowthofPorifera
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1 Mission Specialist Seats f21
STS-6 Apr 1.1983 Apr 9,1983 Cdr: PaulJ.Weitz
Challenger KSC DFRF Pit: KarolJ. Bobko
MS: Donald H. Peterson
MS: Story Musgrave
Mission Duration: 12Qtws23mins42secs
Deployable Payloads: None
1. TDRS-A/1US (Tracking and Data Relay Satellite/Inertia!
Upper Stage)
Attached PLB Payloads
1. CBSA (Cargo Bay Stowage Assembly)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G-OK Asahi Shimban, Japan
2. G-049: U.S. Air Force Academy
3. 6-3B1: Park Seed Company
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. CFES (Continuous Flow Bectrophoresis System)
2. MLR (Momdisperse Latex Reactor)
3. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment)
4. NOSL (Night/Day Optical Survey of Lightning)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. MM-MADS (Modular Auxffiary Data System)
2. EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Unit)
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Summary of Shuttle Payloads and Experiments
Right Launch Date Landing Data
STS-7 Jun18, 1983 Jun24, 1983
Columbia KSC DFRF
Mission Duration: 148 nre 23 mins 69 sees
STW Aug30, 1983 Sep5, 1983
Challenger KSC DFRF
Mission Duration: 1 45 hrs 8 mins 43 sees
Crew
Cdr: Robert L Crippen
Pit: Frederick H.Hauck
MS: John M.Fabian
MS: Sally K. Ride
MS: Norman E. Thagard
Cdr: Richard H. Truly
Pit: Daniel C. Brandenstein
MS: Dale A. Gardner
MS: GuionS. Btufad.Jr.
MS: William E.Thornton
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads: None
1. ANIK-C/PAM-D (Telesat Canada Satellite)
2. Palapa-81/PAM-D (Indonesian Satellite
3. SPAS (Shuttle Pallet SateMe|-Ot
UnberthingBerthing Tests
Attached PLB Payloads:
1 . OSTA (Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications}-:
2. CBSA (Cargo Bay Stowage Assembly)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G-033: California Institute of Tech -Plant
Gravireception and Liquid Dispersion
2. G-088: Edsyn, Inc. -Soldering of Material
3. G-002: KayserThrede, W.Germany -Youth Fair
Experiment
Deployable Payloads:
1. Insat/PAM-D: Indian National Satellite
2. PFTAfPaytad Flight Test Article) Unberthino/
Berthing Tests
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. OFI (Development Flignt Instrumentation)
a. Oxygen Interaction and Heat Pipe Experiment
b. Postal Covers (2 boxes)
2. CBSA (Cargo Bay Stowage Assembly)
3. SPAS (Shuttle Pallet Satenite)-01 Umbilical Disconnect
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. U.S. Postal Service -8 cans of philatelic covers
2. G-475: AsahiShimban- Artificial Snow Crystal
Experimen!
3. G-348: Office of Space Science • Atomic Oxygen Erosion
4. G-347: Navy Research Lab- Ultraviolet PhotoFilm Test
4. G-009: Purdus University • Geotropism Fluid
Dynamics and Nuclear Particle Velocity
5. G-305: U.S. Air Force and National Research Labs -
Ultraviolet Spectrometer
6. G-012: RCA, Camden.NJ Schools -Ant Colony
7. G-345: Goddard Space Flight Center and National
Research Labs - Payload Bay Environment
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . CFES (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System)
2. MLR (Monodisperse Latex Reactor)
3. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 201
2. TAGS (Text and Graphics System)
3. Mini-MADS (Modular Auxiliary Data System)
5. G-346: Goddard Space Flight Center -Cosmic Ray
Upset Experiment
Crew Compartment Payloads :
1. CFES (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System)
2. ICAT (Incubator-Cell Attachment Test)
3. ISAL (Investigation of STS Atmospheric Luminosities)
4. AEM (Animal Enclosure Module) - Evaluation of AEM
using rate
5. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment)
6. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program) -
Biofeedback
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 201
2. MADS (Modular Auxiliary Data System) II
3. COMSEC (Communication Security)
4. TAGS (Text and Graphics System)
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Summary of Shuttle Payloads and Experiments
Flight Launch Dan Landing Date
STS-9 Nw 28, 1983 Dec 8, 1983
Columbia KSC DFRF
Mission Duration: 247 hrs 47 mins 24 sacs
ST&41B Feb3,1984 Feb11,1984
Challenger KSC KSC
Mission Duration: 191 hrs 15 mins 55 sacs
Crew
Cdr John W. Young
Pit: Brewster W.Shaw
MS: OwenK. Garriotl
MS: Robert A. R.Parker
PS: Byron K.Uchtenberg
PS: UlfMerboW
Cdt: Vance D. Brand
Pit: Robert L Gibson
MS: Bruce McCandless
MS: Robert L Stewart
MS: Ronald E. McNair
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Spacelab-1:
a. Spacelab Long Module
b. Spacelab Pallet
c. Tunnel
d. Tunnel Extension
e. Tunnel Adapter
2. Experiments
a. Astronomy and Physics (6)
b. Atmospheric Physics (4)
c. Earth Observations (2)
Deployable Payloads:
1. WestarVVPAM-D- Western Union Communications
Satellile/Paytoad Assist Module
2. Palapa-B/PAM-D - Indonesian Communications
Satelite/Payload Assist Module
3. SPAS (Shuttle Pallet SalBl!ite)-01 . Not Deployed
due to RMS anomaly
4. IRT (Integrated Rendezvous Target) - Failed to
Wb» iw So internal feto
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. MFR (Manipulator Foot Restraint)
2. SESA (Special Equipment Stowage Assembly)
3. Cinema 360 - High Quality Motion Picture Camera
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. 6-004: Utah State University/Aberdeen University
2. G-008: Utah State University/University of Utah/
Brighton High School
d. Life Sciences (16)
e. Materials Sciences (39)
t. Space Plasma Physics (5)
g. Technology (1)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads: None
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Cryogenic sets 4 and 5
2. Spacelab Utility Kit
3. TAGS (Text and Graphics System)
4. Galley
3. G-051: General Telephone Labs
4. G-309: U.S. Air Force
5. G-349: Goddard Space Right Center
(re: flight STS-8)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. ACES (Acoustic Containerless Experiment System)
2. IEF (Isoelectric Focusing)
3. Cinema 360 Camera
4. SloleaExpemsntSESI-IO-BtacaatZsrsg
on Arthritis
5. MLR (Monodisperse Latex Reactor)
6. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipubtor System) S/N 201
2. MMU (Manned Maneuvering Unit) -2
3. Mini-MADS (Modular Auxiliary Data System)
4. Galley
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STS-41C Apt6,1984
Challenger KSC
Apr 13,1984
DFRF
Mission Duration; 167 his 40 mils 7 sacs
Cdr: Robert L. Crippen
Pit: Francis R. Scobee
MS: Terry J. Hart
MS: James D. Van Hoften
MS: George D. Nelson
Deployable Payloads:
1. IDEF (Long Duration Exposure Facilily) - Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology
2. SMM (Solar Maximum Mission) Spacecraft-
Rendezvous/Retrieve/Repair/Deploy
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. SMRM (Solar Maximum Repair Mission) -Flight
Support System
2. Cinema 360 • High Quality Motion Picture Camera
3. CBSA (Cargo Bay Stowage Assembly) -Bay 2,
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment)
2. (MAX Camera -Canadian Commercial Company color
film camera using 70mm x 280mm film
3. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program) -
Comparison of honeycomb structure of bees in tow g
and bees in 1g
Special Paytoad Mission KKs:
1. MMU (Manned Maneuvering Units)-2
2. EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Units)-3
3. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 302
STS-41D Aug30.1984
Discovery KSC
Sep5,1984
EAFB
Cdr: HeniyW. HartsfteW
Pit: Michael L. Coats
MS: Richard M. Mullane
MS: Steven A. Hawtey
MS: Judith A. Resnik
PS: Charles D.Walker
Mission Duration: 144hrs56mm4secs
Deployable Payloads:
1. SBS/PAM-D (Satellite Business SystenVPayload
Assist Module)
2. SyncomW-2 (Leased to DOD for UHF and SHF
communications, also called Leasat)
3. Telslar/PAM-D (American Telephone and
Telegraph/Payload Assist Module)
Attached PLB Paytoadt:
1. OAST-1 (Office of Aeronautics and Space Technology)
a. SAE (Solar Array Experiment)
b. DAE (Dynamic Augmentation Experiment)
c. SCCF (Solar Cell Calibration Facility)
CAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. CFES III (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System)
2. MAX Camera -IMAX System Corporation (Canadian
Company) 70mm x 280mm film
3. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment) USAF Space
Division
4. Clouds-USAFMikonF3/Twin 105mmlens
5. SSIP-(Shuttle Student Involvement Program)-Grow
single crystal of Indium, Shawn Murphy, Hiram, OH;
Rockwell Intl, Sponsor
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 301
2. MADS (Modular Auxiliary Data System)
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STS-41G Oct 5,1984
KSC
Oct 13,1984 CHr. Robert L Crippen
KSC
Mission Duration: 197hrs23mins33secs
PH.: JonA.Mc8ride
MS: Kathryn D. Sullivan
MS: Sally K. Ride
MS: David 0. Leetsma
PS: Marc D. Gameau
PS: Paul D. Scully-Power
Deptoyable Payloads:
1. ERBS (Earth Radiation Budget Satelfto)
Attached PLB Paytoads:
t. OSTA-3 (Office of Space and Terrestrial Applications)
a. SIR-B (Shuttle Imaging Radar)
b. FILE {Feature Identification and Location Experiment)
c. MAPS (Measurement of Air Pollution from Satellite)
2. LFC (Large Format Camera)
3. ORS (Orbital Refueling System
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. APE (Auroral Photography Experiment)
2. CANEX (Canadian Experiments)
a. V1SET
b. ACOMEX
c. OGLOW (Orbital Glow and Atmospheric Emissions)
d. SPEAM (Sun Photometer Earth Atmosphere
Measurement]
e. SASSE (Space Adaptation Syndrome StidoesExp)
3. IMAX Camera
4. RME (Radiation Monitoring Experiment)
5. TLD (Thermoluminescent Dosimeter)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. 0007: Alabama Spaco and Rocket Center -
Solidification of lead-antimony; and aluminum-copper
student experiment
2. 0032: ASAHI National Broadcasting Corp. Japan -
Surface tension and viscosity; and materials experiment
3. G306: Air Force and U.S. Naval Research Lab - Low
Energy Heavy Ions Search in the Inner Magnetosphere
4. G469: Goddard Space Flight Center - Cosmic Ray
Upset Experiment (CRUX)
5. G038: MarshaB-McShane - Vapor Deposition of Metals
And Non-Metals
6. G074: McDonnell Douglas Company - Study Proposed
Propellant Acquisition System
7. GOI3: KayserThrede, West Germany-Verify
Transport Mechanism in Halogen Lamps Performance
in Extended Micro-g
8. G518: Utah State University -Study Solar Flux
Separation, Capillary Waves on Water Surface, and
Thermo-Capillary Row in Liquid Columns
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 302
2. Galley
3. MMU (Manned Maneuvering Units) -2
4. EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Units)-3
5. PSA (Provisions Stowage Assembly)
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STS-51A Nov 8,1984 Now 16, 1984 Cdn Frederick H. Hauck
Discovery KSC KSC Pit: David M. Walker
MS: Joseph P. Allen
MS: AraLfisfrer
MS: Dale A. Gardner
Mission Duration: 191 his 44 mins 56 sees
STS-51C Jan 24, 1985 Jan 27, 1985 Cdr: Thomas K. Mattingly
Discovery KSC KSC PR: Loren J. Shriver
MS: Ellison S.Onizuka
MS: James F.Buchli
PS: GaryEPaylon
Mission Duration: 73 hrs 33 mins 23 sees
STS-51D Apr 12. 1985 Apr 19, 1985 Cdr: KarolJ.Bobko
Discovery KSC KSC Pit: Donald E. Williams
MS: M.RheaSeddon
MS: S. David Griggs
MS: Jeffrey A. Hoffman
PS: Charles D.Walker
PS: EJ.Garn
Mission Duration: 167 hrs 55 mins 23 sees
Payloads and Experiments
Deptoyable Payloads:
1. Telesat-H(ANIK)-D2/PAM-D- Canadian 24 channel
communications satellite.
2. Syncwrr/V-) -SyiKttfonotsConmjnKalions
Satellite, also called Leasal, leased to U.S. Navy
Retrieved Payloads:
1 . Palapa-B2 - Deployed during mission STS 41 -B, failed
to achieve proper transfer orbit due to PAM-D failure
2. Westar-VI - Deployed during mission 41-B, failed to
achieve proper transfer orbit due to PAM-D failure
Attached PLB Payloads: None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . DMOS (Diffusive Mixing of Organic Solutions) 3M Corp
2. RME IRadalion Monitorina Experiment)
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission
Deptoyable Payloads:
1 . Syncom IV-3 • Synchronous Communications
Satellite, built by Hughes, third in a series of 4, leased
to the Navy.
Failed to activate after nominal deploy from Oroter.
2. Telesatl(AnikC-1]/PAM-0- Canadian
communications satellite. Placed in 3 year storage
orbit.
Attached PLB Payloads: None
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G035-Asahi National Broadcasting Corp, Japan
a. Surface tension and viscosity
b. ADoy, lead oxide and carbon fiber
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1 . RMS (Remote Manipulator System) SIN 301
2. MA(U(M!/mlM3neivemsl«sJ(2)
3. EMU (Extravehicular Mobility Units) (3)
4. PSA (Provisions Stowage Assembly) (2)
5. Satellite Retrieval Hardware:
a. McKjifiedSpacelab Pallet (2)
b. MFR (Manipulator Foot Restraint) (2)
c. Stinger Adapter (2)
d. Satellite Adapter Trunnion (2)
e. Berthing A Frame
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Misscn
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 301
2. Other data not available, DOD Classified Mission
2. G471 - Goddard Space Flight Center, Thermal
Engineering Branch. CapilUry Pump Loop (CPU)
Priming Experiment
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . CFES III (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System)
2. AFE (American Flight Echocardjograph)
3. PPE (Phase Partitioning Experiment)
4. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program) (2)
a. Corn Statolith
b. Brain Cell
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 301
2. PSA (Provision Stowage Assembly)
3. MADS III (Modular Auxiliary Data System)
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STS-51B Apr29,1985
KSC
May 6,1935
DFRF
Mission Duration: 168 hre 8 mils 46 sera
Cdr: RF.Ovemyer
Pit: F.D. Gregory
MS: DonLUnd
MS: Norman E.Thagard
MS: VMamE. Thornton
PS: LodewijkVandenberg
PS: Taylor Wang
Deployable Payloads:
Refer to GAS Section
Attached PLB Payloads: SpacelabJ
1. Materials Processing in Space
a. Solution Growth of Crystals in Zero Gravity
b. Mercuric Iodide Crystal Growth, Vapor Crystal
Growth System (VCGS)
c. Mercury Iodide Crystal Growth (MICG)
2. Technology
a. Dynamics of Rotating and Oscillating Free Drops
(DROP)
3. Environmental Observations
a. Geophysical Fluid Row Cel Experiment (GFFC)
b. Atmospheric Trace Molecule Spectroscopy
(ATMOS)
c. Very Wide Field Galactic Camera (VWFGC)
d. Aurora Observation
4. Astrophysics
a Studies of the lonization States of Solar and
Galactic Cosmic Ray Heavy Nuclei (ION)
5. Lite Sciences
a. Research Animal Holding Facility (RAHF)
b. Urine Monitoring Investigation (UMI) '
c. Autogentc Feedback Training (AFT)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. GOIO-NUSAT, Northern Utah Satellite Weber Stale
College, Utah, Utah State University, and New Mexico
State University. First successful payload ejection from
a GAS canister.
2. G303-GLOMR, Global Low Orbiting Message Relay
Satellite. Defense Systems, Inc.. McLean, VA. Failed
to eject from GAS canister.
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. UMS: Urine Monitoring System
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
1. Airlock
2. Long Transfer Tunnel
3. Galley
4. MPESS - Mission Peculiar Equipment Support
Structure, carried ATMOS and ION.
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STS-51G
Discovery
Jun 17.1985
KSC
Jun 24.1985
EDW
Mission Duration: 169hrs38mins52s
Car. Daniel Brandenstein
Pit: John 0. Creighton
MS: John M.Fabian
MS: Steven R.Nagel
MS: Shannon W. Lucid
PS: Patrick Baudiy
Prince Sultan Salman
Al-Saud
PS:
Deployabte Payloads:
1. Telstar-3D/PAM-D: Hughes 376 Communications
Satellite with McDac Payload Assist Module
Booster. Owned by ATST Co.
2. ARABSAT-A/PAM-D: Aerospatiale Communication
Satellite with McDac Payload Assist Module Booster.
Owned by Saudi Arabian Communications
Organization
3. MCflaoS-A/PAM-0: Hughes 376 Communications
SatelEte with McOac Payload Assist Module Booster.
Owned by Mexican Communications and
Transportation Agency
4. Spartan-1: Shuttle Pointed Autonomous Research
Tool for Astronomy
a. SPSS: Spartan Flight Support Structure
b. REM: Release/Engage Mechanism
c. SEC: Scientific Experiment Carrier
The SEC was released and retrieved using REM and
RMS (Remote Manipulator System)
Attached PLB Payloads: None
GAS (Getaway Special);
1. G007- Alabama Space and Rocket Center/Marshall
Amateur Radio Club-
a. Solidification of Metals
• b. Crystal Growth
c. Radish Seed Root Study
d. Radio Transmission Experiment
2. G025-ERNO- Dynamic Behavior of Liquid
Propellents in low-g
3. G027: DFVLR of West Germany - Slipcasting
in micro-o,.
4. G028: DFVLR of West Germany -Manganese -
Bismuth production in micrc-g.
5. G034: Dickshire Coors. Texas High School Students
a. 12 BiologicaYphysical science experiments
b. 1 Microprocessor controller
6. 5314: USAF and USNRL - SURE (Space Ultraviolet
Radation Experiment)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. ADSF- Automated Directional Solidification Furnace
2. FEE - French Echocardngiaph Experiment
3. FPE - French Postural Experiment
4. HPTE • High Precision Tracking Experiment
Special Payload Mission Kits:
f. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 301
2. Galley
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STS-51F Jul29.1985
Challenger KSC
Aug6,1985
EDW
Cdr: Charles Fullerlon
Pfc Roy D. Bridges
MS: F. Story Musgrave
MS: Anthony W.England
MS: Karl G. Hence
PS: LorenW. Acton
PS: John-David Bartoe
Mission Duration: 190hrs45mins26secs
Deptoyable Payloads:
1. Ejectable Plasma Diagnostic Package, Exp No 3.
second flight of PDP(STS-3 first flight). First flight
as free flyer to sample plasma away from Shuttle
Attached PLB Payloads: Spacelab 2
1. Plasma Physics
a. Deplcyable/Retrievable Plasma Diagnostic
Package (PDP) (Exp 3}
b. Plasma Depletion Experiments for Ionospheric
and Radio astronomical Studies (Exp 4)
2. Astrophysical Research
a. Small Helium Cooled Infrared Telescope (IRT)
(Exp 5)
b. Hard X-ray Imaging of Cluster of Galaxies and
Other Extended X-ray Sources (XRT) (Exp 7)
c. Elemental Composition and Energy Spectra of
Cosmic Ray Nuclei (CRNE) (Exp 4)
3. Solar Astronomy
a. Solar Magnetic and Velocity Reid Measurement
System (SOUP) (Exp 8)
b. Coronal Helium Abundance Spacelab Experiment
(CHASE) (Exp 9)
c. High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograrjh
(HRTS) (Exp 10)
d. Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor
(SUSIM|(Expl1)
4. Technology
a. Properties of Superfluid Helium Zero^(SFHe)
(Exp 13)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. We Sciences
a. Vitamin D Metabolites and Bone Demineralization
(Exn'l
b. The Interaction of Oxygen and Gravity Induced
LignitlcatJon(Exp2)
c. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX)
d. Dispenser Technology Experiment Dispensing
Carbonated beverages in Micro-g
e. Protein Crystal Growth
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 302
2. Galley
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date
STS-Stl Aug27,19S5 Sep3, 1985
Discovery KSC EDW
Mission Duration: 170nrs17mins42secs
STS-5IJ 003,1935 0(97,1985
Atlantis KSC EDW
Mission Duration: 97 hrs 44 mins 38 sees
Crew
Cdr: Joe H. Engle
Pit: Richard 0. Covey
MS: James van Morten
MS: John M. Lounge
MS: William F.Rshet
Cdr: KarolBobko
Pit: Ronald J.Grabe
MS: Robert C. Stewart
MS: David C.Hilmers
PS: William A. Pailes
Payloadi and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. ASC-1/PAM-0: American Satellite Company, lira
of two satellites built by RCA and owned by a
partnership between Fajrchikf Industn'es and
Continental Telecon Inc. PAM-D Payload Assist
Module buOt by McDonnel Douglas. Vindicates
used for lightweight satellites, less than 2,250 Ibs.
2. AUSSAT-1/PAM-D: Australian Communications
Satellite, owned by Aussat Proprietary Ltd., built by
Hughes Communications International, Model HS376.
3. SYNCOMIV-4: Synchronous Communications
Satellite. Last in a series of four satellites built by
Hughes Communication Services and leased to the
Navy. Referred to as LEASAT when deployed.
Failed to function after reaching coned
geosynchronous orbit.
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
Attached PLB Payloads;
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not avaiabte, DOD Classified Mission
Attached PLB Payloads: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. PVTOS- Physical Vapor Transport Organic Solid
Experiment, 3M Corporation.
Special Payload Mission Kits:
t . RMS (Remote Manipulator System) SIN 301
2. Galley
3. Leasat-3 Salvage Equipment. Leasat-3 was
successfully retrieved, repaired, and redeployed.
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
Special Payload Mission Kits:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission
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STM1A 0030,1985 Nov6,1985 Cdr: Henry Hartsfield
Challenger KSC EDW Pit: Steven Nagel
MS: Bonnie Dunbar
MS: James BuchS
MS: GuionBluford
PS: Ernst Messerschmid
PS: Reinhard Furrer
PS: WubboOckels
Mission Duration: 168 his 44 mins 51 sees
Deployable Payloads:
1. GLOMR - Global Low Orbiting Message Relay
Satellite. Built by Defense Systems. Inc. for
DARPA. First launch attempt was on STS 518
which failed. Deployed from GAS canister.
Attached PLB Payloads: Spacelab D-1
First completed Spacelab mission under German
Mission Management. Joint control by BMFT
(Federal Ministry of Research and Technology) and
DFVLR (Deutsche Forschugs-und Versurchanstalt
Fur Luft-und Raumfahrt).
1. WL-Werkstoff Labor: experiments relating to
metallurgy, crystal growth, glasses/ceramics, and
fluid physics. Experiment facilities include:
a. Mirror Heating Facility
b. Isothermal Heating Facility
c. Gradient Heating Facility
d. High Temperature Thermostat
e. Fluid Physics Module
f. Cryostat
2. PK-Progresskaimwr, experiment relating to Bubble
Transport Media. Experiment Facilities include:
a. Holographic Interferometric Apparatus
b. Marangoni Convention Boat
c. Interdiffusion in Salt Melt
3. MD-MEDEA: A material science double rack.
Experiment facilities include:
a. Gradient Heating Facility
b. Mono-ellpsoid Mirror Heating Facility
c. High Precision Thermostat Facility
4. BW-Biowissenschaften: Experiments relating to Life
Sciences. Experiments include:
a. Biological (1)
b. Medical (2)
c. Botanical (3)
5. VS-Vestibular Sled: Experiments In Life Science
regarding visio-vestibular coordination system and
sensory perception process. Experiment facilities include:
a. Mechanically accelerated sled
b. Instrumented helmet
6. BR-Biorack: Multipurpose facility for biological research
in cell development physiology, cell fertilization, and
radiobiology. Facilities include:
a. 2 Incubators
b. Cooler freeze
c. Glove box
7. NX-NAVEX: Navigation Experiment: located in payload
bay attached to USS (Unique Support Structure)
8. ME-MEA: Materials Experiment Assembly: mounted on
USS containing three materials, processing experiments.
GAS (Getaway Special): Norn
Crew Compartment Payloads: None
Special Payload Mission Kill:
1. Airlock
2. Long Transfer Tunnel
3. Galley
4. USS - Unique Support Structure
5. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) S/N 302
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STS-61B
Atlantis
Nov26.1985
KSC
Dec 3.1935
EAFB
Cdr: Brewster H. Shaw
Pit: Bryan 0. O'Connor
MS: Mary L Cleave
MS: Sherwood C. Spring
MS: Jerry L Ross
PS: RudolfoNeriVela
PS: Charles Walker
Mission Duration: 165hrs4mins49secs
Deployable Payloads:
1. MORELOS-B/PAM-D: Hughes 376 Comm Satellite
with McDAC Payload Assist Module booster.
Owned by Mexican Communications and
Transportation Agency.
2. AUSSAT-2/PAM-D: Hughes 376 Comm Satellite
Wth McDAC Payload Assist Module booster.
Owned by Aussat Proprietary Ltd
3. SYNCOMKU-2/PAM-D: RCA bull/owned 16
channel Ku-band communication satellite. First of
lour satellites. McDAC Payload Assist Module D2
is an uprated version of the PAM-0 used for heavier
pay loads.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. EASE (Experiment Assembly of Structures in
Extravehicular Activity): A study of EVA dynamics
and human factors in construction of structures in
space. An inverted tetrahedron consisting of six
12-feet beams was constructed by EV-1 and EV-2.
2. ACCESS (Assembry Concept for Construction of
Erectable Space Structures): A validation of ground
based timelines based on simulations. A 45-feet
truss was assembled/disassembled by the two EV
crew members.
3. ICBC (IMAX Cargo Bay Camera): A joint effort
between the Canadian IMAX Corp and NASA,
consols of a 70mm film camera in pressurized
container used to document EASE/ACCESS
experiments.
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G-479-Telesat-Canada
a. Primary surface mirror production
b. Metallic crystal production
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. CFES (Continuous Flow Electrophoresis System):
Owned by McDonnell Douglas, separates biological
samples using electrophoretic process. Third flight of
this experiment.
2. DMOS (Diffusive Mixing of Organic Solutions);
Sponsored by 3M Corporation, used to study organic
crystal growth/kinetics, test molecular orbital model,
and produce new materials for electro-optical
applications.
3. MPSE (Morelos Payload Specialist Experiments):
Includes experiments in transportation of nutrients
inside bean plants, inoculation of group bacteria
viruses, germination of three seed types, and medical
experiments testing internal equilibrium and volume
change of lite leg due to fluid shifts in zero-g.
4. OEX (Orbiter Experiments): An onboard experimental
digital autopilot software package designed to provide
precise stationkeeping capabilities between space
vehicles.
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Food Warmers (2), galley not flown.
2. RMS (Remote Manipulator System) SIN 301
3. PSA (Provision Stowage Assembly)
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STS-61C Jan 12.1986 Jan 18,1986 Cdr: Robert L. Gibson
Columbia KSC KSC n. C.F.Bdden.Jr.
MS: F. R. Chang-Diaz
MS: George 0. Nelson
MS: Steven A. Hawtey
PS: Robert J. Conker
PS: C. William Nelson
Mission Duration: 146 hrs 3 mins 51 sees
Deployable Payloads:
1. SATCOM KU-1/PAM D-2: RCA bui/owned 16 channel
Ku-band communications satellite. Second of four satellites
McOAC Paytoad Assist Module DZ is an uprated version of
Die PAM-D which is used for heavier paytoads.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. MSL-2 (Materials Science Laboratory) consisting of
MSL carrier; MPE (Mission Peculiar Equipment), and
3 experiments:
a. 3AAL (3-Axis Acoustic Levrtator)
b. ADSF (Automated Directional Solidification Furnace)
c. SEECM (Shuttle Environmental Effects of Coated Mirror)
2. HIcrMer G-1: A Goddaid Space Fight Certe (GSFC)
managed program consisting of 3 experiments:
a. PACS (Particle Analysis Camera for Shuttle)
b. CPL (Capillary Pump Loop)
c. SEECM (Shuttle Environmental Effects of Coated Mirror)
3. IR-IE (Infrared-Imaging Experiment) consisting of an RCA
IR TV camera mounted in OrMer CCTV pan/lilt unit.
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G464: UVX (Ultraviolet Experiment), referred to as UCB
University of California at Berkley) contains a Bowyer UV
spectrometer. GSFC experiment.
2. G463: UVX, referred to as JHU (John Hopkins University)
contains a Feldman Spectrophotometer. GSFC experiment 3.
ACCESS experiments.
3. G462: UVX referred to as GAP (GSFC Avionics Package)
contains Telemetry System. Tape Recorder, and Battery.
GSFC experiment.
4. G007: Alabama Space and Rocket Center/Marshall
Amateur dub. Contains 3 student experiments and 1 radio
transmission experiment.
5. G446: HPLC (High Performance Liquid Chromatography)
analytical columns. All Tech Assoc. Inc.
6. G494: PHOTONS (Photometric Thermospheric Oxygen
Nightglow Study). Canada Centre for Space Science,
National Research Council of Canada.
7. Not Numbered: EMP (Environmental Monitoring Package)
measures the environment for GSFC.
8. G481: Unprimed, Prepared Dnen and painted canvas
reactions to space travel. Vertical Horizons.
9. G062: 4 part experiment from PA State University/GE.
10. G449-. JULIE (Joint Utilization ot Laser Integrated
Experiments) 4 part experiment from St. Mary's
Hospital, Milwaukee, Wl.
11. G332: 2 part experiment from Booker T. Washington
Senior High School and High School tor Engineering,
Houston, TX
12. G310: USAF Academy experiment.
Note: Above 12 listed GAS canisters mounted on GAS
Bridge Carrier
13. G470: Experiment from GSFC and US Dept of Agriculture
Craw Compartment Payloads:
1. IBSE (Initial Blood Storage Experiment) package in
4 middeck lockers.
2. CHAMP (Comet Hafley Active Monitoring Program)
uses cameras, spectroscopic grating, and filters to
observe comet through aft flight deck overheat window.
HPCG (Handheld Protein Crystal Growth) experiment
4. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program)
a. SE83-4, Production of Paper Fiber in Space
b. SE8&6, Argon Injection as an Alternative to
Honeycombing.
c. SE82-19, Measurement of Auxin Levels and Starch
Grains in Plant Roots.
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
1. GAS Bridge Carrier
2. Galley
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STS-51L Jan 28,1986
Challenger KSC
Mission Duration.- MM
Jan 28,1986 Cdr: Francis R Scobee
Pit: Michael J. Smith
MS: Judith A Resnik'
MS: Ellison S.Onfeuka
MS: Ronald E. McNaii
PS: Gregory Jarvis
PS: S. Christa McAuliffs
(Teacher)
Deployable Payloads:
1. TDHS-B/IUS: Tracking and Data Relay Satellite/
Inertial Upper Stage.
2. SPARTAN-203/Halley: Shuttle pointed Autonomous
Research Tool for Astronomy/Halley's Comet
Experiment Deployable/retrieval packages using
RMS:
a. SPARTAN experiment package:
1) 2 UV Spectrometers from UmV of Colorado
2} 2 Nikon F-3 Cameras
3) Optic Bench
b. Halle/s Comet Experiment; measure Haley's
Comet compositton'activity
Attached PLB Payloads: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1.' Fluid Dynamics Experiment (FDE) - Hughes Aircraft
Company Experiment composed of 6 experiments:
a. Fluid position and ullage
b. Fluid motion due to spin
c. Fluid self-inertia
d. Fluid motion due to nayload deployment
e. Energy dissipation due to fluid motion
f. Fluid transfer
2. Comet Hafley Active Monitoring Program (CHAMP),
second flight.
3. Phase Partitioning Experiment (PPE) dissolves two
polymer solutions in water to observe their separation -
4. Teacher in Space: Six experiments including
hydrophones, magnetism, Newton's laws,
effervescence, chromatography, and simple machines.
5. SSIP (Shuttle Student Involvement Program) packages:
a. SE82-4: "The effects of weightlessness on grain
formation and strength in metals' - L Bruce,
St. Louis, MO • Sponsor: McDonnell Douglas
b. SE82-5: "Utilizing a semi-permeable membrane to
direct crystal growth in zero gravity* - S. Cavou,
Marlboro, NY • Sponsor: Union College
c. "Chicken Embryo Development in Space" -
J. Vellinger, Lafayette, IN - Sponsor: Kentucky
Fried Chicken Corporation
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. RMS (Remote Manipulator System)
2. Galley
3. MADS
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STS-26 Sep 29, 1988 003,1988
Discovery KSC EAFB
Mission Duration: 97hrsOmins11 sees
STS-27 Dec 2, 1988 Dec 6, 1988
Atlantis KSC EAFB
Mission Duration: 105 his 5 mins 37 sees
Crew
Cdr: Frederick H.Hauck
Pit: Richard O.Covoy
MS: John M. Lounge
MS: David C. Kilmers
MS: George D. Nelson
Cdi: Robert L Gibson
Pit: Guy S. Gardner
MS: Richard M. Mullane
MS: Jerry L Ross
MS: William M. Shepherd
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. TDRS-C/1US: Tracking and Data Relay Satellite/
Inertial Upper Stage.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. OASIS-1: Orbiter Experiment Autonomous
Supporting Instrumentation System measures and
records payload bay environmental data.
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. PVTOS- Physical Vapor Transport of Organic
Solids, 3M Corporation. Second flight
2. ADSF - Automated Directional Solidification Furnace,
MSFC, third flight, test material solidification in
zerog.
3. IRCFE - Infrared Communication Right Experiment,
JSC, first flight. Test infrared transmitting crew
headsets.
4. PCG- Protein Crystal Growth, MSFC, flown four
previous flights in less complicated configurations to
examine growth of protein crystals in zero g.
5. IEF - Isoelectric Focusing, MSFC, second flight, test
isoeleonc transport through a permeable membrane in
zerog.
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
6. PPE- Phase Partitioning Experiment, MSFC, second
flight, photograph fluid phase partitioning phenomena in
zerog
7. ARC -Aggregation of Red Blood Cells, MSFC and
Australia, investigate aggregation characteristics of
human red blood cells in zero g.
8. MLE-Mesoscale Lightning Experiment, MSFC, first
flight, photograph atmospheric lightning activity from
orbit.
9. ELRAD- Earth Limb Radiance Experiment, JSC, first
flight, photograph earth limb radiance pre-sunrise/
post-sunset.
10. Student Experiment SE82-4 - 'Effects of weightlessness
on Ti grain formation and strength.' L Bruce,
St. Louis, MO, Sponsor: McDonnell Douglas
1 1 . Student Experiment SE82-5 - 'Utilizing a semi-permeable
membrane to direct crystal growth in zero gravity.'
S. Cavou, Marlboro, NY. Sponsor: Union College
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Galley
2. MADS
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Special Payload Mission Kits;
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date Crew
STS-29 Mar 13, 1989 Mar 17, 1989 Cdr: Michael L Coats
Discovery KSC EAFB PK: John E. Bbtia
MS: James P. Bagian
MS: James F. Buchli
MS: Robert C. Springer
Mssion Duration: 119hrs38m'wis52secs
STS-30 May 4, 1989 May 8, 1989 Cdr: David M. Walker
Atlantis KSC EAFB Pit: Ronald J. Grabe
MS: Norman E. Ttiagard
MS: Mary L Cleave
MS: Mark C. Lee
Mission Duration: 96 hrs 56 mins 28 sees
STS-28 Aug8,1989 Aug13. 1989 Cdr: Brewster H. Shaw
Columbia KSC EAFB Pit: Richard N. Richards
MS: David C.Leetsma
MS: James C. Adamson
MS: Mark N. Brown
Mission Duration: 121 hrs 0 mins 8 sees
STS-34 Oct18,1989 Oct23,1989 Cdr: Donak) E. Williams
Atlantis KSC EAFB Pit: Michael McCuIey
MS: EllenS. Baker
MS: Franklin R. Chang-Diaz
MS: Shannon W. Lucid
Mission Duration: 119 hrs 39 mins 20 sees
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. TDRS-D/IUS: Tracking and Data Relay Satellite/
Inertial Upper Stage. One of four identical
communications satellrles providing support for STS
and other customers.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. SHARE (Space Station Heat Pipe Advanced
Radnor Element)
2. OASIS-1 (Orbiter Experiments Autonomous
Supporting Instrumentation System
Deployable Payloads:
1. Magellan/IUS - Unmanned three-axis attitude-
controlled exploration spacecraft containing systems
required to achieve orbit of Venus and map its
surface.
Attached PLB Payloads: None
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Deployable Payloads:
1 . Galiieo/IUS - Unmanned spin-stabilized exploration
spacecraft comprising a Jupiter orbiter and a Jupiter
atmospheric entry probe mated to the IUS.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Shuttle Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SSBUV)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. Zero Gravity Growth of Ice Crystals
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. ProteinCrystalGrawtri(PCG-t1M)
2. Chromosome and Plant Cell Division in Space
(CHROMEX)
3. IMAX Camera
4. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration Test (AMOS)
5. Chicken Embryo Development (CHK) in space.
6. Effects of Weightlessness of Bones (SSIP 82-08)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Fluids Experiment Apparatus (FEA)
2. Mesoscale Lightning Experiment (MLE)
3. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration Test (AMOS)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
Craw Compartment Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Special Payload Mission Kltl:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Crew Compartment Payloads:
t. Polymer Morphology
2. Growth Hormone Concentration & Distribution in Plants
3. Sensor Technology Experiment
4. IMAX Camera
5. Mesoscale Lightning Experiment
e. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration Test (AMOS)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date Crew
STS-33 Nov22, 1989 Nov27. 1989 Cdr: Frederic* D. Gregory
Discovery KSC EAFB Pit: JohnE. Blaha
MS: ManleyL. Carter
MS: Franklin Musgrave
MS: KathrynC. Thornton
Mission Duration1 120 hrs 6 mins 46 sees
STS-32 Jan 9, 1990 Jan 20, 1990 Cdr: Daniel C. Brandenstein
Columbia KSC EAFB Pit: James D. Wetherbee
MS: Bonnie J.Dunbar
MS: Marsha S. tvins
MS: G.David Low
Mission Duration: 261 hrs 0 mins 37 sees
STS-36 Feb28,1990 Apr 14, 1990 Cdr: John D. Creighton
Atlantis KSC DFRF PH: John H.Casper
MS: David C. Hilmers
MS: Richard M. Mullane
MS: Pierre J.Thuot
Mission Duration1 1t)6 firs 18 mins 22 sees
STS-31 Apr 24 1990 Apr 29, 1990 Cdr: Loren J. Shriver
Discovery KSC EAFB Pit: Charles F. Borden
MS: Bruce McCandtess
MS: Steven A. Hawley
MS: Kathryn D. Sullivan
Mission Duration: 121 hrs 16 mins 6 sees
Paytoad! and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
Deployable Payloads:
1 . Syncom IV-5, a geostationary communications
satellite also known as Leasat; leased to U.S. Navy
Attached PLB Payloads: None
Returned Cargo:
1. LDEF, a non-powered space vehicle containing
experiments - Deployed on STS-41 C.
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . American Flight Echocardiograph (AFE)
2. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration Test (AMOS)
3. Characterization of Neurosoora Circadian Rhvthms fCNCRt
Deptoyable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
Deptoyable Payloads:
1. Hubble Space Telescope (HST), a large aperture
optical telescope.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. IMAX Cargo Bay Camera (ICBC)
2. Ascent Particle Monitor (APM)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
t. AwForosMaui Optical StoGalMafonTssA \MAQS}
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
4. Fluids Experiment Apparatus
5. IMAX Camera
6. LatSudalongitude Locator (L3)
7. Mesoscale Lightning Experiment (MLE)
8. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
1 . Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
2. Galley
3. MADS
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
2. IMAX Camera
3. Investigation into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
4. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG)
5. Radiation Monitoring Experiment (RME)
6. Investigation of Arc and Ion Behavior in Microgravity(Student Experiment 82-16)
Special Paytoad Mission Kits:
1. Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
2. Sate*
3. HST EVA Tools
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date Crew
STS-41 006,1990 0010,1990 Cdr: Richard N. Richards
Discovery KSC DFRF Pit: Robert D. Cabana
MS: Bruce EMelnick
MS: William M.Shephed
MS: Thomas 0. Mars
Mission Duration: 98 hrs 10 mins 3 sees
STS08 NovIS, 1990 Nov20,1990 Cdr: Richard 0. Covey
Atlantis KSC KSC Pit: Frank L Culbertson
MS: Robert C. Springer
MS: Carl J. Meads
MS: Charles D.Gemar
Mission Duration: 117 hrs 54 mins 27 sees
STS-35 Dec 2, 1990 Dec 11, 1990 Cdr: Vance Brand
Columbia KSC DFRF Pit: Guy S.Gardner
MS: John M. Lounge
MS: Jeffrey A. Hoffman
MS: Robert A. R. Parker
PS: Ronald A. Parise
PS: Samuel T. Durrance
Mission Duration: 215 hrs 5 mins 7 sees
STS-37 Apr5, 1991 April, 1991 Cdr: Steven R Nagel
Atlantis KSC EAFB Pit: Kenneth D. Cameron
MS: Linda M.Godwin
MS: Jerome Apt
MS: Jerry L Ross
Mission Duration: 143 hrs 22 mins 45 sees
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. Ulysses/IUS/PAM-S
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Shuttle Sobi Backscaltei Ultraviolet (SSBUV)
2. Intelsat Solar Array Coupon (ISAC|- Attached to
RMS arm
GAS (Getaway Special): Norn
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Chromosome and Plant Cell Division in Space (CHROMEX)
2. Solid Surface Combustion Exoeriment (SSCB
Deployable Payloads:
Data not available, DOD dassifi (A Mission.
Attached PLB Payloads:
Data not available, ODD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special):
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
t . Astro- 1 - Three ultraviolet telescopes attached to an
Instrument Pointing System flPS):
a. Wisconsin UVPhotopolanmeter Experiment (WUPPE)
b. UV Imaging Telescope (Urn
c. Hopkins UV Telescope (HUT)
2. BBXRT- Broad Band X-ray Telescope. Attached to
its own two-axis pointing svstem (TAPS)
CeployaWa Payloads:
1. Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO), an unmanned
astronomical observatory designed to image objects
at high energy (gamma ray) wavelengths.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Crew and Equipment Translation Aids (CETA)-
designed to evaluate candidate techniques/equipment
tor EVA crewmember translation
2. Ascent Partide Monitor (APM) - designed to assess the
paniculate contamination in the Orbiter PLB during ascent.
3. Voice Command System (VCS)
4. Physiological Systems Experiment (PSE)
5. Radiation Monitor Experiment (RME-III)
6. Investigation into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
7. Air Force Maui Optical Site (AMOS)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1 . Remote Manipulator System (RMS)
2. Galley
3. Radioisotope Generator (TRG) Cooling System
Crew Compartment Payloads
Data not available, DOD Classified Mission.
Special Payload Mission Kits:
Data not available. DOD Classified Mission.
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX)
2. Air Force Maui Optical Ste (AMOS)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Galley
2. Aerodynamic Coefficient Identification Package (ACIP)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG)-II
2. Air Force Maui Optical Site (AMOS)
3. Radiation Monitoring Equipment (RME)-III
4. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX)-II
5. Bioserve/lnstrumentation Technology
6. Associates Materials Dispersion Apparatus (BIMDA)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Remote Manipulator System (RMS) S/N 301
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date
STS-39 Apl 28, 1991 May 6, 1991
Discover KSC EAFB
Mission Duration: 199hrs23minst7secs
STS-40 Jun5, 1991 Jun14,1991
Columbia KSC DFRF
Mission Duration: 218hrs15mins14secs
Crew
Cdr: Michael L Coats
Pit: BlaineL Hammond, Jr
MS: Guk>nS.BIulord
MS: Gregory J. Karnaugh
MS: Richard J Hieb
MS: Donald RMcMonagta
MS: Charles LVeacti
Cdr: Bryan 0. O'Connor
Pit: Sidney M. Gutierrez
MS: James P. Bagian
MS: Tamara E. Jemigan
MS: M.RheaSeddon
PS: DrewF.Gaffney
PS: Millie Hughes-Fulford
Payloads and Experiments
DeptayablePaytoaito:
1. Shuttle Payload Autonomous Satellite (SPAS)-II/
Infrared Background Signature Survey (IBSS) -
SPAS-II/IBSS was designed to observe rocket
plume firings at infrared wavelengths.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Air Force Program (AFP1-675- The objective of
AFP-675 was to observe near-Earth space and
celestial objects at infrared I ultraviolet wavelengths.
2. Space Test Paytoad {STP)-I - Five USAF
experiments mounted on a Hitchhiker-M carrier.
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads: Spacelab Life Sciences (SLS)-1
a. Spacelab Long Module
b. Tunnel
c. Tunnel Extension
d. Tunnel Adapter
Experiments
a. 6 Body Systems
b. 6 Cardiovascular/Cardiopulmonary
c. 3 Blood System
d. SMusculoskeletal
e. 3 Neurovestibular
f. 1 1mmune System
g. 1 RenaVEndocrine System
Gas Brtige Assembly (GBAj- 12 GAS experiments
mounted on a truss structure in the PLB.
GAS (Getaway Special):
12 Experiments on GBA
1. Solid State Microaccelerometer Experiment
3. Mutli-Purpose Experiment Container (MPEC) - An
additional USAF experiment mounted on STP-1 .
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Cloud logic to Optimize Use of Defense Systems
(CLOUDS)-1A
2. Radiation Monitoring Equipment (RME)-III
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Remote Manipulator System (RMS) S/N 301
2. Experiment in Crystal Growth
3. Orbital Ball Bearing Experiment
4. In-Space Commercial Processing
5. Foamed Ultralight Metals
6. Chemical Precipitate Formation
7. Microgravity Experiments
8. Rower and vegetable seeds exposure to Space
9. Semiconductor Crystal Growth Experiment
10. Active Soldering Experiments
11 . Orbiter Stability Experiment
1 2. Effects of cosmic Ray Radiation on Floppy Disks and
Plant Seeds Exposure to Microgravity
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Physiological Monitoring System (PMS)
2. Urine Monitoring System (UMS)
3. Animal Enclosure Modules (AEM)
4. MiddeckZero-Gravity Experiment (MODE)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. Airlock Transfer Tunnel
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Flight Launch Date Landing Date Crew .
STS43 Aug2,1991 Aug11,1991 Cdr: JohnE. Blaha
Atlantis KSC KSC Pit: Michael A Baker
MS: James C. Adamson
MS: G.David Low
MS: Shannon £ Luca
Mission Duration: 213 hrs 22 mins 27 sees
STS-48 Sep12, 1991 Sep18, 1991 Cdr: John 0. Creighton
Discovery KSC EAFB Pit: Kenneth S. Reightler
MS: Mark F. Brown
MS: James F. Buchli
MS: Charles D.Gemar
Mission Duration: 126 hrs 27 mins 51 sees
STS-44 Nov14,1991 Ded,1991 Cdr: Frederick D. Gregory
Atlantis KSC EAFB Pit: Terence T. Henricks
MS: F. Story Musgrave
MS: Mario Runco, Jr.
MS: James S.Voss
PS: Thomas J.Hennen
Mission Duration: 166 hrs 52 mins 27 sees
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. TDRS-E/IUS: Tracking and Data Relay Satellrle/
Inertia! Upper Stage. One of four Identical
communications satellrtes providing support for STS
and ofner customers.
Attached PLB Payloads:
1 . Space Station Heatpipe Advanced Radiator Element
(SHARE-II)
2. Shuttle Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet (SSBUV)
3. Optical Communications Through the Window
(OCTW)
Experiments
1. Gas Bridge Assembly (GBA)
Deployable Payloads:
1. Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
Attached PLB Payloads:
Experiments
1. Gas Bridge Assembly (GBA)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Ascent Particle Monitor (APM)
2. Cosmic Radiation Effects and Activation Monitor
(CREAM)
Deployable Payloads:
1 . Defense Support Program/lnertial Upper Stage
satellite (DSP/IUS)
Attached PLB Payloads:
1 . Interim Operational Contamination Monitor (IOCM)
Experiments
1. Gas Bridge Assembly (GBA)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Terra Scout
2. Military Man in Space (M88-1)
GAS (Getaway Special):
1 . Tank Pressure Control Experiment (TPCE)
Craw Compartment Payloads:
1. Air Force Maul Optical Site (AMOS)
2 AanmlPtKitogapttr Experiment (APE}
3. Bioserve/lnstrumentation Technology Associates
Materials Dispersion Apparatus (BIMDA)
4. Investigations into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
5. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG)
6. Space Acceleration Measurement System (SAMS)
7. Solid Surface Combustion System (SSCS)
8. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument
Special Pavload Mission Kits: None
3. Radiation Monitoring Experiment (RME)
4. Investigations into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
5. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG)
6. MiddeckO-Gravrry Dynamics Experiment (MODE)
7. Shuttle Activation Monitor (SAM)
8. Physiological and Anatomical Rodent Experiment (PARE)
CMS (Getaway Special): None
Special Paytoad Mission Kits: None
3. Air Force Maul Optical Site (AMOS)
4. Cosmic Radiation Effects and Activation Monitor(CREAM)
5. Shuttle Activation Monitor (SAM)
6. Radiation Monitoring Experiment (RME-III)
7. Visual Function Monitor (VFT-1)
6. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Special Paytoad Mission Kits: None
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Flight Launch Data Landing Date Crew Payloadi and Experiments
STS-42 Jan 22.1992 Jan 30.1992 Cdr: Ronald J. Grabs
Discovery KSC EAFB Pit: Steven S. Oswald
MS: Norman E. Thagard
MS: William F.Readdy
MS: David C. Hilmers
PS: Roberta L. Bondar
PS: UrfD.Merbold
Mission Duration: 1 93 hrs 15 mils 43 sec
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
International Microgravity Laboratory-1 (Spacelab Long Module)
Objective: Conduct 9 Materials Science and 7 Life Sciences
experiments in microgravity:
1. Fluid Experiment System -Crystal growth and fluid behavio 4.
2. Vapor Crystal Growth System -Refiight from Spacelab 3
3. Mercury lod«ie Crystal Growth-Refiight from Spacelab 3
4. Protein Crystal Growth - Refiight from STS 28,29,32,37
(Middeckl
5. Organic Crystal Groww Facility-Crystal growth
6. Cryostat- Crystal growth
7. Space Acceleration Monitoring System- Measure on-orbr!
shuttle acceleration to support other microgravity
experiments
e. Critical Point Facility- Measure material properties at the
critical point
9. Gravitational Plant Physiology Facility- Biological
Investigation of plants during spaceflight
10. Biorack - Biological investigation of various life forms
during spaceflight
11. Space Physiology Experiments - Investigate human
space adaptation and motion sickness
12. Microgravity Vestibular Investigations - Study space
motion sickness
13. Biostack • Investigate space radiation effects on
biological materials
14. Mental Workload and Performance Evaluation • Test
human performance ot compute! tasks in Zero-G
15. Radiation Monitoring Container/Dosimeter - Measure
effect of space radiation on biological material
GAS (Getaway Special) Bridge consisting of 12 canisters:
1. G-086 - Effects of microgravity on cysts hatched in space;
thermal conductivity and bubble velocity of air in water
2. G-140 • Marangoni convection in a floating zone
3. G-143- Glass bubbles in glass mete
I. G-329- Solidification of phenomena in metal alloys
5. G-336- Measurement of diffuse zodiacal and galactic
emissions at B, R. and V standard
6. G-337-Performance of thermoacoustic refrigerator
under microgravity
7. G-457 • Gas-liquid separation under microgravtry
8. G-609,G-6tu-ultravnletorservatk>nsofdeepspace
9. G-614- Motion of debris under microgravity conditions:
low melting point materials processing
10. Middeck ^ Gravity Dynamics Experiment (MODE)
II. GAS ballast payload no. 1 (GPB «1)
12. GAS ballast payload no. 2 (GPB »2)
Crew Compartment Paytoad:
1. Gelation of Sols: Applied Micrograviry Research
(GOSAMR)- Objective: Investigate processing of gelled
sob in microgravtty
2. Student Experiment SE 93-2 -Objective: Study zero
gravity capillary rise of liquid through granular porous
media
3. Student Experiment SE 81 -9 -Objective: Study
convection in zero gravity
4. Investigation into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
Objective: Manufacture potymers in space
5. Radiation Monitoring Experiment (RME-lll)-Objective:
Measure radiation environment on-orbit
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
Summary of Shuttle Payloads and Experiments
Flight Launch Date Landing Dale Craw Payloads and Experiments
STS-45Mar 24,1992 Apr 2,1992
Atlantis KSC KSC
Mission Duration: 2)4 Ira 10 mins 24 sees
dr. Charles f. Bolder)
Pit: Brian K. Duffy
MS: Kathryn D.Sullivan
MS: David C. Leestma
MS: C. Michael Foale
PS: Dirt D. Frimout
PS: Bryon K. Uchlenburg
Deployable Payloadt: None
Attached PLB Payloadt:
ATLAS-1 {2 Spacelab Pallet and Igloo) • Objective: Study
the composition of the middle atmosphere and its
variations over an 11 year solar cycle. This is the first of
10 planned ATLAS missions over the next 11 years.
Atmosphere Physics:
1. Atmosphere Trace Molecule Spectroscopy (ATMOS) -
Previously flown on Spacelab 1, Reflight from Spacelab 3
2. Millimeter Wave Atmospheric Sounder (MAS) - First fight
3. Atmospheric Lyman Alpha Emissions (ALAE) • Previously
flown on Spacetab 1
4. Grille Spectrometer (GRILLE)-Previously flown on
Spacelab 1
5. Imaging Spectrometric Observatory (ISO) - Previously
flown on Spacelab 1
Solar Science:
1. Active Cavity Radiometer Irradiance Monitor (ACRIM) -
ACRIM1 flown on the solar maximum satellite
2. Measurement of the Solar Constant (SOLCON)-
Previously flown on Spacelab 1
3. Solar Spectrum Measurement from 180 to 3200
Nanometers (SOLSPEC) - Previously flown on Spacelab 1
4. Solar Ultraviolet Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SUSIM).
Previously flown on Spacelab 2 and on the Upper
Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
Space Plasma Physics:
1. Atmospheric Emissions Photometric Imaging (AEPI) -
Previously flown on Spacelab 1
2. Space Experiments with Particle Accelerators (SEPAC)-
Previously flown on Spacelab 1
3. Energetic Neutral Atom Precipitation
Ultraviolet Astronomy:
1. Far Ultraviolet Space Telescope (FAUST) -
Previously flown on Spacelab 1
2. Shuttle Solar Backscatler Ultraviolel/A (SSBUV/A) -
Objective: To provide more accurate and reliable
readings of global ozone to aid in the calibration of
backscatter ultraviolet instruments being flown on
free-flying satell'rtes
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. Getaway Special 229 (GAS-229) - Object™: To melt
and regrow gallium arsenide crystals with corrective
effects absent
Crew Compartment Payload:
1. Investigation into Polymer Membranes Processing (IPMP)-
Objecuve: To flash evaporate muted solvent systems in
the absence of convection to control the porosity of the
polymer membrane in microgravity
2. Space Tissue Loss-01 (STL-01) - Objective: To monitor
the activities of tissue samples at the cellular level under
trie influence of microgravily
3. Radiation Monitoring Equipment-Ill (RME-III) - Objective:
To measure ionizing radiation over repeated time intervals
and digitally store the resulting data
4. Visual Function Tester-2 (VFT-2) - Objective: To measure
basic vision performance parameters in an orbital space
ffight environment
5. Cloud Logic to Optimize Use of Defense System -
Objective: To obtain photographic sequences of cloud
fields of interest as targets of opportunity
6. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREXII) - Objective:
To demonstrate voice, slow-scan television (SSTV). and
pocket radio. All transmitted on 2 meter capabil'rties and
fast scan television (FSTV) transmitted on 70 cm capability.
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Flight launch Date Landing Date Craw
STS-49 May 2. 1992 May 16, 1992 Cdr: Daniel C. Brandenstein
Endeavour KSC EAFB P»: Kevin P. Chilton
MS: Richard J.Hieb
MS-. Bruca EMetaick
MS: Pierre J.Thout
MS: Kathtyn C. Thornton
MS: Thomas D.Akers
Mission Duration: 213 hrs 17 mins 38 sees
STS-50 Jun25, 1992 Jul9,1992 Cdr: Richard N. Richards
Columbia KSC KSC Pit: Keneth D. Bowersox
MS: Bonnie J.Dunbai
MS: CarlJ.Meade
MS: Elton S. Baker
PS: Lawrence J. DeLucas
Mission Duration: 331 hrs 30 mins 04 sees
STS-46 Jid31,1992 Aug8,t992 Cdr: Loren J. Shriver
Atlantis KSC KSC Pit: Andrew M. Allen
MS: Jeffrey A. Hoffman
MS: Franklin R. Chang-Diaz
MS: Claude Nicofer
MS: Martha S. Ivins
PS: Franco Maktrba
Mission Duration: 191 hrs 16 mm 07 socs
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads:
1. Intelsat VI F3 (International Telecommunications
Sateltel/perigee kick motor (PKM)
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. Assembly of station by EVA methods
GAS (Gctawav Special): None
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. U.S. Mloogravity Laboratory (USML-1)
2. Investigation into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
3. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment-ll (SAREX-II)
4. Uflraviotet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
5. Orbital Acceleration Research Experiment (DARE)
6. Zeolite Crystal Growth (ZCG)
7. Aslroculture
8. Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus (GBA)
9. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG) Block 1
Deployable Payloads:
1. EURECA
Attached PLB Payloads
1. Tethered Satellite System (TSS-1)
2. Evaluation ol Oxygen Interation wrm Materials-lll/Thermal
Energy Management Processes 2A-3 (EOlM-lll/Temp 2A)
3. IMAX Cargo Bay Camera (ICBC)
4. Consoriiumtol Material Development in Space Complex
Autonomous Payload-ll (CONCAP-II)
5. CONCAP-III
6. Limited Duration Space Environment Candidate Materials
Exposure (LDCE)
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Commercial protein crystal growth (CPGC)
2. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration (AMOS)
3. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Zeolite Crystal Growth
2. Generic Bioprocessing Apparatus with 1
Refrigerator/Incubator Module (R/IM)
3. Astroculture(ASC)
4. Protein Crystal Growth (PCG) Btock 1 with 3 R/IMs
5. Investigation into Polymer Membrane Processing (IPMP)
6. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment-ll (SAREX-II)
7. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
Special Pavload Mission Kits: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Gas Autonomous Payload Controller (GAPC) for Use in
ICBC Operations
2. Pituitary Growth Hormone Cell Function (PHCF)
3. Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration (AMOS)
(Passive Requirements Only)
4.. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
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:llght Launch Date Landing Dale Crew
STS-47 Sep12, 1992 Sep20,1992 Cdr: Robert L Gibson
Endeavour KSC KSC Pit: Curtis L. Brown
MS: Mark C.Leo
MS: N.Jan Davis
MS: Mae C. Jemison
MS: Jerome Apt
PS: MamoruMohri
Mission Duration: 190 hrs 30 rams 23 sees
STS-52 Oct22,1992 Nov 1,1992 Cdr: James D. Wetherbee
Columbia KSC KSC Pit: Michael A. Baker
MS: Wilfam M. Sheperd
MS: Tamara E. Jernigan
MS: Charles L. Veach
Mission Duration: 236 hrs 56 mins 1 3 sees
STS-53 Jul31,1992 Aug8, 1992 Cdr: Loren J. Shriver
Discovery KSC EAFB Pit: Andrew M. Mien
MS: Jeffrey A. Hoffman
MS: Franklin R. Chang-Diaz
MS: Claude Nicollier
Mission Duration: 175 hrs 19 mins 47 sees
Payloads and Experiments'
Deployable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payfoads:
1. Japanese Spacelab (Spacelab-J) Long Module Gas
Br'rige Assembly (GBA) wih 1 2 Gas Can'aers
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Deployable Payloads: None
1. User Geodynamics SatelIHe (LAGEOS)
Attached PLB Payloads
1. United Stated Microgravfly Payload (USMP-1)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Queens University Experiment in Liquid Metal
Dflusnn (QUELD)
2. Phase Partition in Liquid (PARLIQ)
3. Sun Photo Spectrometer Earth Atmosphere
3. Sun Photo Spectrometer Earth Atmosphere
Measurement-2 ISPEAM)
Deployable Payloads:
Attached PLB Payloads
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1 . Israeli Space Agency Investigation about Hornets
(ISAIAH)
2. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX)
3. Solid Surface Combustion Experiment (SSCE)
4.. Ultraviolet Plume Instrument (UVPI) -
Payload of Opportunity
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
4. OrbJet Glow-2
5. Commercial Materials Dispersion Apparatus
Instrumentation Technology Associates Experiments
(CMIX)
6. Crystal by Vapor Transport Experiment (CVTE)
7. Heat Pipe Performance (HPP)
(CMIX)
B. Commercial Protein Crystal Growth (CPCG)
9. Shuttle Plume Impingement Experiment (SPIE)
10. Physiological System Experiment (PSE)
Special Pavtoad Mission Kits: None
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Special Paytoad Mission Kits: None
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Right Launch Dale Landing Dale Crew
STS-54 Jams. 1993 Jan 19, 1993 car. John H.Casper
Endeavour KSC KSC Pit Donald R McMonagte
MS: Mario Runco.Jr
MS: Gregory Harbaugh
MS Susan Helms
Mission Duration: 143 hrs 38 mins 19 sees
STS-56 Apia, 1993 Apr 17. 1993 Cdr: Kenneth Cameron
Discovery KSC KSC Pit: Sloven S. Oswald
MS: C Michael Foale
MS: Kenneth Codcrell
MS: Ellen Ochoa
Mission Duration: 222 hrs 08 mins 24 sees
STS-55 Apr 26. 1993 May 6, 1993 Cdr. Steven R. Nagel
Columbia KSC EAF8 PH. Terence T. Hendricks
MS. Charles Precourt
MS. Bernard Hams, Ji.
PS. Ulrich Walter
PS Hans Schlegel
Missioin Duration: 239 hrs 39 mins 59 sees
Payloads and Experiments
Deployable Payloads: None
1 . Tracking and Data Relay SateBe/lnertial
Upper Stage(TDRS/IUS)
Attached PLB Payload:
1. Diffuse X-RaySpectrometerpXS)
GAS(Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Chromosome and Plant Cell Division
in Space(CHROMEX)
Deployable Payloads:
1. Shuttle Point Autonomous Research Tool for
Astronomy - 201(SPARTAN-201)
Attached PILBPayioads:
1 . Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and Science
(ATLAS-2)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. Solar Ultraviolet Spearorneter(SIJVE)
2. Hand-Held, Earth-Oriented, Reaffime. Cooperative,
User-Friendly, Location Targeting, and Environmental
System (HERCULES)
3. Radiation Monitoring Equipment N(RME-III)
Deployable Paytoad: None
Attached PLBPaytoad:
1. DZpayload user support structure: German(SPACELAB)
2. Material Science Autonomous Paytoad(MAUS)
3. Atomic Oxygen Exposure Tray(AOET)
4. Galactic unrawkte Angle Schmidt System Camera(GAUSS)
5. Modular Opto-Electronic MuKspectral Stereo Scanner
(MOMS)
2. Commercial Generic Coprocessing ApparatausfCGBA)
3. Physiological and Anatomical Rodent Experrment(PARE)
4. Solid Surface Combustioin Experiment(SSCE)
Special Paykad Mission Kite None
4. Cosmic Radiafflon Effects and Activation Moni!or(CREAM)
5. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment IIISAREX II)
6. Commercial Materials Dispersion Apparatus fTA
Experiments(CMIX)
7. Space Tissue Loss Experiment(STL)
8. Physiological and Anatomical Rodent ExperimentfPARE)
Special Paytoad Mission Kill
1. Remote Manipulator System
GAS (Gateway Special):
1. Reaction Kinetics in Glass MeltsfRKGM)
Crew Compartment Payload:
1. CrewTelesupport Experiment
2. Shuttle Amateur Radio Expefiment(SARAX)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
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Right Launch Data Landing Dale Crew Payloads and Experiments
STS-57 Jun21,t993
Endeavour KSC
Jul 1,1993
KSC
Cdr: Ronald J.Grabe
Pit: Brian J. Duffy
PC: G.David Low
MS: Nancy J. Sherlock
MS: Peter J.ICWisoff
MS: Janice E.Voss
Mission Duration: 239 hrs 44 mins 54 sees
Deployabto Payloads:
1. EUHECA
Attached PLB Paylaods
V Spacehab-1
a. Experiments(22]
GAS (Getaway Special):
1. G-022: Pedriodic Volume Stimulus
2 G-324: Earth Photographs
3. G-399: Insulin/Aitemia/lon Expts
4. G-450: Crystal Growth/Fluid Transfer
5. G-452: Crystal Growth
6. G-453: Semiconductor/Boiling Expts
7. G-454: Crystal Growth
8. G-535: Pool Boiling
9. G-601: High Frequency Variations
10. G-647: Liquid Phase Electroepitaxy
Crew Compartment Payloads:
1. SAREX-II (Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment -II)
2. FARE (Fluid Acquisition and Resupply Experiment):- <
3. AMOS (Air Force Maul Optical Site Calibration Test)
Special Payload Mission Kits:
1. SHOOT: (Superfluid Helium On-Orbit Transfer)
2. CONCAP-IV: (Consortium for Materials Development in
Space Complex Autonomous Payload IV)
STS-51 Sept 12,1993
Discovery KSC
Sept 22,1993 Cdr: Frank Culbertson. Jr.
KSC Pit: William F. Readdy
MS: James H. Newman
MS: Daniel W.Bursch
MS CariE.Wak
Mission Duration: 236 hrs 11 mins 11 sees
Deployable Payloads:
1. ACTS: (Advanced Communication Technology SatelBe)
2. TOS: (Transfer Orbit Stage)
3. ORFEUS/SPAS: (Orbiting Retrievable Far and Extreme
Ultraviolet Spectrometer-Shuttle Pallet Satellite)
4. LDCE: (limited Duration Space Environment Candidate
Materials Exposure)
Attached PLB Payloads:
UMAX: Camera
2. CPCG: (Commercial Protein Crystal Growth)
3. CHROMEX:(Chromosome and Plant Cell Division in Space)
4. HRSGS-A (High Resolution Shuttle Glow Spectroscopy)
5. APE-B: (Auiroral Photography Experiment)
6. RME-III: (Radiation Monitoring Experiment-Ill)
7. IPMP: (Investigations into Polymer Membrane Processing)
8. AMOS: (Air Force Maui Optical Site Calibration Test)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
Special Payload Mission Kits:
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Right Launch Date Landing Date
STS-58 Oc!t8, 1993 Nov 1.1993
Columbia KSC EAFB
Mission Duration: 336 hfs 1 2 mins 32 sees
STS-61 Dec 2, 1993 Dec 13, 1993
Endeavour .. KSC KSC
Mission Duration: 259 hrs 58 mins 35 sees
Crew
Cdr JohnE. Blana
Pit: Richard Searfoss
PC: Margaret RheaSeddon
MS: Shannon W. Lucid
MS: -David A. Wolf
MS:' William McArthur, Jr.
PS: Martin J.Fettman
Cdr: Richard 0. Covey
Pit: Kenneth D. Bowersox
MS: F. Story Musgrave
MS: Thomas D.Akers
MS: Jeffery A. Hoffman
MS: KathrynC. Thornton
MS: Claude Niconier
Payloads and Experiments
Employable Payloads: None
Attached PLB Payloads:
1 . Spacelab Life Sciences-2(SLS-2)
a. Spacelab Long Module
b. Spacelab Pallet
c. Tunnel
d. Tunnel Extension
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Deployable Payloads:
t . Hubble Space Telescope (HST)
Service Mission • 01
a. Solar Array (SA|
b. Wide Reid/Planetary Camera (WFPC)
c. Corrective Optics Space Telescope
Axial Replacement (COSTAR)
Attached PLB Payloads:
1. MFR (Manipulator Foot Restraint)
2. SESA (Special Equipment Stowage Assembly)
3. IMAX Cargo Bay Camera (ICBC-04)
4. Air Force Maul Opitical Site Calibration Test (AMOS)
GAS (Getaway Special): None
Crew Compartment Payloads:
t. Urine Monitoring System (UMS
2. Shuttle Amateur Radio Experiment (SAREX
Special Payload Mission Kits:
Crew Compartment Payloads
1. Hubble Space Telescope Special Tods
2. Shuttle Orbiter Repackaged Galley (SORG)
3. Electronic Still Camera Photography Test
4. Global Positioning System (GYS)
Special Payload Mission Kits: None
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Mercury Venus Earth Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto
Mean Distance from Sun
Millions of Kilometers
Millions of Miles
57.9
36
108.2
67.2
149.6
365.26 days
227.9
141.6
778.3
483.6
1,429
888.2
29.46 years
2.875
1.786
84.07 years
4,504
2,799
5.900
3.666
248.6 yearsPeriod of Revolution (in Earth time) 87.97 days 224.7 days 686.98 days 11.86 years 164.82 years
Period of Rotation (in Earth time) 58.65 days 243.01 days,
Retrograde
23 hrs
56 mins
24 hrs
37 mins
9 hrs
56 mins
10 hrs
40 mins
17Tire
14 mins
16 hrs
6 mins
6.39 days,
Retrograde
Inclination of Axis (Degrees)
Inclination of Orbit to Ecliptic (Peg)
Eccentricity (Degrees)
Equatorial Diameter
Kilometers
Miles
4,878
3,031
12.104
7,521
12,755
7.926
6,790
4,219
142,796
88.729
120,660
74.975
51,118
31,763
49.528
30,775
2,300 Appx.
1.429Appx.
Atmosphere Essentially
None
Carbon
Dioxide
Nitrogen,
Oxygen
Carbon
Dioxide
Hydrogen,
Helium
Hydrogen,
Helium
Hydrogen,
Helium
Hydrogen,
Helium
Rings
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Probably
None
The Solar System
Our automated spacecraft have traveled to the Moon and to all the planets beyond our world
except Pluto: they have observed moons as large as small planets, flown by comets, and sampled
the solar environment. The knowledge gained from our journeys through the solar system has
redefined traditional Earth sciences like geology and meteorology and spawned an entirely new
discipline called comparative ptanetology. By studying the geology of planets, moons, asteroids,
and comets, and comparing differences and similarities, we are learning more about the origin
and history of these bodies and the solar system as a whole. We are also gaining insight into
Earth's complex weather systems. By seeing how weather is shaped on other worlds and by
investigating the Sun's activity and its influence through the solar system, we can better
understand climatic conditions and processes on Earth.
The Sun
Many spacecraft have explored the Sun's environment, but none have gotten any closer to its
surface than approximately two-thirds of the distance from Earth to the Sun. Pioneers 5-11, the
Pioneer Venus Orbiter, Voyagers 1 and 2, and other spacecraft have all sampled the solar
environment. The Ulysses spacecraft, launched Oct 6,1990, is a joint solar mission of NASA and
the European Space Agency. After using Jupiter's gravity to change its trajectory, Ulysses will fly
over the Sun's polar regions during 1994 and 1995 and will perform a wide range of studies using
nine onboard scientific instruments.
The Sun dwarfs the other bodies in the solar system, representing approximately 99.86 percent of
al the mass in the solar system. All of the planets, moons, asteroids, comets, dust, and gas add
up to only about 0.14 percent. This 0.14 percent represents the material left over from the Sun's
formation. One hundred and nine Earths would be required to fit across the Sun's disk, and its
interior could hold over 1.3 million Earths.
As a star, the Sun generates energy by the process of fusion. The temperature at the Sun's core
is 15 million degrees Celsius (27 million degrees Fahrenheit), and the pressure there is 340 billion
times Earth's air pressure at sea level. The Sun's surface temperature of 5,500 degrees Celsius
(10,000 degrees Fahrenheit) seems almost chilly compared to its core temperature. At the solar
core, hydrogen can fuse into hefium, producing energy. The Sun produces a strong magnetic
field and streams of charged particles, extending far beyond the planets.
The Sun appears to have been active for 4.6 billion years and has enough fuel for another 5 billion
years or so. At the end offts We, the Sun will start to tuse hefium into heavier elements and begin
to swell up, ultimately growing so large that it win swallow Earth. After a billion years as a 'red
giant,1 it will suddenly collapse into a "white dwarf - the final end product of a star like ours. It
may take a trillion years to cool off completely.
Mercury
Obtaining the first dose-up views of Mercury was the primary objective of the Mariner 10
spacecraft, launched Nov 3,1973. After a journey of nearly 5 months, including a flyby of Venus,
the spacecraft passed within 703 km (437 mi) of the solar system's innermost planet on Mar 29,
1974. Until Mariner 10, little was known about Mercury. Even the best telescopic views from Earth
showed Mercury as an indistinct object lacking any surface detail. The planet is so dose to the
Sun that it is usually lost in solar glare. When the planet is visible on Earth's horizon just after
sunset or before dawn, it is obscured by the haze and dust in our atmosphere. Only radar
telescopes gave any hint of Mercury's surface conditions prior to the voyage of Mariner 10.
Mariner 10 photographs revealed an ancient, heavily watered surface, closely resembling our
Moon. The pictures also showed high cliffs crisscrossing the planet., apparently created when
Mercury's interior cooled and shrank, buckling the planet*s crust. The cliffs are as high as 3 km (2
mi) and as long as 500 km (310 mi).
Instruments on Mariner 10 discovered that Mercury has a weak magnetic field and a trace of
atmosphere - a trillionth the density of Earth's atmosphere and composed chiefly of argon, neon,
and helium. When the planets orbit takes it dosest to the Sun, surface temperatures range from
467 degrees Celsius (872 degrees Fahrenheit) on Mercury's sunlit side to -183 degrees Celsius f-
298 degrees Fahrenheit) on the dark side. This range in surface temperature b the largest for a
single body in the solar system. Mercury literally bakes and freezes al the same time.
Days and nights are long on Mercury. The combination of a slow rotation relative to the stars (59
Earth days) and a rapid revolution around the Sun (88 Earth days) means that one Mercury solar
day takes 176 Earth days or two Mercury years, the time it takes Mercury to complete two orbits
around the Sun.
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Mercuiy appears to have a crust of light silicate rock like that of Earth. Scientists believe Mercury
has a heavy iron-rich core making up slightly less than half of its volume. That would make
Mercury's core larger, proportionally, than the Moon's core or those of any of the planets.
After the initial Mercury encounter. Mariner 10 made two additional flybys - on Sep 21,1974, and
Mar 16.1975 - before control gas used to orient the spacecraft was exhausted and the mission
was concluded. Each flyby took place at the same local Mercury time when the identical half of
the planet was illuminated; as a result, we still have not seen one-half of the planets surface.
Venus
Veiled by dense cloud cover, Venus - our nearest planetary neighbor - was the first planet to be
explored. The Mariner 2 spacecraft, launched Aug 27,1962, was the first of more than a dozen
successful American and Soviet missions to study the mysterious planet. On December 14,1962,
Mariner 2 passed within 34,839 kilometers (21,548 miles) of Venus and became the first
spacecraft to scan another planet; onboard instruments measured Venus for 42 minutes. Mariner
5, launched in June 1967, flew much closer to the planet. Passing within 4,094 kilometers (2,544
mOes) of Venus on the second American flyby, Manner 5's instruments measured the planer's
magnetic field, ionosphere, radiation belts, and temperatures. On its way to Mercury, Mariner 10
flew by Venus and transmitted uftravioiet pictures to Earth snowing doud circulation patterns in
the Venusian atmosphere.
On Dec 4,1978, the Pioneer Venus Orbiter became the first spacecraft to orbit the planet. Five
days later, the five separate components making up a second spacecraft, the Pioneer Venus
Muttiprobe, entered the Venusian atmosphere at different locations above the planet. The four
small probes and the main body radioed atmospheric data back to Earth during their descent
toward the surface. Although designed to examine the atmosphere, one of the probes survived its
impact with the surface and continued to transmit data for another hour.
Venus resembles Earth in size, physical composition, and density more closely than any other
known planet. However, significant differences have been discovered. For example, Venus'
rotation (west to east) is retrograde (backward) compared to the east-to-west spin of Earth and
most of the other planets.
Approximately 96.5 percent of Venus' atmosphere (95 times as dense as Earth's) is carbon
dioxide. The principal constituent of Earth's atmosphere is nitrogen. Venus' atmosphere acts like a
greenhouse, permitting solar radiation to reach the surface but trapping the heat that would
ordinarily be radiated bach into space. As a resu/f, the planets average surface temperature is 432
degrees Celsius (900 degrees Fahrenheit), hot enough to melt lead.
A radio altimeter on the Pioneer Venus Orbiter provided the first means of seeing through the
planet's dense doud cover and determining surface features over almost the entire ptanet. NASA's
Magellan spacecraft, launched on May 5,1989. has orbited Venus since August 10,1990. The
spacecraft used radar-mapping techniques to provide uttrahigh-resolution images of the surface.
Magellan has revealed a landscape dominated by voteanic features, faufts, and impact craters.
Hugh areas of the surface show evidence of multiple periods of lava flooding with flows lying on top
of previous ones. An elevated region named Ishtar Terra is a lava-filled basin as large as the
United States. At one end of this plateau sits Maxwell Montes, a mountain the size of Mount
Everest. Scarring the mountain's flank is a 100-km (62-mi) wide, 2.5-km (1,5 mi) deep impact
crater named Cleopatra. (Almost all features on Venus are named for women: Maxwell Montes,
Alpha Regio, and Beta Regio are the exceptions.) Craters survive on Venus for perhaps 400
million years because there is no water and very little wind erosion.
Extensive fault-line networks cover the planet, probably the result of the same crustal flexing that
produces plate tectonics on Earth. But on Venus the surface temperature is sufficient to weaken
the rock, which cracks just about everywhere, preventing the formation of major plates and large
earthquake faurts like the San Andreas Fault in California.
Venus' predominant weather pattern is a high-altitude, high-speed circulation of clouds that contain
sutfuric acid. At speeds reaching as high as 360 km (225 mi) per hour, the clouds drde the planet
in onJy 4 Earth days. The circulation is in the same direction - west to east - as Venus' slow
rotation of 243 Earth days, whereas Earth's winds blow in both directions - west to east and east
to west - in six alternating bands. Venus' atmosphere serves as a simplified laboratory tor the
study of our weather.
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Earth
As viewed from space. Earth's distinguishing characteristics are its blue waters, brown and green
land masses, and white clouds. We are enveloped by an ocean of air consisting of 78 percent
nirogen, 21 percent oxygen, and 1 percent other constituents. The only planet in the solar
system
known to harbor life, Earth ortits the Sun at an average distance of 150 minion km (93 minion mi).
Earth is the third planet from the Sun and the fifth largest h the solar system, with a diameter a
few hundred kilometers larger than that of Venus.
Our planet1 s rapid spin and molten nickel-iron core give rise to an extensive magnetic field, which,
along with the atmosphere, shields us from nearly all of the harmful radiation coming from the Sun
and other stars. Earth's atmosphere protects us from meteors as wen, most of which burn up
before they can strike the surface. Active geological processes have left no evidence of the
pelting Earth almost certainly received soon after it formed - about 4.6 billion years ago.
From our journeys into space, we have learned much about our home planet. The first American
satellite - Explorer 1 - launched Jan 31,1958, discovered an intense radiation zone, called the
Van AJIen radiation belts, surrounding Earth. Other research satellites revealed that our planet's
magnetic field is distorted into a tear-drop shape by the solar wind. WeVe learned that the
magnetic field does not fade off into space but has definite boundaries. And we now know that
our wispy upper atmosphere, once believed calm and uneventful, seethes with activity - swelEng
by day and contracting by night. Affected by changes in solar activity, the upper atmosphere
contributes to weather and climate on Earth.
Besides affecting Earth's weather, solar activity gives rise to a dramatic visual phenomenon in our
atmosphere. When charged particles from the solar wind become trapped in Earth's magnetic
field, they collide with air molecules above our planet*s magnetic poles. These air molecules then
begin to glow and are known as the auroras or the northern and southern lights.
Satellites about 35,789 km (22,238 mi) out in space play a major role in dairy local weather
forecasting. These watchful electronic eyes warn us of dangerous storms. Continuous global
monitoring provides a vast amount of useful data and contributes to a better understanding of
From their unique vantage points, satellites can survey Earth's oceans, land use and resources,
and monitor the planet1 s health. These eyes in space have saved countless lives, provided
tremendous conveniences, and shown us that we may be altering our planet in dangerous ways.
The Moon
The Moon is Earth's single natural satellite. The first human footsteps on an afien world were
made by American astronauts on the dusty surface of our airless, lifeless companion. In
preparation for the Apollo expeditions, NASA dispatched the automated Ranger, Surveyor, and
Lunar Orbrter spacecraft to study the Moon between 1964 and 1968.
NASA's Apoflo program left a large legacy of lunar materials and data. Six 2-astronaut crews
landed on and explored the lunar surface between 1969 and 1972, carrying back a collection of
rocks and sod weighing a total of 382 km (842 tb) and consisting of more than 2,000 separate
samples. From this material and other studies, scientists nave constructed a history of the Moon
that includes its infancy.
Rocks coDected from the lunar highlands date to about 4.0-4.3 billion years old. The first few
million years of the Moon's existence were so violent that few traces of this period remain. As a
molten outer layer gradually cooled and solidified into different kinds of rock, the Moon was
bombarded by huge asteroids and smaller objects. Some of the asteroids were as large as Rhode
Island or Delaware, and their collisions with the Moon created basins hundreds of kilometers
across.
This catastrophic bombardment tapered off approximately 4 billion years ago, leaving the lunar
highlands covered with huge, overlapping craters and a deep layer of shattered and broken rock.
Heat produced by the decay of radioactive elements began to melt the interior at depths of about
200 km (125 mi) below the surface. For the next 700 million years, lava rose from inside the Moon
and gradually spread out over the surface, flooding the large impact basins to form the dark areas
that Galileo Galilei, an astronomer of the Italian Renaissance, called maria. meaning seas. As far
as we can tell, there has been no significant volcanic activity on the Moon for more than 3 billion
years. Since then, the lunar surface has been altered only by mtcrometeorites, atomic particles
from the Sun and stars, rare impacts of targe meteorites, and spacecraft and astronauts.
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The origin of the Moon is still a mystery. Four theories attempt an explanation: The Moon formed
near Earth as a separate body; it was torn from Earth; it formed somewhere else and was
captured by our planet1 s gravity, or it was the result of a collision between Earth and an asteroid
about the size of Mars. The last theory has some good support but is far from certain.
Mars
Mars has Jong been considered the solar system's prime candidate for ha/borioo. extraterrestrial
life. Astronomers studying the red planet through telescopes saw what appeared to be straight
lines criss-crossing its surface. These observations, later determined to be optical illusions, led to
the popular notion that intelligent beings had constructed a system of irrigation canals. Another
reason for scientists to expect life on Mars was the apparent seasonal color changes on the
planet's surface. This phenomenon led to speculation that conditions might support vegetation
during the warmer months and cause plant life to become dormant during colder periods.
Seven American missions to Mars have been carried out. Four Mariner spacecraft, three frying
by the planet and one placed into martian orbit, surveyed the planet extensively before the viking
Orbiters and Landers arrived. Mariner 4, launched in late 1964. flew past Mars on Jul 14,1965,
within 9,846 km (6,118 mi) of the surface. Transmitting to Earth 22 dose-up pictures of the
planet, the spacecraft found many craters and naturally occurring channels but no evidence of
artificial canals or flowing water. The Mariners 6 and 7 flybys, during the summer of 1969, .
returned 201 pictures. Mariners 4,6, and 7 showed a diversity of surface conditions as well as a
thin, cold, dry atmosphere of carbon dioxide.
On May 30,1971. the Mariner 9 Orbiter was launched to make a year-long study of the martian
surface. The spacecraft arrived 5-1/2 months after liftoff, only to find Mars in the midst of a planet-
wide dust storm that made surface photography impossible for several weeks. After the storm
cleared, Mariner 9 began returning the first of 7,329 pictures that revealed previously unknown
martian features, including evidence that large amounts of water once flowed across the surface,
etching river valleys and flood plains.
In Aug and Sep 1975, the Viking 1 and 2 spacecraft, each consisting of an orbrter and a lander,
were launched. The mission was designed to answer several questions about the red planet,
including. Is there life there? Nobody expected the spacecraft to spot martian cities, but it was
hoped that the biology experiments would at least find evidence of primitive life, past or present.
Viking Lander 1 became the first spacecraft to successfully touch down on another planet when it
landed on Jul 20.1976. Photographs sent back from Chryse Planitia ("Plains of Gold") showed a
bleak, rusty-red landscape. Panoramic images revealed a rolling plain, littered with rocks and
marked by rippled sand dunes, fine red dust from the martian soil gwes the sky a salmon hue.
When Viking Lander 2 touched down on Utopia Planitia on Sep 3,1976, it viewed a more rolling
landscape, one without visible dunes.
The results sent back by the laboratory on each viking Lander were inconclusive. Small samples
of the red martian soil were tested in three different experiments designed to detect biological
processes. While some of the test results seemed to indicate biological activity, later analysis
confirmed that this activity was inorganic in nature and related to the planet's soil chemistry. Is
there life on Mars? No one knows for sure, but the Viking mission found no evidence that organic
molecules exist there.
The Viking Landers became weather stations, recording wind velocity and direction as well as
atmospheric temperature and pressure. Few weather changes were observed. The highest
temperature recorded by either spacecraft was -14 degrees Celsius (7 degrees Fahrenheit) at the
Viking Lander 1 site in midsummer. The lowest temperature, -120 degrees Celsius (-184 degrees
Fahrenheit), was recorded in the more northerly Viking Lander 2 site during winter. Near-hurricane
wind speeds were measured at the two martian weather stations during global dust storms, but
because the atmosphere is so thin, wind force is minimal. Viking Lander 2 photographed light
patches of frost, probably water-ice, during its second winter on the planet.
The martian atmosphere, like that of Venus, is primarily carbon dioxide. Nitrogen and oxygen are
present only in small percentages. Martian air contains only about 1/1,000 as much water as our
air, but this small amount can condense out, forming clouds that ride high in the atmosphere or
swirl around the slopes of towering volcanoes. Patches of early morning fog can form in valleys.
There is evidence that in the past a denser martian atmosphere may have allowed water to flow on
the planet. Physical features closely resembling shorelines, gorges, riverbeds, and islands suggest
that great rivers once marked the planet.
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Mars has two moons, Phobos and Deimos. They are smaD and irregularly shaped and possess
ancient, cratered surfaces, tl is possible the moons were originally asteroids that ventured too
dose to Mars and were captured by its gravity.
The Viking Orbfters and Landers exceeded their design lifetimes of 120 and 90 days, respectively.
The first to fail was Viking Orbrtei 2. which stopped operating on Jul 24.1978, when a leak
depleted ils alWude-conUo) gas. Viking Lander 2 operated until Apr 12,1980, when ft was shut
down due to battery degeneration. Viking Obiter 1 quit on Aug 7,1980, when the last of its
attitude-control gas was used up. Viking Lander 1 ceased functioning on Nov 13,1983.Despite
the inconclusive results of the Viking biology experiments, we know more about Mars than any
other planet except Earth. The Mars Observer mission, launched on Sept. 25,1992, lost
contact with Earth on April 21,1993, just 3 days before it was to enter orbit around Mars.
NASA will continue to explore Mars, which a new exploration strategey called the Mars Surveyor
program, calls for start of development of a smaD orbher that will be launched in November 1996
to study the surface of the red planet.
The Mars Surveyor ortxter will lay the foundation for a series of missions to Mars in a decade-
long program of Mars exploration. The missions will take advantage of launch opportunities about
every 2 years as Mars comes into alignment with Earth.
The orbfter planned for launch in 1998 would be even smaller than the initial Mars Surveyor
orbher and carry the remainder of the Mars Observer science instruments. It would act as a
communications relay satellite for a companion lander, launched the same year, and other landers
in the future, such as the Russian Mars "96 lander. The U.S. Pathfinder lander, set to land on
Mars in 1997, will operate independently of the Mars orbfter.
Asteroids
The solar system is populated by thousands of small planetesimals called asteroids that orbit the
Sun in a broad belt between Mars and Jupiter. Some of these are of rocky composition, others
aramaintyinwanrfmdcat.the^araftag^
processes that built the planets some four and a half billion years ago. Metallic asteriods are
thought to be fragments of the central cores of small shat-Bved planets that were broken up soon
after they formed by massive collisions wfth other similar objects; some of the rocky splinters maybe
pieces of the outer layers of such exploded planets white others could be primitive pbnet-buikling
materials accumulated into rocks but that was never used in planet building.
The largest asteriod is caDed 1 Ceres (afl asteriods have a number in their name) and is only 770km
[480 mi) across; much smaDer than the Moon. Most of the thousands of asteriods that are known
are much smaller, in the 1 to 10 km size range. Innumerable, stil small, fragments frequently
collide with the Earth and. as they bum-up in the atmosphere, causing meteor traBs. Some of the
larger fragments reach the ground intact and become part of the meteorite coflectioins in our
museums. A few large asteriod collisions are recorded on the Earth's surface as craters. One of
the best examples is the Baringer Meteor Crater near WinsJow, Arizona. Someof the best preserved
meteorites are found on the fee cap of Antarctica; however, not afl of thesecome from asteriods,
some maybe debris from comets, and some pieces are thought to have originated on the surface
of Mars.
The Galileo spacecraft passed twice through the asteriod belt on its six year journey from the Earth
to Jupiter. On each occasioin it visited an asteroid and made scientific measurements impossible
from the Earth. On October 29,1991, GaUeo encountered 951 Gaspra at a distance of 1600 km
to reveal a conical shaped, scared and fractured, rock some 18 km long with a lightly cratered
landscape; almost two years later, on August 28,1993, Galileo passed by another larger asteroid,
243 Ida, at a distance of 2400 km to reveal an object of even more bizarre shape. In addition, the
data from the spacecraft indicated that this asteroid may have a satellite in orbit around ft. Ida itself
is irregular in shape, some 56 km long and 24 km across. Its surface was found to be covered by a
deep layer of rubble on which many craters, fractures and boulders are superposed. Before the
Galileo encounters I was expected that Ida, which is a member of the Koronis family of asteroids
(anaaeriodfami^isagroupofaster^sonverysmallorbitstrafwn^aslhefesuBofa
catastrophic coJliskifn that broke up the parent asteriod}, was relatively young, that is. ft formed
as the result of a recent collision, white Gaspra was expected to be relatively old. The surprising
result of the Galileo investigiations was to turn these ideas entirely around. Ida's densely crated
surface proved it to be very old, perhaps 1-2 bfflion years. Gaspra's lightly crated surface showed
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Jupiter
Beyond Mais and the asteroid beft, in the outer regions of our solar system, lie the giant planets of
Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. In 1972, NASA sent the first of four spacecraft to conduct
the irdtial surveys of these colossal worlds of gas and their moons of ica and rock.
Pioneer to, bunched in March 1972, was the first spacecraft to penetrate the asteroid belt and
travel to the outer regions of the solar system. In December 1973, it returned the first dose-up
images of Jupiter, flying within 132,252 km (82,178 mi) of the planers banded cloud tops. Pioneer
It followed a year later. Voyagers 1 and 2, launched in me summer of 1977. returned spectacular
photographsof Jupiter and tefamfy of satellites during flybys in 1979. These travelers found
Jupiter to be a whining ball of liquid hydrogen and hefium, topped with a colorful atmosphere
composed mostly of gaseous hydrogen and helium. Ammonia ice crystals form white Jovian
clouds. Sulfur compounds (and perhaps phosphorus) may produce the brown and orange hues
that characterize Jupiter's atmosphere.
It is likely that methane, ammonia, water and other gases react to form organic molecules in the
regions between the planers frigid doud tops and the warmer hydrogen ocean lying below.
Because of Jupiter's atmospheric dynamics, however, these organic compounds, if they exist, are
probably short-frod.
The Great Red Spot has been observed for centuries through telescopes on Earth. This hurricane-
like storm in Jupitef s atmosphere is more than twice the size of our planet. As a high-pressure
region, the Great Red Spot spins in a direction opposite to that of low-pressure storms on Jupiter; it
is surrounded by swiding currents that rotate around the spot and are sometimes consumed by it
The Great Red Spot might be a million years old.
Our spacecrafl detected lightning in Jupiter's upper atmosphere and observed auroral emissions
simBar to Earth's northern lights at the Jovian polar regions. Voyager 1 returned the first images of
a bint, narrow ring anrdiig Jupiter. Largest of the solar system's planets, Jupiter rotates at a
dizzying pace, once every 9 hours 55 minutes 30 seconds. The massive planet takes almost 12
Earth years to complete a journey around the Sun. With 16 known moons, Jupiter is something of
a miniature solar system.
iueo
A new mission to Jupiter, the Galileo Project, is underway. After a f^year cruise that so tar has
taken the Galileo Orbfter once past Venus, twice past Earth and the Moon, and ones past two
asteroids, the spacecrafl will drop an atmospheric probe into Jupiter's doud layers and relay data
back to Earth. The Galileo Orbiter win spend 2 years circling the planet and flying dose to
Jupiter's large moons, exploring in detail what the two Pioneers and two Voyagers revealed.
Galilean Satellites
In 1610, Galileo Galilei aimed his telescope at Jupiter and Spotted four points of light orbiting the
planet. For the first time, humans had seen the moons of another world. In honor of their
discoverer, these four bodies would become known as the Galilean satellites or moons. But
Galileo might have happily traded this honor for one look at the dazzling photographs returned by
the Voyager spacecrafl astheyflewpastthese planet-sized satellites.
One of the most remarkable findings of the Voyager mission was the presence of active
volcanoes on the GaGtean moon lo. Volcanic eruptions had never before been observed on a
world olher than Earth. The Voyager cameras identified at least nine adrve volcanoes on lo, with
plumes of ejected material extending as far as 280 km (175 mi) above the moon's surface, lo's
pizza-colored terrain, marked by orange and yellow hues, is probably the result of sulfur-rich
materials brought to the surface by volcanic activity. Vdcanic activity on this satellite is the resutt
of tidal flexing caused by the gravitational tug-of-war between lo, Jupiter, and the other three
Galilean moons.
Europa, approximately the same size as our Moon, is the brightest Galilean satellite. The moon's
surface displays an array of streaks, indicating the crust has been fractured. Caught in a
gravitational tug-of-war Eke lo, Europa has been heated enough to cause its interior ice to melt,
producing a liquid-water ocean. This ocean is covered by an ice crust that has formed where
water is exposed to the cold of space. Europa's core is made of rock that sank to its center.
LJke Europa, the other two Galilean moons - Ganymede and Callisto - are worlds of ice and rock.
Ganymede is the largest satellite in the solar system - larger than the planets Mercury and Pluto.
The sateffite is composed of about 50 percent water or ice and the rest rock. Ganymede's surface
has areas of different brightness, indicating that, in the past, material oozed out of the moon's in
tenor and was deposited at various locations on the surface.
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CaDtsto, only slightly smaller than Ganymede, has the lowest density of anyGafflean
satettto. suggesting thai large amounts of water are part of its composition. Caffistoisthe
most heavily cratered object in the solar system; no activfty during its history has erased old
craters except ntore impacts.
Delated studies of aO the Galilean sateffiles wfll be performed by tfie Gaftteo Orbfter.
Saturn
No planet in the sobu system b adorned Bite Saturn, to exquisite ring system bunrivated.
Lite Jupiter. Saturn is composed mostly of hydrogen. But in contrast to the vfvid colors and
wfld turbulence found in Jovian clouds, Saturn's atmosphere has a more subtle,
butterscotch hue, and its markings are muted by high-altitude haze. Given Saturn's
somewhat placid-looking appearance, scientists were surprised at the high-velocity
equatorial jet stream that blows some 1,770 km (1,100 mi) per hour.
Three America spacecraft have visited Saturn. Pioneer 11 sped by the planet and its
moon Titan in September 1979, returning the first dose-up images. Voyager 1 followed in
November 1980, sending back breathtaking photographs that revealed for the first time the
complexftjes of Saturn's ring system and moons. Voyager 2 flew by the planet and its
moons in August 1981.
The rings are composed of countless low-density particles orbiting individually around
Saturn's equator at progressive distances from the doud tops. Analysis of spacecraft radio
waves passing through the rings snowed that the particles vary widely in size, ranging from
dust to house-sized boulders. The rings are bright because they are mostly ice and frosted
rock.
The rings might have resulted when a moon or a passing body ventured too dose.to Saturn. The
object would have been torn apart by great tidal forces on its surface and in fts interior. Or the
object may not have been fufly formed and disintegrated under the influence of Saturn's gravity. A
thkd possibility is that the object was shattered by coKstons wih larger objects orbiting the planet.
Unabte either to form into a moon or to drift away from each other, individual ring particles appear
to be held in place by the gravBational puD of Saturn and its satellites. These complex
gravitational interactions form the thousands of ringlets that make up the major rings.
Radio emissions quite similar to the static heard on an AM car radio during an electrical storm
were detected by the Voyager spacecraft. These emissions are typical of lightning but are
believed to be coming from Saturn's ring system rather than its atmosphere, where no lightning
was observed. As they had at Jupiter, the Voyagers saw a version of Earth's auroras near
Saturn's poles.
The Voyagers discovered new moons and found several satellites that share the same orbit. We
learned that some moons shepherd ring particles, maintaining Saturn's rings and the gaps in the
rings. Saturn's 18th moon was discovered in 1990 from images taken by Voyager 2 in 1981.
Voyager 1 determined that Titan has a nitrogen-based atmosphere with methane and argon -
one more Eke Earth's in composition than the carbon dioxide atmosphere of Mars and Venus.
Titan's surface temperature of -179 degrees Celsius (-290 degrees Fahrenheit) implies that there
might be water-ice islands rising above oceans of ethane-methane liquid or sludge.
Unfortunately, Voyager 1's cameras could not penetrate the moon's dense ctouds,
Continuing photochemtstiy from sotea radiation may be converting Tflaris methane to ethane,
acetylene and, h combination with nitrogen, hydrogen cyanide. These conditions may be similar
to the atmospheric conditions of primeval Earth between 3 and 4 billion years ago. However,
Titan's atmospheric temperature is believed to be too low to permit progress beyond this stage of
organic chemistry.
A mission to Saturn, planned for launch in October 1997, may help answer many of the questions
raised by the Voyager flybys about the Satumian system. Called CassJni, the joint U.S. European
Space Agency mission consists of an Orbiter and an instrumented probe call Kuygens supplied
byESA. The mission is designed to complete an orbital surveillance of the planet and unveil
Saturn's largest moon, Titan, by dropping the Huygens probe through Titan's intriguingfy Earth-like
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Cassini wilt fly by Venus twice as well as by Earth and Jupiter before arriving at Saturn in November
2004 to begin a 4-year orbital tour of the ringed planet and its 18 moons. The Hurgens probe will
descend to the surface of Titan in June 2005.
Uranus
In January 1986.4-1/2 years after visiting Saturn, Voyager 2 completed the first dose-up survey of
the Uranian system. The brief flyby revealed more information about Uranus and its moons than
had been gleaned from ground observations sines its discovery over 2 centuries ago by English
astronomer William Herschel.
Uranus, third largest of the planets, is an oddball of the solar system. Unlike the other planets (with
the exception of Pluto), this giant lies tipped on its side with its north and south poles alternately
facing the Sun during an 84-year swing around the solar system. During Voyager ?s flyby, the
south pole faced the Sun, Uranus might have been knocked over when an Earth-sized object
collided with it early in the life of the solar system.
Voyager 2 discovered trial Uranus' magnetic field does not follow the usual north-south axis found
on the other planets. Instead, the field is tilted 60 degrees and offset from the planet's center, a
phenomenon that on Earth would be like having one magnetic pole in New York City and the other
in the city of Djakarta, on the island of Java in Indonesia.
Uranus' atmosphere consists mainly of hydrogen, with some 12 percent helium and small amounts
of ammonia, methane, and water vapor, The planet's blue color occurs because methane in its
atmosphere absorbs all other colors. Wind speeds range up io 550 km (360 mi) pet hour, and
temperatures near the cloud tops average -221 degrees Celsius (-366 degrees Fahrenheit).
Uranus' sunlit south pole is shrouded in a kind of photochemical 'smog* believed to be a
combination of acetylene, ethane, and other sunlight-generated chemicals. Surrounding the
planet1 s atmosphere and extending thousands of kilometers into space is a mysterious ultraviolet
sheen known as "electroglow." Approximately 8,000 km (5,000 mi) below Uranus' cloud tops, there
is thought to be a scalding ocean of water and dissolved ammonia some 10.000 km (6,200 mi)
deep. Beneath this ocean is an Earth-sized core of heavier materials.
__
Voyager 2 discovered 10 new moons, 16-169 km (10-105 mi) in diameter, orbiting Uranus, The
five previously known - Miranda, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and Oberon - range in size from 520 to
1,6(0 km (323 to 1,000 mi) across. Representing a geological showcase, these five moons are
half-ice, half-rock spheres that are cold and dark and show evidence of past activity, including
faulting and ice flows.
The most remarkable of Uranus' moons is Miranda. Us surface features high cliffs as wed as
canyons, crater-pocked plains, and winding valleys. The sharp variations in terrain suggest that,
after the moon formed, it was smashed apart by a collision with another body - an event not
unusual in our solar system, which contains many objects that have impact craters or are
fragments from targe impacts. What is extraordinary is that Miranda apparently reformed with
some of the material that had been in its interior exposed on its surface.
Uranus was thought to have nine dark rings; Voyager 2 imaged 11. In contract to Saturn's rings,
composed of bright particles, Uranus' rings are primarily made up of dark, boulder-sized chunks.
Neptune
Voyager 2 completed its 12-year tour of the solar system with an investigation of Neptune and the
planet's moons. On Aug 25,1989, the spacecraft swept to within 4.850 km (3,010 mi) of Neptune
and then flew on to the moon Triton. During the Neptune encounter, it became ctear that me
planet1 s atmosphere was more active than Uranus'.
Voyager 2 observed the Great Dark Spot, a circular storm the size of Earth, in Neptune's
atmosphere. Resembling Jupiter's Great Red Spot, the storm spins counter-clockwise and moves
westward at almost 1,200 km (745 mi) per hour. Voyager 2 also noted a smaller dark spot and a
fast-moving cloud dubbed the "Scooter." as well as high-attitude clouds over the main hydrogen
and helium cloud deck. The highest wind speeds of any planet were observed, up to 2,400 km
(1.500 mi) per hour.
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Lka the other giant pbnete, Neptune has a gaseous hydrogen and heButn upper layer over a
liquid interior. The planet's core contains a higher percentage of rock and metal than those of the
other gas giants. Neptune's distinctive blue appearance, like Uranus' blue color, is due to
atmospheric methane.
Neptune's magnetic field is tilted relative to the planet's spin axis and is not centered at the core.
This phenomenon is similar to Uranus' magnetic field and suggests that the field of the two giants
are being generated in an area above the cores, where the pressure is so great that liquid
hydrogen assumes the electrical properties of a metal. Earth's magnetic field, on the other hand, is
produced by its spinning metallic core and is only sEghtly tilted and offset relative to its center.
Voyager 2 also shed fight on the mystery of Neptune's rings. Observations from Earth indicated
that there were arcs of material in orbit around the giant planet. It was not dear how Neptune
could have arcs and how these could be kept from spreading out into even, undumped rings.
Voyager 2 detected these arcs, but they were, in pact, part of thin, complete rings. A number of
smay moons could explain the arcs, but such bodies were not spotted.
Astronomers had identified the Neptunian moons Triton in 1646 and Nereid in 1949. Voyager 2
found six more. One of the new moons - Proteus - is actually target than Neteid, but since
Proteus orbits dose to Neptune, it was tost in the planefs glare for observers on Earth.
Triton circles Neptune in a retrograde orbit in under 6 days. Tidal forces on Triton are causing it to
spiral slowly toward the planet. In 10-100 million years (a short time in astronomical terms), the
moon win bo so dose that Neptunian gravity will tear it apart, forming a spectacular ring to
accompany the planefs modest current rings.
Triton's landscape is as strange and unexpected as those of lo and Miranda. The moon has more
rock than its counterparts at Satum and Uranus. Triton's mantle is probably composed of water-
ice, but its crust is a thin vemeer of nitrogen and methane. The moon shows two dramatically
different types of terrain: the so-caned 'cantaloupe' terrain and a receding ice cap.
Dark streaks appear on tt» tee cap. These streaks are thsfanoul from geyser-fixe volcanic vents
that shoot nitrogen gas and darK fine-grained particles to heights of 1 -8 km(1-5mQ. Triton's thin
atmosphere, only 1/70,000th as thick as Earth's, has winds that cany the dark partides and deposit
them as streaks on the ice cap - the coldest surface yet discovered in the solar system (-235
degrees Celsius, -391 degrees Fahrenheit). Triton might be more like Pluto than any other object
spacecraft have so far visited.
Pluto
Pluto is the most distant of the planets, yet the eccentricity of its orW perkxlicafly carries ft inside
Neptune's orbit, where it has been since 1979 and where it win remain unti March 1999. Pluto's
orb* is also highly indined - toted 17 degrees to the orbital plane of the other planets.
Discovered in 1930, Pluto appears to be little more than a celestial snowball. The planefs
diameter ts calculated to be approximately 2,300 km (1,430 mi), only 2/3 the size of our Moon.
Ground-based observations indicate that Pluto's surface is covered with methane ice and that
there is a thin atmosphere that may freeze and faD to the surface as the planet moves away from
the Sun. Observations also show that Phito's spin axis is tipped by 122 degrees.
The planet has one known satellite, Charon, discovered in 1978. Charon's surface composition is
different from Pluto's: the moon appears to be covered with water-ice rather than methane ice. Its
orbit is gravitational!/ locked with Pluto, so both bodies always keep the same hemisphere facing
each other. Pluto's and Charon's rotational period and Charon's period of revolution are ad 6.4
Earth days.
No spacecraft has ever visited Ptuto. however, a Pluto Fast Flyby mission is being studied for a
possible launch in 1999-2000.
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Comets
The outermost members of the solar system occasionally pay a visit to the inner planets. As
asteroids are the rocky and metallic remnants of the formation of the solar system, comets are the
icy debris from thai dim beginning and can survive only far from the Sun. Most comet nuclei
reside in the Oort Cloud, a loose swarm of objects in a halo beyond the planets and reaching
perhaps halfway to the nearest star.
Comet nuclei orbit in this frozen abyss until they are gravitational perturbed into new orbits that
cany them dose to the Sun. As a nucleus falls inside the orbits of the outer planets, the volatile
elements of which it is made gradually warm; by the time the nucleus enters the region of the
inner planets, these volatile elements are boBing. The nucleus itself is irregular and only a few
mfles across, and is made principally of water-ice with methane and ammonia.
As these materials boil off of the nucleus, they form a coma or cloud-tike "head1 that can measure
tens of thousands of kilometers across. The coma grows as the comet gets closer to the Sun. The
stream of charged particles coming from the Sun pushes on this cloud, blowing it back and giving
rise to the comefs tails.' Gases and ions are blown directly back from the nucleus, but dust
particles are pushed more slowly. As Vie nucleus continues in its orbit, the dust particles are ten
behind in a curved arc.
Both the gas and dust tab point away from the Sun; in effect, the comet chases its tails as it
recedes from the Sun. The tails can reach 150 million km (93 million mi) in length, but the total
from the Latin cometa, meaning 'long-haired1 - are essentially dramatic light shows.
Some cornets pass through the solar system only once, but others have their orbits gravitationally
modified by a dose encounter with one of the giant outer planets. These latter visitors can enter
dosed elliptical orbits and repeatedly return to the inner solar system.
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HaHe/s Comet ts the most famous example of a relatively short period comet, returning on an
average of once every 76 years and orbiting from beyond Neptune to within Venus' orbit.
Confirmed sightings of the comet go back to 240 B.C. This regular visitor to our solar system
is named for Sir Edmund Halley, because he plotted the comefs orbit and predicted its return,
based on earlier sightings and Newtonian laws of motion. His name became part of astronomical
lore when, in 1759, the comet returned on schedule. Unfortunately, Sir Edmund did not five to
see'rt.
A comet can be very prominent in the sky if it passes comparatively dose to Earth. Unfortunately,
on its most recent appearance, Halley s Comet passed no closer than 62.4 milEon km (28.8 million
mi) from our work). The comet was visible to the naked eye, especially for viewers in the southern
hemisphere, but it was not spectacular. Comets have been so bright, on rare occasions, that they
were visible during daytime. Historically, comet sightings have been interpreted as bad omens and
have been artistically rendered as daggers in the sky.
Several spacecraft have flown by comets at high speed; the first was NASA's International Cometary
Explorer in 1985. An armada of five spacecraft (two Japanese, two Soviet, and the Giotto spacecraft
from the European Space Agency) flew by Halte/s Comet in 1986.
USA Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE
Mariner! Venus Flyby Jul22,1962
Manner 2 Venus Flyby Aug 27.1962 Dec 14,1962
Mariners Mars Flyby NovS. 1964
Mariner 4 Mars Flyby Nov28,1964 Jul 14.1965
Mariners Venus Flyby Jun 14,1967 Oct19,1967
Mariners MarsFtyby Feb24.1969 Jul 31,1969
Mariner 7 MarsFlyby Mar 27,1969 Aug 5,1969
Mariners MarsOrbiter May 8, 1971
Mariners MarsOrbiter May 30,1971 Nov 13. 1971
Pioneer 10 Jupiter Flyby Mar 2,1972 Dec 3,1973
Destroyed shortly after launch when vehicle veered off course.
First successful planetary flyby. Provided instrument scanning data. Entered solar
orbit.
Shroud failed to jettison properly: Sun and Canpous not acquired; spacecraft did not
encounter Mars. Transmissions ceased 9 hours after launch. Entered solar orbit.
Provided first dose-range images of Mars, confirming the existence of surface craters.
Entered solar orbit.
Advanced instruments returned data on Venus' surface temperature, atmosphere, and
magnetic field environment Entered solar orbit. '
Provided high-resolution photos of Martian surface, concentrating on equatorial
region. Entered solar orbit
Provided high-resolution photos of Martian surface, concentrating on southern
hemisphere. Entered solar orbit.
Centaur stage malfunctioned shortly after launch.
First interplanetary probe to orbit another planet During nearly a year of operations,
obtained detailed photographs of the Martian moons, Phobos and Deimos. and mapped
100 percent of the Martian surface. Spacecraft is inoperable In Mars orbit
First spacecraft to penetrate the Asteroid Belt. Obtained first close-up images of
Jupiter, investigated its magnetosphere, atmosphere and internal structure. Still
operating in the outer Solar System.
USA Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Pioneer 11 Jupiter/Saturn Apr 5, 1973
Flyby
Mariner 10 Venus/Mercury Nov 3,1973
Flyby
Viking! MarsOrbiter Aug 20, 1975
and Lander
Viking 2 MarsOrbiter Sep9. 1975
and Lander
Voyager 2 Tour of the Aug 20,1977
Outer Planets
Voyager! Tour of Jupiter SepS, 1977
and Saturn
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Dec 2, 1974 (Jupiter) The successful encounter of Jupiter by Pioneer 10 permitted Pioneer 11 to be
Sep 1, 1979 (Saturn) retargeted in flight to fly by Jupiter and encounter Saturn. Still operating in the outer
Solar System.
Feb 5, 1974 (Venus) First dual-planet mission. Used gravity of Venus to attain Mercury encounter. Provided
Mar 29, 1974 (Mercury) first ultraviolet photographs of Venus; returned dose-up photographs and detailed data
Sep 21.1974 (Mercury) of Mercury. Transmitter was turned off March 24,1975, when attitude control gas was
Mar 16,1975 (Mercury) depleted. Spacecraft is inoperable in solar orbit
Jul 19,1976 (in orbit) First U.S. attempt to soft land a spacecraft on another planet Landed on the Plain of
Jul 20,1976 (landed) Chryse. Photographs showed an orange-red plain strewn with rocks and sand dunes.
Both Orbiters took a total of 52,000 images during their mission; approximately 97%
percent of the surafce was imaged. Orbiter 1 operated until August 7,1980, when it
used the last of its attitude control gas. Lander 1 ceased operating on Nov 13,1983.
Aug 7,1976 (in orbit) Landed on the Plain of Utopia. Discovered water frost on the surface at the end of the
Sep 3, 1976 (landed) Martian winter. The two Landers took 4,500 images of the surface and provided over 3
million weather reports. Orbiter 2 stopped operating on July 24,1978, when its attitude
control gas was depleted because of a leak. Lander 2 operated until April 12,1980,
when it was shut down due to battery degeneration. ^-
Jul 9, 1979 (Jupiter) Investigated the Jupiter, Saturn and Uranus planetary systems. Provided first close-up
Aug 25,198! (Saturn) photographs of Uranus and its moons. Used gravity-assist at Uranus to continue on to
Jan 24,1986 (Uranus) Neptune. Swept within 1280 km of Neptune on August 25,1989. The spacecraft will
Aug 25, 1989 (Neptune) continue into interstellar space.
Mar 5, 1979 (Jupiter) Investigated the Jupiter and Saturn planetary systems. Returned spectacular
Nov 12,1980 (Saturn) photographs and provided evidence of a ring encircling Jupiter. Continues to return
data enroute toward interstellar space.
USA Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Pioneer Venus 1 Venus Orbiter May 20,1978 Dec 4.1978
Pioneer Venus 2 Venus Probe Aug 8, 1978 Dec 9, 1978
Magellan Venus Radar May 4. 1989 Aug 1990
Mapping
Galileo Jupiter Orbiter Oct 18.1989 Dec 8, 1990 (Earth)
and Probe Feb 1991 (Venus)
Mars Observer Mars Orbiter Sep 25,1992
Mapped Venus' surface by radar, imaged its cloud systems, explored its magnetic
environment and observed interactions of the solar wind with a planet that has no
intrinsic magnetic field. Provided radar altimetry maps for nearly all of the surface of
Venus, resolving features down to about 50 miles across. Still operating in orbit
around Venus.
Dispatched heat-resisting probes to penetrate the atmosphere at widely separated
locations and measured temperature, pressure, and density down to the planet's
surface. Probes impacted on the surface.
Returned radar images that showed geological features unlike anything seen on Earth.
One area scientists called crater farms; another area was covered by a checkered
pattern of closely spaced fault lines running at right angles. Most intriguing were
indications that Venus still may be geologically active. Will continue to map the entire
surface and observe evidence of volcanic eruption into 1991. Magellan provided the
first successful "aerobrake" manuver by a spacecraft, as it dragged through the Venus
atmosphere to change its orbit from a highly elliptical to a new lower circular orbit.
A sophisticated two-part spacecraft; an Orbiter will be inserted into orbit around Jupiter
to remotely sense the planet, its satellites and the Jovian magnetosphere and a Probe
will descend into the atmosphere of Jupiter to make in situ measurements of its nature.
Galileo flew by Venus, conducting the first infrared imagery and spectroscopy below the
planet's cloud deck and used the Earth's gravity to speed it on its way to Jupiter. It also
encountered and provided high resolution images of the asteroid Ida in August of 1993.
Communication was tost with the Mars Observer on August 21, 1993, 3 days before
the orbit insertion burn.
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CIS (USSR) Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT
Venera 1
Sputnik 19
Sputnik 20
Sputnik 21
Sputnik 22
Marsl
Sputnik 24
Zondl
Zond2
Venera 2
Venera 3
Venera 4
MISSION
Venus Probe
Venus Probe
Venus Probe
Venus Probe
Mars Probe
Mars Probe
Mars Probe
Venus Probe
Mars Probe
Venus Probe
Venus Probe
Venus Probe
LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE
Feb 12, 1961
Aug25, 1962
Sep 1,1962
Sep12, 1962
Oct24, 1962
Nov 1,1962
Nov 4. 1962
Apr 2, 1964
Nov 30. 1964
Nov 12. 1965 Feb 27, 1966
Nov 16. 1965 Mar 1.1966
Jun12, 1967 Oct18, 1967
REMARKS
First Soviet planetary flight; launched from Sputnik 8. Radio contact was lost during
flight; spacecraft was not operating when it passed Venus.
Unsuccessful Venus attempt.
Unsuccessful Venus attempt.
Unsuccessful Venus attempt.
Spacecraft and final rocket stage blew up when accelerated to escape velocity.
Contact was lost when the spacecraft antenna could no longer be pointed towards
Earth.
Disintegrated during an attempt at Mars trajectory from Earth parking orbit.
Communications lost. Spacecraft went into solar orbit.
Passed by Mars; failed to return data. Wont into solar orbit.
Passed by Venus, but failed to return data.
Impacted on Venus, becoming the first spacecraft to reach another planet,
return data.
Failed to
Descent capsule transmitted data during parachute descent. Sent measurements of
pressure, density, and chemical composition of the atmosphere before transmissions
ceased.
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CIS (USSR) Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Venera 5 Venus Probe Jan 5.1969 Mar 16, 1969
Venera 6 Venus Probe Jan 10,1969 Mar 17,1969
Venera 7 Venus Lander Aug 17,1970 Dec 15. 1970
Cosmos 359 Venus Lander Aug 22. 1970
Cosmos 419 Mars Probe May 10,1971
Mars 2 Mars Obiter May 19,1971 Nov 27,1971
and Lander
Mars 3 Mars Orbiter May 28,1971 Dec 2,1971
and Lander
Venus Lander Mar 27,1972 Jul 22,1972
Entry velocity reduced by atmospheric braking before main parachute was deployed.
Capsule entered atmosphere on planefs dark side; transmitted data for 53 minutes
while traveling into the atmosphere before being crushed.
Descent capsule entered the atmosphere on the planet's dark side; transmitted data for
51 minutes while traveling into the atmosphere before being crushed.
Entry velocity was reduced aerodynamically before parachute deployed. After fast
descent through upper layers, the parachute canpoy opened fully, slowing descent to
allow fuller study of lower layers. Gradually increasing temperatures were transmitted.
Returned data for 23 minutes after landing.
Unsuccessful Venus attempt failed to achieve escape velocity.
Rrst use of Proton launcher for a planetary mission. Placed in Earth orbit but failed to
separate from fourth stage.
Landing capsule separated from spacecraft and made first, unsuccessful attempt to soft
land. Lander carried USSR pennant Orbiter continued to transmit data.
Landing capsule separated from spacecraft and landed in the southern hemisphere.
Onboard camera operated for only 20 seconds, transmitting a small panoramic view.
Orbiter transmitted for 3 months.
As the spacecraft entered the upper atmosphere, the descent module separated while
the service module burned up in the atmosphere. Entry speed was reduced by
aerodynamic braking before parachute deployment During descent, a refrigeration
system was used to offset high temperatures. Returned data on temperature, pressure,
light levels, and descent rates. Transmitted from surface for about 1 hour.
CIS (USSR) Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE
Cosmos 482 Venus Lander Mar 31, 1972
Mars 4 & 5 Mars Orbiters Jul 21,1973 Fob 10, 1974
and Landers Jul 25,1973 Feb 12, 1974
Mars 6 & 7 Mars Orbiters Aug 5.1973 Mar 12, 1974
and Landers Aug 9,1973 Mar 9, 1974
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Venus Orbiter Jun 8, 1975 Oct 22, 1975
and Lander
Venus Orbiter Jun 14, 1975 Oct 25, 1975
and Lander
Venus Orbiter Sep 9, 1978 Dec 25, 1978
and Lander
Venus Orbiter Sep 14, 1978 Dec 21, 1978
and Lander
Unsuccessful Venus probe; escape stage misfired leaving craft in Earth orbit.
Pair of spacecraft launched to Mars. Mars 4 retro rockets failed to fire, preventing orbit
insertion. As it passed the planet, Mars 4 returned one swath of pictures and some
radio occupation data Mars 5 was successfully placed in orbit but operated only a few
days, returning photographs of a small portion of southern hemisphere of Mars.
Second pair of spacecraft launched to Mars. Mars 6 lander module transmitted data
during descent, but transmissions abruptly ceased when the landing rockets were fired.
Mars 7 descent module was separated from the main spacecraft due to a problem in the
operation of one of the onboard systems, and passed by the planet.
First spacecraft to transmit a picture from the surface of another planet. The lander's
signals were transmitted to Earth via the orbiter. Utilized a new parachute system,
consisting of six chutes. Signals continued from the surface for nearly 2 hrs 53 mins.
During descent, atmospheric measurements and details of physical and chemical
contents were transmitted via the orbiter. Transmitted pictures from the surface of
Venus.
Arrived at Venus 4 days after Venera 12. The two landers took nine samples of the
atmosphere at varying heights and confirmed the basic components. Imaging system
failed; did not return photos. Operated for 95 minutes.
A transit module was positioned to relay the lander's data from behind the planet
Returned data on atmospheric pressure and components. Did not return photos;
imaging system failed. Operated for 110 minutes.
CIS (USSR) Planetary Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE
Venera 13 Venus Orbiter Oct31, 1981
and Lander
Venera 14 Venus Orbiter Nov4, 1981
and Lander
Venera 15 Venus Orbiter Jun 2. 1983
Venera 16 Venus Orbiter Jun 7,1983
Vega1&2 Venus/Halley Dec 15. 1984
Dec21. 1984
Phobos 1 & 2 Mars/Phobos Jul 7. 1988
Jul 12, 1988
Mar 1.1982
Mar 3, 1982
OctlO. 1983
Oct16, 1983
Jun 11,1985 (Venus)
Mar 6, 1986(Hal!ey)
Jun 15, 1985 (Venus)
Mar 9, 1986(HaJley)
Jan 1989 (Mars)
Jan 1989 (Mars)
Provided first soil analysis from Venusian surface. Transmitted eight color pictures via
orbiter. Measured atmospheric chemical and isotopic composition, electric discharges,
and cloud structure. Operated for 57 minutes.
Transmitted details of the atmosphere and clouds during descent; soil sample taken.
Operated for 57 minutes.
Obtained first high-resolution pictures of polar area Compiled thermal map of almost
entire northern hemisphere.
Provided computer mosiac images of a strip of the northern continent Soviet and U.S.
geologists cooperated in studying and interpreting these images.
International two-spacecraft project using Venusian gravity to send them on to Halley's
Comet after dropping the Venusian probes. The Venus landers studied the atmosphere
and acquired a surface soil sample for analysis. Each lander released a helium-filled
instrumented balloon to measure cloud properties. The other half of the Vega payloads,
carrying cameras and instruments, continued on to encounter Comet Halley.
International two-spacecraft project to study Mars and its moon Phobos. Phobos 1 was
disabled by a ground control error. Phobos 2 was successfully inserted into Martian
orbit in January 1989 to study the Martian surface, atmosphere, and magnetic field. On
March 27, 1989, communications with Phobos 2 were lost and efforts to contact the
spacecraft were unsuccessful.
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USA Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Pioneer 1 Lunar Orbit Oct11,1958
Pioneer 2 Lunar Orbit Nov 8.1958
PionearS Lunar Probe Dec 6,1958
Pioneer 4 Lunar Probe Mar 3,1959 Mar 4.1959
Pioneer P-3 Lunar Orbit Nov 26, 1959
Ranger 1 Lunar Probe Aug 23. 1961
Ranger 2 Lunar Probe Nov 18.1961
Ranger 3 Lunar Landing Jan 26,1962
Ranger 4 Lunar Landing Apr 23,1962 Apr 26,1962
_
Did not achieve lunar trajectory; launch vehicle second and third stages did not
separate evenly. Returned data on Van Allen Belt and other phenomena before
reentering on October 12.1958.
Third stage of launch vehicle failed to ignite. Returned data that indicated the Earth's
equatorial region has higher flux and energy levels than previously believed. Did not
achieve orbit.
First stage of launch vehicle cut off prematurely; transmitted data on dual bands of
radiation around Earth. Reentered December 7, 1958.
Passed within 37,300 miles from the Moon; returned excellent data on radiation.
Entered solar orbit.
Payload shroud broke away 45 seconds after liftoff. Did not achieve orbit.
Right test of. lunar spacecraft carrying experiments to collect data on solar plasma,
particles, magnetic fields, and cosmic rays. Launch vehicle failed to restart resulting in
low Earth Orbit Reentered August 30,1961.
Right test of spacecraft systems for future lunar and interplanetary missions. Launch
vehicle altitude control system failed, resulting in low Earth orbit. Reentered
November 20,1961.
Launch vehicle malfunction resulted in spacecraft missing the Moon by 22,862 miles.
Spectrometer data on radiation were received. Entered solar orbit.
Failure of central computer and sequencer system rendered experiments useless. No
telemetry received. Impacted on far side of the Moon.
USA Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Rangers
Ranger 6
Ranger 7
Ranger 8
Ranger 9
Lunar Landing Oct 18,1962
Lunar Photo Jan 30,1964
Lunar Photo Jul28. 1964
Feb2, 1964
JUI31.1964
Lunar Photo Feb 17,1965 Feb 20,1965
Lunar Photo Mar 21, 1965 Mar 24. 1965
Surveyor 1 Lunar Lander May 30,1966 Jun2,1966
Lunar Orbiter 1 Lunar Orbiter Aug 10,1966 Aug 14. 1966
Surveyor 2 Lunar Lander Sep 20. 1966 Sep 22, 1966
Lunar Orbiter 2 Lunar Orbiter Nov 6, 1966 Nov 10.' 1966
Power failure rendered all systems and experiments useless; 4 hours o1 data received
from gamma ray experiment before battery depletion. Passed within 450 miles of the
Moon. Entered solar orbit.
TV cameras failed; no data returned. Impacted in the Sea of Tranquility area.
Transmitted high quality photographs, man's first dose-up lunar views, before impacting
in the Sea of Clouds area.
Transmitted high quality photographs before impacting in the Sea of Tranquility area.
Transmitted high quality photographs before impacting in the Crater of Alphonsus.
Almost 200 pictures were shown live via commercial television in the first TV
spectacular from the Moon.
First U.S. spacecraft to make a fully controlled soft landing on the Moon; landed in the
Ocean of Storms area Returned high quality images, from horizon views of mountains
to close-ups of its own mirrors, and selenological data
Photographed over 2 million square miles of the Moon's surface. Took first photo of
Earth from lunar distance. Impacted on the far side of the Moon on October 29,1966.
Spacecraft crashed onto the lunar surface southeast of the crater Copernicus when one
of its three vernier engines failed to ignite during a mid-course maneuver.
Photographed landing sites, including the Ranger 8 landing point, and surface debris
tossed out at impact. Impacted the Moon on October 11.1967.
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USA Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Lunar Orbiter 3 Lunar Orbiter Fob 4, 1967 Feb 8.1967
Surveyors Lunar Lander Apr 17, 1967 Apr 19, 1967
Lunar Orbiter 4 Lunar Orbiter May 4,1967 May 8,1967
Surveyor 4 Lunar Lander JuM4, 1967 Jul 17. 1967
Lunar Orbiter 5 Lunar Orbiter Aug 1, 1967 Aug 5, 1967
Surveyors Lunar Lander Sep 8, 1967 Sep 10,1967
Surveyor 6 Lunar Lander Nov7. 1967 Nov9. 1967
Surveyor? Lunar Lander Jan 7, 1968 Jan 9, 1968
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Photographed lunar landing sites; provided gravitational field and lunar environment
data. Impacted the Moon on October 9, 1967.
Vernier engines failed to cut off as planned and the spacecraft bounced twice before
landing in the Ocean of Storms. Returned images, including a picture of the Earth
during lunar eclipse, and used a scoop to make the first excavation and bearing test on
an extraterrestrial body. Returned data on a soil sample. Visual range of TV cameras
was extended by using two flat mirrors.
Provided the first pictures of the lunar south pole. Impacted the Moon on Oct 6,1967.
Radio contact was lost 2-1/2 minutes before touchdown when the signal was abruptly
lost Impacted in Sinus Medii.
Increased lunar photographic coverage to better than 99%. Used in orbit as a tracking
target. Impacted the Moon on January 31, 1968.
Technical problems were successfully solved by tests and maneuvers during flight.
Soft-landed in the Sea of Tranquility. Returned images and obtained data on lunar
surface radar and thermal reflectivity. Performed first on-site chemical soil analysis.
Soft-landed in the Sinus Medii area. Returned images of the lunar surface, Earth,
Jupiter, and several stars. Spacecraft engines were restarted, lifting the spacecraft
about 10 feet from the surface and landing it 8 feet from the original site.
Landed near the crater Tycho. Returned stereo pictures of the surface and of rocks that
were of special interest. Provided first observation of artificial light from Earth.
CIS (USSR) Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Lunal Lunar Impact Jan 2, 1959
Luna 2 Lunar Impact Sep 12.1959 Sep 15,1959
Luna 3 Lunar Probe Oct 4,1959
Sputnik 25 Lunar Probe Jan 4,1963
Luna 4 Lunar Orbiter Apr 2, 1963
Luna 5 Lunar Lander May 9, 1965 May 12, 1965
Luna 6 Lunar Lander Jun 8,1965
Zonda Lunar Probe Jul18,1965
Luna? Lunar Lander Oct4,1965 Oct7, 1965
Luna 8 Lunar Lander Dec 3,1965 Dec 6,1965
Intended to impact the Moon; carried instruments to measure radiation. Passed the
Moon and went into solar orbit
First spacecraft to reach another celestial body. Impacted east of the Sea of Serenity;
carried USSR pennants.
First spacecraft to pass behind Moon and send back pictures of far side. Equipped with
a TV processing and transmission system, returned pictures of far side including
composite full view of far side. Reentered Apr 29, 1960.
Unsuccessful lunar attempt.
Attempt to solve problems of landing instrument containers. Contact lost as it passed
the Moon. Barycentric orbit.
First soft landing attempt. Retrorocket malfunctioned; spacecraft impacted in the Sea of
Clouds.
During midcourse correction maneuver, engine failed to switch off. Spacecraft missed
Moon and entered solar orb'rt.
Photographed lunar far side and transmitted photos to Earth 9 days later. Entered solar
orbit
Retrorockets fired early; crashed in Ocean of Storms.
Retrorockets fired late; crashed in Ocean of Storms.
CIS (USSR) Lunar Space Rights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Luna 9
Luna 11
Luna 12
Luna 13
Luna 14
ZondS
ZondS
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Lunar Lander Jan 31,1966 Feb 3,1966
Cosmos 111 Lunar Probe Mar 11, 1966
Luna 10 Lunar Orbiter Mar 31,1966
Lunar Orbiter Aug 24,1966
Lunar Orbiter Oct22, 1966
Lunar Lander Dec 21,1966 Dec 24,1966
Lunar Orbiter Apr 7,1968
Circumlunar Sep 15,1968
Circumlunar Nov 10,1968
First successful soft landing; first TV transmission from lunar surface. Three panoramas
of the lunar landscape were transmitted from the eastern edge of the Ocean of Storms.
Unsuccessful lunar attempt. Reentered March 16,1966.
First lunar satellite. Studied lunar surface radiation and magnetic field intensity;
monitored strength and variation of lunar gravitation. Selenocentric orbit.
Second lunar satellite. Data received during 277 orbits. Selenocentric orbit.
TV system transmitted large-scale pictures of Sea of Rains and Crater Aristarchus
areas. Tested electric motor for Lunokhod's wheels. Selenocentric orbit.
Soft landed in Ocean of Storms and sent back panoramic views. Two arms were
extended to measure soil density and surface radioactivity.
Studied gravitational field and 'stability of radio signals sent to spacecraft at different
locations in respect to the Moon." Made further tests of geared electric motor for
Lunokhod's wheels. Selenocentric orbit.
Rrst spacecraft to circumnavigate the Moon and return to Earth. Took photographs of
the Earth. Capsule was recovered from the Indian Ocean on September 21. 1968.
Russia's first sea recovery.
Second spacecraft to circumnavigate the Moon and return to Earth "to perfect the
automatic functioning of a manned spaceship that will be sent to the Moon."
Photographed lunar far side. Reentry made by skip-glide technique; capsule was
recovered on (and inside the Soviet Union on November 17,1968.
CIS (USSR) Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE
Luna 15 Lunar Sample Jul 13,1969 Ju! 21.1
Return
Zond 7 Circumlunar Aug 7, 1969
Cosmos 300 Lunar Probe Sep 23.1969
Cosmos 305 Lunar Probe Oct 22,1969
Luna 16 Lunar Sample Sep 12.1970 Sep 20,1970
Return
Zond 8 Circumlunar Oct 20,1970
Luna 17 Lunar Rover Nov 10,1970 Nov 17,1970
Luna 18 Lunar Lander Sep 2.1971
Luna 19 Lunar Obiter Sep 28,1971
First lunar sample return attempt. Began descent maneuvers on its 52nd revolution.
Spacecraft crashed at the end of a 4 minute descent in the Sea of Crises.
Third Circumlunar flight Far side of Moon photographed. Color pictures of Earth and
Moon brought back. Reentry by skip-glide technique on August 14, 1969.
Unsuccessful lunar attempt. Reentered September 27,1969.
Unsuccessful lunar attempt. Reentered October 24, 1969.
Rrst recovery of lunar soil by an automatic spacecraft. Controlled landing achieved in
Sea of Fertility; automatic drilling rig deployed; samples collected from lunar surface and
returned to Earth on September 24. 1970.
Fourth Circumlunar flight. Color pictures taken of Earth and Moon. Russia's second sea
recovery occurred on October 27, 1970, in the Indian Ocean.
Carrying the first Moon robot soft landed in Sea of Rains. Lunokhod 1, driven by 5-man
team on Earth, traveled over the lunar surface for 11 days; transmitted photos and
analyzed soil samples.
Attempted to land in Sea of Fertility on September 11.1971. Communications ceased
shortly after command was given to start descent engine.
From lunar orbit, studied Moon's gravitational field; transmitted TV pictures of the
surface. Selenocentric orbit.
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CIS (USSR) Lunar Space Flights
SPACECRAFT MISSION LAUNCH DATE ARRIVAL DATE REMARKS
Luna 20 Lunar Sample Feb 14. 1972
Return
Luna 22
Luna 23
Luna 24
Lunar Rover Jan 8, 1973 Jan 15,1973
Lunar Orbiter May 29, 1974 Jun 2,1974
Lunar Sample Oct 28,1974
Return
Lunar Sample Aug 9, 1976 Aug 14, 1976
Return
Soft landed in Sea of Crises. Used "photo-telemetric device' to relay pictures of
surface. A rotary-percussion drill was used to drill into rock; samples were lifted into a
capsule on ascent stage and returned to Earth on Feb 25.1972.
Carried improved equipment and additional instruments; second Lunokhod rover soft
landed near the Sea of Serenity. Lunar surface pictures were transmitted and
experiments were performed. Ceased operating on the 5th lunar day.
Placed in circular lunar orbit then lowered to obtain TV panoramas of high quality and
good resolution. Altimeter readings were taken and chemical rock composition was
determined by gamma radiation. Selenocentric orbit.
Landed on the southern part of the Sea of Crises on November 6,1974. Device for
taking samples was damaged; no drilling or sample collection possible.
Landed in Sea of Crises on August 18, 1976. Carried larger soil carrier. Core samples
were drilled and returned. U.S. and British scientists were given samples for analyses.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1958
MISSION/
Intl Design
LAUNCH LAUNCH PERIOD CURREN1
VEHICLE DATE (Mlns.) Apogee (kit
1958
Pioneer I (U)
Eta I
Beacon I (U)
Pioneer II (U)
Pioneer III (U)
1959
Vanguard II (U)
Alpha 1
Pioneer IV (S)
Nu 1
Vanguard (U)
Vanguard (U)
Explorer (S-1)
<U)
ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEIGHT REMARKS
) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg) (kg) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1958
Thor-Able 1 OcM 1 DOWN OCT 12. 1 958 34.2 Measure magnetic Holds around Earth or Moon. Error In burnout
1 30 (U) velocity and angle; did not reach Moon. Returned 43 hours of data on
extent or radiation band, hydromagnetlc oscillations of magnetic field,
density of micrometeors In interplanetary space, and Interplanetary
maqnetic field.
Juprler C Od 23 DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBfT 4.2 Thin plastic sphere (12-feel in diameter after Inflation) to study
(U) atmosphere density at various levels. Upper stages and payload
separated prior to first-stage burnout.
Thor-Able 1 Nov 8 DID
t29{U)
NOT ACHIEVE ORB FT 39.1 Measurement of magnetic fields around Earth or Moon. Third stage
failed to ignite. Its brief data provided evidence that equatorial region
about Earth has higher flux and higher energy radiation than previously
considered.
Juno II (U) Dec 6 DOWN DEC 7. 1958 5.9 Measurement of radiation In space. Error in burnout velocity and angle;
did not reach Moon. During its flight, discovered second radiation bolt
Vanguard Fob 17 122.8 3054
(SLV-4) {U)
1959
557 32.9 9.4 Sphere (20 inches in diameter) to measure doud cover. First Earth
photo from satellite. Interpretation of data difficult because satellite
developed orecesslnq motion.
Juno II (S) Mar 3 HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 6.1 Measurement of radiation In space. Achieved Earth-Moon trajectory;
returned excellent radiation data. Passed within 37,300 miles of the
Moon on March 4, 1959.
Vanguard Apr 13 DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBFT 10.6 Payload consisted of two independent spheres: Sphere A contained a
(SLV-5) (U) precise magnetometer to map Earth's magnetic field, Sphere B was a
30-Inch inflatable sphere for optical tracking. Second stage failed
because of damaqe at staqe separation.
Vanguard Jun 22 DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 9.8 Magnesium alloy sphere (20 inches In diameter), to measure
(SLV-6) (U) solar-Earth heating process which generates weather. Faulty second-
staqe pressure valve caused failure.
Juno II (U) Jul 16 DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 41 .5 To measure Earth's radiation balance. Destroyed by Range Safety
Officer 5-1/2 seconds after liftoff; failure of power supply to guidance
system.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1959
MISSION/
Intl Design
Explorer ff
(S-2) (S)
Delia 1
Beacon II (U)
Big Joe
(Mercurv) (S)
Vanguard III (S)
Eta1
Little Joe 1 (S)
Explorer 7
(S-la) (S)
Iota 1
Little Joe 2 (S)
Pioneer P-3 (U)
Little Joe 3 (S)
1960
Little Joe 4 (S)
Pioneer V(P-2>
(S)
Aloha 1
Explorer (S-46)
(U)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
fnor-AOte I'M'
134(5}
Juno II (U)
Atlas 10
(S)
Vanguard
(SLV-7) (S)
Lrttle Joe
(UV#6) (SI
Juno II (S)
Little Joe
(L/V#1A)(S)
Atlas-Able 20
(Ul
Little Joe
(L/V#2)(S)
UttleJoe
(L/V#1B)(S)
Thor-AbtelV
219 (S)
Juno II (U)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
Aag?
Aug14
Sep9
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
DOWN PRIOR 7OJULY 1961
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Sep 18 127.4 3417 512 33.4
Oct4
Oct 13
Nov4
Nov26
Dec 4
Jan 21
Mar 11
Mar 23
SUBORBFTAL FLIGHT
DOWN JULY 16, 1989
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBFTAL FLIGHT
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
I WEIGHT! REMARKS
1 (kg) [ (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
64.4 Carried instruments to study particles and meteorology. Helped in Ibe
discovery of three radiation levels, a ring of electric current circling the
Earth, and obtained crude cloud cover images.
4.5 Thin plastic inflatable sphere (12-feet in diameter) to study atmosphere
density at various levels. Premature fuel depletion in first stage caused
upper staqe malfunction.
Suborbital test of the Mercury Capsule. Capsule recovered
successful^  after reentrv test. fWFR
45.4 Solar-powered magnesium sphere with magnetometer boom; provided
a comprehensive survey of the Earth's magnetic field, surveyed location
location of lower edge of radiation belts, and provided an accurate
count of micrometeorrte impacts. Last transmission December 8, 1959.
Suborbital test of the Mercury Capsule to qualify the booster for use
with the Mercury Test Program.
41 .5 Provided data on energetic particles, radiation, and magnetic storms.
Also recorded the first micrometeorrte penetration of a sensor.
Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule to test the escape system. Vehicle
functioned perfectly, but escape rocket ignited several seconds loo late.
fWFFl
168.7 Lunar Orbit er Probe; payload shroud broke away after 45 seconds.
Suborbital test of the Mercury Capsule, included escape system and
biomedical tests with monkey (Sam) aboard, to demonstrate high
altitude abort at max q. (WFF)
1960
, Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule included escape system and
biomedical test with monkev (Miss Sam) aboard. (WFF)
43.0 Sphere, 26 inches in diameter, to investigate interplanetary space
between orbits of Earth and Venus; test long-range communications;
and determine strength of magnetic fields.
16.0 Analyze electron and proton radiation energies in a highly elliptical
orbit. Telemetry lost shortly after first stage burnout; one of the upper
stages failed to fire.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1960
MISSION/
Intl Design
Tiros I (S)
Beta 2
Seoul X(U)
EchoA-IO(U)
Scout 1 (S)
Mercury (MA-1KU)
Echo I (A-11) (S)
lotal
Pioneer (P-30) (U)
Scout II (S)
Explorer 8 (S-30) (S)
X11
Little Joe 5 (U)
Tiros II (S)
P1 1
Explorer ($-56) (U)
Pioneer (P-31) (U)
Mercury (MR-1A)
(S)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Thor-Able II
148 <S)
ScoutX(U)
Thor-Delta
W(U)
Scout 1 (S)
Atlas 50 (U)
Thor-Delta
<2)<S)
Atlas-Able 80
(U)
Scout 2 (S)
Juno II (S)
UttleJoa
(L/V#5)(S)
Thor-Delta
(3) IS)
Scout 3 (U)
Atlas-Able 91
(U)
Redstone (S
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
is.) Apogee (km) 1 Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Apr 1 98.3 695 658 48.4 122.5 First successful weather-study satellite. Demonstrated that satellites
could be used to survey global weather conditions and study other
surface features from space. Transmitted 22,952 good-quality cloud-
Apr 18
May 13
Jull
JuI29
Aug12
Sep25
Oct4
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT Suborbital Launch Vehicle Development Test with live first and third
stages. Vehicles broke up after first-stage burnout.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 75.3 100-foot passive reflector sphere to be used in a series of
communications experiments. During coast period, attitude control jets
on second stage failed.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
Launch Vehicle Development Test; first complete Scout vehicle. (WFF)
Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule Reentry. The Atlas exploded
65 seconds after launch.
DOWN MAY 24. 1968 75.3 First passive communications satellite (100-foot sphere). Reflected a
pre-taped message from President Eisenhower across the Nation,
demonstratina feasibility of alobal radio communications via satellite.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORB FT 1 75.5 Highly instrumented probe, in lunar orbit, to investigate the
environment between the Earth and the Moon. Second stage failed due
to malfunction in oxidizer system.
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT Launch Vehicle Development Test; second complete Scout vehicle,
reached an attitude of 3.500 mi. (WFR
Nov 3 1 02.5 1361 395 49.9 40.8 Contained instrumentation for detailed measurements of the ionosphere.
Confirmed the existence of a helium laver in the uoper atmoschete.
Nov 8
Nov23 £
Dec 4
Dec 15
Dec 19
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule to quality capsule system. Capsule
did not separate from booster. (WFR
16.3 614 549 48.5 127.0 Test of experimental television techniques and infrared equipment for
alobal meteoroloaical information svstem.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 6.4 1 2-foot sphere to determine the density of the Earth's atmosphere.
Second stage failed to ignite.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 1 75.9 Highly instrumented probe, in lunar orbit, to investigate the
environment between the Earth and the Moon. Vehicle exploded
abort 7O »w»Tito aftei tewnch drue to Tnafl unttion \n %Si staae.
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT Unmanned Mercury spacecraft, in Suborbital trajectory, impacted 235
miles down range after reaching an altitude of 1 35 miles and a speed of
near 4,200 mph. Capsule recovered about 50 minutes after launch.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1961
MISSION/
Intl Design
1961
Mercury (MR-2)
(S>
Explorer 9 (S)
Delta 1 '
Mercury (MA-2)
(S)
Explorer (S-45)
(U)
Little Joe 5A
(U1 "
Mercury (MR-BD)
(SI
Explorer 10 (S)
Kappa 1
Mercury (MA-3)
(U)
Explorer 1 1 (S)
Nu 1
Little Joe 5B
(SI
Mercury (S)
(Freedom 7)
Explorer (S-45a)
(U)
Meteoroid Sat A
Explorer (S-55) (U)
Tiros 111 (S)
Rho1
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Redstone
fS)
Scout 4
(S)
Atlas 67
(S)
Juno II (U)
Little Joe
(L/V #5A) (U
Redstone
(Si
Thor -Delta
(4) (S)
Atlas 100
(U)
Juno II (S)
(4 staaes)
Little Joe
(U/V05BMS)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
Jan 31
Feb 16
Fob 21
Feb 24
Mar 18
Mar 24
Mar 25
Apr 25
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWN APR 9, 1964
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWN JUN 1968
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
Apr 27 1 4.5 1 465 479 28.8
Apr 28
Meicufy- May 5
Redstone-3 (S)
Juno II (U)
Scout 5
(Ul
Thor -Delta
(5) (S)
May 24
Jun 30
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
LANDED MAY 5. 1961
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
Jul 12 100.0 791 723 47.9
WEIGHT
(kg)
1315.0
6.8
1315.0
33.6
1315.0
1315.0
35.8
907.2
37.2
1315.0
1315.0
33.6
84.8
129.3
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1961
Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule; 1 6-minute flight included
biomedical test with chimpanzee (Ham) aboard.
12-foot sphere to determine the density of the Earth's Atmosphere.
First spacecraft orbited bv an all-solid rocket. (WFR
Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule; upper part of Atlas strengthened
by an 8-inch wide stainless steel band. Capsule recovered less than 1
hour after launch.
Investigate the shape of the ionosphere. A malfunction following
booster separation resulted in loss of pay load telemetry; third and forth
staaes failed to iqnite.
Suborbital test of Mercury Capsule. Escape rocket motor fired
prematurely and prior to capsule release. (WFR
Suborbital test of launch vehicle for Mercury flight to acquire further
experience with booster before manned fllQht was attempted.
Injected into highly elliptical orbit. Provided information on solar winds,
hydromagnettc shock waves, and reaction of the Earth's magnetic field
to solar fares.
Orbital flight test of Mercury capsule. Destroyed after 40 seconds by
Range Safety Officer when the inertia! guidance system failed to pitch
the vehicle over toward the horizon.
Placed in elliptical orbit to detect high energy gamma rays from cosmic
sources and map their distribution in the sky.
Suborbital flight test to demonstrate the ability of the escape and
sequence systems to function property at max q. (WFR
Fitst manned suborbtta! flight with Alan B. Shepard, Jr. Pilot and
spacecraft recovered after 15 minute 22 second fliaht.
Investigate the shape of the ionosphere. Second stage ignition
system malfunctioned.
Evaluate launch vehicle; investigate micrometeoroid impact and
penetration. Third staqe failed to ignite. {WFR
Development of meteorological satellite system. Provided excellent
photos and infrared data. Photographed many tropical storms during
1961 hurricane season; credited with discovering Hurricane Esther.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Mercury (S)
(Liberty Bell 7)
Explorer 12
(S-3) (S)
Upsilon 1
Ranger 1 (U)
Phil
Explorer 13(U)
Chil
Mercury (MA-4)
(S)
A-Alpha 1
ProbeA(P-21)
LSI
Saturn Test
(SA-1) (S)
Mercury (MS-1) (U)
Ranger II (U)
A-Theta 1
Mercury (MA-5) {S)
A-lota 1
1962
Echo(AVT-1) (S)
Ranger 111 (U)
Alpha 1
LAUNCH {LAUNCH PEF
VEHICLE [ DATE (M
Mercury- Jut 21
Redslone-A (S)
Thor-Delta Aug 16
(6) (S)
Allaa-AgenaB Aug 23
'" (U)
Scout 6 Aug 25
(U)
Atlas 88 Sep 13
(S)
Scout 7 Oct 19
(SI
Saturn 1 (S) Ort 27
AF 609A Nov 1
Blue Seoul (U)
Atlas-Agena B Nov 18
1t7(U)
Atlas 33 (S) Nov 29
Thor338(S) Jan 15
Atlas-Agena B Jan 26
121 (U)
HOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
ns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT 1470.0 Second manned subotbrtal flight wiih Virgil 1. Grfssom. After landing.
LANDED JUL 21 , 1 961 spacecraft was lost but pilot was rescued from surface of water.
Mission Duration 15 minutes 37 seconds.
DOWN SEP 1 963 37.6 First of a series to investigate solar winds, interplanetary magnetic
fields, and energetic particles. Identified the Van Allen Belts as a
maq netosohere .
DOWN AUG 30, 1961 306.2 Flight test of lunar spacecraft carrying experiments to investigate cosmic
rays, magnetic fields, and energetic particles. Agena failed to restart,
resulting in low Earth orbit.
DOWN AUG 28, 1 961 84.8 Evaluate launch vehicle; investigate micrometeoroW impact and
oenetration. Third slaoe failed lo iontte (WFR
DOWN SEP 13. 1961 1224.7 Orbital test of Mercury capsute to test systems and ability to return
capsule to predetermined recovery area after one orbit. All capsule,
trackina. and recovery objectives met.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Vehicle test/scientific Geoprobe. Reached altitude of 4,261 miles;
Subortxtal launch vehicle development test of S*1 booster propulsion
system; verification of aerodynamic/structural deskin of entire vehicle.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 97. 1 Orbital test of the Mercury Tracking Network. First Stage exploded 26
seconds after liftoff; other three stages destroyed by Range Safety
Officer 44 seconds after launch.
DOWN NOV 20, 1961 306,2 Flight test of spacecraft systems designed for future lunar and
interplanetary missions. Inoperative roll gyro prevented Agena restart
resuttirra in a low Earth orbit.
DOWN NOV 29, 1 961 1 31 5.4 Final flight test of all Mercury systems prior to manned orbital flight;
chimpanzee Enos on board. Spacecraft and chimpanzee recovered
after two orbSs.
1962
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 256.0 Subotbita) Communications Test. Canister ejection and opening
successful, but 135-toct soheva runruied.
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 329.8 Rough land instrumented capsule on the Moon. Booster malfunction
resulted in the spacecraft missing the Moon by 22,862 miles and going
into sotar orbit. TV pictures were unusable.
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MISSION/
(nil Design
Tiros IV (S)
Betal
Mercuiy (MA-6)
(Friendship 7) (S)
Gamma 1
Reentry 1 (U)
OSO-I (S)
Zetal
Probe B(P -21a)
IS)
Ranger 4 (U)
Mul
Saturn Test
(SA-2) (S)
Ariel 1 (S)
Omlcron 1
Centaur Test 1
(AC-1HU)
Mercury (MA-7)
(Aurora 7) (S)
Taut
Tiros V(S)
A-Alpna
Telstar 1 (S)
A-Eositon
Echo (AVT-2) (S)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Thor-OeJta
(7)(S)
Atlas 109
(S)
Scout 6 (S)
Thor-Oelta
(8) (S)
Scout 9 (S)
LAUNCH PER
OATH (Mir
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
s.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Fob 8 99.9 812 694 48.3 1 29.3 Continued research and development of meteorological satellite
system. U.S. Weather Bureau initiated international radio facsimile
transmission of cloud maps based on data received.
Fab 20
Mart
Mar?
Mar 29
Atlas-AgenaB Apr 23
(S)
Saturn I (S)
Thor-Delta
f9)(S)
Apr 25
Apr 26
Atlas-Centaur May 8
(F-1)(U
Atlas 107
(S)
Thor-Delta
(S)
Thor-Defta
Thor-Oelta
01) (S>
May 24
LANDED FEB 20. 1962 f 354.9 First U.S. manned orbftaJ Night. John H. Glenn, Jr. made ihree orbits of
the Earth. Capsule and pilot recovered after 21 minutes in the water.
Mission Duration 4 hours $5 minutes 23 seconds.
SUBOHBITAL FLIGHT Launch vehicle development test/Reentry test. Desired speed was
not achieved. (WFF)
DOWN OCT 8, 1981 207.7 Carried 13 instruments to study Sun-Earth relationships. Transmitted
almost 1,000 hours of information on solar phenomena, including
measurements of 75 solar flares.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT Suborbital vehicle test/scientific geoprobe. Reached an altitude of
3.910 mites: provided electron density measurements. (WFR
IMPACTED MOON ON APR 26. 1962 331 .1 Second attempt to rough land instrumented capsule on Moon. Failure
of central computer and sequencer system rendered experiments
useless. Impacted on far side of Moon after fliqhl of 64 hours
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 86167.0 Suborbital launch vehicle test; carried 95 tons of ballast water in upper
stages which was released at an altitude of 65 miles to observe the
effect on me upper region of (he atmosphere (Project Hiqh Water).
DOWN MAY 24, 1976 59.9 Carried six British experiments to study the ionosphere, solar radiation,
and cosmic revs. First International Satellite. Cooperative with UK.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT Launch vehicle development test. Centaur exploded before separation.
LANDED MAY 24, 1962 1349.5 Second orbital Manned Flight with M. Scott Carpenter. Reentered
under manual control after three orbits. Mission Duration 4 hours
56 minutes 5 seconds.
Jun 19 99.4 889 573 58.1 129,3 Continued research and development of meteorological satellite
system. Extended observations to higher latitudes. Observed ice
•Jut 10 157.S 5642 947 44 6 77.1 First privately buffi satellite to conduct communication experiments. First
telephone and TV experiments transmitted. Reimbursable (AT&T}.
Jul 18 SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 256.0 Suborbitat communications test. Inflation successful; radar indicated
that the sphere surface was not as smooth as planned.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Mariner 1
(P-371 tlfl
Mariner II
(P-38XS)
A-Rhol
Reentry II (U)
Tiros VI (S)
A.psil
Atouette 1 (S)
B-Mpha1
Explorer 14
(M«)(S)
B-Gamma 1
Mercury(MA-8)
(Sfgma 7) <S)
B-Deltal
Ranger V (U)
B-Eta1
ExphxwIS.
(S-3b) (S)
Saturn (SA-3)
(S)
Relay I (S)
B-Upsitonl
Explorer 16
(S-55b)(S)
B-CW1
LAUNCH LAUNCH I PERIOD
VEHICLE DATE | (MIns.)
Atlas-AgenaB Jul 22
145 fin
Atlas-AgenaB Aug 27
179(S)
Scout 13 (U) Aug 31
Thor-Oelta Sepia 97.6
(121 (S)
Thor-AgenaB Sep29 105.2
(S)
Thor-Deto Oct2
(13) (S)
Alias 113(3} Od3
Atlas-Agena B Od 18
215 (S)
Thor-Qetta Oct 27
(14) (S)
Saturn 1 • Nov 16
(S)
Thor-Oelta Dec 13 185.1
(15) (S)
Scout 14 Dec 16 104.1
<s>
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) [ Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORB FT 202.8 Venus Ffyby. Vehicle destroyed by Range Safety Officer about 290
seconds after launch when it veered off course.
HELIOCENTRIC ORBFT 202.8 Second Venus flyby. First successful interplanetary probe. Passed
Venus on December 14, 1962, at 21.648 miles; 109 days after launch.
Provided data on solar wind, cosmic dust density, and particle and
magnetic field variations.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT Reentry test at 28,000 fps: late third stage ignition; desired speed was
not achieved. (WFR
652 635 58.3 127.5 Provide coverage of the 1962 hurricane season. Returned high quality
doud cover photographs.
1022 987 80.5 145.2 Designed and built by Canada to measure variations in the ionosphere
electron density distribution. Returned excellent data to 13 Canadian,
British, and U.S. stations. Cooperative with Canada.
DOWN JULY 1, 1966 40.4 Monitor trapped corpuscular radiation, solar particles, cosmic radiation,
and solar winds. Placed into a highly elliptical orbit; excellent data
received.
LANDED OCT 3. 1 962 1 360.8 Manned Orbital Flight with Walter M. Schirra. Jr. Made six orbits of the
Earth. Mission Duration 9 hours 1 3 minutes 1 1 seconds.
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 342.5 Rough land instrumented capsule on the Moon. Malfunction caused
power supply loss after 8 hours 44 minutes. Passed within 450 miles of
the Moon.
DOWN OCT 5, 1967 44.5 Study location, composition, and decay rate of artificial radiation belt
created by high attitude nuclear explosion over the Pacific Ocean.
Desrrin device failed- consider a bin useful data transmitted
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT 861C 7.0 Suborbttal launch vehicle development flight. Second 'Project High
Water* using 95 tons of water released at an altitude of 90 n.mi.
7436 1323 47.5 78.0 Test intercontinental microwave communication by low-attitude active
repeater satellite. Initial power failure overcome. Over 500
communication tests and demonstrations conducted.
1 159 745 52.0 100.7 Measure micrometeoroid puncture hazard to structural skin samples.
First statistical sample; flux level found to lie between estimated
extremes. (WFF)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
1963
Syncom I (U)
1963 04 A
Saturn Test
(SA-4) (S)
Explorer 17 (SA-4) (S)
1963 09A
Telstar (1 (S)
1963 13A
Mercury (MA-9)
(Faith 7) (S)
1963 15A
RFD-1 (S)
Tiros VII (S)
196324A
CRL (USAF) (S)
(963 26A
Reentry 111 (U)
Syncom II (S)
1963 31A
Little Joe II
Test (S)
Explorer 18(5}
(IMP- A)
1963 46A
Thor-Delta
06) (S)
Saturn 1
(S)
Thor-Delta
(17) (SI
Thof-DeBa
(18) (S)
Atlas 130
(S)
Scout 19(S)
Thor-Delta
(19) (S)
Scout 21 (S)
Scout 22 (U)
Thor-Delta
(20) (S)
Little Joe
11 *1 (S)
Thor-Delta
(21) (S)
Feb14
Mar 28
Apr 3
iOO CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deq)
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWNNOV24, 1966
May 7 225.3 10807 967 42,8
May 15
May 22
LANDED MAY 16. 1963
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Jun 19 92.7 415 398 58.2
Jun28
Jut 20
Jul26
Aug28
Nov27
DOWN DEC 14. 1983
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWN DEC 30, 1965
IWEIGHTl REMARKS
1 0*9) 1 (Atl Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1963
39.0 First test of a communication satellite in geosynchronous orbit. Initial
communication tests successful; all contact was lost 20 seconds after
command to fire apogee motor.
Suborbital launch vehicle development test. Programmed in-flight
cutoff of one of eight engines; successfully demonstrated propellent
utilization system function.
1 83.7 Measure density, composition, pressure and temperature of the Earth's
atmosohere. Discovered a belt of neutral helium around the Earth.
79.4 Conduct wideband communication experiments. Color and black and
white television successfully transmitted to Great Britain and France.
Reimbursable (AT&T).
1360.8 Fourth Orbital Manned flight with L. Gordon Cooper, Jr. Various tests
and experiments were performed. Capsule (centered after 22 orbits.
Mission Duration 34 hours 19 minutes 49 seconds.
217.6 Suborbital reentry flight test; carried AEC Reactor mockup.
Reimbursable (AEQ. (WFR
134.7 Continued meteorological satellite development. Furnished over
30,000 useful cloud cover photographs, Including pictures of Hurricane
Ginny in its early stages in mid-October.
99.8 Cambridge Research Lab geophysics experiment test.
Reimbursable (DOD). (WFF)
Suborbital reentry flight demonstration test of an ablation material at
reentry speeds. Vehide failed. (WFFJ_
39.0 Geosynchronous communication satellite test. Voice, teletype,
facsimile, and data transmission tests were conducted.
Suborbital Apollo launch vehicle test. Booster qualification test with
dummy rjavtoad. (White Sands)
62.6 First in a series of Interplanetary Monitoring Platforms to observe
interplanetary space over an extended period of the solar cycle.
Discovered a region of high-energy radiation beyond the Van Allen belts;
reported stationary shock wave created by the interaction of the solar
wind and geomagnetic field.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Centaur Test II (S>
196347A
Explorer 19
(AD-A) (S)
1963 53A
Tiros VIII (S)
1963 54 A
1964
Relay II (S)
1964 03A
Echo II (S)
196404A
Saturn 1 (SA-5)
(S)
1964 05A
Ranger VI (U)
1964 OTA
Beacon Explorer
A (S-661 fill
Ariel II (UK) (S)
1964 15A
Gemini I (S)
196418A
Fire I (S)
Apollo Abort
A-001 (S\
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
is.) Apoqee (km) I Perigee (km) 1 Incl (deq) (V
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Atlas-Centaur Nov27 104.6 1465 466 30.4 4620.8 Launch vehide development test. Instrumented with 2,000 pounds til
(AC-2) (S) sensors, equipment, and telemetry; performance and structural integrity
test.
Scout 24 Dec 19
(S)
DOWN MAY 10. 1981 7.7 Sphere. 12 feet in diameter, was optically tracked after tracking beacon
failed, to obtain long-term atmospheric density data and study density
changes. (WSMCt
Delta 22 Dec 21 98.5 71 1 663 58.5 1202 Continued meteorological satellite development; initial flight test of
(S) Automatic Picture Transmission camera system which made It possible
to obtain local cloud cover pictures usinq Inexpensive around stations.
1964
Delta 23 Jan 21 194.7 7535 1966 46.4 85.3 Modified communication satellite with a capability of TV or 300 one-way
(S) voice transmissions or 12 two-way narrowband communication.
Completed more than 230 demonstrations and tests; also obtained over
Thor-Agena B Jan 25
(S)
Saturn I Jan 29
(S)
Atlas-Agena B Jan 30
199 (S)
Delta 24 Mar 19
(U)
Scout 25 Mar 27
(S)
Titan I1 1 (S) Apr 8
Atlas-Antares Apr 14
263 (S)
Little Joe II May 13
W
DOWN JUN7. 1969 348.4 Rigid ized sphere, 135 feet in diameter, to conduct passive
communication experiments (radio, teletype, facsimile tests). Good
experiment results obtained: data exchanged with USSR. (WSMC1
DOWN APR 30. 1 966 1 7.554.2 Launch vehicle development test. Fifth flight of Saturn, first Block II
Saturn, first Dve flight of the LOX/LH2 fueled second stage (S-lv).
11,146 measurements taken.
IMPACTED MOON ON FEB 2, 1 964 364.7 Photograph lunar surface before hard Impact. No video signals
received. Impacted on west side of Sea of Trnnquility, within 20 miles of
target, after 65.6 hour Want.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 54.7 Provide data on ionosphere; conduct laser and Doppler shift geodetic
DOWN NOV 18, 1967 74.8 Canted three British experiments to measwe galactic radio noise.
Cooperative with UK. fWFR
DOWN APR 1 2, 1964 31 752 Qualification of Gemini spacecraft configuration/Gemini launch vehicle
combination in launch environment through orbital insertion phase.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 1995.8 Reentry Test to study the heating environment encountered by a
body entering the Earth's atmosphere at htah speed.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT Vehicle development test to demonstrate Apollo spacecraft
etmosphertc abort sjslwn capabWatos. («Mft» SanrW)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Saturn I (SA-6) (S)
196425A
Centaur Test III
(S)
SERT I (S)
Ranger VII (S)
1964 41A
Reentry IV (S)
Syncom III (S)
196447A
Explorer 20 (S>
1964 51 A
Nimbus I (S)
1964 52A
OGO 1 (U>
196454A
Saturn 1 (SA-7) (S)
1964 57A
Explorer 21 (U)
196460A
RFD-2 (S)
Explorer 22 (S)
1964 64A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (MI
Saturn I May 28
(SA-6) (S)
Atlas-Centaur Jun 30
(AC-31 (S)
Scout 28 (S) Jut 20
Atlas-Agena B Jul 28
250(5}
Scout 29(5) Aug 18
Delta 25 Aug 19
(S)
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
DOWN JUN 1, 1964
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT
IMPACTED MOON ON JUL 31, 1964
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Scout 30 Aufl2S 103.6 100! 855 79.9
(S)
Thor-Agena B Aug 28
(S)
Atlas-AgenaB Sep4
195 (S)
Satuml (S) Sepia
Delta 26 Oct 4
fU
Scout 31 (S) Oct 9
DOWN MAY 16, 1974
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
DOWN SEP 22, 1964
DOWN JAN 30, 1966
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Scout 32 Oct 10 104.3 1054 872 79.7
(S)
WEIGHT! REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1 7644.9 Vehicle development test. First flight of unmanned model of the
Apollo spacecraft. 106 measurements obtained.
Launch vehicle development test; performance and guidance .
evaluation.
Test ion engine performance in space. Confirmed that high
prevalence ion beams could be neutralized in space. (WFF1
quality photographs showing amazing detail before impacting in Sea of
Clouds; flight time 68 hours 35 minutes 55 seconds.
Reentry Test. Demonstrated the ability of the Apollo spacecraft lo
withstand reentry conditions at 27,950 fps.
65.8 Experimental geosynchronous communications satellite. Provided
live TV coverage of the Olympic games in Tokyo and conducted various
communications (esfs.
44.5 Ionosphere Explore; to obtain radio soundings of upper ionosphere
as oart of the Topside Sounder program.
376.5 Improved meteorological satellite; Earth oriented to provide complete
global cloud cover images. Returned more than 27,000 excellent
photographs; APT system supplied daytime photos to low-cost ground
stations.
487.2 Standardized spacecraft capable of conducting related experiments.
Carried 20 instruments to investigate geophysical and solar phenomena.
Boom deployment anomaly obscured horizon scanner's view of Earth.
Varying_qualitv data received from all experiments.
Demonstrate Launch Vehicle/spacecraft compatibility and test launch
escape system. Telemetry obtained from 131 separate and continuous
measurements.
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to obtain magnetic fields, radiation,
and solar wind data. Failed to reach planned apoqee;provided oood data
217.6 Reentry fliqht carried AEG Reactor Mockup. Reimbursable (AEG).
52.6 Beacon Explorer; to provide data on variations in the ionosphere's
structure and relate ionospheric behavior to solar radiation. Low-cost
ground stations throughout the world received uncoded radio signals.
Laser tracking accomplished on October 1 1 . 1 964. (WSMC)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Mariner III (U)
1964 73A
Explorer 23
(S-56C) (S)
196474A
Explorer 24 <S|
1964 76A
Explorer 25 (S)
196476B
Mariner IV (S)
1S6477A
Apollo Abort
AJM2 (SI
Centaur
196482A
San Marco 1 (S)
1964 MA
Explorer 26 (S)
196486A
1965
Gemini II (S)
Tiros IX (S)
1965 04A
OSO B-2 (S)
196507A
Pegasus 1 (S)
1S6509A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
Alias-Agora D NovS
289 (U)
Scout 33
(S)
Scout 34
IS)
Nov 6
1OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deq)
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
DOWN JUN 29, 1983
Nov 21 DOWN OCT 18, 1968
114.6 2354 522 B1.3
Atlas-Agena D Nov 28
288 (S)
Little Joe II
(SI
AUas-Centau
(A04I (SI
Scout 35
(S)
Delta 27
[SI
Titan II 2
(S)
Delta 28
(S)
Delta 29
(S)
Saturn I
(SA-9) (S|
Dec8
Dec 11
Dec 15
Dec 21
Jan 19
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWN DEC 12, 1964
DOWN SEP 13. 1965
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Jan 22 118.9 2564 702 96.4
Fob 3
Feb16
DOWN AUG 9. 1989
DOWN SEP 17, 1978
WEIGHT
0>g)
260.8
133.8
8.6
34.0
260.8
42593.0
2993.0
115.2
45.8
3133.9
138.3
244.9
1451.5
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
tailed to extend. Sun and Canopus not acquired. Transmissions ceased
Provided data on meteoroid penetration and resistance of various
materials to penetration.
information on complex radiation-air density relationships in the upper
atmospheres. (WSMQ
July 14. 1965. with dosest approach at 6.1 18 miles of the planet.
Transmitted 22 pictures.
(White Sundsl
propulsion and stage separation test.
characteristics. Launch vehicle provided by NASA; launched by Italian
launch crew. Cooperative with Italy. fWFR
on hiqh-enerqv particles.
1965
Demonstrate structural integrity of reentry module heat protection
during maximum heating rate reentry and demonstrate variable lift on
reentry module.
First "Cartwheel* configuration for Weather Bureau's Operational
system. Provided increased coverage of global cloud cover with
picture* ot efcceltert qu&Uftf .
Second in a series to measure the frequency and energy of solar
electromagnetic radiation in the ultraviolet, X-ray and gamma-ray
regions of the soectrum.
Obtained scientific and engineering data on the magnitude and
direction of meteoroids in near-Earth orbit.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Ranger VIII (S)
1965 10A
Centaur Test
(Ul
Ranger IX (S)
1965 23A
Gemini 111 (S)
196S24A
Intelsat 1 (F-1) (S)
196528A
Explorer 27 (S)
196532A
Apollo Abort
A-003(U)
Fire II (S)
Pegasus II (S)
196539A
Explorer 28 (S>
196542A
Gemini IV (S)
1965 43A
Tiros X(S)
1965 51 A
Pegasus III (S)
196560A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
Atlas-AgenaB Fob 17
196 (S)
Aflas-Centau
(AC-51 (U)
Mar 2
Atlas-Agena B Mar 21
204(5)
Titan II 3
(S)
Delta 30
(S)
Scout 36
(S)
Little Joe II
(U)
Mar 23
Apr 6
(OO CURRENT ORBfTAL PARAMETERS WEI
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
IMPACTED MOON ON FEB 20. 1965 364.7 Photograph lunar surface before hard impact. Transmitted 7,137 high
quality photographs before impacting in the Sea of Tranquility; flight time
64 54 hours.
SUBOR8ITAL FLIGHT 2543.0 Vehicle development test; AJJas stage failed 4 seconds after liftoff.
IMPACTED MOON ON MAR 24. 1965 364.7 Photograph lunar surface before hard impact. Transmitted 5.814
excellent quality pictures; about 200 pictures relayed live via commercial
TV. Fltaht time 64.52 hours.
LANDED MAR 23, 1 965 3236.9 First manned orbital flight of the Gemini program, with astronauts
Virgil 1. Grbsom and John W. Young. Manually controlled reentry after
three orbits. Mission Duration 4 hours 52 minutes 31 seconds.
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED 38,5 First operational satellite for Comsat Corp., to provide commercial
trans-Atlantic communications. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Apr 29 107.7 1312 929 41.2 60.8 Beacon Explorer; obtained data on Earth's gravitational field. Also
carried laser tracking experiments.
May 19
Atlas-Antares May 22
264 (S)
Saturn 1
(SA-8) (S)
Delta 31
(S)
Titan II 4
(S)
Delta 32
(SI
Saturn 1
(SA-10) <S)
May 25
May 29
Jun3
SU8ORBITAL FLIGHT Demonstration of abort capability of Apollo spacecraft. Launch escape
vehicle at htgh attitude not accomplished due to malfunction of Little Joe
II Booster. (White Sands)
SUBORBITAL FLIGKT 2005.8 Second Reentry Test to study heating environment encountered by a
body enterina. the Earth's atmosohere at htah soeed.
DOWN NOV 3, 1979 1451.5 Micrometeoroid defection experiment confirmed lower meteoroid
density than expected.
DOWN JUL 4, 1 968 59,0 Third Interplanetary Monitoring Platform, carrying eight scientific
instruments, to measure magnetic fields, cosmic rays, and solar wind
bevond the Earth's maqnetosphere.
LANDED JUN 7, 1965 3537.6 Second manned Gemini flighJ with James A. McOMft and Edward H.
White. During flight. White performed a 22 minute EVA using the Zero-
Girt eqral Propulsion Unrt. Mission Duration: 97 hre 56 mins 12 sees.
Jul 1 100.1 807 722 98.8 127.0 First U.S. Weather Bureau-funded Tiros; obtained maximum coverage
of 1965 hurrica.no and typhoon season.
Jul 30 DOWNAUG4, 1969 1451.5 Final mtcrometeoroid detection experiment. Results of Pegasus
program indicated that the flux of small particles was less than expected,
the flux of largo particles was more than expected, and the ftux of
medium-sized particles was about as predicted.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Scout Test (S)
Secof (S)
1965 63A
Centaur Test (S)
196564A
Gemini V (S)
1965 68A
REP
196568C
OSO-C (U)
OGO II (U)
1965 81A
Gemini VI (U)
Explorer 29 (S)
196589A
Explorer 30 (S)
1965 93A
Explorer 31 (S)
196598B
Alouette II (S)
196598A
Gemini VII (S)
1965 100 A
French 1A (S)
1965 101 A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PEF
VEHICLE DATE {Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
ns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Scout 37 Aug 10 1 22.2 241 9 1 134 69.2 20.0 Vehicle development test. Carried U.S. Army Secor geodetic satellite.
(S) Reimbursable (DOD).
Atlas-Centaur Aug 1 1
(AC-6) (S)
Titan II 5 Aug 21
<S)
Delta 33 (U) Aug 25
Thor-AgenaD Oct 14
{S>
Atlas-AgenaD Oct 25
5301 {U)
BARYCENTRtC ORBIT 952.6 Vehicle development test. Carried Surveyw dynamic model.
Direct-ascent test for outdance evaluation.
LANDED AUG 29. 1965 31 75.2 Third manned orbital flight with L. Gordon Cooper and Charles
Conrad, Jr. Ejected Rendezvous Evaluation Pod (REP) for simulated
DOWN AUG 27. 1965 rendezvous maneuvers experiment; participated in communications and
other on-board experiments. Mission Duration: 190 hours 55 minutes
14 seconds.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 231 3. Third In a series to maintain continuity of observations during solar
DOWN SEP 17, 19S1 507.1 Carried 20 experiments to investigate near-Earth space phenomena on
an interdisciplinary basis. Failure of primary launch vehicle guidance
resulted in higher than planned orbit. Nineteen experiments returned
useful data. (WSMC)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT Agena target vehicle. Simultaneous countdown of the Gemini
spacecraft and AUas-Agena Target Vehicle. Telemetry was lost 375
seconds after launch of the target vehicle; Gemini launch was
terminated at T-42 minutes.
Delta 34 Nov 6 1 20.3 2274 1113 59.4 1 74.6 GEOS-A, part of U.S. Geodetic Satellite Program to provide now
(SI qeodetic data about the Earth.
Scout 38 Nov 18 100.4 881 664 59.7 56.7 Monitor solar X-rays and ultraviolet emissions during final portion of
(5) IOSY. Data acquired by NRL and foreign stations In 13 countries.
Cooperative with NRL. fWFR
Thor-Agena B Nov 29 120.0 2859 501 79.8 96.9 Make related studies of ionospheric composition and temperature
(S) variations. Provided excellent data from regions of the Ionosphere
118.3 2708 501 79.6 1465 never before investigated. Cooperative whh Canada. (WSMC)
Titan It 6 Dec 4
(S)
LANDED DEC 16, 1965 3628.8 Fourth manned mission with Frank Barman and James A. Lovell, Jr.
Astronauts flew part of the mission without wearing pressure suits.
Mission Duration: 330 hours 35 minutes 01 seconds.
Scout 39 Dec 6 98.8 708 696 75.9 71 .7 Study VLF wave propagation in the ionosphere and magnetosphoro
(S) and measure electron densities. Cooperative with France. (WSMC)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Gemini Vl-A (S)
1965104A
Pioneer VI (S)
1965105A
1966
ApoDo Abort
A-004 (S)
ESSA I <S>
1966 08A
Reentry V (S)
Apollo Saturn
(AS-201) (S)
ESSA II (S)
1966 16A
Gemini VIII (U)
1966 20 A
GATV{S)
1966 19A
Centaur Test (U)
1966 30 A
OAO 1 (U)
1966 31 A
Nimbus II (S)
1966 40 A
LAUNCH [LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE| DATE (MI
Titan tl 7 Dec 15
(S)
Delta 35 Dec 16
(S)
Little Joe II Jan 20
(Si
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
ns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
LANDED DEC 16, 1965
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
Delia 36 Feb 3 99.7 806 684 97.8
<s>
Scout 42 (S) Feb 9
Saturn IB Feb 26
(S)
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
De»a37 Feb 28 113.4 1412 1352 101.0
(S)
Titan II 8 (S) Mar 16
Atlas-AgenaD Mar 16
5302 (S)
Atlas-Centaur Apr 8
(AC-8) (U)
LANDED MAR 17, 1966
DOWN SEP 15, 1967
DOWN MAY 5. 1966
Atlas-AgenaD Apr 8 100.6 793 783 35.0
5002C(S)
Thor-AgenaD May 14 108.0 1174 1091 100.6
D5303(S)
WEIGHT! REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
3175.2 Fifth manned mission with Walter M. Schirra, Jr. and Thomas P.
Stafford. First rendezvous in space accomplished with Gemini VII
•marorraft Mfccinn Duration 75 hours *>1 minutes 24 -seconds
63.5 Operated in solar orbit to provide data on solar wind, interplanetary
magnetic fields, solar physics, and high-energy charged particles and
magnetic fields.
1966
4989.0 Apollo development flight to demonstrate launch escape vehicle
performance. Last unmanned ballistic flight. _JWhile Sands)
1 36.3 Sun-synchronous orbit permitted satellite to view weather in each area
of the globe each day. photographing a given area at the same local
time every day. First Advanced VkJicon Camera System provided
valuable information about weather patterns and conditions.
Reimbursable (NOAA1. (WSMC1
95.0 Test to investigate the heating environment of a body reentering the
Earth's atmosphere at 27,000 fps. (WFF}_
20820.1 Launch Vehicle development flight; carried unmanned Apollo
spacecraft.
131.5 Provided direct readout of cloud cover photos to local users. Along
with ESSA 1, completed the initial global weather satellite system.
Reimbursable (NOAA1. (WSMC1
3788.0 Agena Target Vehicle launched from Complex 14 and manned Gemini
launched from Complex 19. Astronauts Neil A. Armstrong and David
R. Scott accomplished rendezvous and docking. Attitude and
maneuver thruster malfunction caused the docked spacecraft to tumble.
Astronauts separated the vehicles and terminated the mission early;
EVA was not accomplished. First Pacific Ocean landing. Mission
Duration 10 hours 41 minutes 26 seconds.
784.7 Launch vehicle development flight; carried Surveyor model. Second
Centaur Engine firing unsuccessful.
1 769.0 Carried four experiments to study UV, X-ray and gamma-ray regions.
Primary battery_malfunctioned.
413.7 Provided global weather photography on 24-hour basis for
meteorological research and operational use. (WSMC)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Gemini IX (U)
Explorer 32 (S)
1986 44A
Surveyor 1 (S)
1966 45A
Gemini 1XA (U)
196647A
GATVfU)
1966 46A
OGO III (S)
1966 49A
OV-3 (S)
196652A
Pageos I (S)
1966 S6A
Explorer 33 (S)
1966 58A
Apollo Saturn
AS.203(S)
1966 59A
Gemini X (S)
1966 66A
GATV(S)
1968 65A
Lunar Orbiter I (S)
1966 73A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Mir
Allas-AgenaD May 17
5303 rut
Defta38 May 25
fS)
Atlas-Centaur May 30
(AC-10) (S)
Titan II 9 Jun 3
Atlas-AgenaD Jun 1
5304(8)
Atlas-AgenaB Jun7
5601 (S)
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
s.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (dea) (k
QHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 3252.0 Target vehide (of Gemini IX; vehicle latluve caused by a short in the
servo control circuit.
DOWN FEB 22, 1985 224.5 Atmosphere Explorer; carried 8 experiments to measure temperatures,
composition, density and pressures in the uooer atmosphere.
LANDED ON MOON JUN 2. 1966 995,2 Achieved soft lunar landing in Ocean ol Storms. Performed
engineering tests and transmitted photography. Landing pads
penetrated the lunar surface to a maximum death of 1 Inch.
LANDED JUN 6. 1 966 3705,3 Seventh manned mission with Thomas P. Stafford and Eugene A.
Ceman. Target vehide shroud tailed to separate: docking was not
DOWN JUN 11, 1966 achieved. EVA was successful, but evaluation of AMU was not
achieved. Mission Duration 72 hours 20 minutes 50 seconds.
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED 514,8 Carried 21 experiments to obtain correlated data on geophysical and
solar phenomena in the Earth's atmosphere. First 3-axis stabilization in
hiahlv elliptical orbit.
Scout 46 (S) Ji»> 9 142.9 4703 645 40.8 173.0 Radial ion research satellite for the USAF. Reimbursable (DOD).
fWFR
Thor-AgenaD Jun23 177.0 5599 2533 64.5 56.7 Sphere, 100 feet in diameter, to determine the location of continents.
(S) land masses, and other geographic points using a world-wide
trianqulation network of stations. (WSMO
Delta 39 Ju) 1
(S)
Saturn IB (S) Jul 5
Titan It 10 (S) .MIS
Atlas-AgenaD JUH8
5305 IS)
Attes-Agena D Aug 10
5801 (S)
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED 93.4 Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to study, at lunar distance, the
Earth'? magnetosphere and magnetic tail. Planned anchored lunar orbit
was not achieved: useful data obtained from Earth orbrt.
DOWN JUL 5. 1966 2635.4 Launch vehide development flight to evaluate the S-IVB stage vent
and restart capability.
LANDED JUL 21 , 1966 3762.6 Eighth manned mission with John W. Young and Michael Collins.
Performed first docked vehicle maneuvers: stand up EVA of 89
DOWN DEC 29, 1966 minutes; umbilical EVA of 27 minutes. Mission duration 70 hours
DOWN OCT 29. 1 966 385.6 Photograph landing sites for Apollo and Surveyor missions from lunar
orbit. Photographed over 2 minion square miles of the Moon's surface;
took the first two photos of the Earth from the distance of the Moon.
Demonstrated maneuverability in lunar orbit.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Pioneer VII (S)
196675A
Apollo Saturn
AS-202 (S)
Gemini XI (S)
1966 81 A
GATV(S)
196680A
Surveyor II (U)
1966 84 A
ESSA 111 (S)
1966 87A
Centaur Test
(AC-9) (S)
1966 95A
Intelsat II F-1 (U)
1966 96A
Lunar Orbrter 2 (S)
1966 100A
Gemini XII (S)
1966 104 A
GATV (S)
1966 103A
ATS 1 (S)
1966110A
Biosatellite 1 (U)
1966114A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Mi
Delta 40 Aug 17
(SI
Saturn IB (S) Aug 25
Titan Mil (S) Sep 12
Atlas-AgenaD Sep 12
5306 (S)
Atlas-Centaur Sep 20
(AC-7) (S)
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
is.) Apogee (km) 1 Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 63.5 Second in a series of interplanetary probes to provide data on solar
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 25509.7 Apollo launch vehide/spacecrafl development flight tp test Command
Module heat shield and obtain launch vehicle and spacecraft data.
LANDED SEP 15, 1966 3798.4 Ninth manned mission with Charles Conrad, Jr. and Richard F. Gordon.
Jr. Rendezvous and docking achieved. Umbilical and standup EVA
DOWN DEC 30, 1966 performed and as well as tethered spacecraft experiment. Mission
Duration 71 hours 17 minutes 8 seconds.
IMPACTED MOON ON SEP 23, 1966 1000.2 Second soft lunar landing planned. One vernier engine did not fire for
midcourse correction, sending the spacecraft into a tumbling mode.
Crashed southeast of crater Copernicus after 62.8 hour fltoht.
Delta 41 Oct 2 1 14.5 1463 1384 100.9 147.4 Replaced ESSA 1 in Tiros Operational Satellite fTOS) system.
(S) Sophisticated cameras and sensors provided valuable information about
the world's weather patterns/conditions. Reimbursable iNOAA).(WSMCl
Atlas-Centaur Oct 26
(AC-9) (S)
DOWN NOV 6, 1966 952.6 Launch vehicle development flight; Surveyor model injected into
simulated lunar transfer orbit. Demonstrated two-burn parking orbit
operational capability .
Delta 42 (S) Oct 26 717.7 37229 3123 16.9 87.1 Comsat commercial communications satellite. Apogee monitor
malfunction resulted in elliptical orbit. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Atlas-Agena D Nov 6
5802 (S)
Titan I1 12 (S) Nov 11
Atlas-Agena D Nov 1 1
5307 (S)
DOWN OCT 1 1 , 1 967 385.6 Photographed lunar landing sites from lunar orbit; provided new data
on lunar gravitational field; photographed Ranger VIII tending point and
surface debris tossed out at inroad.
LANDED NOV 15, 1966 3762.1 Tenth and last manned Gemini flight with James A. Lovell. Jr. and
Edwin E. AWrin. Jr. Rendezvous and docking achieved. Two EVA'S
DOWN DEC 23. 1966 performed. Mission duration 94 hours 34 minutes 31 seconds.
Atlas-Agena D Dec 7 1436.0 35817 35750 14.3 703.1 Perform various communication, meteorology, and control technology
51 01 (S) experiments and cany out scientific measurements of orbfiat
environment. Experiments results outstanding. Spin-scan cloud camera
photographed changing weather patterns; air-to-ground and air-to-air
communications demonstrated for the first time.
Delta 43 Dec 14
(S)
DOWN FEB 1 5, 1967 426.4 Carried biological specimens to determine the effects of the space
environment on life processes. Reentry vehicle separated but rocket
failed, leaving the capsule in orbit. No useful scientific data obtained.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
1967
Intelsat I F-2 (S)
1967 01A
ESSA IV (S)
196706A
Lunar Obiter 3 (S)
196708A
OSO III (S)
196720A
Intelsat II F-3 (S)
1967 26A
ATS II (U)
1967 31A
Surveyor 111 (S)
196735A
ESSA V {S)
196736A
San Marco II (S)
196738A
Lunar Obiter IV (S)
1967 41A
Anellll(S)
196742A
Explorer 34 (S)
1967 51A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 44
(SI
Delta 45
(S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
Jan 11
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (Km) | Incl (deg)
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Jan 26 1 13.4 1437 1323 102.0
Atlas-Agena D Feb 5
5803 (S)
Delta 46
(S)
Delta 47
(S)
MarS
Mar 22
Atlas-Agena D Apr 6
5102(U)
Atlas-Centau
(AC-12) (S)
Delta 48
(S)
Scout 52
(S)
Apr 17
DOWN OCT 9, 1967
DOWN APR 4, 1982
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
DOWN SEP 2, 1969
LANDED ON MOON APR 20, 1967
Apr 20 1 13.5 1419 1352 102.0
Apr 26
Atlas-Agena D May 4
5804(8)
Scout 53
(Si
Delta 49
(S)
Mays
May 24
DOWN OCT 14, 1967
DOWNOCT6, 1967
DOWN DEC 14. 1970
DOWN MAY 3, 1969
WEIGHT
(*g>
87.1
131.5
385.6
284.4
87.1
324.3
1035.6
147.4
129.3
385.6
102.5
73.9
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1967
Comsat commercial communication satellite. Reached intended
location on February 4. 1967. Reimbursable fComsafl.
Replaced ESSA 1) In TOS system. Provided daily coverage of local
weather systems to APT receivers. Shutter malfunction rendered one
camera inoperative. Reimbursable (NOAA). (WSMQ
Photographed lunar landing sites from lunar orbit; also returned
600,000 sq. mi. of front and 250,000 sq. mi. ot back side lunar
photography; provtdedjjravitational field and lunar environment data.
Carried 9 experiments to study structure, dynamics and chemical
composition of the outer solar atmosphere through X-ray, visible, and
UV radiation measurements.
Comsat commercial communication satellite. Completed Intelsat II
system. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Test of the gravity gradient control system; carried microwave
communications, meteorological cameras, and eight scientific
experiments. Second stage failed to restart, resulting In an elliptical
orbjLLimited data obtained.
Vernier engines failed to cut off as planned; spacecraft bounced twice
before landing. Surface sampler was used for pressing, digging,
trenching, scooping, and depositing surface material in view of the
camera. Returned over 6,300 photographs, Including pictures of the
Earth during lunar edipse.
Replaced ESSA III in TOS System. Furnished daily global coverage ot
weather systems. Reimbursable (NOAA). rWSMQ
First satellite launch attempt from a mobile sea-based platform In the
Indian Ocean; launched conducted by Kalian crew. Provided continuous
equatorial air density measurements. Cooperative with Italy. (SM)
Lunar orbit achieved. Photographed 99% of the Moon's front side and
additional back side areas.
First UK-built satellite to extend atmospheric and ionospheric
investigations. Cooperative wtth UK. (WSMQ
Fifth In Interplanetary Monitoring Platform series to study Sun-Earth
relationships. Elliptical orbit achieved. Useful data returned. (WSMQ
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MISSION/
Intl Design
ESRO II-A (U)
Mariner V <S)
1967 60 A
Surveyor IV (U)
1967 66A
Explorer 35 (S)
1967 70A
OGO IV (S)
196773A
Lunar OrbHer V (S)
19677SA
Brasatellrte II (S)
t96783A
Surveyor V(S)
1967 84 A
Intelsat II (S)
1967 94 A
OSO-IV (S)
1967 100 A
RAM C-1 (S)
ATS ill (S)
1967 111 A
Surveyor VI (S)
1967 112A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Ml
Scout 55 (U) May 29
AHas-AgenaD Jun 14
5401 (S)
Atlas-Centaur Jut 14
(AC-11)<S)
Delta 50 Jul 19
(S)
Thof-Agena D Jul 28
(S)
Atlas-Agena D Aug 1
5805 (SI
Delta 51 Sep 7
(S)
Atlas-Centaur Sep 8
(AC-131 (SI
Delta 52 Sep 28
(S)
Delta 53 Od 18
(S)
Scout 57 (S) Oct19
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) 1 Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
IMPACTED MOON ON JUL 17, 1967
SELENOCENTRIC ORBIT
DOWN AUG 16, 1972
DOWN JAN 31, 1968
DOWN SEP 9. 1967
LANDED ON MOON SEP 1 1 , 1967
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
DOWN JAN 15, 1982
SUBORBFTAL FLIGHT
Atlas-Agena D Nov 5 1 436.1 35844 35730 1 4.2
5103(S)
Atlas-Centaur Nov 7
(AC-14) <S)
LANDED ON MOON NOV 1 0. 1 967
WEIGHT) REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
89.1 Carried 7 experiments to study solar and cosmic radiation. Third stage
vehicle failure. Coooerative with ESRO. iWSMCl
244.9 Venus fly by. Returned data on planet's atmosphere, radiation, and
1 037.4 Lunar soft landing mission. All systems were normal until 2 seconds
before retro rocket burnout (2-1/2 minutes before touchdown) when the
signal was abruptly lost.
1 04.4 Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to study solar wind and
interplanetary fields at tunar distances. Lunar orb« achieved. Resutts
indicated no shock front precedes the Moon, no magnetic field, no
radiation belts or evidence of lunar ionosphere.
551 .6 Study relationship between Sun and Earth's environment. Near-polar
orbit achieved, 3-axis stabilized. (WSMQ
385.6 Fifth and final mission to photograph potential landing sites from lunar
orbit. Increased lunar photographic coverage to better than 99%.
425.4 Carried 1 3 experiments to conduct biological experiments in low Earth
orbit. Reentry initiated 1 7 orbits early because of communications
difficulties and storm in recovery area. Air recovery successful.
1006.1 Lunar soft landing accomplished; returned TV photos of lunar surface
and data on chemical characteristics of lunar soil.
87.1 Comsat commercial communications satellite to provide 24-hour
transoceanic service. Reimbursable (Comsat).
276.7 Continuation of OSO program to better understand the Sun's
structure and determine the solar influence upon the Earth. Obtained
the first pictures made of the Sun in extreme uttravrotet.
1 16.6 Reentry test to investigate communications problems experienced
during reentry. (WFF)
714.0 Further development of experiments and concepts in useful
applications of space technology to communications, meteorology,
1 008.3 Lunar soft landing achieved; pictures and soil analysis data transmitted.
Vernier engines restarted, lifting spacecraft 10 feet from the surface and
landing 8 feet from the original landing site, performing the first rocket-
powered takeoff from the lunar surface.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
ApoOo4(S)
1967 113A
ESSA VI (S)
1967114A
Pioneer VIII (S)
1967 123A
TETR-1 (S)
1967 123B
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Ml
Saturn V Nov 9
AS-501 fS)
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
DOWN NOV 9, 1967 45506.0 Launch vehicle/spacecraft development flight. First launch of the
Saturn V; carried unmanned Apollo Command/Service Module.
Delta 54 Nov 10 114.8 1482 1407 102.2 1S
(S)
Delta 55 Dec 13
(S)
S.7 Replaced ESSA II and ESSA IV in the TOS system; used in central
analysts of global weather. Reimbursable (NOAA). (WSMO
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 65.8 Third in a series of interplanetary probes to provide data on the solar
wind, magnetic fields, and cosmic rays. Carried TETR-1. the first NASA
DOWN APR 28, 1968 20.0 piggyback payload.
1968 1968
Surveyor VII (S)
1968 01 A
Explorer 36 (S)
1968 02A
Apollo 5 (S)
196807A
OGOV(S)
1968 14A
Explorer 37 (S)
1968 17A
Apolto6(U)
1968 25A
Reentry VI (S)
ESRO IIB (S)
1968 41 A
Nimbus B (U)
Secor10(U)
Explorer 38 (S)
1968 55A
Atlas-Centaur Jan 7
(AC-15) (S)
LANDED ON MOON JAN 9, 1968 1040.1 Lunar soft landing achieved; provided pictures of lunar terrain, portions
of spacecraft, experiment operations, stars, planets, crescent Earth as it
changed phases, and first observation of artificial liqht from the Earth.
Delta 56 Jan 11 1122 1572 1079 105.8 212.3 GEOS spacecraft to provide precise information about the size and
(S) shape of the Earth and strength of an variations in its gravitational field;
oart of the National Geodetic Prooram. (WSMC)
Saturn IB Jan 22
AS-204 (S)
Atlas-AgenaD Mar 4
5602AISI
Scout 60 Mar 5
(S)
Saturn V Apr 4
AS-5020J)
Scout 61 (S) Apr 27
Scout 62 (S) May 17
Thor-Agena D May 18
(U)
DOWN JAN 24, 1968 42,506.0 First night test of the Lunar Module; verified the ascent and descent
stages, propulsion systems, and restart operations.
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED 61 1 .0 Provided measurements of energy characteristics in the Earth's
radiation belts: first evidence of electric fields in the bow shock.
DOWN NOV 16, 1990 E19.8 Solar Explorer to provided data on selected solar X-ray and ultraviolet
emissions. Cooperative with NRL. (WFR
DOWN APR 4, 1 968 42856.0 Launch vehicle and spacecraft development flight. Launch vehicle
engines malfunctioned; spacecraft systems performed normally.
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT 272.0 Turbulent heating experiment to obtain heat transfer measurements at
20.000 fps. (WFR
DOWN MAY 8, 1971 89.1 Carried seven experiments to study solar and cosmic radiation in the
lower Van Allen belt. Cooperative with ESRO. (WSMC)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 571 .5 Experimental meteorological satellite; also carried Secor 1 0 (DOD) as a
20.4 secondary payload. Booster malfunctioned; destruct signal sent by
Ranae Satetv Officer. (WSMO
Delta 57 (S) Jul 4 224.2 5869 5825 120 8 275.4 Radio Astronomy Explorer to monitor low-frequency radio signals
originating in our own solar system and the Earth's magnetosphere and
radiation belts.
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MISSION/
Intt Design
Explorer 39 (S)
1968 66A
Explorer 40 (S)
19686GB
ATS IV (U)
196868A
ESSA VII (S)
19G869A
RAM CD [Si
Intelsat III F-1 (U)
ESRO IA (S)
1968 84 A
Apollo 7 (S)
19GB89A
Pioneer IX (S)
1968 100 A
TETR 2 (S>
1966100B
HEOS A (S)
1968 109 A
OAO II (S)
19681 IDA
ESSA VIII (S)
1968 1 14A
Intelsat III F-2 (S)
1966116A
Apollo 8 (S)
19681 ISA
LAUNCH [LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE| DATE <MI
fOD CURRENT ORBfTAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (cleg)
Scout 63 (S) Aug 8 DOWN JUN 22. 1981
117.9 2494 677 80.7
Atlas-Centaur Aug 10
(AC-17) (U)
DOWN OCT 17, 1968
Detta58{S) Aug 16 114.9 1471 1428 101.4
Scout 64 (S) Aua 22
Delta 59 (U) Sep18
Seoul 65 (S) Oct 3
Saturn IB Oct 1 1
AS-205 (S)
Delta 60 NOT 8
(S)
Delta 61 Dec 5
(S)
SUBORBfTAL PLIGHT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
DOWN JUN 26. 1970
LANDED OCT 22, 1968
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
DOWN SEP 19, 1979
DOWN OCT 28. 1975
Atlas-Centaur Dec? 99.9 759 750 35.0
(AC- 16) (S)
De»a62 Dec 15 114.6 1461 1411 101.8
(S)
Delta 63 Dec 18
(S)
Saturn V Dec 21
AS-504 (S)
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
LANDED DEC 27, 1968
WEfGHT
(kg)
9.3
69.4
390.1
147.4
122.0
286.7
85.8
51 .655.0
66.7
108.8
2016.7
136,1
286.7
51655.0
REMARKS
(Alt Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Dual payload (Air Density/Injun Explorers) to continue tho detailed
scientific study of the density and radiation characteristics of the
Earth's upper atmosphere. (WSMC)
Evaluate gravity-gradient stabilization, simultaneous transmission of
voice. TV, telegraph, and digital data. Centaur failed to reigntte for
second burn; spacecraft remained in parking orbit attached lo Centaur.
Replaced ESSA V as the primary stored data satellite in the TOS
system. Reimbursable (NOAA). rwSMC)
Measure electron and ion concentrations durina reentry. ftVFF)
Comsat commercial communications satellite. Vehicle failure.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
Carried eight experiments to measure energies and pitch angles of
particles Impinging on the polar ionosphere during magnetic storms end
quiet periods. Cooperative with ESRO. (WSMC1
First manned flight of the Apollo spacecraft with Walter M. Schirra. Jr.,
Donn F. Eisele, and Walter Cunningham. Performed Earth orbit
Deep space probe to collect scientific data on the electromagnetic and
plasma properties of interplanetary space. Carried TETR 2 as a
secondary paytoad.
Study interplanetary magnetic fields and solar cosmic ray particles.
Reimbursable (ESA).
Perform astronomy investigations of celestial objects in the ultraviolet
reqion of the electromagnetic spectrum.
Meteorological satellite for ESSA. Reimbursable (NOAA). (Wf F)
Initial increment of first global commercial communications satellite
system for Comsat. Reimbursable (Comsat).
First manned Saturn V flight with Frank Borman, James A. Lovell, Jr.,
and William A. Anders. First manned lunar orbit mission; provided a
dose-up look at the Moon during 10 lunar orbits. Mission Duration 1 47
hours 0 minutes 42 seconds.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
1969
OSOV(S>
1 969 06A
ISIS-A (S)
1 969 09A
Intelsat lit F-3 (S)
Mariner VI (S)
1969 14A
ESSA IX (S)
J969 16A
Apollo 9 (S)
1969 ISA
Mariner VII (S)
196930A
Nimbus Ml (S)
196937A
Socor 13(S)
196937B
Apollo 10(S)
196943A
Intelsat III F-4 (S)
1 969 45A
OGO VI (S)
1969 5 1 A,
Explorer 41 (S)
196953A
Biosatellite III (U)
1969 56A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delia 64
(S)
Delta 65
(S)
Delta 66 (S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
Jan 22
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
DOWN APR 2, 1984
Jan 30 127.7 3471 574 88.4
Feb 5
Atlas-Centaur Feb 25
(AC-201 IS1
Delta 67
(SI
Saturn V
SA-504 (S)
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
Feb 26 1 15.2 1503 1422 101 .4
Mar 3
Atlas-Centaur Mar 27
(AC- 191(5)
Thor-Agena
(S)
Saturn V
SA-505 (S)
Defla 68
(SI
Thor-Agena
(S>
Delta 69
(SI
Delta 70
(S)
LANDED MAR 13. 1969
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
Apr 14 107.2 1128 1069 100.0
107.2 1127 1067 100.0
May 18
May 21
JunS
Jun21
Jun28
LANDED MAY 26. 1 969
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
DOWNOCT12. 1979
DOWN DEC 23, 1972
DOWN JUL 7. 1969
WEIGHT(kg)
288.5
235.9
286.7
411.8
157.4
51655.0
411.8
575,6
20.4
51655.0
143.8
631.8
78.7
696.3
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1969
Continuation of OSO program to study Sun's X-rays, gamma rays, and
radio emissions.
Satellite built by Canada: carried 10 experiments to study the
Second increment of Comsafs operational commercial communication
saMIHft "system Rpimhureahln fComsafl
Mars flyby; provided high resolution photographs of the Martian
surface. Closest aooroach was 2.120 miles on Jurv 31. 1969.
Ninth and last in the TOS series of meteorological satellites.
Reimbursable INOAA1.
Earth orbital flight with James A. McOivItt, David R. Scott, and Russell
Schweickart. First flight of the lunar module. Performed rendezvous,
doctdnq, and EVA. Mission Duration 241 hours 0 minute 54 seconds.
Mars ftyby; provided high resolution photographs of the Martian
surface. Closest approach was 2.190 miles on Audust 5. 1969.
Provided night and day global meteorological measurements from
space. Secor (DOD) provided geodetic position determination
measurements. (WSMC)
Manned lunar orbital flight with Thomas P. Stafford, John W. Young,
and Eugene A. Ceman to test all aspects of an actual manned lunar
Jandlna excsoLthe landing Mission Duration 192 bra 3 mins 23 sees
Third increment of Comsat's operational commercial communication
satetlfte svrtem Reimbursable f Com sail
Last in the OGO series to provide measurements or the energy
characteristics in the Earth's radiation betts; provided the first evidence
of electric fields rn the bow shock. (WSMC1
Seventh Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to continue study of
the environment within and beyond Earth's maanetosphere. (WSMCl
Conduct intensive experiments to evaluate effects of weightlessness
with a pigtail monkey onboard. Spacecraft deorbtted after 9 days
because the monkey's metabolic condition was deteriorating rapidly.
Monkey expired 8 hours after recovery, presumably from a massive
heart attack brought on by dehydration.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Apolto 1 1 (S)
1969 59A
Intelsat 111 F-5 (U)
1969 64A
OSO VI (S)
1969 6SA
PAC (S)
196968B
ATS V (U)
1969 69A
Pioneer E (U)
(TETRCMU)
ESROIB(S)
196983A
GRS-A (S)
19G997A
Apollo 12 (S)
1969 99A
SkymrtA(S)
1969 101 A
LAUNCH LAUNCH
VEHICLE DATE
Saturn V June
SA-S06(S)
Delta 71 Jul 26
(S)
Delta 72 Aug 9
(S)
Atlas-Centaur Aug 12
(AC-18) (S)
Delta 73 Aug 27
Seoul 66 Oct1
Scout 67 Nov 7
(S)
Saturn V Nov 14
SA-507(S)
Delta 74 Nov 21
(S)
PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
(Mlns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Michael Collins, and Edwin A. Aktrin. Landed in the Sea of Tranquillity
on Jury 20, 1969; deployed TV camera and EASEP experiments,
performed lunar surface EVA, returned lunar soil samples. Mission
Duration 195 hours 18 minutes 35 seconds.
DOWN OCT 14, 1988 146.1 Fourth increment of Comsat's operational commercial communication
satellite system. Third-stage malfunctioned; satellite did not achieve
desired orbit. Reimbursable (Comsat).
DOWN MAR 7, 1981 1 73.7 Continuing study of Sun's X-rays, gamma rays, and radio emissions.
Carried PAC experiment to stabilize spent Delta stage.
DOWN APR 28, 1 977 11 7.9
1447.5 36031 35986 13.9 432.7 Evaluate gravity -gradient stabilization for geosynchronous satellites.
Anomaly after apogee motor firing resulted in counterclockwise spin;
gravity-gradient booms coutd not be deployed. Nine of 13 experiments
returned useful data.
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 67.1 Deep space probe to study magnetic disturbances in interplanetary
1 6.1 space. Vehicle malfunctioned; destroyed 8 minutes 3 seconds into
powered flight by Range Safety Officer.
DOWN NOV 23, 1969 85.8 Fourth European-designed and buitt satellite to study ionospheric and
auroral phenomena over the northern polar regions. Reimbursable
(ESA). fWSMCJ
1 10.8 2155 371 102.8 72.1 Study the inner Van Allen belt and auroral zones of the Northern
Hemisphere. Cooperative with Germanv. fWSMC)
LANDED NOV 24, 1969 51655.0 Second Manned lunar landing and return with Charles Conrad, Jr.,
Richard F. Gordon, and Alan F. Bean, Landed in the Ocean of Storms
on November 19, 1969; deployed TV camera and ALSEP experiments;
two EVA's performed; collected core sample and lunar materials;
photographed and retrieved parts from Surveyor III spacecraft. Mission
duration 244 hours 36 minufes 24 seconds.
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE 242.7 Communication satellite for the United Kingdom. Reimbursable (UK).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
1970
Intelsat III F-6 (S)
197003A
ITOS I (S)
197008A
Oscar 5 (S)
197008B
SERT 11 (U)
197009A
NATOSAT 1 (S)
1970 21 A
Nimbus D (S)
1970 25A
TOPO 1 (S)
197025B
Apollo 13 (U)
1970 29 A
Intelsat III F-7 (S)
197032A
Intelsat III F-6 (U)
197055A
Skynet 2 (U)
197062A
RAM Clll (SL
OFO 1 (S)
197094A
RMS (S)
197094B
OAOB(U)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 75
(S)
Delta 76
(S)
Thor-Agena
(S)
Delta 77
(S)
Thor-Agena
(S)
Saturn V
SA-508 (S)
Delta 78
(S)
Delta 79
Delta 80
(S)
Scout 69 (S]
Scout 70
(S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mir
Jan 14
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS | WEIGH1
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (kg)
1 REMARKS
| (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1970
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Jan 23 115.0 1477
115.0 1475
Feb3 106.0 1044
Mar 20 1436.2 35798
Apr8 107.1 1096
106.9 1084
April
Apr 22
1431 101.3
1431 101.3
1038 99.2
35779 12.9
1086 99.9
1082 99.8
LANDED APR 17, 1970
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Jut 23 1408.2 36634
Aug19
Sep30
Nov 9
Atlas-Centaur Nov 30
(AC-21)(U)
33842 13,9
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
SUBORB1TAL FLIGHT
DOWN MAY 9, 1971
DOWN FEB7, 1971
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
155.1
306.2
9.1
503.5
242.7
619.6
21.8
51655.0
290.3
290.3
242.7
134.0
132.9
21.0
2122.8
Part of Comsat's operational commercial communication satellite
system. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Second generation meteorological satellite to provide daytime and
nighttime cloud cover observations in both direct and stored modes.
Oscar (Australia), carried as a piggyback, was used by radio amateurs
throughout the world. (WSMC)
Ion engine test. Fell short of mission duration objective by less than
1 month. (WSMC)
Communications satellite for NATO. Reimbursable (NATO).
Stabilized, Earth-oriented platform to test advanced systems for
collecting meteorological and geological data. TOPO, carried as a
piggyback, performed triangulation exercises. (WSMC)
Third manned lunar landing attempt with James A. Lovell, Jr., John L.
Swigert, Jr., and Fred W. Haise. Jr. Pressure lost in SM oxygen system;
mission aborted; LM used for life support. Mission Duration 142 hours
54 minutes 41 seconds.
Part of Comsat's operational commercial communication satellite
system. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Part of Comsat's operational commercial communication satellite
system. Malfunction during apogee motor firing; failed to achieve
desired orbit. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Communication satellite for the United Kingdom. Telemetry
terminated following apogee motor failure. Reimbursable^UK).
Reentry test of radio blackout.
Orbiting Frog Otolrth (OFO) in which frogs were used to study the
effects of weightlessness on the inner ear, which controls balance.
Radiation Meteoroid Spacecraft (RMS) provided data on radiation
belts. (WFR
Perform stellar observations in the UV region. Centaur nose fairing
failed to separate; orbit not achieved.
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MISSION/
Intt Design
ITOS A (S)
1970106A
Explorer 42 (S)
1970 107A
1971
Intelsat IV F-2 (S)
1971 06A
Apdno14(S)
1971 DBA
NATOSAT 2 (S)
1971 09A
Explorer 43 (S)
1971 19A
ISIS B (S)
1971 24A
San Marco C (S)
1971 36A
Mariner H (U)
Mariner I (S)
1971 051 A
PAET (S)
Explorer 44 (S)
1971 58A
Apollo 15 (S)
1971 63A
P3F Subsat (S)
1971 63D
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 81
(S)
Scout 71
(S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
Dec 11 114.8 1471 1421 101.5
Dec 12
Atlas-Centaur Jan 25
(AC-25) (SI
Salum V
SA-509 (S)
Delta 82
(S)
Delta 83
(S)
Delta 84
(S)
Scout 72
(S)
Oan31
DOWN APR 5, 1979
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
LANDED FEB 9, 1971
Feb2 1436.1 35830 35744 13.7
Mar 13 DOWNOCT2. 1974
Mar31 113.5 1421 1355 8.2
Apr 24
Atlas-Centaur May 8
(AC-24) (U)
Atlas-Centaur May 30
(AC-23) (U)
Scout 73 (S)
Scout 74
(S)
Saturn V
SA-510 {$)
SM
Jun20
Jul8
Jul26
Aug4
DOWN NOV29. 1971
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
AEROCENTRIC ORBIT
SUBORBITAL FLIGHT
DOWN DEC 15, 1979
LANDED AUG 7, 1971
IMPACTED MOON JUL 30, 1971
WEIGHT
<kg)
306.2
142.0
1387.1
51655.0
242.7
288.0
264.0
163.3
997.9
997.9
62.1
115.0
51655.0
36.3
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
To augment NOAA'3 satellite world-wide weather observation
caoabimies. Reimbursable (NOAA1. fWSMC)
Small Astronomy Satellite to catalog celestial X-ray sources within and
outside the Milky Way. First X-ray satellite. (San Marco)
1971
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
qlobal commercial communications network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Third Manned lunar landing with Alan B. Shepard, Jr., Stuart A. Roosa,
and Edgar D. Mitchell. Landed in the Fra Mauro area on February 5,
1971 ; performed EVA, deployed lunar experiments, returned lunar
samples. Mission duration 216 hours 1 minute 58 seconds.
Second communications satellite for NATO. Reimbursable (NATO)
Second generation Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to extend man's
knowledge of solar-lunar relationships.
Study electron production and loss, and large scale transport of
ionization in the ionosphere. Cooperative with Canada. (WSMC)
Study atmosphere drag, density, neutral composition, and
temperature. Cooperative with Italy. (SM)
Mariner Mars 71 Orbtter mission to map the Martian surface. Centaur
staqe malfunctioned shortly after launch.
Second Mariner Mars '71 Orbrter mission to map the Martian surface.
Achieved orbit around Mars on November 13, 1971. Transmitted 6,876
pictures.
Test to determine the structure and composition of an atmosphere from
a probe entering at high speed.
Solar radiation spacecraft to monitor the Sun's X-ray and ultraviolet
emissions. Cooperative with NRL. (WFF1
Fourth manned lunar landing with David R. Scott, Alfred M. Worden,
and James B. Irwin. Landed at Hadley Rille on July 30, 1 971 ;
performed EVA with Lunar Roving Vehicle; deployed experiments.
P&F Subsatellite spring-launched from SM in lunar orbit. Mission
Duration 295 hours 1 1 minutes 53 seconds.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
CAS/EOLE (S)
1971 71A
BIG (S)
OSO H (S)
1971 83A
TETR4 (S)
1971 B3B
ITOS B (U)
1971 91A
Explorer 45 (S)
1971 96A
UK-4 (S)
1971 109A
Intelsat (V F-3 (S)
1971 116A
1972
Intelsat IV F-4 (S)
1972 03A
HEOSA-2(S)
19720SA
Pioneer 10 (S)
1972 12A
TD-1 (S)
1972 14A
Apollo 1 6 (S)
1972 31 A
P&F Subsat (S)
1972 31 D
Inlelsat IV F-S (S)
1972 41 A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Scout 75
(S)
Scout 76 {S)
Delta 85
(S)
Delta 86
ftJl
Scout 77
1K\
Scout 78
(St
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
Aug 16 99.7 837 652 50.2
Sep20
Sep29
Oct21
Nov 15
Dec 11
SUBORBFTAL FLIGHT
DOWN JUL9, 1974
DOWN SEP 21, 1978
DOWN JUL21. 1972
DOWN JAN 10, 1992
DOWN DEC 12, 1978
Atlas-Centaur Dec 20 1445.5 36013 35928 10.3
(AC-26) (SI
Atlas-Centaur Jan 22 1442.4 35921 35896 9.7
fAC-281 IS1
Delta 87
(S)
Jan 31
Atlas-Centaur Mar 2
(AC-27) (S)
Delta 88
(S)
Saturn V
SA-511 (S)
SM
Mar 11
Apr 16
Apr 16
DOWN AUG 2, 1974
SOLAR SYSTEM ESCAPE TRAJECTORY
DOWN JAN 9, 1980
LANDED APR 27, 1972
IMPACTED MOON MAY 29, 1972
Atlas-Centaur Jun 13 1438.6 3585S 3561 1 10.7
(AC-29) (S>
WEIGHT
(Kg)
85.0
31.7
635.0
20.4
31.7
50.0
102.4
1387.1
1387.1
117.0
258.0
470.8
5655.0
36.3
1387.1
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Obtain data on winds, temperatures, and pressures using
instrumented balloons launched from Argentina and a satellite.
Cooperate with France. (WFR
Barium Ion Cloud Project to study the Earth's magnetic field.
Cooperative with Germany. [WFFJ_
Observe active physical processes on the Sun and how it influences
the Earth and Ha space environment
To augment NOAA's satellite wortd-wkJe weather observation
capabilities. Second stage failed, Reimbursable (NOAA). [WSMC1
SmaP Scientific Satellite to study magnetic storms and acceleration of
Study the interactions between plasma and charged particle streams in
the atmosphere. Cooperative with UK. (WSMQ
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
_gjobal commercial communications network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
1972
Fourth generation sateBite to provide Increased capacity for Comsat's
Carried seven experiments provided by various European
organizations to Investigate particles and micrometeorftes in space.
Reimbursable (ESA\ fWSMCl
Jupiter Ftyby. First spacecraft to flyby Juptter and return scientific data.
Western European satellite to obtain data on high-energy emissions
Fifth manned lunar landing mission with John W. Young, Ken Mattingty,
and Charles M. Duke. Landed at Descartes on Apr 20, 1972. Deployed
camera and experiments; performed EVA with lunar roving vehicle.
Deployed P&F SubsateOite in lunar orbit. Mission Duration 265 hours 51
minutes 5 seconds.
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
global commercial communications network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
EHTS-A (S)
197258A
Explorer 46 (S)
1972 61 A
OAO 3 (S)
197265A
Transit (S)
197269A
Explorer 47 (S)
1972 73A
ITOS D (S)
1972 82A
Oscar (S)
197282B
Tetosat A (AN IK) (S)
1972 90 A
Explorer 48 (S)
1972 91 A
ESRO IV (S)
197292A
Apollo 1 7 (S)
(AS-512/CSM-
114/LM-12)
197296A
Nimbus E (S)
197297A
AEROS (S)
1972 100 A
1973
Pioneer G {S)
197319A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 89
(S)
Scout 79
(S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (MI
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
«.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
Jul23 103.0 908 896 99.3
Aug 13 DOWNNOV2. 1979
Atlas-Centaur Aug 21 99.2 725 713 35.0
(AC-22) (S)
Scout 80
(St
Delta 90
(SI
Delta 91
Delta 92
(S)
Seoul 81
(S)
Scout 82
(S)
Saturn V
SA-512(S)
Delta 93
(S)
Scout 83
(S)
Sep2 99.9 796 707 90.0
Sep22 CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Oct 15 114.9 1453 1446 102.0
OcM5 114.9 1452 1446 102.0
Nov9 1457.1 36258 36136 10.6
NovIS
Nov21
Dec 7
DOWN AUG 20. 1980
DOWN APR 15, 1974
LANDED DEC 19, 1972
Dec 11 107.1 1099 1086 99.8
Dec 16
Atlas-Centaur Apr 5
(AC-30) (S)
DOWN AUG 22, 1973
SOLAR SYSTEM ESCAPE TRAJECTORY
WEIGHT
(Kg)
941.0
206.4
2200.0
94.0
375.9
34.5
15.9
544.3
186.0
114.0
51655.0
716.8
125.7
259.0
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Demonstrate remote sensing technology of the Earth's surface on a
qlobal scale and on a repetitive basis. (WSMC)
Meteoroid Technology Satellite to measure meteor old penetration
rates and velocity. fWFR
Study interstellar absorption ot common elements in the interstellar
qas. and investigate ultraviolet radiation emitted from young hot stars.
Navigation Satellite tor the U.S. Navy. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Interplanetary Monitoring Platform; an automated space physics lab to
study Interplanetary radiation^solar wind, and energetic particles.
To augment NOAA's satellite world-wide weather observation
capabilities. Oscar, an amateur radio satellite, was carried as a
piggyback. Reimbursable (fTOS/NOAA; Oscar/AMSAT). (WSMC)
First ot a series of domestic communications satellites for Canada.
Reimbursable (Canada). (WSMC)
Small Astronomy Satellite; carried a gamma ray telescope in a bulbous
dome to study gamma rays. Launched by an Italian crew from San
Marco. (SM)
Carried five experiments to investigate the ionosphere, the near
magnetosphere, auroral, and solar particles. Reimbursable (ESA).
(WSMCt
Sixth and last manned lunar landing mission in the Apollo series with
Eugene A. Cernan, Ronald E. Evans, and Harrison H. (Jack) Schmitt.
Landed at Taurus-Littrow on Dec 1 1 ., 1 972. Deployed camera and
experiments; performed EVA with lunar roving vehicle. Returned lunar
samples. Mission duration 301 hours SI minutes 59 seconds.
Stabilized. Earth-oriented platform to test advanced systems for
collecting meteoro logical and geological data. (WSMCL
Study the state and behavior of the upper atmosphere and
ionosphere. Cooperative with Germany. (WSMC)
1973
Investigate the interplanetary medium beyond the orbit of Mars, the
Asteroid Belt, and the near-Jupiter environment.
B-104
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Telesat B (ANIK-2) (S)
197323A
Sfcytab Workshop (S)
1 973 27A
Sky tab 2
206/CSM-116(S)
197332A
Explorer 49 (S)
1973 39 A
ITOSE(U)
Sky tab 3
207/CSM-117(S)
1973 SOA
Intelsat IV F-7 (S)
1973SBA
Explorer SO (S)
Transit (S)
1973 81 A
Mariner 10
(Mariner/Venus/
Mercury) (S)
1973 85A
rros F (S)
197386A
Skytab4tS)
197390A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 94
(S)
Saturn V
SA-513 (S)
Saturn IB
SA-206{S)
DeHa95
(Si
Detta96
M
Saturn IB
SA-207 (S)
LAUNCH PEF
DATE (Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
ns.) Apoqee (km) I Perigee (km) 1 Incl (deq) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Apr 20 1443.0 35970 35873 9.4 544.3 Second domestic communications satellite for Canada.
Reimbursable (Canada) .
May 14
May 25
JunIO
Julie
Jul26
DOWN JUL 11, 1979 71500.0 Unmanned launch of the first U.S. Space Station. Workshop incurred
damage durina launch. Repaired durfna follow-on manned missions.
LANDED JUN 22, 1973 29750.0 First manned visit to Skylab workshop with Charles (Pete) Conrad, Jr.,
Joseph P. Kerwin. and Paul J. Weitz. Deployed parasol-like thermal
blanket to protect the huD and reduce temperatures within the workshop;
treed solar wing that was jammed with debris. Mission duration 672
hnnri 4Q mlmrtM 4Q gf>r:nnri<t
SELENOCENTRIC ORBIT 328.0 Radio Astronomy Explorer to measure low frequency radio noise from
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT 333.6 Augment NOAA's satellite world-wide weather observation capabilities.
Vehicle second staae malfunctioned. Reimbursable INOAA). (WSMC)
LANDED SEP 25, 1973 297
Atlas-Centaur Aug 23 1452.4 36138 36072 9.7 13<
(AC-311 (SI
Delta 97
(SI
Scout 84
(SI
Oct25
>0.0 Second manned visit to Skylab Workshop with Alan L. Bean. Owen K.
Garrkrtt, and Jack R. Lousma. Performed systems and operational
tests, conducted experiments, deployed thermal shield. Mission
Duration 1416 hours 1 1 minute!) 9 secnnrte
7.1 Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE 397.2 Last Interplanetary Monitoring Platform to investigate the Earth's
Oct 30 1 05.2 1 1 23 885 89.9 95.0 Navigation satellite for the U.S. Navy. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Allas-Cenlaui Nov 3
(AC-34)(S)
DeHa98
(SJ
SaiumlB
SA-208(S)
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 504.0 Venus and Mercury ftyby mission; first dual-planet mission.
Photographed the Earth and the Moon on its flight to Venus; Venus
encounter (at 5,800 km) on February 5, 1973; Mercury encounter (at
704 km) on March 29. 1974; second Mercury encounter (at 48,069 km)
on September 21 , 1974; third Mercury encounter (at 327 km) on
March 16, 1975. Engineering testa conducted before attitude control
Nov 6 1 16.1 1508 1499 1 16.1 345.0 To augment NCAA's satellite world-wide weather observation
caoabiltties. Reimbursable (NO AAt (WRMC1
Nov 16 LANDED FEB 8, 1974 29,750.0 Third manned visit to Skylab Workshop with Gerald P. Carr, Edward G.
Gibson, and William R. Pogue. Performed inflight experiments; obtained
medical data on crew; performed four EVA's. Mission duration; 2016
hours 1 minute 16 seconds.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Explorer 51 (S)
1973 101A
1974
Skynet II-A (U)
197402A
Centaur Proof
Flight (U)
San Marco C-2 (S)
197409A
UK-X4 <S)
1974 13A
Westar A (S)
1974 13A
SMS A (S|
197433A
ATS F (S)
1 974 39A
Explorer 52 (S)
1 974 40A
AEROS B <S)
197455A
ANS A (S)
1974 70 A
Westar B (S)
197475A
UK-5 (S)
1974 77A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Mi
Delta 99 Dec 16
<S)
Delta 100 Jan 18
(U)
Titan HIE Feb 1 1
Centaur (76) (U)
Scout 85 Feb 18
(S)
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
DOWN DEC 12, 1978 663.0 Atmosphere Explorer; carried 14 instruments to study energy transfer,
atomic and molecular processes, and chemical reactions in the
atmosphere, IWSMQ
1974
DOWN JAN 25, 1974 435.5 Communication satellite for the United Kingdom. Short circuit in
electronics package caused vehicle failure. Reimbursable (UK).
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT Launch vehicle development test of the Titan I! IE/Centaur (TC-1);
carried simulated Viking spacecraft and Sphinx. Liquid oxygen boost
pump failed to operate during Centaur starts. Destruct command sent
748 seconds after liftoff.
DOWN MAY 4, 1976 1 70.0 Measure variations of equatorial neutral atmosphere density,
composition, and temperature. Cooperative with Italy. (San Marco)
Seoul 86 Mar 8 100.3 867 677 97.9 £
(S)
Delta 101 Apr 13 1*
(SI
Delta 102 May 17
(S)
Titan IMC May 30 14
Centaur 79 (S)
Scout 87 Jun 3
(S)
Seoul 88 JuM6
IS)
Scout 89 Aug 30
(S)
1 .6 Three-axis stabilized spacecraft to demonstrate the technology
invotved in the design and manufacture of this type platform for use on
small spacecraft. Reimbursable (UK). (WSMQ
1 .6 35907 35907 9.1 571 .5 Domestic communications satellite for Western Union.
Reimbursable (WU).
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE 628.0 Geostationary environmental satellite to provide Earth imaging In
visible and IR spectrum. First weather observer to operate in a fixed
geosynchronous orbit about the Equator. Cooperative with NOAA.
2.1 35440 35190 12.5 1403.0 Applications Technology Satellite capable of providing good quality TV
signals to small, inexpensive ground receivers. Carried over 20
technology and science experiments.
DOWN APR 28, 1978 26.6 "Hawkeye" spacecraft to investigate the interaction of the solar wind
with the Earth's magnetic field. (WSMQ
DOWN SEP 25, 1 975 1 25.7 German-built satellite to study the state and behavior of the upper
atmosphere and ionosphere. Reimbursable (Germany). [WSMQ
DOWN JUN 14, 1977 129.8 Study the sky in ultraviolet and X-ray from above the atmosphere.
Cooperative with the Netherlands. (WSMQ
Delta 103 Oct 10 1442.2 35928 35883 8.9 571 .5 Domestic communications satellite for Western Union.
(S) Reimbursable (WU).
Scout 90 Oct 15
<S)
DOWN MAR 14, 1980 130.3 Measure the spectrum, polarization and pulsar features of non-aolar
X-ray sources. Cooperative with UK. (San Marco)
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NASA Major Launch Record 1974
MISSION/
tntl Design
ITOS-G (S)
197489A
Intasat (S)
197469B
Oscar (S)
197489C
Intelsat IVF-S(S)
197493A
Sky net II-B (5)
197494A
Helios A (S)
197497A
SymphonieA(S)
1974 101A
1975
Landsat 2 (S)
197504A
SMS-B (S)
1975 11A
Intelsat IV F-6 (U)
GEOS C (S)
197527A
Explotet S3 (S)
197537A
Telesat C (S)
1975 38A
Intelsat IV F-1 (S)
197542A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 104
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
Nov 15
Atlas-Centaur Nov 21
(AC-321 (SI
Delta 105
(S)
Nov 22
PERIOD
(Wins.)
114.9
114.8
114.8
1443.0
1436.9
Trtan HIE Dec 10
Centaur 83 (S)
Delta 106
(S)
Delta 107
(S)
Delta 108
(S)
Dec 18
Jan 22
Feb 6
1440.6
103.1
Atlas-Centaut Feb 20
(AC-33) (U)
Defta109
(S)
Scout 91
fS)
Delta 1 10
(S)
Atlas -Centau
(AC-35) <SJ
Apr 9
May?
May?
May 22
101.6
1439.5
1450.8
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
1457 1442 101.9
1457 1439 101.9
1457 1437 101.9
35949 35894 8.1
35623 35775 11.6
HELIOCENTRIC ORBFT
35896 35853 11.9
91 1 899 98.8
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
851 815 115.0
DOWN APR 9. 1979
35872 35833 8.2
36133 36015 8.1
WEIGHT
(kg)
345.0
20.4
28.6
1387.1
435.0
370.0
402.0
953.0
629.0
1387.1
340.0
196.7
544.3
1387.1
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
ITOS-G - To augment NOAA's satellite world-wide weather observation
capabilities. Reimbursable (NOAA).
Intasat - Conduct worldwide observations of ionospheric total electron
counts. Cooperative with Spain.
Oscar - provide communications capability for amateur radio
enthusiasts around the wortd. Reimbursable (AMSAT) (WSMCL
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity Joi Comsat's
.global commercial communications network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Communication satellite for the United Kingdom. Reimbursable (UK).
Study the Sun from an orbit near the center of the solar system.
Cooperative with West Germany.
Joint French-German communications satellite to serve North and
South America, Europe. Africa and the Middle East. Reimbursable
(France/Germany) .
1975
Second Earth Resources Technology Satellite to locate, map. and
measure Earth resources parameters from space and demonstrate the
applicability of this approach to the management of the worlds
resources. (WSMCL
Together with 5MS-A, provide cloud-cover pictures every 30 minutes
to weathermen at NOAA. Cooperative with NOAA.
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
global commercial communications network. Launch vehicle
malfunctioned Reimbursable (Comsat)
Oceanographic and geodetic satellite to measure ocean topography,
sea state, and other features. (WSMO
Small Astronomy Satellite to study X-ray sources within and beyond
theMilkvWavoalaxv. (San Marco)
Third domestic communications satellite tor Canada.
Reimbursable (Canada).
Fourth generation satellite to provide increased capacity for Comsat's
commercial communications network. Last of the IV series.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
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NASA Major Launch Record 1975
MISSION/ LAUNCH
Intl Design VEHICLE
Nimbus F (S) Delta 1 1 1
197552A (S)
OSOI(S) Delta 11 2
197557A (S)
Apollo Soyuz Saturn IB
Test Project (S) SA-210 (S)
197566A
COSB(S) Delta 113
1975 72A (S)
LAUNCH PERIOD I CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
DATE (Mins.) | Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
Jun 12 107.4 1111 1098 99.8
Jun21 DOWN JUL 9. 1986
Jut 15 DOWN JUL24, 1975
Aug 8 CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED
Viking A Orbiter(S) Titan HIE Aug 20 AEROCENTRIC ORBIT
197575A Centaur 88 (S)
Viking A Lander (S) LANDED ON MARS JUL 20. 1 976
197575C
Symphonic B (S) Delta 1 1 4
197577A {S)
Aug 29 1440.4 35880 35861 12.1
Viking 6 Orbtter(S) Titan HIE Sep 9 AEROCENTRIC ORBIT
197583A Centaur 89 (S)
Viking B Lander LANDED ON MARS SEP 3, 1976
197583C
Intelsat IVA F-1 (S) Atlas-Centaur Sept 25 1441.0 35914 35852 8.1
1975 91 A (AC-36)<S)
Explorer 54 (S) Delta 115
197596A (5)
Transit (S) Scout 92
197599A (S)
SMS-C/GOES A (S) Delta 1 16
1975 100 A (S)
Explorer 55 (S) Delta 117
19751 OTA (S)
' Oct 6 DOWN MAR 12, 1976
Oct 12 DOWN MAY 26, 1991
Oct 16 1435.7 35801 35756 7.6
NOT 20 DOWN JUN 10, 1981
WEIGHT! REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
827.0 Stabilized, Earth-oriented platform to test advanced systems tor
collecting meteorological and geological data. £WSMC)_
1 088.4 Observe active physical processes on the Sun and how it influences
the Earth and its space environment.
14,856.0 Manned ApoJto spacecraft with Thomas P. Stafford. Vance D. Brand and
Donald K. Slayton Rendezvoused and docked with Soyuz 19 spacecraft
(also launched July 15, 1975) with Aleksey Leonov and Valeriy Kubasov
onJutv 17. 1975. Mission Duration 217 hours 28 minutes 23 seconds.
277.5 Cosmic ray satellite to study extraterrestrial gamma radiation.
Reimbursable (ESA>. (WSMC)
2324.7 Mars Orbiter and Lander mission to conduct systematic investigation
of Mars. U.S. first attempt to soft land a spacecraft on another planet
571 .5 achieved on July 20, 1976. First analysis of surface material on
another planet.
402.0 Second joint French-German communications satellite to serve North
and South America, Europe, Africa and the Middle East. Reimbursable
(France/Germany).
2324.7 Second Mars Orbiter and Lander mission to conduct systematic
investigation of Mars. Soft landed on Mars on September 3, 1976.
571 .5 Returned excellent scientific data.
1 51 5.0 Improved satellite with double the capacity of previous Intelsats for
Comsat's global commercial communications network. Reimbursable
(Comsat).
675.0 Atmosphere Explorer to investigate chemical processes and energy
transfer mechanisms which control the Earth's atmosphere. (WSMQ
161.9 Second in a series of improved navigation satellite for the U.S. Navy.
Reimbursabte. {WSMQ_
628.0 First operational satellite in NOAA's geosynchronous weather satellite
system. Reimbursable (NOAA).
719.6 Atmosphere Explorer to investigate the chemical processes and
energy transfer mechanisms which control Earth's atmosphere.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1975
MISSION/
Intl Design
Dual Ait Density
Explorer (U) -
RCA A (S)
1 975 1 1 7 A
1976
Helios B (S)
197603A
CTS(S)
197604A
Intelsat IVAF-2(S)
197610A
MarisatA(S)
1 976 1 7A
RCAB(S)
1 976 29A
NATO ItIA (S)
197635A
LAGEOS (S)
197639A
Comstar 1A (S)
197642A
Air Force P76-5 (S)
197647A
Waaua&ZyS,
197653A
Gravity Probe A (S)
PalapaA(S)
197666A
Comstar B (S)
1976 73A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Scout 93
(U)
Delta 118
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
PERIOD
(Mins.)
DecS
Doc 13 1445.8
Than HIE Jan 15
Centaur 93 (S)
Delta 119
(SI
Jan 17
Atlas-Centaur Jan 29
(AC-37) (S)
Delta 120
(S)
Delta 121
(S)
Delta 122
(S)
Delta 123
(S)
Feb19
Mar 26
Apr 22
May 4
Atlas-Centaur May 13
(AC-381 (SI
Scout 94
(S)
fttlte^24
<s>
Scout 95 (S)
Delta 125
(S)
May 22
,ton3
Jun 18
Jul 8
Atlas-Centaur Jul 22
(AC-40) (S)
1437.1
1444.5
1436.1
1460.1
1442.3
225.4
1442.6
105.4
1«6.1
1439.1
1436.2
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) I Perlqee (km) I Incl (deg)
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
36084 35873
HELIOCENTRIC ORBfT
35887 35726
35968 35933
35797 35777
36501 36010
36008 35806
5945 5638
35921 36905
1044 981
a&Sia 35760
SUBORBfTAL FLIGHT
35867 35821
35791 35784
8.2
12.2
8.3
10.4
7.8
10.1
109.9
8.0
99.6
S.5
6.0
7.9
1 WEIGHT
1 (kg)
35.3
867.7
374.7
347.0
1515.0
655.4
867.7
670.0
411.0
1490.1
72.6
635.4
102.5
573.8
1490.1
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Measure global density of upper atmosphere and tower exosphere.
Malfunction during third stage burn resulted in loss of vehicle control;
destroyed by Range Safety Officer at 341 seconds. fWSMC)
First RCA domestic communications satellite. Reimbursable (RCA) .
1976
Carried 1 1 scientific instruments to study the Sun. Cooperative with
Germany.
Experimental high-powered communication satellite to provide
communications in remote areas. Cooperative with Canada.
Second improved satellite with double the capacity of previous
Intelsats for Comsat's global commercial communications network.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
Comsat Maritime Satellite to provide rapid, high-quality communications
between ships at sea and home offices. Reimbursable (Comsat) .
Second RCA domestic communications Satellite.
Reimbursable (RCA).
Third-generation communications satellite for NATO.
Reimbursable (NATO)
Solid, spherical passive satellite to provide a reference point for laser
ranging experiments. (WSMC)
First domestic communications satellite for Comsat.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
Evaluate propagation effects of disturbed plasmas on radar and
communications systems. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Second Comsat Maritime Satellite to provide rapid, Mgh-quaTity
communications between ships at sea and home offices. Reimbursable
(Comsat).
Scientific probe to test Einstein's Theory of Relativity. (WFF)
Communication Satellite for Indonesia. Reimbursable (Indonesia) .
Second domestic communications satellite for Comsat.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
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NASA Major Launch Record 1976
MISSION/
Intl Design
rros H (S)
1976 77A
TIP III (S)
197689A
Marisat C (S)
1976 101A
1977
NATO NIB (S)
197705A
Palapa 8 (S)
1977 18A
GEOS/ESA (U)
197729A
Intelsat IVA F-4 (S)
1977 41 A
GOES/NOAA (S)
1977 48A
QMS (S)
197765A
HEAO A (S)
197775A
Voyager 2 (S)
1977 76A
SIRIO (S)
197780A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 126
Scout 96
(SJ
Delta 127
(S)
Delta 128
(SI
Delta 129
(S)
Delta 130
(U)
LAUNCH (PERIOD
DATE | (Mins.)
Jul 29 1 16.2
Sepl
Oct 14 1436.0
Jan 27 1436.2
MarlO 1439.5
Apr 20 734.1
Atlas-Centaur May 26 1448.1
(AC-39) (S)
Delta 131
(S)
Delta 132
(S)
Jun 16 1435.8
Jut 14 1451.0
Atlas-Centaur Aug 12
(AC-45) (S)
TITAN III E Aug 20
Centaur 106 (S)
Delta 133
(S)
Aug 25 1438.7
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
1518 1505 102.1
DOWN MAY 30. 1981
35791 35779 10.9
35789 35788 9.9
35873 35831 6.9
38283 2874 26.6
36075 . 35966 7.0
35797 35762 10.2
36152 36001 10.4
DOWN MAR 15, 1979
SOUR SYSTEM ESCAPE TRAJECTORY
35925 35750 8.3
WEIGHT
(kg)
345.0
163.0
655.4
670.0
573.8
571.5
1515.0
635.0
669.5
2551.9
2086.5
398.0
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Second generation satellite for NCAA's world-wide weather
observation. Reimbursable (NOAA). (WSMC)
Improved Transit Navigation Satellite for the U.S. Navy.
Reimbursable (DOD). fWSMQ
Third Comsat Maritime Satellite to provide rapid, high-quality
communications between ships at sea and home offices. Reimbursable
(Comsat).
1977
Third-generation communications satellite for NATO.
Reimbursable (NATO).
Second Communication Satellite for Indonesia.
Reimbursable (Indonesia).
ESA scientific satellite; carried seven experiments to investigate the
Earth's magnetosphere. Malfunction during second stage/third stage
spinuo placed GEOS In unusable orbit. Reimbursable (ESA).
Improved satellite with double the capacity of previous Intelsats for
Comsat's global commercial communications network. Reimbursable
(Comsat).
Visible/infrared spin-scan radiometer provided day and night global
weather pictures for NOAA. Reimbursable (NOAA).
Operational weather satellite; Japan's contribution to the Global
Atmosphere Research Program (GARP). Reimbursable (Japan).
High Energy Astronomy Observatory to study and map X-rays and
gamma rays.
Investigate the Jupiter and Saturn planetary systems and the
Interplanetary medium between the Earth and Saturn. Jupiter ftyby
occurred on Juty 9, 1979; Saturn ftyby occurred on August 25, 1981 ;
Uranus ftyby occurred on January 24, 1986; and Neptune flyby occurred
on August 25, 1989. Will continue Into interstellar space
Italian scientific satellite to study the propagation characteristics of radio
waves transmitted at super high frequencies during adverse weather.
Reimbursable (Italy}.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1977
MISSION/
Intl Design
Voyaget 1 <S>
1977 B4A
ESA/OTS(U)
Intelsat IVA F-5 (U)
ISEE/VB
1977102A(S)
19771Q2_B(S1
Transal (S)
1977 106A
Meteosat (S)
1977108A
CS/ Japan (S)
1977 118A
1978
Intelsat IVA F-3 (S)
197802A
IUE-A (S)
1978 12A
Ftgatcom-A (S)
t978 16A
Land jal-C (S)
1978 26A
Oscar>8 (S)
197826B
PIX-I(S)
197826C
Intelsat IVA F-6 (S)
1978 35A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Ml
Titan III E Sep 5
Cemaui 107 (S)
Delta 134 (U) Sop 13
Allas-Contaur S«p 29
(A&43)(U)
Delta 135 (S
Scout 97
!?Delta 136
fSl
Delta 137
IS)
Oct22
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
«.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBFT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
DOWN SEP 26. 1987
DOWN SEP 26. 1987
Oct 27 106.8 1096 1060 89,7
Nov 22 1 435.9 3561 5 35746 1 1 .3
Dec 14 1455.8 36182 36162 9.8
Atlas-Centaur Jan 6 I'M
(AC-461 (SI
Delta 138
fsi
1.4 35901 35677 6.5
Jan 26 1435.6 41343 30210 33.8
AHas-Centaur Fob 9 1436.1 35798 35776 10.5
Delta 139
(S>
WEIGHT(kg)
2068.5
665.0
1515.0
329.0
157.7
93.9
695.3
677.0
1515.0
698.5
1863.3
Mar 5 103.1 916 894 98.6 900.0
103.0 904 693 99.2 27.3
CURRENT ELEMENTS NOT MAINTAINED 34.0
Attas-Contaur Mar 31 1435.6 35801 35753 6.5
(AC-48) (S)
1515.0
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Investigate the Jupiter and Saturn planetary systems and the
interplanetary medium between the Earth and Saturn. Jupiter flyby
occurred on March 5, 1979; Saturn flyby occurred on November 12,
1980; departed Saturn at a high angle to the ecDptlc plane to observe
the targe cloud-covered moon Tttan. WU) not be Invohred in any more
otarwtarv ancountara
ESA experimental com rmmkatkmfl satellite. Vehicle exploded at 54
seconds afier liftoff. fletmbursableJESAj,
Improved satellite with double the capacity of previous Intvlsats tor
Jailed Reimbursable fComsat)
Dual paytoad International Sun Earth Explorer to the study Interaction
of the Interplanetary medium with the Earth'* Immediate environment.
Cooperative with ESA_
Improved Transit navigation saleUtte lot the U.S. Navy.
Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
ESA Meteorological satellite; Europe's contribution to the Uktbal
Atmospheric Research Program (GARQ, Reimbursable (ESA).
Experimental communication satellite for Japan.
Reimbursable / Jaoanl.
1978
Provide Increased telecommunications capacity lor Intelsat's global
International Ultraviolet Expkww to obtain high resotution data ot start
and Dteneta m the UV rwton of majtoectrum CooDerat)ve_wtth ESA.
ProvUe communications capability for the USAF and the USN for fleet
Third Earth Resources Technology Satellite to study the Earth's
natural resources; measure water, agricultural fields, and mineral
deposits. Carried Lewis Research Center Plasma Interaction
Experiment (PIX-I) and AMSAT Oscar Amateur Radio commurUcattons
relay satellite. Reimbursable (Oscar/AMSAT).
Provide Increased telecommunications capacity for Intetsaf s global
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NASA Major Launch Record 1978
MISSION/
Intl Design
BSE/Japan (S)
197839A
HCMM/AEM-A (S)
1978 41 A
OTS-B (S)
197844A
Pioneer Venus-A
(Orbiter) (S)
1978 51 A
GOES-C/NOAA (S)
197862A
Seasat-A (S)
197864A
Comstar C (S)
1 978 68A
GEOS-B/ESA (S)
1978 71 A
Pioneer/Venus-B
(MuRiprobe)
197878A
ISEE-C (S)
1978 79A
ICE(S)
Tlros-N{S)
1978 96A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 140
Scout 98
(S)
Derta141
LAUNCH PER
DATE (MI
1OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (*
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Apr 7 1 435.2 35796 35740 1 1 .0 665.0 Japan's Broadcasting Satellite/Experimental for conducting TV
broadcast exoerimems. Reimbursable IJaoanl.
Apr 26 DOWN DEC 22. 1981 134.3 Heal Capacity Mapping Mission to test the feasibility of measuring
variations in the Earth's temperatures. (WSMQ
May 1 1 1452.6 361 24 36092 8.5 665,0 Orbital Test Satellite to conduct communications experiments for ESA.
Reimbursable (ESA).
Atlas-Centaur May 20
(AC-50) (S)
Delta 142
(S)
Atlas-F
(S)
Atlas -Centau
(AC-41) (S)
Delta 143
(S) ~
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE 582.0 One of two Pioneer flights to Venus in 1978; was placed in orbit
around Venus for remote sensing and direct measurements of the
planet and its surroundtnq environment.
Jun 16 1436.0 35808 35761 9.1 635.0 Part of NOAA's global network of geostationary environmental
satellites to provide Earth imaging, monitor the space environment, and
relay meteorological data to users. Reimbursable (NOAA).
Jun 26 100.1 765 761 108.0 2300.0 Demonstrate techniques for global monitoring of oceanographic
phenomena and features. After 106 days of returning data, contact was
lost when a short circuit drained all power from the batteries. (WSMQ
r Jun 29 1451.8 36181 36004 6.3 1516.0 Third domestic communications satellite for Comsat.
Reimbursable (Comsat).
Jul 14 1*
Atlas-Centaur Aug 8
(AC-51) (S)
Detta144
(S)
Atlas-F
(S)
Aug 12
9.1 36056 36033 11.1 575.0 Positioned on magnetic field lines to study the magnetosphere and
correlate data with ground station, balloon, and sounding rocket
measurements. Reimbursable (ESA).
PROBES LANDED DEC 9, 1978 91
HELIOCENTRIC ORBIT 4
Oct 13 101.7 845 829 98.7 14<
34.0 Second Pioneer flight to Venus in 1978 to determine the nature and •
composition of Ihe atmosphere of Venus. All four probes and the bus
transmitted scientific data. The large probe, north probe, and night
probe went dead upon impact; the day probe continued to transmit for
68 minutes after impact. .
79. Q Monitored the characteristics of solar phenomena about 1 hour before '
ISEE-A and B (o gain knowledge of how the Sun controls the garth's
near space environment. The spacecraft was renamed ICE in 1985 and
its orbit was changed to encounter the Comet Giacobini-Zinner on ,
September 11.1 985. Cooperative with ESA.
>5.0 Third generation polar orbiting environmental spacecraft to provide
improved meteorological and environmental data. Operated by NOAA. •
(WSMQ
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NASA Major Launch Record 1978
MISSION/
Intl Design .
Nimbus-G (S)
197898A
Cameo
1978 98B
HEAO-B (S)
1978 103 A
NATO 11 1C (S)
1978 106A
Tetesat D (S)
1978 116A
1979
SCATHA (S)
197907A
SAGE/AEM-2 (S)
1979 13A
Fttsatcom B (S)
197938A
UK-6 (S)
197947A
NOAA-6 (S)
197957A
Wester C (S)
1979 72A
HEAD 3 (S)
1979 82A
MAGSAT/AEM-3 (S)
1979 94 A
RCA-C(U)
1979 101 A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 145
(S)
Atlas-Centau
(AC-52MS)
Delta 146
Delta 147
Delta .148
(S) '
Scout 99
(S) -
Atlas-Co ntau
(AC-471 (S)
Scout 100
(S)
Atlas-F
(SI
Delta 149
(S)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
Oct 24 104.0 955 940 99.1
104.0 966 924 99.6
Nov13 DOWN MAR 25, 1982
Nov 18 1462.2 36307 36283 6.9
Dec 15 1442.7 35943 35887 5.8
Jan 30 14
Feb18
8.4 42737 . 28140 9.4
DOWN APR 11, 1989
r May 4 1461.3 36334 36222 9.2
DOWN SEP 23, 1990
Jun 27 100.7 801 786 98.6
Aug9 144
Atlas-Centaur Sep20
(AC-53) (S>
Scout 101
(SI
Delta 150
(S)
Oct 30
1 .0 35889 35874 4.6
DOWN DEC 7, 1981
DOWN JUN 11. 1980
Dec 6 788.9 35423 8385 8.2
WEIGHT
(kg)
987.0
3152.0
706.0
887.2
658.6
127.0
1876.1
154.5
1405.0
571.5
2898.5
183.0
895.4
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Carried advanced sensors and technology to conduct experiments in
pollution monitoring, oceanography, and meteorology. ESA received
and processed data direct. After separation from Nimbus-G, the Delta
vehicle released lithium over Northern Scandinavia and barium over
Northern Alaska as part of Project CAMEO (Chemically Active Material
Elected in Orbit).
Second High Energy Astronomical Observatory; carried a large X-ray
telescope to study the high energy universe, pulsars, neutron stars, •
Third-generation communications satellite for NATO.
Reimbursable (NATO)
Fourth domestic communications satellite for Canada.
Reimbursable (Canada)
1979
Spacecraft Charging at High Altitudes {SCATHA) carried 1 2
experiments to investigate electrical static discharges that affect
satellites. Reimbursable (DODI
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment Applications Explorer
Mission, to map vertical profiles of ozone, aerosol, nitrogen dioxide, and
Ravleiaht molecular extinction around the a lobe. IWFR
Provide communications capability for the USAF and the USN for fleet
retav and fleet broadcast. Reimbursable (DOD). (WFR
Measure ultra-heavy cosmic ray particles and study low-energy cosmic
X-ravs. Reimbursable (UK). (WSMC1
To provide continuous coverage of the Earth and high-accuracy
world-wide meteorological data. Reimbursable (NOAA). v JWSMQ
Domestic communications satellite for Western Union.
Reimbursable (WU) .
High Energy Astronomy Observatory carried two cosmic ray
experiments and one gamma ray spectrometer to obtain data on cosmic
Magnetic Field Satellite, Applications Explorer Mission to map the
magrjeticJjeJd_Qf_ltie_F.flrth (WSMC1
Third RCA domestic communications satellite. Contact was lost shortly
after apogee motor firing. Reimbursable (RCA).
B-113
NASA Major Launch Record 1980
MISSION/
Intl Design
1980
Fttsatcom C (S)
1980 04 A
SMM-A (S)
196014A
NOAA-7 (U)
198043A
GOES D {S)
1980 74A
Fltsatcom D (S)
1980 87A
SBS-A (S)
1980 91A
Intelsat V-A F-2 (S)
190098A
1981
Comstar D (S)
1981 ISA
STS-1 (S)
1981 34A
NOVA-1 (S)
1981 44A
GOES E (S)
1961 49A
LAUNCH LAUNCH PER
VEHICLE DATE (Ml
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
QHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1980
Atlas-Centaur Jan 1 7 1436.7 35885 3571 0 8.4 1 864.7 Provide communications capability for the USAF and the USN for fleet
(AC-49) (S) relav and fleet broadcast Reimbursable fDODl
Delta 151 Feb 14
(S)
Atlas 19F May 29
(U)
DOWN DEC2, 1969 2315.0 Solar Maximum Mission; first solar satellite designed to study specific
solar phenomena using a coordinated set of instruments; performed a
detailed study of solar flares, active regions, sunspots, and other solar
activity. Also measured the total output of radiation from the Sun.
DOWN MAY 3, 1931 1405.0 A companion to TIROS N to provide continuous coverage of the Earth
and provide high-accuracy worldwide meteorological data. Launch
vehicle malfunctioned; failed to place satellite Into proper orbit.
Reimbursable f NO AAV (WSMC1
Delta 1 52 (S) Sep 9 1 451 .3 36713 35453 8.6 832.0 Part of NCAA's global network of geostationary environmental
satellites to provide Earth Imaging, monitor the space environment, and
retavmeteorotoaicaldata. Reimbursable (NOAA).
Atlas-Centaur Oct 30 1 436.1 35798 35775 8.5 1 863.8 Provide communications capability for tha USAF and the USN for fleet
(AC-571 (S) relav and fleet broadcast. Reimbursable fDODi.
Delta 153 Nov 15 1442.5 35946 35878 5.3 1057.0 Satellite Bushes* Systems (SBS) to provide fully switched private
(S) networks to businesses, government agencies, and other organizations
wtth large, varied communications requirements. Reimbursable iSBS).
Atlas-Centaur Dec 6 1436.2 35806 35769 3.8 19*
(AC-54) (S)
8.2 Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased
telecommunications capacity for Intelsat* global network. Reimbursable
(Comsat).
1981
Atlas-Centaur Feb 21 1 436.2 35791 35785 6.4 1 484.0 Fourth domestic communications satellite for Comsat.
(AC-421 (S) Reimbursable fComsafl.
Shuttle (S) Apr 12
(Columbia)
Scout 102 May 15
(S)
LANDED AT DFRF APR 14, 1981 First Manned orbital test flight of the Space Transportation System with
John W. Young end Robert L. Crippen to vwBy the combined
performance of the Space Shuttle Vehicle. Mission duration 54 hours 20
minutes 53 seconds.
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE 166.9 Improved Transit satellite for the Navy's operational navigation system.
Reimbursable (DOD).
Delta 154 May 22 1436.6 35808 35765 5.7 837.0 Part of NCAA's Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
{S) system to provide near continual, high resolution visual and Infrared
imaging over large areas. Reimbursable (NOAA).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
Intelsat V-8 F-1 (S)
1981 50A
NOAA-C (S)
1981 59A
DE A & B(S)
1981 70A (S)
1981 70B IS\
Fltsatcom E (U)
1981 73A
SBS-B
1981 96A
SME (S)
1981 100 A
UoSAT 1 (S)
1981 100B
STS 2 (S)
1981 111A
RCA-D (S)
1981 114A
Intelsat V F-3 (S)
1981 119A
1982
RCA C' (S)
198204A
Westar (V (S)
1982 14A
Intelsat V-0 F-4 (S)
1982 17A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH
DATE
Atlas-Centaur May 23
(AC-56) (S)
Atlas 87F
(S)
Delta 155
Jun23
Aug 3
Atlas-Centaur Aug 6
(AC-59) (S)
Delta 156
(S)
Delta 157
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Delta 158
(S)
Sep24
OcJ6
Nov12
Nov 19
Atlas-Centaur Dec 15
(AC-55) (S)
Delta 159
(S)
Delta 160
(S)
Jan 16
Feb25
Atlas-Centaur Mar 4
(AC-58) (S)
PERIOD
(Mlns.)
1438.2
101.7
410.4
1460.4
1436.2
1438.6
1436.1
1446.0
1443.4
1435.3
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
35856 35799 4.4
647 829 98.9
23286 505 88.8
DOWN FEB 19 1983
36311 36209 6.1
35797 35778 4.4
DOWN MAR 5, 1991
DOWN OCT 13. 1989
LANDED AT DFRF NOV 14. 1981
35646 35826 1.8
35801 35770 3.4
35988 35970 1.1
35934 35923 1 .1
35791 35751 3.4
WEIGHT! REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1928.2 Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased telecommunications
capacity for Intelsat's global network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
1 405.0 To provide continuous coverage of the Earth and provide high-accuracy
worldwide meteorotooteal data. Reimbursable fNOAAl fWSMCl
Dynamic Explorer (DE-A & B); dual spacecraft to study the Earth's
424.0 electromagnetic fields. (WSMQ
420.0
1 663.8 Provide communications capability for the USAF and the USN for fleet
relay and fleet broadcast. Reimbursable (DOD).
1 057.0 Satellite Business Systems (SBS) to provide fully ewtched private
networks to businesses, government agencies, and other organizations
with largo, varied communications requirements. Reimbursable (SBS1.
437.0 Solar Mesosphere Explorer, an atmospheric research satellite to study
52.0 atmosphere. Carried UoSat-Oscar 9 (UK) Amateur Radio Satellite as
secondary pavtoad. Reimbursable [UoSat-Oscar 91
Second Manned orbital test flight of the Space Transportation System
with Joe E. Engle and Richard H. Truly to verify the combined
performance of the Space Shuttle vehicle. OSTA-1 paytoad
demonstrated capability to conduct scientific research in the attached
mode. Mission duration 54 hours 13 minutes 12 seconds.
1081 .8 Fourth RCA domestic communications satellite.
Reimbursable (RCA).
1 928.2 Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased telecommunications
1982
1061 .8 RCA domestic communications satellite.
Reimbursable (RCA).
1072.0 Second generation domestic communications satellite for Western
Union. Reimbursable (WU).
1926.2 Advanced aeries of spacecraft to provide Increased tBtecommunfcaltonS
capacity for Intetsars global network. Reimbursable (Comsat).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
STS 3 (S)
198222A
Insatl-A(U)
1982 31A
Wester V(S)
3982SSA
STS 4 (S)
1982 65A
Landsat D (S)
198272A
TelesalG(S)
1 982 82A
Intelsat V-EF-5(S)
1982 97A
RCA-E (S)
J982 105A
STS5(S)
1982110A
SBS-C (S)
1982 110B
Tetesai-E (S)
1982 HOC
1983
IRAS (S)
198304A
PIX II (S)
1983 048
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Delta 161
(S)
Delta 162
(SI
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Delia 163
(S)
Delta 164
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
Mar 22
Apr 10
Jun8
Jun27
June
Aug25
Atlas-Centaur Sep28
(AC-60) (S)
Delta 165
/S)
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Delta 166
(S)
Get 27
Novll
Novll
Nov12
Jan 25
PERIOD
(Mins.)
1434.2
1451.4
98.8
1438.5
1436.1
1436.2
1436.2
1436.1
102.9
102.3
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (degL
LANDED AT WHITE SANDS MAR 30. 1982
35936 35562 0.1
36149 36023 0.8
LANDED AT DFRF JUL 4. 1982
705 693 98.3
35851 35814 1.5
35819 35754 2.9
35795 35779 1 .7
LANDED AT DFRF NOV 16, 1982
35799 35776 1 .2
35796 35796 01.3
903 684 99.0
882 851 100.0
WEIGHT
(kg)
1152.1
1 105.0
1942.0
1238.3
1928.2
1116.3
3344.8
4443.4
1075.9
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Third Manned orbital test flight of the Space Transportation System with
Jack R. Lousma and C. Gordon Fullerton to verify the combined
performance or the Space Shuttle vehicle. OSS- 1 scientific experiments
conducted from the carqobay. Mission duration 192 hts4 mins46secs.
Multipurpose telecommunications/meteorology spacecraft for India.
Reimbursable (India).
Western Union domestic communications satellite. Reimbursable (WU).
Fourth and last manned orbital test flight of the Space Transportation
System with Thomas K. (Ken) Mattingty II and Henry W. Hartsfield to
verify the combined performance of the Space Shuttle vehicle. Carried
first operational Getaway Special canister for Utah State University and
oavtoad DOD 82-1 Mission duration 1 69 hours 9 minutes 31 seconds
Earth Resources Technology Satellite to provide a continuing Earth
remote sensing data. Instruments included a multispectral scanner and
thematic mapper. ]WSMC1_
Commercial communications satellite for Canada.
Reimbursable (Canada).
Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased telecommunications
capacity for Intelsat's global network. Carried Maritime Communications
Services (MCS1 oackaoe for INMARSAT. Reimbursable fComsatl.
RCA domestic communications satellite.
Reimbursable (RCAl^
First operational flight of STS with Vance Brand, Robert Overmeyer,
Joseph Allen and William Lenotr. Two satellites deployed :
SBS-C (Reimbursable - SBS) and Telesat-C (Reimbursable • Canada).
Demonstrated ability to conduct routine space operations. Mission
duration 122 hours 14 minutes 26 seconds.
1983
Infrared Astronomical Satellite to make the first all-sky survey for objects
that emit infrared radiation and to provide a catalog of infrared sky maps.
Cooperative with the Netherlands. Lewis Research Center Plasma
Interaction Experiment (PIX), to investigate interactions between high
voltage systems and space environment, activated by Delta after IRAS
Reparation
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MISSION/
Intl Design
NOAM |S)
1983 22A
STS 6 (S)
1983 26A
TDHS-A |S)
1 983 268
RCA F (S)
1983 30A
GOES 6 (S)
1 383 41 A
Intelsat V-F F-6 (S)
196347A
EXOSAT (S)
19S351A
STS 7 (S)
1983 59A
Telosat-F (S)
1983 59B
Palapa-B-1 (S)
198359C
SPAS-01 (S)
1983 59F
AF P83-1 (S)
1983 63A
Galaxy 1 (S)
1983 65A
Tetsat 3A (S)
1983 77A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Atlas 73E
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Delta 167
(S)
Delta 168
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
Mar 28
Apr 4
Apr4
April
Apr 28
Atlas-Centaur May 19
(AC-61) (S)
Delta 169
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Scout103
(S)
Delta 170
(S)
Delta 171
(S)
May 28
Jun 18
Jun18
Jun 18
Jun 18
Jun 27
Jun 28
JUI28
PERIOD
(Wins.)
101.0
1436.1
1442.0
1435.4
1436.2
1436.1
1436.1
100.6
1436.1
1436.2
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deq)
817 793 98.5
LANDED AT DFRF APR 9. 1 983
35797 35777 6.6
35956 357847 0.1
35785 35758 4.5
35797 35779 1.9
DOWN MAY 6, 1986
LANDED AT OFRF JUN 24. 1 983
35793 35780 1.2
35790 35784 2.4
RETRIEVED JUN 24, 1983
819 754 82.0
35791 35782 0.0
35796 35780 0.1
WEIGHTI REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1712.0 Advanced Tiros spacecraft to provide continuous coverage of the Earth
and provide high-accuracy worldwide meteorological data.
Reimbursable (NOAA). IWSMQ
Second operational (light of the STS with Paul Weitz. Karol Bobko.
Donald Peterson, Story Musgrave. Deployed Tracking and Data Relay
17014.0 Satellite (TORS) to provide improved tracking and data acquisition
services to spacecraft in low Earth orbit; performed EVA. Mission
duration 1 20 hours 23 minutes 42 seconds.
1116.3 RCA domestic communications satellite. Reimbursable (RCA).
838.0 Part of NOAA'a Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite
system to provide near continual, high resolution visual and infrared
imaaino over larqe areas. Reimbursable (NOAA).
1 928.2 Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased telecommunications
capacity for Intelsat's global network. Carried Maritime Communications
Services (MCS) package for INMARSAT. Reimbursable (Comsat).
&00.0 X-ray satellite to provide continuous observations of X-ray sources.
Reimbursable (ESA).
Third operational flight of STS with Robert L. Crippen, Frederick H.
Kauck. John M. Fabian, Salty K. Ride (first woman astronaut), and
4443.4 Norman E. Thagard. Deployed two communications satellites. Telesat
(Reimbursable - Canada) and Palapa (Reimbursable - Indonesia ).
4521 .5 Carried out experiments including launching and recovering SPAS 01
(Reimbursable - Germany). Mission duration 1 46 hours 23 minutes 59
seconds.
112.6 Air Force HILAT satellite to evaluate propagation effects of disturbed
plasmas on radar and communication systems. Reimbursable POD).
(WSMCI
519.0 Hughes Communications, Inc. communications satellite.
Reimbursable (Hughes).
635.0 AT&T communications satellite. Reimbursable (AT&T).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
STS 8 (S)
198389A
INSAT-B (S)
1983 896
RCA G (S)
1983 94 A
Galaxy 2 (S)
198398A
STS-9 (S)
Spacelab-1
1983 116A
1984
STS41-B(S)
198411A
Westar 6 (U)
19841 IB
IRT (S>
19841 1C
Palapa B-2 (U)
1 984 1 1 D
Landsat 5 (S)
1984 21A
UoSAT (S)
1984 21 B
STS41-C(S)
198434A
LDEF (S)
1 984 34B
Intelsat V-G F-9 (U)
1984 57A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Delta 1 72
(S)
Delta 1 73
IS1
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Delta 174
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
Aug 30 LANDED AT DFRF SEP 5, 1 983
Aug 31 1436.2 3581 1 35765 3.0
Sep 8 1436.2 35803 35772 0.0
Sep 22 1436.2 35792 35783 0.0
Nov2B
Feb3
Feb3
Fob 3
FebG
Marl
Apr 6
Apr 6
Atlas-Centaur Jun 9
(AC-62) (U)
LANDED AT DFRF DEC 8, 1983
LANDED AT KSC FEB 1 1 , 1 984
RETRIEVED NOV 16, 1984 (51-A)
DOWN FEB 11, 1984
RETRIEVED NOV 16, 1984 (51-A)
8.8 703 695 98.2
8.0 670 653 97.8
LANDED AT DFRF APR 13, 1984
RETRIEVED JAN 20, 1990 (STS-32)
OOWNOCT24, 1984
WEIGHT
(kg)
3391.0
1121.3
579.0
3309.0
234.0
3419.0
1947.0
52.0
9670.0
1928.2
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Fourth operational flight of STS with Richard H. Truly, Daniel C.
Brandenstein, Dale A. Gardner, Guion S. Bluford (first black astronaut),
and William E. Thornton. First night launch and landing. Deployed
satellite, INSAT (Reimbursable - India), performed tests and
experiments. Mission duration 145 hours 8 minutes 43 seconds.
RCA domestic communications Satellite. Reimbursable (RCA).
Hughes Communications satellite. Reimbursable (Hughes).
Fifth operational flight of STS with John W. Young, Brewster W. Shaw.
Jr., Owen K. Garriott, Robert A. R. Parker, Byron K. Lichtenberg. and
Ulf MerboW (ESA). Spacelab-1 , a multi-discipline science pay load,
carried in Shuttle Cargo Bay. Cooperative with ESA. Mission Duration
247 hours 47 minutes 24 seconds.
1984
Fourth Challenger flight with Vance D. Brand, Robert L Gibson, Bruce
McCandless, Ronald E. McNair and Robert L Stewart. Deployed
Westar (Reimbursable - WU), and Palapa B-2 (Reimbursable -
Indonesia). Both RAM's failed; both satellites retrieved on STS 51-A
mission. Rendezvous tests performed with IRT, using deflated target.
Evaluated Manned Maneuvering Unit (MMU) and Manipulator Foot
Restraint (MFR). First STS landing at KSC. Mission duration 191 hours
15 minutes 55 seconds.
Earth resources technology satellite to provide continuing Earth remote
sensing data. Instruments included a multispectral scanner and
thematic mapper. Reimbursable (NOAA). UoSAT sponsored by
AMSAT (Reimbursable - AMSATV fWSMCl
Fifth Challenger flight with Robert L. Crippen, Frances R. Scobee,
Terry J. Hart, George D. Nelson and James D. Van Hoften. Deployed
LDEF; SMM retrieved and repaired in Cargo Bay; redeployed April 12.
Mission duration 167 hours 40 minutes 7 seconds
Advanced series of spacecraft to provide increased telecommunications
capacity for Intelsat's global network. Carried Maritime Communications
Services (MCS) package for INMARSAT. Vehicle failed to place satellite
in useful orbit. Reimbursable (Comsat).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
AMPTE
CCE (S)
198488A
IRM (S)
198488B
UKS (S)
1 984 88C
STS41-D(S)
1 984 93A
SBS-4 (S)
1 984 938
Syncom IV-2 (S)
198493C
Telstar 3-C (S)
198493D
Galaxy C (S)
1984 101A
STS41-G(S)
1984108A
ERBS (5)
19S4108B
NOVA III (S)
STSSI-A(S)
1984 113A
Telesat-H (S)
1984113B
Syncom IV-1 (S)
1984 113C
NATO III-D (S)
1 984 1 1 5A
NOAA-9 (S)
1984123A
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Delta 175
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Delta 17(>
IK\
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Scout 104
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Defta17T
(SI
Atlas 39E
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
Aug 16
AugSO
Aug 31
Aug 31
Sepl
Sep21
OctS
Oct5
Octll
NovS
Nov9
NovIO
Nov13
Dec 12
PERIOD
(Mlns.)
730.9
2653.4
2659.6
1436.2
1463.0
1436.2
1436.2
96.4
108.9
1436.2
1466.8
1436.2
101.8
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) [ Incl (deg)
3921 7 1 784 64.4
113818 402 27.0
113417 1002 269
LANDED AT EAFB SEP 5, 1984
35795 35780 0.0
35787 35779 04.1
35793 35783 0.0
35793 35782 0.1
LANDED AT KSC OCT 13, 1984
590 578 57.0
1199 1149 89.9
LANDED AT KSC NOV 1 6, 1 984
35796 35780 0.0
36427 36341 2.8
35796 35780 1 .4
854 834 99.1
WEIGHT
(kg)
242.0
605.0
770
3344.0
6889.0
3402.0
519.0
2449.0
173.7
3420.0
6889.0
761.0
1712.0
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Three active magnetospheric particle tracer explorers: Charge
Composition Explorer {CCE} provided by the U.S.; Ion Release Module
(IRM) provided by the Federal Republic or Germany ; and the United
Kingdom Subsatellfte (UKS) provided by the UK; to study the transfer of
mass from the solar wind to the magnetosphere. International
Cooperative.
First Discovery flight with Henry W. Hartsfield, Michael L. Coats, Richard
M. Mullane. Steven Hawley, Judith A. Resnik, and Charles D. Walker.
Deployed SBS (Reimbursable - SBS), Leasat (Reimbursable -
Hughes), and Telstar (Reimbursable - AT&T), carried out experiments
including OAST-1 solar array structural testing. Mission duration 144
hours 56 minutes 4 seconds.
Hughes Communications Satellite. Reimbursable (Hughes).
Sixth Challenger flight with Robert L Crippen, Jon A. McBride, Kathryn
D. Sullivan. Sally K. Ride, David C. Leastma, Paul D. Scully-Power, and
Marc Gameau (Canada) . Deployed ERBS to provide global
measurements of the Sun's radiation reflected and absorbed by the
Earth; performed scientific experiments using OSTA-3 and other
Improved Transit Navigation Satellite for the U.S. Navy.
Reimbursable (DOD) (WSMQ
Second Discovery flight with Frederick H. Hauck, David M. Walker.
Joseph P. Allen, Anna L Fisher, Dale A. Gardner. Deployed Telesat
(Reimbursable - Canada) and Syncom IV-1 (Reimbursable • Hughes).
Retrieved and returned Patapa B-2 and Westar 6 (Launched on 41-B).
Mission duration 1 91 hours 44 minutes 56 seconds.
Fourth in a series of communication satellites for NATO.
.Reimbursable (NATO)
Advanced TIROS-N spacecraft to provide continuous coverage of the
Earth and provide high-accuracy worldwide meteorological data.
Reimbursable (NOAA). (WSMQ
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MISSION/
Intl Design
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
1985
STS51-C(S)
1985 10A
DOD(S)
19851 OB
Intelsat V-AF-10 (S)
198525A
STS51-D(S)
198528A
Telesat-l (S)
198528B
Syncom tV-3 (S)
1985 28C
STS51-B(S)
Space lab-0
1985 34 A
STS 51 -G (S)
198S4SA
Moretos-A (S)
198548B
ARABSAT-A (S)
198548C
TELSTAR 3-D <S)
198548D
SPARTAN 1 (S)
198548E
Intelsat VAF-11 (S)
1985 55A
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Atlas -Centau
(AC-63)_(S1_
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Jan 24
IOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
ns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I tncl (dog)
| WEIGHT! REMARKS
| (kg) | (Alt Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1985
LANDED AT KSC JAN 27, 1984
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
Mar 22 1436.1 35807 35768 0.0
Apr 12 LANDED AT KSC APR 19, 1985
Apr 13 1436.1 35796 35778 0.0
Apr 12 1436.2 35803 35772 3.3
Apr 29 LANDED AT DFRF MAY 6, 1985
DOWN DEC 15, 1986
Jun 17 LANDED AT EAFB JUN 24. 1985
Jun 17 1436.1 35793 35781 0.0
Jun 18 1434.4 35891 35614 1.0
Jun 19 1436.1 35789 35783 D.O
Jun 20 RETRIEVED JUN 24, 1985
Atlas-Centaur Jun 29 1436.1 35804 35769 0.1
(AC-64) (S)
Third Discovery flight with Thomas K. Mattingly, Loren J. Shrrver,
Ellison S. Onizuka, James F. Buchl), and Gary E. Payton.
Deployed unannounced payload for DOD. (Reimbursable - (DOD)).
Mission duration 73 hours 33 minutes 23 seconds.
1996.7 First in a series of improved Commercial Communication satellites for
Intelsat. Reimbursable (Comsat).
Fourth Discovery flight with Karol K. Bobko, Donald F. Williams,
M. Rhea Seddon, S. David Griggs, Jeffrey A. Hoffman, Charles D.
3550.0 Walker, and E. J. 'Jake' Garn (U.S. Senator). Deployed Syncom
(Reimbursable - Hughes) and Telesat (Reimbursable - Canada).
6889.0 Syncom Sequencer failed to start, despite attempts by crew; remained
inoperable until restarted by crew of S1-I (August 1985). Mission
duration 167 hours 55 minutes 23 seconds.
Sixth Challenger (light with Robert F. Overmeyer, Frederick D.
Gregory, Don LJnd, Norman E. Thagard, William E. Thornton, Lodewijk
47.6 Vanderberg, and Taylor Wang. Spacelab-3 (Cooperative with ESA)
mission to conduct applications, science and technology experiments.
Deployed Northern Utah Satellite (NUSAT) (Reimbursable - Northern
Utah University). Global Low Orbiting Message Relay Satellite
(GLOMR) (Reimbursable - DOD) failed to deploy and was returned.
Mission duration 168_rtQurs 8 minutes 46 seconds
Fifth Discovery flight with Daniel C. Brandenstein, John 0. Creighton.
Shannon w. Lucid, John M. Fabian, Steven R. Nagel, Patrick Baudry
3443.0 (France), and Prince Sultan Salman Al-Saud (Saudi Arabia). Deployed
Morelos (Reimbursable - Mexico), Arabsat (Reimbursable - ASCO)
3499.0 and Tetstar (Reimbursable - AT&T). Deployed and retrieved Spartan 1 .
Mission duration 1 69 hours 38 minutes 52 seconds.
3437.0
2051.0
1996.7 Second in a series of improved Commercial Communications Satellites
lor Intelsat. Reimbursable (Comsat).
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MISSION/
Intl Design
STSSI-F(S)
Space tab-2
1985 63A
POP (S)
1985 63B
Navy SOOS-I
138566A(S)
198566B IS)
STS 51-1 (S)
1965 76A
Aussat-1 (S)
198576B
ASC(S)
198576C
Syncom IV-4 (U)
198S76D
Intelsat VAF-1 2 (S)
198S87A
STSSI^J(S)
(DOD)
198592A
STS 61 -A (S)
Spacalab D-1
1985104A
GLOMR (S)
1985 104B
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Seoul 105
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mir
Ju129
Aug2
10
10
Aug27
Aug27 143
Aug27 143
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
s.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
LANDED AT EAFB AUG 6, 1985
RETRIEVED JUL 29, 1985
7.9 1255 999 89.9
7.9 1256 999 69.9
LANDED AT EAFB SEP 3, 1985
iS.1 35798 35777 0.0 34*
6.1 35794 35778 0.0 34C
Aug29 1430.1 35643 35609 3.2 6ffi
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Seventh Challenger flight with Charles G, Fullerton, Roy D. Bridges. Jr..
Karl G. Heinze, Anthony W. England, F. Story Musgrave, Loren W.
Acton, and John-David F. Bartow/. Conducted experiments in
Spacelab-2 (Cooperative with ESA). Deployed Plasma Diagnostic
. Package (PDP) which was retrieved 6 hours later. Mission duration 190
hours 45 minutes 26 seconds.
Two Navigation Satellites for the U.S. Navy. Reimbursable (DOD).
>4.2 (WSMC)
>4.2
Sixth Discovery flight with Joe H. Engle, Richard O. Covey, James D.
VanHoflon, William F. Fisher, John M. Lounge. Deployed Aussat
5.5 (Reimbursable - Australia), ASC (Reimbursable - American Satellite
Co.), and Syncom IV-4 (Reimbursable - Hughes). After reaching
B.1 Geosynchronous Orbit, Syncom (V-4 ceased functioning. Repaired
Syncom IV-3 (launched by 51 -O, April 1965). Mission duration 170
J4.7 hours 1 7 minutes 42 seconds.
Atlas-Centaur Sep 28 1436.1 35601 35772 0.1 1996.7 Third in a series of improved commercial Communications Satellites for
(AC-651 (SI
Shuttle (S)
(Atlantis)
Shuttle (S)
(Challenger)
Oct3
Oct30
LANDED AT EAFB OCT 7, 1985
LANDED AT EAFB NOV 6, 1985
DOWN DEC 26. 1986 »
Intelsat. Reimbursable ICo msatt.
First Atlantis flight with Karol J. Bobko. Ronald J. Grabe. Robert A.
Stewart, David C. Hitmers, and William A. Pailes. DOD mission.
Mission duration 97 hours 44 minutes 38 seconds.
Eighth Challenger flight with Henry W. HartsfiekJ. Steven R. Nagel,
Bonnie J. Dunbar, James F. Buchli, Guion S. Blutord, Ernst
Messerschmid (Germany), Reinhard Furrer (Germany), and Wubbo
i7.6 Ockeb (Dutch). Spacelab D-1 mission (Cooperative with ESA) to
conduct scientific experiments. Deployed GLOMR (Reimbursable -
DOD). Carried Materials Experiment Assembly (MEA) for on-orbit
processing of materials science experiment specimens. Mission
duration 1 68 hours 44 minutes 51 seconds.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
STS61-B(S)
1985109A
Moretos-B (S)
19851 098
Aussat-2 (S)
1985109C
Satcom (S)
1985109D
OEX Target
1985 109E
AF-16
1985114A(S)
1985114B(S)
1986
STS61-C(S)
1986 03A
SATCOM (S)
1986038
STS51-MU)
TDRS-B (U)
GOES-G (U)
DOD(U)
198669A
NOAA-G (S)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Shuttle (S)
(Atlantis)
Scout 106
(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Shuttle (U)
(Challenger)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mil
OD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
is.) Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
NOV26 LANDED AT EAFB DEC 3, 1985
NOT 27 1436.1 35793 35780 0.0
Nov27 1436.2 35796 35779 0.0
NOV28 1436.2 35797 35779 0.0
DOWN MAR 2, 1987
Dec 12
DOWN MAY 11, 1989
DOWN AUG 9. 1987
Jan12 LANDED AT EAFB JAN 18.1986
Jan 12 1436.2 35796 35780 0.0
Jan 28
Delta 1 78 (U) May 5
Delta 180
_M
Atlas 52E
Sep5
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
DOWN SEP 28. 1986
Sep17 101.0 816 796 98.5
WEIGHTl REMARKS
(kg) | (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Second Atlantis Flight with Brewster H. Shaw, Bryan D. O'Connor,
Maiy L Cleave, Sheiwood C. Spring, Jerry L. Ross, Rudolfo Her! Vela
4539.6 (Morefos). Charles 0. Warier (MOAC|. Deployed Morefoa
(Reimbursable - Mexico), Aussat (Reimbursable - Australia), and
4569.1 Satcom (Reimbursable - RCA). Demonstrated construction in space
by manually assembling EASE and ACCESS Experiments. Deployed
7225.3 Station Keeping Target (OEX) to conduct advanced Station Keeping
Tests. Mission duration 165 hours 4 minutes 49 seconds.
Air Force instrumented test vehicle, pual Payload)
Reimbursable (DOD). (WFF)
1886
Seventh Columbia (light with Robert L Gibson, Charles F. Bolden, Jr.,
Franklin R. Chang-Diaz, George D. Nelson, Steven A. Hawley, Robert
7225.3 J.Cenker (RCA), and C.William Nelson (Congressman). Deployed
Satcom (Reimbursable - RCA). Evaluated material science tab payload
carrier and processing facilities. Carried HHG-1 to accommodate GAS
pavloads. Mission duration 146 hours 3 minutes 51 seconds.
Ninth Challenger flight wtth Francis R. Scobee, Michael J. Smith,
2103.3 Judith A. Resnik, Ellison S. Onizuka, Ronald E. McNalr, Gregory Jarvte
(Hughes), S. Christie McAuliHe (Teacher). Approximately 73 seconds
mto naht. the Shuttle exploded.
840.0 Provide systematic world-wide weather coverage for NOAA. Vehicle
railed. Reimbursable NOAA).
Carried DOD experiment. Reimbursable (DOD).
1712.0 Operational environmental satellite for NOAA. Included ERBE
Instrument to complement data being acquired by ERBS, launched In
1984. Carried search and rescue Instruments provided by Canada and
France. Reimbursable (NOAA). fWSMC)
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MISSION/
Intl Design
AFP87-11 (S)
Polar Bear
1986 88A
Fttsatcom (F-7) (S)
198696A
1987
GOES-H (S)
198722A
Palapa B2-P
1987 29A
Fit sat com (F-6)
M
SOOS-2
1987 80A (S)
1987 SOB (S)
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Seoul 107
(S)
LAUNCH
DATE
NOV13
Alias-Centaur Dec 4
(AC-661 (S)
Delta 1 79
(SI
Delta 1 82
Atlas-Centau
(AC-67) <U)
Scout 108
(S)
Feb26
Mar 20
r Mar 26
Serj 16
PERIOD
(Wins.)
104.8
1436.2
1436.2
1436.2
107.1
107.2
CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg)
1014 954 89.6
35849 35728 0.4
35800 35775 0.4
35788 35788 0.0
DID NOT ACHIEVE ORBIT
1178 1011 90,4
1180 1010 90.4
WEIGHT
(Kg)
1128.5
840.0
652.0
1038.7
64.5
64.5
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Scientific satellite to study the atmospheric effect on electromagnetic
propagation. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Provide communication between aircraft, ships, and ground stations
for DOD. Reimbursable (DOD).
1987
Operational environmental satellite to provide systematic worldwide
weather coverage. Reimbursable (NOAA 1.
Provide communication coverage over Indonesia and the Asian
Part of the worldwide communications system between aircraft, ships,
and ground stations for the DOD. Telemetry lost shortly after launch;
destruct signal sent al 70.7 seconds into flight. An electrical transient,
caused by a lighting strike on the launch vohtdo, most probable causa of
loss. Reimbursable (DOD).
Two Transit navigation satellites in a stacked configuration for the U.S.
Navy. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
1986 1988
DOD (SDI) (S|
1988 08A
San Marco D/L (S)
198826A
SOOS-3
198833AIS)
1988336 IS)
Nova II
198852A
SOOS-4
1988 74A (S)
198874B (S)
NOAA-H (S)
1988 89A
Delia 181
(S*
Scout 109
(S)
Scout 110
(S)
Scout 1 1 1
(S)
Scout 112
(S)
Atlas 63E
(S)
F«t>8
Mar 25
Apr 25
Jun 16
Aug25
Se& 24
108.5
108.5
108.9
107.3
107.3
101.9
DOWN MAR 1, 1988
DOWN DEC 6, 1988
1302 1013 90.3
1300 1012 90.3
1199 1149 90,0
1175 1030 89.9
1173 1031 89.9
855 838 99.1
273.0
129.6
1705
128.2
1712.0
Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) Payload.
Reimbursable (DOD).
Explore tho relationship between solar activity and meteorological
phenomena. Cooperative with Italy. (San Marco)
Two Transit navigation satellites In a stacked configuration for the U.S.
Navy. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Improved Transit Navigation Satellite for the U.S. Navy.
Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC1
Two Transit navigation satellites in a stacked configuration for the U.S.
Navy. Reimbursable (DOD). (WSMC)
Operational environmental satellite for NOAA. Carried Search end
Rescue instruments provided by Canada and France,
Reimbursable (NOAA). (WSMC)
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MISSION/ LAUNCH
Intl Design VEHICLE
STS-26 (S) Shuttle (S)
1988 91 A (Discovery)
TDRS-3 (S)
1988 91 B
STS-27 (S) Shuttle (S)
1983 106A {Atlantis}
DOD (S)
1 988 1 068
LAUNCH PERIOD 1 CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WEI
DATE (Mins.) | Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | tncl (deg) (k
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Sep 29 LANDED AT EAFB OCT 3, 1986 Sixth Discovery flight wHh Frederick H. Hauck, Richard O. Covey.
John M. Lounge, David C. Hflmere, and George D. Nelson. Deployed
Sep 29 1436.2 35804 35772 0.1 2224.9 TDRS-3. Performed experiment activities tor commercial and scientific
middeck experiments. Mission Duration 97 hours 0 minutes 1 1 seconds.
Sep 29 LANDED AT EAFB DEC 6, 1988
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
Third Atlantis flight with Robert L. Gibson, Guy S. Gardner. Richard M.
Mullane, Jerry L. Ross and William M. Shepherd. DOD Mission.
Mission Duration 105 hours 05 minutes 37 seconds.
1989 1989
STS-29 (S) Shuttle (S)
19^921 A (Discovery)
TDRS-D (S)
1989 21 B
STS-30 (S) Shuttle (S)
198933A (Atlantis)
Magellan (S)
1989 33B
STS-28 (S) Shuttle (S)
1989 61 A (Columbia}
Mar 1 3 LANDED AT EAFB MAR 1 8, 1 989 Eighth Discovery flight with Michael L Coats, John E. Blaha. James
Bagian. James F. Bucnli, Robert Springer. Deployed a new Tracking
1436.1 35808 35768 0.0 2224 and Data Relay Satellite. Performed commercial and scientific
experiments. Mission Duration 119 hours 38 minutes 52 seconds
May 4 LANDED AT EAFB MAY 8, 1989
TRANS-VENUS TRAJECTORY
Aug8 LANDED AT EAFB AUG 13,1989
Fourth Atlantis flight with David M. Walker, Ronald J. Grabe. Mary L.
Cleave. Mark C. Lee. Norman E. Thagard. Deployed the Magellan
spacecraft on a mission toward Venus. Performed commercial and
scientific middeck experiments. Mission Duration: 9G hours 56 minutes
28 seconds.
Ninth Columbia flight with Btewster H. Shaw, Richard N. Richards,
David C. Leetsma. James C. Adamson, and Mark N. Brown. DOO
Mission. Mission Duration: 121 hours 0 minutes 08 seconds.
Fltsatcom (S) Atlas-Centaur Sep 25 1436.1 35701 35774 2.9 1863 Navy Communications satellite to provide communications between
1989 77A (AC-68J (S) aircraft, ships and around stations for DOD. Reimbursable (DOD}.
STS-34 (S) Shuffle (S)
198984A (Atlantis)
Galileo (S)
198984B
COBE (S) Delta 2
1989 B9A (S)
STS-33 (S) Shuttle (S)
1989 90 A (Discovery)
DOD{S)
1989 90S
Oc* 18 LANDED AT EAFB OCT 23, 1989
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
Fifth Atlantis flight with Donald E. Williams, Michael J. McCulley, Ellen
Baker, Shannon N. Lucid, and Franklin Chang-Diaz. Deployed the
Galileo spacecraft on a mission toward Jupiter. Performed experiment
activities for commercial and scientific middeck experiments. Mission
Duration: 119 hours 39 minutes 22 seconds.
Nov 1 8 1 02.6 885 873 99.0 2206 Cosmic Background Explorer spacecraft to provide the most
comprehensive observations to date of radiative content of the universe.
Nov 23 LANDED AT EAFB NOV 28, 1989
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
Ninth Discovery flight with Frederick Gregory. John E, Blaha. Manly L.
Carter, Franklin S. Musgrave and Kathryn C. Thornton. DOD Mission.
Mission Duration: 120 hours 6 minutes 46 seconds.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1990
MISSION/ LAUNCH LAU
Intl Design VEHICLE DA
1990
NCH PERIOD CURRENT ORBFTAL PARAMETERS WEI
TE (Mlns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
STS-32 (S) Shuttle (S) Jan 9 LANDED AT EAFB JAN 20, 1990
19902A (Columbia)
Syncom PV-S (S) 1436.2 35615 35759 2.7 69£
1990 2B
STS-36 (S) Shuttle (S) Feb 28 LANDED AT EAFB MAR 4, 1990
199019A (Attantta)
DOD (S) ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
1990 19B
Pegsat (S) Pegasus (S) Apr 5 94.1 539 410 94.1
1990 28A (OrfaScO
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1990
Tenth Columbia flight with Daniel C. Brandenstein, James D.
Wetherbee. Bonnie J. Dunbar, Marsha S. rvins and G. David Low.
£.4 Deployed Syncom 1V-5 (Reimbursable - DOD), a geostationary
communications satellite also known as Leasat, for the U.S. Navy. Also
retrieved the Long Duration Exposures Facility (LDEF) deployed on
STS-4lConAoril6 1934. Mission Duration: 261 hra 0 mins 37 sees.
Sixth Atlantis flight with John D. Creighton John H. Casper, David C.
Hilmers, Richard M. Muflane and Pierre J, Thuot. DOD Mission.
Misston Duration: 106 hours 18 minutes 22 seconds.
A 50-foot rocket (Pegasus), dropped from the wing of a B-52 aircraft
flying over the Pacific Ocean, launched the Pegsat satellite in the first
demonstration flight of the Pegasus launch vehicle. The Pegsat science
investigations are part of the Combined Release and Radiation Effects
Satellite (CRRES). a Joint NASA/DOD croaram.
STS-31 (S) Shuttle (S) Apr 24 LANDED AT EAFB APR 29, 1 990 Tenth Discovery flight with Loren J. Shriver, Charles F. Bolden, Bruce
1 990 37A (Discovery) McCandless. Steven A. Hawley, and Katnryn D. Sullivan. Deployed
HST (S) 96.6 598 591 28.5 1 1 355.4 the Edwin P. Hubble Space Telescope (HST) astronomical
1990 37B observatory. Designed to operate above the Earth's turbulent and
obscuring atmosphere to observe celestial objects at ultraviolet, visible
and near-infrared wavelengths. Joint NASA/ESA mission. Mission
Duration: 121 hours 16 minutes 6 seconds.
Macsat (S) Scout 1 13 May 9 89.9 Two Multiple Access Communications Satellites (MACSATs) to provide
1 990 43A (S) 98.3 755 €01 89.9 global store-and-forward message relay capability for DOD Users.
1990 43B 98.3 752 600 69.9 Reimbursable (DOD). (VAFB)
ROSAT (S) Delta 2 Jun 1 95.6 557 542 53.0 2421 .1 Roentgen Satellite (ROSAT) . an Explorer class scientific satellite
1990 49A • (S) configured to accommodate a targe X-ray telescope, to study X-ray
emissions from norvsotar celestial objects. International cooperative
oroaram with NASA. Germany, and the UK.
CRRES (S) Atlas-Centaur Jul
199065A (AC-69)(S)
25 614.4 34781 345 18.0 Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES) which
uses chemical releases to study the Earth's magnetic fields and the
ptesmas, « icmod ^ osea, Wat ttttreft through Ihem. Joirft HASAJDQD
program.
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MISSION/
Intl Design
STS-41 (S)
1990 90A
Ulysses (S)
1990 90S
STS-38 (S)
199097A
OOD(S)
1990978
STS-35 (S)
1990106A
1991
STS-37 (S)
1991 27A
GRO (S)
1991 276
STS-39 (S)
1991 31A
IBSS (S)
1991 31B
NOAA-12(S)
1991 32A
I LAUNCH LAUNCH
I VEHICLE DATE
Shuttle (S) Oct 6
(Discovery)
Shuttle (S) Nov 15
(Atlantis)
Shuttle (S) Dec 2
(Columbia)
Shuttle (S) Apr 5
(Atlantis)
Shuttle (S) Apr 28
(Discovery)
Atlas-E(S) May 14
PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS 1 WEIGHT
(Mins.) Apogee (km) [ Perigee (km) [ Incl (deg) | (kg)
LANDED AT EAFB OCT 10, 1990
HELIOCENTRIC ORBFT 20079.5
LANDED AT KSC NOV 20, 1990
ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
LANDED AT EAFB DEC 1 1 . 1990
LANDED AT EAFB APR 1 1 . 1991
92.0 376 370 28.5 15900.0
LANDED AT KSC MAY 6, 1991
DOWN MAY 6, 1991
1 01 .2 824 806 98.7 1 41 8.0
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Eleventh Discovery flight with Richard N. Richards, Robert D. Cabana,
Bruce E. Melnick. William M. Shepherd, and Thomas D. Akere.
Deployed the Ulysses spacecraft, a joint NASA/ESA mission to study
the poles of the Sun and the interplanetary space above and below the
poles. Mission Duration: 98 hours 10 minutes 3 seconds.
Seventh Atlantis flight with Richard O. Covey, Robert C. Springer. Cart
J. Meade, Frank L. Culbertson and Charles D. Gemar. DOD Mission.
Mission Duration: 117 hours 54 minutes 27 seconds.
Eleventh Columbia flight with Vance D. Brand, John M. Lounge,
Jeffrey A. Hoffman, Robert A. Parker, Guy S. Gardner, Ronald A. Parise,
and Samuel T. Durrance. Carried Astro-1 , a Space Shuttle attached
payload to acquire high priority astrophysics! data on a variety of
celestial objects. Mission Duration: 215 hours 5 minutes 7 seconds.
1991
Eighth Atlantis flight with Steven R. Nagel, Kenneth D. Cameron,
Linda M. Godwin. Jerome Apt. and Jerry L Ross. An unplanned EVA
took place to help with the deployment of GRO's high gain antenna.
Also demonstrated were mobfltty aids which will be used on Space
Station Freedom. Mission Duration: 1 43 hrs 32 min 45 sec.
Twelfth Discovery flight with Michael L. Coats, Blaine L Hammond. Jr.,
Guion S. Bluford, Gregory J. Harbaugh, Richard J. Hieb, Donald R.
McMonagle, and Charles L. Veach. Discovery performed dozens of
maneuvers, deploying canisters from the cargo bay, releasing and
retrieving a payload with the RMS, allowing the Department of Defense
to gather important plume observation data and information for the
SDIO. Mission Duration: 199 hrs 26 min 17 sec.
Third-generation operational spacecraft to provide systematic global
weather observations. Will replace NOAA-10 as the morning satellite
in NOAA's two polar satellite system. Joint NASA/NOAA effort. (WSMC)
B-126
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MISSION/ LAUNCH LAU
Intl Design VEHICLE DA
NCH PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
TE (Mins.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deq) (1
STS-40 (S) Shuttle (S) Jun5 LANDED AT EAFB JUN 14, 1991
Spacelab (SLS-1) (Columbia)
1991 40A
GHT REMARKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Twelfth Columbia flight with Bryan D. O'Connor, Sidney M. Gutierrez,
M. Rhea Seddon, James P. Bagian, Tatnara E. Jerrigan. F. Drew
Gaffney, and Millie Hughes -Futford. The first mission since Skylab to
do intensive investigations into the effects of weightlessness on
humans. Data learned from this flight will be used in NASA's planning
for longer Shuttle missions set for 1992, and in the planning of Space
Station Freedom. Mission Duration: 218hrs iSmins 14 sees.
REX (S) Scout (S) Jun 29 1 01 .3 867 769 89.6 96.7 Radiation Experiment to do further research to overcome and
1 99 1 45A understand the physics of the electron density irregularities that cause
disruptive scintillation effects on transionospheric radio signals.
Reimbursable - DOD. (VAFB)
STS-43 (S) Shuttle (S) Aug 2 LANDED AT KSC AUG 1 1 , 1 991 Ninth Atlantis flight with John E. Blaha, Michael A. Baker, James C.
1991 54A (Atlantis) Adamson. G. David Low, and Shannon E. Lucid. A TDRS satellite was
TDRS-E (S) 1436.1 35793 35779 0.0 2226.9 deployed, keeping the network which supports Shuttle missions and
1 991 54B other spacecraft at full operational capability. Mission Duration:
21 3 hours 22 minutes 27 seconds.
STS-48 (S) Shuttle (S) Sep 12 LANDED AT EAFB SEP 18, 1991 Thirteenth Discovery flight with John 0. Crelghton, Kenneth S.
1991 63A (Discovery) Reightter, Mark F. Brown, James F. Buchll, and Charles D. Gemar. The
UARS (S) 96.2 580 573 57.0 6532.2 Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) will study physical
1 991 63B processes acting within and upon the stratosphere, mesosphere, and
lower thermosphere. Mission Duration: 128hrs27mins51 sees.
STS-44 (S) Shuttle (S) Nov 24 LANDED AT EAFB DEC 1 , 1991
1991 BOA (Atlantis)
DSP (S) Nov 25 ELEMENTS NOT AVAILABLE
1991 BOB
1992
STS-42 (S) Shuttle (S) Jan 22 LANDED AT EAFB JAN 30, 1992
19922A (Discovery)
Tenth Atlantis flight with Frederick D. Gregory. Terence T. Henricks. F.
Story Musgrave, Mario Runco, Jr., James S. Voss, and Thomas J.
Hennen. A dedicated mission for the Department of Defense to
gather data lor their programs. Deployed Defense Support Program
satellite (DSP). The mission was shortened when an inertia!
measurement unit failed on the sixth day of the mission. Mission
Duration: 166 hrs 52 mins 27 sees
1992
Fourteenth Discovery flight with Ronald J. Grabe, Steven S. Oswald,
Norman E. Thagard. William F. Readdy, David C. Hilmers, Roberta L.
Bondar, and Ulf D. Metbold. The International Microgravtty Laboratory
(1ML-1) studied the effects of microgravity on living organisms and
materials processes. Mission duration: 193 hrs 15 mins43secs.
B-127
NASA Major Launch Record 1992
MISSION/ LAUNCH LAUNCH PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
Intl Design | VEHICLE | DATE | (Mlns.) | Apogee (km) | Perigee (km) | Incl (deg)
IWEIGI
j (kg)
,HT
U_
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
STS-45 (S) Shuttle (S) Mar 24
1992 ISA (Atlantis)
LANDED AT KSC APR 2. 1992 Eleventh Atlantis flight with Charles F. Bo Wen, Brian K. Duffy, Kathryn D.
Sullivan, David C. Leetsma, C. Michael Foale, Dirk D. Frimout and Bryon
K. Lichtenburg. The Atmospheric Laboratory for Applications and
Science (ATLAS 1) studied stmospheric science, solar science, space
physics and astronomy. Mission, Duration: 214 hrs 10 mins24 sees.
STS-49 (S)
1992 26A
Shuttle (S) May 2
(Endeavour)
LANDED AT EAFB MAY 16, 1992 First flight of Endeavour with Daniel C. Brandenstein, Kevin P. Chitton,
Richard J. Hieb, Bruce E. Melnick, Pierre J. Thout, Kathryn C. Thornton,
and Jrxmas D. Aker». On orbit repair of )r>e int&lsa) VJ satellite and
redeployment with new kick motor. Assembly of Station by
Extravehicular Activity Methods (ASEM), while attached to the cargo
bay. Mission duration: 213 hrs 17 mins 38 sees.
EUVE (S) Defta II (S) Jun 7 95.1
1992 31A
The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE), designed to study the extreme
ultraviolet (EUV)portion of the electromagnetic spectrum as well as
selected EUV targets, in order to create a definitive map and catalog
of these sources.
STS-50 (S) Shuttle (S) Jun 25
1992 34A (Columbia)
LANDED AT KSC JUL 9,1992 Twelfth Columbia flight with Richard N. Richards, Kenneth D. Bowersox,
Bonnie J. Dun bar, Carl J. Meade, Ellen S. Baker, and Lawrence J.
Delucas. The First United States Microgravity Laboratory (USML-1)
studied scientific and technical questions in materials science, fluid
dynamics, biotechnology and combustion science. Mission duration:
331 hrs 30 mins 4 sees. _ __
SAMPEX (S)
1992 3SA
Scout (S) Jul 3 c rayFirst of the Small Explorer (SMEX) fleet, carrying four cosm
monitoring instruments, to study solar energetic particles, a
cosmic rays, galactic cosmic rays, and magnetospheric electrons.
GEOTAIL (S)
1992 44A
Delta II (S) Jul 24 4750.6 508542 Joint mission between the United States and Japan to study the
geomagnetic tail region of the magnetosphere. Geotait will also
measure the physics of the magnetosphere, the plasma sheet,
reconnection arid neutral line formation to better understand
fundamental maanetosphere processes.
STS-46 (S)
199249A
EURECA
199249B
B-128
Shuttle (S) Jul 31
(Atlantis)
LANDED AT AUG 8,1992
503 499 28.5
Twelfth Atlantis flight with Loren J. Shriver, Andrew M. Allen, Jeffrey A.
Hoffman, Franklin R. Chang-Diaz, Claude Nicollier, Marsha S. Ivins, and
Franco Malerba. Deployed ESA'S European Retrievable Carrier
(EURECA), a platform placed in orbit for 6 months offering conventional
services to experimenters. Tested Tethered Satellite System (TSS-1),
a joint program between the United States and Italy. Mission duration:
191 hfs 16 mins 7 sees
NASA Major Launch Record 1992
MISSION/ LAUNCH LAU
Iml Design VEHICLE DA
NCH PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS
TE (Mlns.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) | Incl (deq)
STS-47 (S) Shuttle (S) Sep 12 LANDED AT KSC SEP 20. 1992
(Spacelab-J) (Endeavour)
1992 61 A
Topex/PoseHon (S) Ariane42P(S) Aug 10 112.4 1342 1330 66.0
199252A
Mars Observer (S) Titan III (S) Sep 25 TRANS-MARTIAN TRAJECTORY
1992 63A
STS-52 (S) Shuttle (S) Od 22 LANDED AT KSC NOV 1, 1992
1992 70A (Columbia) 222.5 5950 5616 52.7
LAGEOS (S)
1992 70B
MSTI-1 (S) Scout (S) Nov 21 91.2 378 292 96.7
199278A
STS-53 (S) Shuttle (S) Doc 2 LANDED AT EAFB DEC 9. 1 992
199286A (Discovery)
1993
STS-54(S) Shuttte(S) Jan 13 LANDED AT KSC JAN 19.1993
19933A (Endeavour)
TDRS F 1432.0 35717 35697 0.5
19933B
WEIGHT! REMARKS
(kg) 1 (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
Second Endeavour flight with Robert L. Gibson. Curtis L. Brown. Mark
C. Lee. N. Jan Davis, Mae C. Jemison, Jerome Apt, and Marootu Monti.
The Spacelab J mission, a joint mission between the U.S. and Japan,
performed a series of 43 exlore the effects of producing new materials in
the micogravtty of space, and the study of living organisms in the
oroanisms in the environission duration: 190 firs 30 mins 23 sees.
U.S. French Satellite to help define the relationship between the Earth's
oceans and cfimate. NASA payload launched on commercial Ariane
veMd« Joint NASA/CNFK mission
After an 1 1 -month cruise, the Mars Observer (MO) will arrive at Mars
and be inserted into orbit to examine the surface for elemental and
minetalogical composition, global surface lopogiaptry, gravity 1ieW and
magnetic field determination and dimatological conditions. The Mars
Balloon Relay (MBR). on the Mars Observer, will relay communications
from Mnrs (and CM that will be sent hv the Russians in 1995
Thirteenth Columbia flighl with James D. Wetherbee, Michael A. Baker.
William M. Sheperd. Tamara E. Jernigan, and Charles L. Veach. The
Laser Geodynamics Satellite (LAGEOS) is a cooperative mission of the
U.S. and \\a\y to obtain precise measurements of the crustal movement
and gravitational field. The U.S. Microgravity Pay load -2 (USMP-2),
carried in the cargo bay, is one in a series of payloads for scientific
experimentation and material processing in a (educed gravity. Mission
duratrnrv ?rw hrc 5fi mint 13 <tnr<i
DOD/SDIO payload.
Fifteenth Discovery flight with David M. Walker, Robert Cabana, Guion
S. Bluford, James Voss, and M. Richard Clifford. This was a DOD
mission Mission duration' 175 hrs 19 mins 47 Sftra
1993
Third Endeavour flight with John H. Casper. Donald R. McMonagle,
Mark) Runco, Jr., Gregory Harbaugh, Susan Helms. A TDRS satellite
was deployed to continue support of the Shuttle network systems.
Mission duration: 143 hrs 38 mins 19 sees.
B-129
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MISSION/
tntl Design
1993
STS.56(S)
199323A
SPARTAN-201
199323B
STS-55 (S)
1993 27A
STS-57(S)
199337A
RADCAL(S)
1993 41A
NOAA-13(S)
1993-50A
STS-51 (S)
199358A
ACTS
1993-58B
ORFEUS-SPA
1993-58C
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
Shuttle (S)
(Endeavour)
Scout (S)
Atlas-G(S)
Shuttle (S)
(Discovery)
LAUNCH PER
DATE (Mi
tOO CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS WE
is.) Apogee (km) I Perigee (km) I Incl (deg) (k
Apr 8 LANDED AT KSC APR 1 7, 1 993
AprS 90.3 311 295 57.0
Apr 26
Jun21
LANDED AT KSC MAY 6, 1993
LANDED AT EAFBJul 1,1 993
Jun25 101.3 885 750 89.3
Aug9 102.0 861 845 98.9
Sep 1 2 LANDED AT KSC Sep 22, 1 993
1437.8 35929 35709 0.2
DOWN SEP 22, 1993
CHT BEMAHKS
g) (All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
1993
Sixteenth Discovery flight with Kenneth Cameron, Steven S. Oswald,
C. Michael Foale, Kenneth Coekrell and Eileen Ocnoa. A Spartan
satellite was deployed to study the solar corona. The ATLAS-2 was
used to measure upper atmospheric variations around the Earth.
Mission Duration: 222 hs 08 min 24 sees.
Fourteenth Columbia flight with Steven R Nagsl, Terence T. Henricks,
Charles Precourt, Bernard Harris, Jr., Ulrich Warier and Hans Schlegel.
The German, Spacelab D-2, was flown to study automation and robotics,
material and life sciences, the Earth and its atmosphere and astronomy.
Mission Duration: 239 hre 39 min 59 sees
Fourth Endeavour flight with Ronald J. Grabe, Brian J. Duffy, G. David
Low, Nancy J.Sherlock, Peter J.K.Wisoff and Janice E.Voss.
Retrieved ESA's European Retrievable Carrier (EURECA), a platform
placed in orbit on STS-46. SPACEHAB-t was carried in the cargo bay
for experiments sponsored by NASA, the U.S. Commerce and ESA.
-Mission Duration: 239 hrs 44 mins 54 sees.
Radar Calibration Satellite(RADCAL) will be used to calibrate U.S.
radar tracking stations Expected life of this saflelile is 24 months.
This weather observation satellite failed to function in orbit and was
determined to be a failure.
Seventeeth Discovery flight with Frank L Culbertson, Willian F. Readdy.
James H. Newman, Daniel W. Bursch and Carl E. Walz.Tho Advanced
Communications Technology Satellite(ACTS) will be used to pioneer
new initiatives in communiratioins technology. The Orbiting and
Retrievable Far and Extreme Ultravliolet Spectrometer-Shuttle Pallet
System(ORFEUS-SPA) , Is as astrophysics mission designed to study
very hot and cold matter in the universe.
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NASA Major Launch Record 1993
MISSION/
Intl Design
LAUNCH
VEHICLE
LAUNCH PERIOD CURRENT ORBITAL PARAMETERS I WEIGHT
DATE I (Mlns.) [Apogee (km) I Perigee (Km) I Incl (deq) I (kg)
REMARKS
(All Launches from ESMC, unless otherwise noted)
STS-58(S)
199365A
Shuttle (S)
(Columbia)
LANDED AT EAFB MOV 1.1993 Fifteenth Columbia flight with John E. Blaha, Richard Searfoss, David A.
Wot. Margaret Rhea Seddon, Shannon W. Lucid, William McArthur,Jr.
and Martin J. Fettman. Spacelab Life Sa'ences-2(SLS-2) was a mission
dedicated to the study of cardiovascular, regulatory, neurovestibular and
musculoskeletal systems, to gain more knowledge on how the human
body adapts to the space environment.
Mission Duration: 336hrs12min32sac.
STS-6KS)
I99375A
Shuttle (S)
(Endeavour)
Dec 2 LANDED AT KSC Dec 13,1993 Fifth Endeavour flight with Richard 0. Covey, Kenneth D. Bowersox,
F. Story Musgrave, Thomas D. Aters, Jeffery A. Hoffman, Kathryn C.
Thornton and Claude NknUier. This flight was the first on-orbit service
of the Hubble Space Telescope(HST). The Sola/ Array(SA's), the Wide
Field/Planetary Camera(WFPC-ll), and the Corrective Optics Space
Telescope Axial Replacement(COSTAR) were some of the major units
serviced. Mission duration: 259 hrs 58 mins 35 sees.
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Section C
Procurement, Funding and Manpower
C-1
NASA Contract Awards By State
(FT 1993)
State
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Total
(Thousands)
1,234,764
20,063
35,734
519
3,083,877
112,823
57.358
2,814
140,930
1,377,189
25.028
9,882
(424)
15,954
18,546
7,736
7,043
892
316,588
826
1,124,045
146,072
38.598
5.652
264,228
9,825
1,422
1,731
Business
(Thousands)
1,205,004
.-
10,455
41
2,907,066
89,040
55.629
524
112,469
1,356,193
11,175
529
—
3,490
13,794
624
672
41
314,225
254
1,001,836
34,519
4,019
1.773
258,871
4,991
300
632
Educational
& Nonprofit
(Thousands)
29,760
20,263
25.279
478
176,811
23,783
1,729
2,290
28,461
20,996
13,853
9.353
(424)
12.464
4,752
7.112
6,371
851
2,363
572
122,209
111,553
34,579
3,879
5,357
4,834
1,122
1,099
State
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
TOTAL
Total
(Thousands)
953
15,330
194,920
63,999
57.349
10,865
370
324.700
7,723
8.334
115.217
4,470
3,289
1,158
40,670
1,274.392
489,237
467
537,196
33.736
34.528
38.150
542
*11,317,310
Business
(Thousands)
261
3,906
187,804
54,964
26.029
2.282
110
287,029
„
4.442
93.801
808
1.709
260
1 1 .362
1,189.046
485,367
231
492.784
23,501
140
25,593
--
*10,279,595
Educational
& Nonprofit
(Thousands)
692
1 1 ,424
7.116
9,035
31,320
8,583
260
37,671
7,723
3,892
21,416
3,662
1,580
698
29,308
85,346
3,870
236
44.412
10,235
34.388
12,557
542
S1, 037 ,715
Note: Excludes smaller procurements, generally those of $25,000 or less: also
excludes awards placed through other Government agencies, awards
outside the U.S., and actions on the JPL contracts.
C-2
U.S. Geographical Distribution of NASA Prime Contract Awards
Rscal Year 1993
(Millions ol Dollars)
New
England
Excludes smaller procurements, generally those of $25,000 or less; also excludes awards placed through other Government agencie
awards outside the U.S.. and awards on the JPL contracts.
C-3
Procurement Activity
Total Procurement By Installation fY 1993)
Installation Awards ($M)
TOTAL
Marshall Space Right Center
Johnson Space Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Kennedy Space Center
NASA Resident Office/JPL
Lewis Research Center
Headquarters
Ames Research Center
Langley Research Center
Stennis Space Center
Awards Through Oth
Aqencv
TOTAL
Over $25,000
Air Force
Energy Department
Navy
Navy
National Science Foundation
Interior Department
Commerce Department
Defense Department
Other Government Agencies
$25,000 and Under
$13,160.4
3,001 .8
2,644.4
2,181.2
1,415.4
1,068.4
873.5
863.4
567.2
436.1
109.0
Percent
100.0
22.8
20.1
16.6
10.8
8.1
6.6
6.6
4.3
3.3
.8
>r Government Agencies fY 1993)
Awards (SM)
$508.4
389.6
189.9
55.0
42.0
31.0
17.2
17.1
12.4
10.6
14.4
118.8
Percent
100.0
76.6
37.3
10.8
8.3
6.1
3.4
3.4
2.4
2.1
2.8
23.4
Awards Placed Outside The United States (FY 1993)
Place of Performance Awards rsrriousands)
TOTAL
Direct NASA Awards
Australia
Bermuda
Canada
Chile
France
Germany
Israel
Italy
Japan
Liechtenstein
Netherlands
Norway
Puerto Rico
Spain
Switzerland
United Kingdom
$80,583*
$80,487
12,216
613
36,479
1,406
125
2,445
63
150
698
137
281
35
972
3,796
19,625
389
1,057
Placed Through Other Government Agencies $96
Canada 1 3
Puerto Rico 83
•Excludes smaller procurements, generally those of $25,000 or less
C-4
Contract Awards by Type of Effort
Category
TOTAL
Research and Development
Aeronautics & Space Technology
Space Science & Applications
Space Right
Space Operations
Commercial Programs
Space Station
Other Space R&D
Other R&D
Services
ADP & Telecommunication
Maintenance, Repair & Rebuilding of
Equipment
Operation of Government-owned Facilities
Professional, Administrative & Management
Support
Utilities & Housekeeping
Construction of Structures & Facilities
Maintenance, Repair, Alteration of Real
Property
Other Services
Number of
Contracts
5,685
1,983
688
562
125
46
47
19
416
80
1,635
157
162
53
278
90
154
378
363
Total
(Millions)
$10,279.9 *
3,233.0
1,017.5
390.1
643.9
259.9
18.1
518.5
361.3
23.7
4,295.2
460.8
1,061.6
414.0
1,315.9
227.3
279.9
168.6
367.1
Cateqorv
Supplies & Equipment
Ammunition & Explosives
Space Vehicles
Engines, Turbines & Components
Electrical/Electronic Equipment Components
Communication, Detection & Coherent Radiation
Equipment
Instruments & Laboratory Equipment
ADP Equipment, Software, Supplies & Support
Equipment
Fuels, Lubricants, Oils & Waxes
Other Supplies & Equipment
Number of
Contracts
2,067
11
47
12
57
108
399
912
21
500
Total
(Millions)
2,751.7
272.2
1,396.9
751.4
11.3
12.8
26.7
197.4
19.7
63.3
* Excludes smaller procurements, generally those of $25,000 or less.
C-5
Distribution of NASA Procurements
(In Millions of Dollars)
FYS1
Total Business
(Small Business)
Educational
Nonprofit
JPL
Government
Outside U.S.
Total
Total Business
(Small Business)
Educational
Nonprofit
JPL
Government
Outside U.S.
Total
Total Business
(Small Business)
Educational
Nonprofit
JPL
Government
Outside U S
Total
423.3
(63.5)
24.5
860
221.7
r*i
755.5
FY>3
2,0638
(155.3)
111.7
26.4
202.3
2352
340
2,673.4
FY84
5,9674
(556.2)
22.6
98.6
533.1
4943
381
7,154.1
FY62
1,030.1
(123.6)
50.2
148.5
321.8
(*)
1,550.6
FY74
2,118.6
(181.2)
97.8
39.3
215.2
208.6
34.1
2,713.6
FY85
6,652.9
(644.7)
256.9
103.1
724.6
535.1
354
8,308.0
FY63
2,261.7
(191.3)
86.9
15.3
230.2
628.5
7.9
3,230.5
FY75
2,255.0
(216.0)
111.4
33.0
234.5
198.3
34.2
2,866.4
FY86
6,356.0
(671.3)
276.6
119.0
891.3
489.7
47.1
8,179.7
FY64
3,521.1
(240.3)
112.9
29.1
228.2
692.6
12.0
4,593.9
FY76
2,536.1
(218.3)
123.0
32.0
263.7
222.4
27.4
3,204.6
FY87
6,540.5
(786.3)
315.4
119.1
1,005.6
594.9
34.3
8,609.8
Fiscal Years 1961 -1993
FY 65 FY66 FY67
4,141.4
(286.3)
139.5
25.3
247.2
622.8
11.2
5,187.4
FY7T
663.2
(68.4)
27.7
7.6
63.6
63.9
3.8
829.8
FY88
7,274.9
(801.4)
370.3
129.5
979.9
734.6
55.9
9,545.1
4,087.7
(255.9)
150.0
27.7
230.3
512.5
23.4
5,031.6
FY77
2,838.1
(255.0)
125.5
32.0
289.0
223.2
24.5
3,532.3
FY89
8,567.6
(857.3)
464.2
180.0
1,058.1
543.2
63.3
10,876.4
3,864.1
(216.9)
132.9
39.6
222.2
366.9
25.2
4,650.9
FY78
2,953.8
(281.5)
137.2
42.8
283.8
216.0
26.0
3,659.6
FY90
10,071.5
(924.3)
513.6
200.6
1,106.8
610.4
62.3
12,565.2
FY 68 FY 69
3,446.7 3,022.3
(189.6) (162.8)
131.5 131.3
33.6 32.3
207.2 156.3
287.0 279.0
26.7 30.8
4,132.7 3,652.0
FY 79 FY 80
3,416.4 3,868.3
(325.4) (384.6)
147.2 177.0
50.8 82.2
338.6 397.2
221.4 271.8
37.4 46.1
4,211.8 4,842.6
FY 91 FY 92
10,417.3 10,716.7
(968.3) (1.010.6)
592.0 659.3
244.0 297.8
1,139.6 1,229.6
693.4 498.6
72.7 76.2
13,159.0 13,478.2
FY70
2,759.2
(161.2)
134.3
33.0
179.8
265.8
33.5
3,405.6
FY81
4,272.8
(409.4)
192.5
155.1
410.8
321.9
55.2
5,408.3
FY93
10,497.9
(1,060.7)
707.8
336.6
1,029.8
508.4
79.9
13,160.4
FY71
2,279.5
(178.1)
133.9
29.3
173.3
212.5
29.7
2,858.2
FY82
4,805.6
(430.1)
187.0
108.8
426.3
308.1
47.9
FY72
2,143.3
(160.9)
118.8
28.0
210.8
207.8
29.1
2,737.8
FY83
5,586.0
(482.3)
211.3
102.5
454.9
394.2
47.9
5,883.7 6,796.8
included in
Government
C-6
Principal Contractors (Business Firms)
One Hundred Contractors (Business Firms) Listed According To Total Awards Received
(FY1993)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
Total Awards To Business Firms
Rockwell International Corp
CanogaPark, CA
McDonnell Douglas Corp
Huntington Beach, CA
Lockheed Space Operations Co
Kennedy Space Center, FL
Boeing
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL
Thiokol Corp
Brigham City, UT
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL
Rockwell Space Operations Inc
Houston, TX
Rockwell Space Operations Inc
Houston. TX
General Electric Co
Princeton, NJ
Lockheed Engrg & Science Co
Houston, TX
Alliedsignal Technical Serv
Greenbelt. MD
E G & G Florida Inc
Kennedy Space Center, FL
Awards
(Thousands)
$10,497,912
1,491,394
996,765
589,888
502.005
478,842
429,548
351,155
324.583
286,393
256,247
231,412
221,435
(Percent)
100.00
14.21
9.49
5.62
4.78
4.56
4.09
3.34
3.09
2.73
2.44
2.20
2.11
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
TRW Inc
Redondo Beach, CA
Computer Sciences Corp
Greenbelt, MD
U S B I Booster Production Co
Huntsville, AL
Grumman Aerospace Corp
Reston, VA
Boeing Computer Support Services
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL
Loral Aerospace Corp
Houston. TX
Sverdrup Technology Inc
Middleburgh Heights, OH
United Technologies Corp
West Palm Beach, FL
Space Systems Loral Inc
San Jose, CA
Johnson Controls World Services Inc
Stennis Space Center, MS
Cae Link Corp
Houston, TX
Harris Space Systems Inc Corp
Rockledge, FL
Orbital Sciences Corp
DuTles, VA
Awards
(Thousands)
217,706
194,588
177,287
162.895
155,085
136,852
106,520
96,540
76,964
67,057
65.485
63.130
61,740
(Percent)
2.07
1.85
1.69
1.55
1.48
1.30
1.01
.92
.73
.64
.62
.60
.59
C-7
Principal Contractors (Business Firms)
One Hundred Contractors (Business Firms) Listed According To Total Awards Received
(FY1993)
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
26. Sterling Federal Systems
Moffett Field, CA
27. BAMSI Inc (D)
Marshall Space Flight, AL
28. Teledyne Industries Inc
Marshall Space Flight Center, AL
29. International Business Machines
Houston, TX
30. GTE Government Systems Corp
Houston, TX
31. Hughes Applied Info Sys Inc
Greenbelt, MD
32. Spacehab Inc (S)
Washington, DC
33. Santa Barbara Research Center
Goleta, CA
34. Cray Research Inc
Chippewa Falls. Wl
35. Ball Corp
Boulder, CO
36. Bionetics Corp
Marshall Space Flight, AL
37. Raytheon Service Co
Annapolis Junctioin, MD
38. N S I Technology Services Corp
Greenbelt. MD
(Thousands
58,025
57,304
56,406
54,805
54.414
52.795
49,808
47,559
47,105
46,479
45,679
44.202
37,018
Awards
(Percent)
.55
.55
.54
.52
.52
.50
.47
.45
.45
.44
.39
.32
.35
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
39. PRC Inc
Washington, DC
40. Hughes STX
Greenbelt, MD
41. Cortez III Service Corp (D)
Cleveland. OH
42. Swales & Associates Inc (S)
Greenbelt, MD
43. Calspan Corp
Moffett Reid, CA
44. Krug Life Sciences Inc
Houston, TX
45. Science Application Intl Corp
San Diego, CA
46. General Electric U T C JV
Evendale, OH
47. Martin Marietta Services
Houston, TX
48. General Dynamics Corp
San Diego, CA
49. Unisys Government Systems Inc
Hampton, VA
50. Jackson & Tulllnc (S) (D)
Greenbelt, MD
51. AnalexCorp
Fairview Park, OH
Awards
(Thousands)
35,282
34,589
32.135
29,861
28,432
27,778
26,847
25.070
23,588
22,817
22,652
22,494
20.890
(Percent)
.34
.33
.31
.28
.27
.26
.26
.24
.22
.22
.22
.21
.20
C-8
Principal Contractors (Business Firms)
One Hundred Contractors (Business Rrms) Listed According To Total Awards Re
(FV1993)
Contractor and Principle Awards
Race of Contract Performance (Thousands)
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
Fairchild Space & Def Corp
Greenbelt, MD
Johnson Engineering Corp
Houston, TX
RMS Technologies Inc
Cleveland. OH
Paramax Systems Corp
Greenbelt, MD
Silicon Graphics Inc
Mountain View, CA
Northrop Worldwide Aircraft
Houston, TX
Hughes Aircraft Co
El Segundo, CA
1 Net Inc
Kennedy Space Center. FL
Air Products & Chemicals Inc
Allentown, PA
Aerojet General Corp
Azusa, CA
Micro Craft Inc
Hampton, VA
Ogden Logistics Services
Greenbelt, MD
Metric Constructors Inc.
Kennedy Space Center, FL
20,351
(S) 20,184
(D) 19,974
19,943
19,667
19,434
19.246
(S) (D) 18,517
16,164
17,807
(S) 17,633
17,233
17.205
(Percent)
.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.19
.18
.18
.17
.17
.17
.16
.16
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
Lockheed Corp
Burbank, CA
Ferguson M K Co
Cleveland, OH
Cray Grumman Systems
Marshall Space Flight, AL
Government Micro Resources
Chantilly, VA
Digital Equipment Corp
Moffett Field, CA
Virginia Electric & Power Co
Hampton, VA
Blake Construction Co
Greenbelt MD
Cleveland Electric Illuminating
Cleveland. OH
B D M Internationa] Inc
Washington, DC
Fairchild Industries
Germantown, MD
Hernandez Engineering Inc
Houston, TX
Wyle Laboratories
Hampton, VA
Anstec Inc
Greenbelt, MD
;eived
Awards
(Thousands)
15,234
14,226
14,210
(S) (D) 13,266
13,169
12,714
12.627
12,123
11,988
11,950
(S)(D) 11,322
11,130
(S) (D) 10,812
(Percent)
.15
.14
.14
.13
.13
.12
.12
.12
.11
.11
.11
.11
.10
C-9
Principal Contractors (Business Firms)
One Hundred Contractors (Business Firms) Listed According To Total Awards Received
(FY1993)
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
Science Systems Applications
Lanham, MO
Recom Technologies Inc
Moffett Field, CA
RMS Associates Inc JV
Ljthicum, MD
Dunn Construction Co Inc
Stennis Space Center, MS
Booz, Allen & Hamilton Inc
Bethesda, MD
Federal Data Corp
Greenbolt, MD
Hamm E L & Associates Inc
Greenbelt. MD
Mason & Hanger Services Inc
Hampton, VA
Aerospace Design & Fab Inc
Brook Park, OH
Patificorp Capital Inc
Houston, TX
E E R Systems Corp
Beltsville, MD
Quad S Co
Moffett Field, CA
Analytical Services & Mat Inc
Hampton, VA
Awards
(Thousands)
(S)
(S) (D)
(S)
(S) (D)
(S)
(S) (D)
(S)
(S) (D)
10,422
10,268
9,894
9,767
9,732
9,553
9,514
9,435
9,387
9.337
9,301
9,249
9,184
Percent)
.10
.10
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
.09
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
Contractor and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
Vitro Corp
Washington, DC
Space Transportation Pro Team
Huntsville, AL
Loral Vought Systems Inc
Dallas, TX
Taft Broadcasting Co Houston (S)
Houston, TX
Kelsey Seybold Medical Group
Houston, TX
Boeing Aerospace Operations Inc
Moffett Field, CA
Computer Sciences Dist Info
Slidell, LA
Convex Computer Corp
Richardson, TX
Centennial Contractors Entpr
Greenbelt, MD
Scott Co Calif
Moffett Field, CA
Other*
(S)=Small Business
(D)=Disadvantaged Business
Awards
(Thousands)
9.128
9,028
8,939
8,800
8,457
8,413
8,389
8,246
8,229
8,179
1,131,382
(Percent)
.09
.09
.09
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
.08
10.77
Includes other Awards over $25,000 and smaller
procurements of $25,000 or less.
C-10
Educational and Nonprofit Institutions
One Hundred Educational And Nonprofit Institutions Listed According To Total Awards Received*
(FY1993)
Institution and Principle
Place of Performance
Total Awards to Educational
and Nonprofit Institutions
1. Stanford Univ
Stanford, CA
2. Assn Univ Research & Astron
Baltimore, MD
3. Smithsonian Institution
Cambridge, MA
4. Mass Institute Technology
Cambridge, MA
5. Universities Space Research
Greenbelt, MD
6. Univ Tennessee Calspan Cstar
Tullahoma, TN
7. Wheeling Jesuit College
Wheeling, WV
8. Univ Calif Berkeley
Berkeley, CA
9. New Mexico State Univ Las Cruces
Palestine, TX
10. Univ Arizona
Tucson, AZ
11. Mitre Corp
Houston, TX
Awards
fThousands)
$1,044,465
55,897
(N) 54,795
(N) 42, 233
39,165
(N) 31,035
(N) 23,817
23,559
22,853
21,749
21,718
(N) 21,543
(Percent)
100.00
5.35
5.25
4.04
3.75
2.97
2.28
2.26
2.19
2.08
2.08
2.06
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
12. Univ Alaska Fairbanks
Fairbanks, AK
1 3. Christopher Columbus Ctr Oev (N)
Baltimore, MD
14. CIESIN (N)
Ann Arbor. Ml
15. Univ Maryland College Park,
College Park, MD
16. Univ Colorado Boulder
Boulder, CO
17. Charles Stark Draper Lab Inc (N)
Cambridge, MA
18. Univ Calif San Diego
LaJolla, CA
19. National Academy Sciences (N)
Washington, DC
20. Univ Alabama Huntsville.AL
Huntsville, AL
21. Calif Institute Technology
Pasadena, CA
22. Pennsylvania State Univ Up
University Park, PA
23. Univ Michigan Ann Arbor
Ann Arbor, Ml
24. Univ Wisconsin Madison
Madison. Wl
Awards
Thousands)
20,063
20,000
18,975
17,643
17,285
16,723
16,307
15.767
14,939
14,111
13,619
11,353
11,099
(Percent)
1.92
1.92
1.82
1.69
1.66
1.60
1.56
1.51
1.43
1.35
1.31
1.09
1.06
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Educational and Nonprofit Institutions
One Hundred Educational And Nonprofit Institutions Listed According To Total Awards Received*
(FY1993)
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
25. Univ New Hampshire
Durham, NH
26. West Virginia Univ
Morgantown. WV
27. John Hopkins Univ
Baltimore, MD
28. Univ Texas Austin
Austin, TX
29. Univ Washington
Seattle, WA
30. Univ Hawaii
Honolulu, HI
31 . Univ Calif Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA
32. Univ Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
33. CornellUniv
Ithaca, NY
34. Southwest Research Institute
San Antonio, TX
35. Ohio Aerospace Institute
Brookpark. OH
36, S E T I Institute
Moffett Field, CA
37. Georgia Institute Technology
Atlanta, GA
Awards
(Thousands)
10,463
10.395
10,235
9,687
9,612
9,353
9,086
8,526
8,035
(N) 7,685
(N) 7.676
(N) 7,664
7,491
(Percent)
1.00
1,00
.98
.93
,92
.90
.87
.82
.77
.74
.74
.73
.72
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
38. San Jose State Univ
Moffett Reid, CA
39. Oklahoma State Univ
Stillwater, OK
40. Battelle Memorial Institute (N)
Columbis, OH
41 . Univ Houston
Houston, TX
42. Columbia Univ
New York, NY
43. Case Western Reserve Univ
Cleveland, OH
44. Texas A & M Univ
College Station, TX
45. Harvard Univ
Cambridge, MA
46. Univ Chicago
Chicago, IL
47. Univ Houston Clear Lake
Houston, TX
48. Univ Iowa
Iowa City, IA
49. Old Dominion Univ
Norfolk, VA
50. Univ Southern Calif
Los Angeles, CA
Awards
(Thousands)
7,190
7,125
7,063
6,847
6,730
6,711
6,567
6,626
6,436
5,930
5,485
5,364
4,739
(Percent)
.69
.68
.68
.66
.64
.64
.63
.63
.62
.57
.53
.51
.45
C-12
Educational and Nonprofit Institutions
One Hundred Educational And Nonprofit Institutions Listed According To Total Awards Received*
(FY1993)
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
51. Univ Alabama Birmingham
Birmingham, AL
52. Univ Rorida
Gainesville, FL
53. Ohio State Univ
Columbus, OH
54. Rorida Atlantic Univ
Tampa, FL
55. Virginia Polytechnic Institute
Blacksburg, VA
56. Princeton Univ
Princeton, NJ
57. Univ Calif Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, CA
58. Washington Univ St Louis
St. Louis, MO
59. Carnegie Mellon Univ
Pittsburgh, PA
60. Kansas Cosmosphere & Space
Hutchinson, KS
61. Univ New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM
62. Auburn Univ Auburn
Auburn, AL
63. Univ Minnesota Minnpl St Paul
Minneapolis, MN
Awards
(Thousands)
4,623
4,572
4,538
4,517
4,413
4,404
4,098
4,053
4,011
(N) 3,940
3,917
3,762
3,743
(Percent)
.44
.44
.43
.43
.42
.42
.39
.39
.38
.38
.38
.36
.36
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
64. Howard Univ
Washington. DC
65. Hampton City (N)
Hampton, VA
66. Oregon State Univ
Corvallis, OR
67. Rorida A & M Univ
Tallahassee, FL
68. American Inst't Aero & Astro (N)
New York, NY
69. Univ Illinois Urbana
Urbana, ILL
70. North Carolina State Univ
Raleigh. NC
71 . George Washington Univ
Washington, DC
72. Cleveland State Univ
Cleveland, OH
73. Purdue Univ
West Lafayette, IN
74. Colorado StateUniv
Ft. Collins, CO
75. Univ Miami, FL
Miami, FL
76. Research Triangle Institute (N)
Research Triangle Park, NC
Awards
Thousands)
3,632
3,511
3.299
3,283
3,259
3,254
3.170
3,081
3,007
3,006
2,791
2,743
2,690
(Percent)
.35
.34
.32
.31
.31
.31
.30
.30
.29
.29
.26
.26
.26
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Educational and Nonprofit Institutions
One Hundred Educational And Nonprofit Institutions Listed According To Total Awards Received*
(FY1993)
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
77. dark Atlanta Univ
Atlanta. GA
78. Eloret Institute
Moffett Field. CA
79. Vanderbilt, Univ
Nashville. TN
80. Hampton Univ
Hampton. VA
81. Rice Univ
Houston, TX
82. North Carolina A &TStateUniv
Greensboro, NC
83. Environmental Res Instit Mich
Ann Arbor, Ml
84. Arizona State Univ
Tempo, AZ
85. Univ Cinncinnati
Cinninnati, OH
86. Renesselaer Poly Inst New York
Troy, NY
87. Brown Univ
Providence. Rl
88. State Univ New York Stony Brk
Stony Brook, NY
89. Clarkson, Univ
Potsdam, NY
Awards
(Thousands)
2,660
(N) 2,634
2,634
2,565
2,519
2,498
(N) 2,392
2,333
2,331
2,279
2.248
2.247
2,131
(Percent)
.25
.25
.25
.25
.24
.24
.23
.22
.22
.22
.22
.22
.20
Institution and Principle
Place of Contract Performance
90. Aerospace Corp (N)
El Segundo, CA
91. Univ Pittsburgh
Pittsburgh. PA
92. S R I International Corp (N)
Menlo Park, CA
93. Rorida State Univ
Tallahassee, FL
94. Univ Toledo
Toledo, OH
95. Univ Calif Irvine
Irvine, CA
96. Utah State Univ
Logan UT
97. College William & Mary
Williamsburg, VA
98. Univ Calif Riverside
Riverside, CA
99. MCAT Institute (N)
Moffett Reid, CA
100. Institute Technology Develop (N)
Jackson. MS
Other-
* Excludes JPL
Awards
Thousands) (P«
2,131
2.058
2.054
2,051
2,038
1,968
1.939
1,924
1,836
1,821
1,787
131,268
rcent)
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.19
.19
.18
.18
.17
.17
12.57
** Includes other Awards over $25,000 and smaller procurements
of $25.000 or less.
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NASA's Budget Authority in 1992 Dollars
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Financial Summary
(In Millions Of Dollars)
Fiscal Total
Year Appropriations
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
TO
1977
1978
1979
1930
1981
1982
330.90
523.90
966.70
1.825.30
3,674.10
5,100.00
5,250.00
5,175.00
4,968.00
4,588.90
3.995.30
3,749.20
3,312.60
3,310.10
3,407.60
3.039.70
3,231.20
3,551.80
932.20
3,819.10
4,063.70
4,558.80
5,243.40
5,522.70
6,020.00
Total Direct
Obligations
298.70
486.90
908.30
1,691.70
3,448.40
4.864.80
5,500.70
5.350.50
5,011.70
4.520.40
4,045.20
3,858.90
3,324.00
3,228.60
3,154.00
3,122.40
3,265.90
3,604.80
918.80
3,858.10
4.000.30
4,557.50
5,098.10
5,606.20
5.946.70
Total
145.50
401.00
744.30
1,257.00
2,552.40
4,171.00
5,092.90
5,933.00
5,425.70
4,723.70
4,251.70
3,753.10
3,381.90
3,422.90
3,315.20
3,256.20
3,266.50
3,669.00
951.40
3,945.30
3,983.10
4,196.50
4,851.60
5,421.20
6,035.40
Research &
Development
34.00
255.70
487.70
935.60
2,308.40
3,317.40
3,984.50
4,741.10
4,487.20
3.946.10
3.530.20
2,991.60
2,630.40
2,623.20
2,541.40
2,421.60
2,420.40
2,748.80
730.70
2,980.70
2,988.70
3,138.80
3,701.40
4,223.00
4,796.40
Outlays
Space Flight, Control & Construction
Data Communications Of Facilities
24.80
54.30
9830
114.30
225.30
437.70
530.90
572.50
288.60
126.10
65.30
54.30
43.70
50.30
44.70
75.10
85.30
120.90
25.80
105.00
124.20
132.70
140.30
146.80
109.00
Research & Program
Management
86.70
91.00
159.10
207.10
18.70
415.90
577.50
619.40
649.90
651.50
656.20
707.20
707.80
749.40
729.10
759.50
760.80
799.30
194.90
859.60
87050
925.00
1,009.90
1,051.40
1,130.00
As Of September 30, 1 993
Trust Office Of
Funds Inspector General
_
-
-
..
-
-
-
_
_
-
..
-
..
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
..
-
-
-
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Financial Summary
(In Millions Of Dollars)
Fiscal Total
Year Appropriations
1983
1984
1985
1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992
1993
6,817.70
7,242.60
7,552.20
7,764.20
10,621.00
9,001.50
10.897.50
12,295.70
14,014.62
14,316.05
14,323.39
Total Direct
Obligations
6,723.90
7,135.20
7,638.40
7,463.00
8,803.70
9.914.70
11,315.80
13,068.93
13,973.54
14,159.75
14,118.47
Total
6,663.90
7.047.60
7,317.70
7,403.50
7,591.40
9,091.60
11.051.50
12,428.83
13,877.64
13,961.42
14,306.23
Research &
Development
5,316.20
2,791.80
2,118.20
2,614.80
2,436.20
2.915.80
3,922.40
5,094.30
5,765.48
6,578.85
7,086.12
Space Flight, Control &
Data Communications
-
2,914.60
3,707.00
3,267.40
3,597.30
4,362.20
5,030.20
5.116.52
5,590.28
5,117.51
5,025.16
Outlays
Construction
Of Facilities
108.10
108.80
170.00
188.90
149.00
165.90
190.10
218.42
326.31
463.03
556.77
Research & Program Trust
Management Funds
1,239.60
1,232.40
1,322.50
1,332.40
1,408.90
1,647.70
1,908.30 0.50
1,991.09 1.00
2,185.06 1.02
1,788.05 1.54
1,621.64 1.12
As Of September 30, 1 993
Office of GSA Building
Inspector General Delegation
-
..
-
..
-
-
..
7.50
9.49
12.44
14.63 0.79
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Research and Development Funding By Program
(In Millions of Dollars)
Space Station
Space Right
Space Shuttle
Space Transp Cap Dev
STSOper Capability Dev
Spacelab
Upper Stages
PayloadOperS Support Bf
Eng & Tech Base (ETB)/DTMS
Advanced Programs
Advanced Launch Systems
Advanced Transportation Tech.
Tethered Satellite Program
Orbital Maneuwoing Veh (OMV)
STS Operations
Skylab
Apollo Soyuz Test Project
Expendable Launch Vehicles
Completed Programs
Apollo
Gemini
Others
Total OSF
Commercial Programs
Technokxiy Utilization
Commercial Use of Space
Total OCR
FY1993
2,077.08
49638
H
(113.89)
H
(123.85)
(214.15)
(32.09)
(9.60)
H
(3.40)
H
H
H
H
H
49658
28.91
132.84
161.75
FY 1992 FY 1991 FY 1990 FY 1989
1,976.71 1,875.39 1,723.70
5SS.49 SS4& S46.0!
(99.20) (129.30) (118.58)
(59.70) (82.40) (79.70)
(110.86) (93.42) (58.54)
(210.80) (208.50) (181.60)
(34.55) (3520) (29.70)
(27.98) (-) (-)
(16.40) (2150) (27.30)
(-) (-) (50.60)
559.49 594.62 546.02
32.08 24.05 23.40
113.63 62.79 32.41
145.71 66.84 55.81
884.60
6SOM
(87.60)
(131.60)
(53.10)
(160.60)
(47.70)
(80.40)
(26.40)
(73.00)
660.40
16.30
27.80
44.10
FY1988
387.39
535.80
(66.50)
(142.20)
(74.10)
(13350)
(46.40)
(64.30)
(12.10)
(46.30)
585.80
18.80
29.30
48.10
FY1987
414.50
S22.30
(72.00)
(152.00)
(34.10)
(133.40)
(37.70)
(10.60)
(82.50)
i-i
522.30
15.50
23.60
39.10
As of September 30, 1 993
FY 1986 FY 1985 FY 1984 FY 1983 FY 1982 FY 1981 FY 1980 FY 1979 FY 1978 FY1977
X Prior
197.80 153.60 - - _ . . - - _
- - - 1,696.20 2,098.10 1,994.70 1.870.30 1,637.60 1,348.80
3SO.OO 337.80 445.K 1,771.50 S02.20 S7&.20 445.60 299.70 2S3.SO
(-) (-) (-) (278.80) (201.50) (223.50) (112.90) (89.90) (65.40)
(77.30) (55.60) (111.00) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (..)
(113.60) (135.80) (157.70) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)
(54.20) (54.50) (59.60) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (.-)
(105.50) (105.60) (93.10) (70.20) (182.90) (183.50) (172.60) (177.20) (171.90)
(19.40) (20.50) (21.40) (12.60) (9.70) (8.80) (13.00) (7.00) (10.00)
(15.00)
(5.00)
390.00
10.40
16.00
26.40
(15.80)
387.80
9.40
9.40
(3.30) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-) (-)
(-1(1,40950) (508.10) (260.40) (148.10) (25.60) (16.50)
82.90 31.10 54.40 67.40 73.60 136.50
(-) (-) (-1 (-) (-) (••) I--)
446.10 3,550.60 3,031.40 2,725.30 2,384.30 2,010.90 1,749.10
9.00 9.00 8.00 8.80 12.00 9.10 9.10
9.00 9.00 8.00 8.80 12.00 9.10 9.10
4,599.70
3,9«.20
(65.40)
(-)
(-1
(1.050.70)
(188.80)
(-1
(-)
(2,427.10)
(214.20)
2^74.60
22,020.10
20,443.60)
(1.280.70)
1295.80)
32.840.60
75.30
75.30
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Research and Development Funding By Program
FY1993
Aeronautics and Space Technology
;urrent Programs
Space Research & Technology 265.68
\eronautical Research i Tech 700.25
rartsatmospheric Res S Tech
:netgy Tech. Applications
*rior Programs
^pollo Applications Expf
snemical & boar Power
** \M!W <i
ilecUonic Systems
4uman Factor Systems
Space Power i Elec Prop Sys
Judear Rockets
Aeronautical Vehicles
Total OAST 965.93
jpace Tracking & Data Systems
tacking and Data Acquisition 22.81
jafety, Reliability, Maintainability
I Quality Assurance
Standards & Practices 32.06
Jniversrty Space Science &
"echnology Academic Program
tademic Programs 68.80
Minority University Res. Prog 22.24
rotalU.S.S.&TAP. 91.04
As of September 30, 1993
FY1992 FY1991 FY 1990 FY 1989 FY 1988 FY 1987 FY1986 FY1985 FY1984 FY1983 FY 1982 FY 1981 FY1980 FY1979 FY1978 FY 1977
JtPrim
299.90 277.90 273.77 273.70 217.10 164.50 148.10 141.00 130.30 121.20 106.90 107.80 111.80 98.30 88.70 432.30
543.70 500.10 433.36 384.60 320.20 360.50 324.30 328.30 309.70 27450 261 .10 268.80 308.30 264.10 22B.OO 1 .021 .40
4.08 93.79 58.29 68.50 5 1 . 9 0 44.40 _ _ _ _ - - - _ - -
1 .90 3.00 5.00 7.50 20.80
gn nf.
1Q?fiO
WTO
wvitri
. . _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ „ _ _ _ _ I B M
847.68 869.38 765.42 726.80 589.20 569.40 472.40 469.30 440.00 395.70 368.00 378.50 423.10 367.40 324.20 4,261.80
21.73 19.75 19.08 18.60 17.70 16.90 15.30 14.70 14.10 496.30 401.30 339.80 332.10 299.90 276.30 3.852.80
33.18 32.59 22.35 22.10 13.90 11.90 7.50 4.80 4.60 3.00 3.00 2.10 3.80 9.00 9.00 24.20
65,97 54.41 37.03 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _
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Research and Development Funding By Program
(TnMiaonsolCoarej
Space Science and Applications
Current Programs
Physics & Astronomy
Pbnetary Exploration
Life Sciences
Space Applications
Prior Programs
Launch Vehicle Development
Space Flight Operations
Total OSSA
University Affairs
Operating Account
Total Program
Annron Trans X Arihrctmpm
Appropriation
Lapse UnobfigBallnd
FY1993 FY1992
1,025.34 1,019.99
524.74 527.35
145.00 155.75
681.15 888.27
[-1 ( - 1
FY1991
954.94
469.91
135.60
635.07
, ,
2,591.36 2,591.36 2,395.52
587.65 589.75
7.094.30 6,827.61
.500 noo
7,089.30 6,827.61
- (1.16)
89.11
6.023.52
000
6,023.52
(1.32)
FY1990 FY1989
847.11 712.10
380.85 405.90
104.70 78.10
632.05 578.30
(-1 l-l
1,964.71 1,774.40
93.56 103.50
5,227.69 4,234.50
.7 00 3? 10
5.220.69 4,266.60
(1.68) (0.5)
FY1988
596.20
323.50
72.10
557.40
(-1
1,549.20
63.70
3.254.90
1594
FY1987 FY1986
528.50 554.60
362.20 349.10
70.20 65.00
550.60 478.40
1-1 f-1
1,511.50 1,447.10
68.10 59.90
3,153.70 2,616.40
1?00 ?1 «1
3.414.30 3.165.70 2.683.30
(1.1) (4.4) (0.3)
FY1985
654.70
286.50
61.90
367.60
(-1
1.370.70
55.00
FY1984 PC 1983
556.60 480.60
216.10 160.00
57.60 55.60
309.50 311.40
(-1 (-1
1,141.80 1.027.80
23.60 33.10
2.465.30 2.079*) 5.515.50
280
2,468.10
(0.2)
-.14 an 7 30
2,044.90 5,522.80
(0.3) (0.2)
FY1982 FY1981
316.20 320.00
205.00 174.10
3950 42.20
325.00 325.70
(-1 (-1
887.70 862.00
23.60 17.80
4,723.00 4,334.30
17<W ?nn
4,740.90 4,336.30
(0.3) (0.6)
FY1980
335.60
219.40
43.80
328.50
(-1
927.30
5.50
4,088.10
300
4.091.10
(0.1)
FY1979 FV1978
281.80 223.10
181.90 146.70
40.10 33.30
27150 232.10
( - 1 (4 001
775.70 639.20
520 4.70
FYI977
S Prior
2,196.30
3,550.20
145.70
2,092.60
614.40
58.30
(58301
8,961.70
229.20
79.70
3,477.203,011.60 50.325.30
nnn 1 40
3,477.20 3,013.00
(0.3) (0.3)
301 00
50.626.30
-
Note: Unobligated Balances Lapsed at the end of the second year of accountably.
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Research and Development Funding By Location
Headquarters
Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Facility
Electronics Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA Pasadena Office
Pacific Launch Operations
Space Nuclear Systems Office
Station 17
Stennis Space Cneter
Wallops Flight Facility
Western Support Office
Undistributed
Total Program
Approp Trans & Adjustment
FY1993
829.23
453.82
1.337.13
592.14
1.326.41
264.81
360.23
764.24
972.89
23.74
169.66
7,094.30
-5.00
FY1992 FY1991
767.42 645.77
431.64 357.72
FY1990 FY1989
471.79 403.50
314.20 295.10
1,177.23 1.047.81 930.64 743.70
714.19 734.97 575.29 SB1.60
1,433.47 1,173.60 1,049.33 572.60
272.67 209.80 150.68 116.20
349.97 308.15 260.81 24590
681.66 559.20 50026 393.70
974.43 968.32 959.89 870.00
24.93 18.18
-5.10
14.80 17.30
6,827.61 6,023.52 5,227.69 4,234.50
0.00 0.00 -7.00 32.10
Appropriation 7.068.30 6,827.61 6,023.52 5.220.69 4.266.60
Lapse UnoMgBallnd - (1.16) (1.32) (1.69) (0.5)
Note: UnobEgated Balances Lapsed at the end of the second year of accountability
FY1988
332.80
261.70
510.90
490.30
334.80
90.50
199.00
257.30
760.90
6.70
FY1987
258.20
291.10
488.BO
466.60
331.00
57.30
221.10
266.80
730.10
22.50
FY1986 FY19S5
175.80 150.30
241.50 223.50
522.60 447.10
451.90 347.80
249.50 235.20
71.10 49.00
175.20 177.70
257.10 325.10
465.30 503.20
-3.80 -4.70
10.20 11.10
FY1984 FY1983
141.80 218.40
196.80 180.60
361.60 816.30
253.70 30850
174.90 1,593.00
55.70 529.30
140.40 131.90
305.80 269.90
443.50 1.702.10
-4.70 -242.80
9.70 8.60
3,254.90 3,153.70 2,616.40 2,465.30 2,079.20 5,515.50
159.40 12.00 21.90 2.80 -34.30 7.30
3,414.30 3,165.70 2,638.30 2.468.10
(1.1) (4.4) (0.3) (0.2)
2,044.9 5.522.80
(0.3) (0.2)
FY1982 FY1981
152.60 136.00
162.90 141.00
11.90 18.40
744.00 567.60
316.40 262.80
1,557.30 1,524.70
420.50 365.40
130.50 143.30
176.40 163.30
1.238.50 1.005.90
-200.00 -14.00
10.00 8.70
4,723.00 4,334.30
17.90 2.00
4.74050 4.336.30
(0.3) (0.6)
FY1980
132.50
147.50
16.60
550.90
320.50
1,398.30
300.60
168.20
170.40
888.20
-31.70
9.30
16.80
As ot September 30. 1993
FY1979 FY1978 FY1977
S Prior
115.30
140.40
13.10
515.50
236.80
1,161.80
234.90
138.20
148.50
785.20
-38.80
9.20
17.10
95.00 2.253.90
115.50 1.183.10
18.60 242.00
493.00 6,400.10
201.40 3.017.90
970.60 15,423.30
170.00 2,503.20
157.10 2,322.90
133.60 2.864.60
630.90 13.293.10
0.30
10.00 21.50
15.90 156.30
4,088.103.477203,011.60 50,325.30
3.00 0.00 1.40 301.00
4,091.10
(0.1)
3.477.2 3.013.00 50.626.30
(0.3) (0.3)
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Space Ffi'ght, Control And Data Communications Funding By Program
On Millions of Dollars)
Space Flight
Shuttle Prod & Oper Cap
Space Transportation Ops
Total OSF
SPACE SCIENCE & APPLICATIONS
Expendable Launch Vehicles
Space Tracking & Data Systems
Operating Account
Total Program
Approp Trans & Adjustment
Appropriation
Lapse Unoblig Bal Ind
As of September 30, 1993
FY1993
1,045.48
2,804.94
3,850.42
820.70
207.83
5, 058.80
27.20
5.086.00
-
FY1992
1,295.75
2,928.36
4,223.61
179.85
869.73
258.76
5,352.10
-195.03
5,157.07
(0.43)
FY1991
1,295.07
2,976.73
4,271.80
-
973.91
10.13
5,255.84
1,063.29
6,319.13
(0.41)
FY 1990
1,189.84
2,628.41
3,818.25
-
897.97
9.39
4,725.61
-170.71
4,554.90
(0.82)
FY1989
1,116.55
2,604.26
3,720.81
-
813.45
13.79
4,548.05
-83.85
4,464.20
(0.90)
FY198
1,092.40
1,825.50
2,917.90
-
969.30
8.70
3.895.90
12.40
3,908.30
(0.40)
FY1987
3,326.38
1,737.06
5.063.44
-
764.70
17.38
5.845.52
-284.50
5,561.02
(0.30)
FY1988
1,354.70
1,633.20
2.987.90
-
658.20
15.62
3,661.72
27.52
3,689.24
(0.3)
FY1985
1,478.10
1,308.60
2.786.70
792.20
15.30
3,594.20
7.60
3,601.80
(0.2)
FY1984
1,637.20
1,431.70
3.068.90
673.90
9.00
3,751.80
34.30
3,786.10
(0.5)
Note: Unobligated Balances Lapsed at the end of the second year of accountability.
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Space Flight, Control And Data Communications Funding By Location
(In Millions of Dollars)
Headquarters
Ames Research Center
Goddard Space Right Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Marshall Space Right Center
Station 17
Stennis Space Center
Undistributed
Total Program
Aporop. Trans & Adjustment
Appropriation
Lapse Unoblig Bal Incl
As of September 30, 1993
FY1993
105.52
24.76
545.93
184.03
1,176.79
1,070.21
-
45.33
1,686.81
34.34
205.08
5.058.80
27.20
5,086.00
FY1992
117.50
22.86
623.08
176.35
1,220.78
1,101.91
0.63
58.39
1.837.63
—
48.11
5,352.10
-195.03
5,157.07
(0.43)
FY1991
220.77
21.78
672.11
151.75
1.188.35
941.36
2.05
121.87
1.904.33
31.47
5,255.84
1.063.29
6,319.13
(0.41)
FY1990
160.73
18.70
635.73
154.72
1,130.53
857.80
2.05
54.63
1,683.63
27.09
-
4.725.61
-170.71
4,554.90
(0.82)
FY1989
159.30
16.70
549.92
124.97
1,054.62
828.37
14.30
10.90
1.779.81
-12.40
21.56
-
4,548.05
-83 85
4,464.20
(0.90)
FY1988
364.40
15.40
467.10
132.10
909.70
720.20
0.10
3.70
1,263.90
19.30
-
3,895.90
12.40
3,908.30
(0.40)
FY1987
336.97
16.30
415.90
128.00
2,475.65
660.62
0.25
5.00
1,734.05
—
16.09
56.69
5,845.52
-284.50
5,561.02
(0.30)
FY1988
204.50
18.00
330.00
117.40
1,083.70
511.52
0.40
3.30
1,655.40
-277.60
15.10
-
3,661.72
27.52
3,689.24
(0.3)
FY1985
259.50
15.60
432.20
111.90
1,308.00
493.40
0.60
4.30
1.437.00
-480.60
12.30
..
3,594.20
7.60
3,601.80
(0.2)
FY1984
227.60
10.30
431.00
97.30
1,360.50
490.50
0.20
2.00
1,379.00
-247.70
1.10
3,751.80
34.30
3,786.10
(0.5)
Note: Unobligated Balances Lapsed at the end of the second year of accountability.
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Construction of Facilities Funding
(In Mill-onset Dollars)
Ames Research Center
Dryden Flight Research Fac.
Goddard Space Right Center
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Langtey Research Center
Marshall Space Right Center
Wallops Flight Facility
Various Locations
Lar^  ''AB F"^
Minor Construction
Repair
Rehab & Mods*
Shuffle Facilities
Shuffle Payload Facility
A °f^ 1 Revter ~^a9n
Artu «? 1 "^i2 :^00T riFnd ty™Bm l"ac-
W k Qh W C T
C.l! glL pty
P rih8^"* I *n Ktafau^ k
LOT V^taf1 &,nt NetWCfK
fW rfHoh kft'u • M '
Nfri 1 Tr* T *^°rratonai I ech. Transfer Center
h^r'S(£fiw v IM '^X
«? T^m** ' 1 hnrbpace Dynam cs Laboratory
S?nh Qp.fPri.iTr™.™*
TOTAL PROGRAM
Approp & Availability
•Included in Various Locations Prk
FY93 -
19.8
4.0
33.8
23.
14.0
31.9
34.0
193.4
,q'n
525.0
520.0
rtoFY1972.
FY92
22.0
5.5
7.0
5.3
5.2
3.5
5.7
34.0
12.9
31.7
34.8
369.4
•"•3.4
IIS
50
inn
ion
531.4
525.0
FY91
12.8
16.6
29.8
11.0
4.6
-
5.5
17.6
28.0
11.0
28.2
32.9
164.5
100
inn20.0
497.9
497.9
FY90
12.7
15.9
5.3
2.8
11.3
-
2.6
26.3
10.0
28.0
35.0
117.6
413.6
601.3
FY89
6.2
7.8
7.4
12.6
-
22.0
9.0
22.5
31.2
66.1
286.8
290.1
FY88
16.0
12.7
8.6
-
6.4
16.0
7.4
22.9
31.5
17.2
179.6
178.3
FYB7
18.9
8.0
11.5
7.6
11.3
-
16.9
17.0
6.8
22.1
29.8
6.9
169.3
469.3
FY86
7.8
3.6
9.2
4.6
-
17.4
11.8
5.9
19.5
24.3
36.1
3.8
144.0
133.3
FY85
14.2
2.1
13.7
13.8
1.6
14.0
12.0
4.9
17.9
21.5
37.6
6.7
160.0
150.0
PC 84
14.7
5.5
10.5
-
-
9.1
4.7
17.2
21.4
49.2
13.2
158.4
155.5
FYB3
3.5
2.6
13.5
-
2.1
3.7
13.8
18.9
28.1
1.7
0.5
101.4
97.5
FY82
1.8
3.0
1.1
2.9
-
9.8
2.3
12.8
17.6
33.0
95.5
95.8
FY81
13.6
2.8
0.6
22.0
4.0
32.0
3.9
14.8
17.3
9.9
1.5
140.8
115.0
FY80
2.9
4.8
7.1
6.3
1.1
1.7
3.5
12.0
19.7
27.9
4.3
156.6
156.1
FY79
9.1
5.6
4.6
5.3
-
_
561
4.2
14.1
30.9
146.3
147.5
FY78
0.4
4.5
3.1
2.0
1.7
1.6
1.1
q?n
6.0
18.9
64.7
7.3
161.4
160.9
FY77
4.4
0.8
2.2
2.6
6.1
-
qi n
2.9
17.8
30.3
4.4
117.8
118.1
76/TO
2.6
1.6
-
-
12.5
6.2
23.0
46.6
92.5
92.9
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Construction of Facilities Funding
As of September 30. 1993
Ames Research Center
Dryden Fight Research Facility
Electronics Research Center
Jet Propulsion laboratory
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
langtey Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Marehal Space Right Center
Stennis Space Center
Wataps Fight Facflity
Mfchoud Assembly FadHy
Pacific Launch Operations
Fatifity planning* Design
ftetwhfcUoM*
^™ P*^ ™'
Q.
TOTAL PROGRAM
Approp Trans & Adjust
Appropr&AvaBabffity
FY75
3.7
-
-
9.2
0.7
-
3.2
3.7
3.8
-
U
-
-
io.e
.
7fiS
141.7
-1.5
140.2
FY7A
_
-
-
1.3
-
-
4.0
_
_
-
0.9
-
-
13.5
SfiS
'
100.6
0.5
101.1
Ftn
3.2
-
-
0.5
0.6
9.7
4.3
10.0
-
-
0.5
-
-
7.9
57fl
78.5
•1.2
77.3
FY7? FY71
6.5 1.1
_
-
1.9
1.1
15.6 0.3
0.6
0.8 0.7
1.3
_
_
-
-
3.5 5.4
18.3
54.0 3S..3
•1.3 -11.3
52.7 25.0
FV70
0.3
0.9
-
_
-
10.5
5.6
0.3
-
1.4
0.5
-
-
3.5
50.1
3.1
53.2
FY69 FVfifl
0.4 4.2
-
-
3.1
0.9 0.6
7.4 20.4
-
2.1
0.9
-
OS 0.7
0.4 0.5
-
1.0 5.4
31.4 42.0
•9.6 -6.1
21.8 35.9
FY67 FVfifi
2.8
-
7.4 5.2
0.3 09
11.8 4.0
34.6 7.2
6.4 8.4
16.2 0.9
1.8
-
0.2 1.0
0.5 0.3
_
5.4 5.0
90.0 55.0
•7.1 5.0
82.9 60.0
FY65
5.8
10.4
3.6
17.3
878
3.3
0.8
12.0
59.4
1.7
6.2
0.3
8.8
247.0
15.9
262.9
FY64
11.3
2.5
1.6
30
33.9
273.4
9.7
20.4
28.2
[02.9
0.5
7.3
-
10.4
738.4
•58.4
680.0
FYR3
14.3
1.8
-
11.4
24.5
332.8
9.8
45.5
40.5
77.1
4.1
28.5
-
12.9
765.9
10.3
776.2
FY6?
6.3
-
-
3.6
_
115.6
6.9
1.1
30.7
_
11.3
0.6
9.8
356.4
-40.4
316.0
FY61
0.6
-
-
B.6
-
27.6
12.3
9.6
26.1
-
2.0
-
0.4
124.8
•2.0
122.8
FVfin
6.1
1,8
-
7.7
-
4.0
4.5
6.6
_
-
_
-
1.1
-
96.:
•13.6
84.6
FY59
3.8
-
_
-
108
8.0
_
_
16.1
-
-
••
47.7
0.3
46.0
'tndubKl to Various Locations Priw to FY 1972
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Research and Program Management Funding
AsofSetpembet30,1993
FY75
Headquarters (') 68.9
Ames Research Center ' ' 48.6
Dryden Flight Research Center 13.2
Electronics Research Center
Goddard Space Flight 104.8
Johnson Space Center 121.3
Kennedy Space Center 95.9
Langley Research Center 88.6
Lewis Research Center 80.3
Marshall Space Flight Center 129.1
Pacific Launch Operations
Space Nuclear Systems Office
Wallops Flight Faci% 12.4
Western Support Office
TOTAL PROGRAM 764.7
Lapsed Unoblig Bal 0.2
Approp Trans & Adjust -4.9
Appropriation 760.0
(1) Includes NASA Pasadena Office
(2) ERC was closed on June 30, 1970
FY74
63.0
46.4
12.2
-
97.3
117.6
94.4
83.3
79,6
137.5
_
1.1
11.6
-
744.0
0.6
-
744.6
FY73
61.2
42,4
11.7
-
95.7
110.6
92.4
78.6
81.2
137.2
„
-
10.8
-
721.8
7.6
-
723.4
FY72 FY71
61.6 64.9
42.2 40.6
11.7 11.1
.-
96.5 93.1
113.0 111.1
92.6 98.3
80.2 75.3
82.5 78.0
138.9 145.1
-
2.2 2.4
10.9 10.3
732.3 (3) 730.2
0.3 0.2
2.1 -7.7
734.7 722.7
FY70
63.2
37.6
10.3
19.1
86.4
106.6
97.6
69.8
73.9
125.7
_
2.3
9.7
-
702.2
0.4
•12.6
690.0
FY69
60.8
34.0
9.7
17.2
73.2
98.9
95.8
63.0
67.9
116.3
_
2.1
9.1
-
648.0
0.1
-44.9
603.2
FY68 FY67
57.1 57.4
33.8 33.8
9.5 9.5
15.4 12.2
68.3 71.1
95.7 95.7
93.1 92.7
62.2 64.3
66.2 66.3
126.2 128.7
_
2.0 2.0
8.8 9.7
1.0 3.2
639.3 646.6
0.1 0.9
-11.4 -7.5
628.0 640.0
FY66
54.4
33.2
9.4
6.4
64.4
86.5
82.0
63.5
66.4
128.4
0.6
1.8
9.3
4.9
611.2
0.6
-27.8
584.0
FY65 FY64
69.3 56.1
31.8 26.9
10.5 9.4
3.2 0.5
93.3 61.9
88.7 64.7
40.8 26.8
59.0 52.1
69.3 58.5
138.7 124.3
0.9 0.9
1.7 1.5
11.1 8.8
5.0 4.4
623.3 496.8
-
0.2 -2.8
623.5 494.0
FY63
51.3
25.6
7.5
52.8
51.0
18.8
51.8
53.4
112.6
0.6
1.0
8.9
3.4
438.7
-
-
438.7
FY62 FY61
26.0 13.9
22.9 19.9
72 5.1
- -
39.1 20.4
24.1 92
6.4
46.6 39.1
45.2 35.8
89.2 68.6
0.1
0.3
7.1 5.0
1.4 5.7
315.6 222.7
-
_
315.6 222.7
FY60 FY59
8.5 5.7
17.8 16.3
4.3 3.3
..
15.5 1.8
-
-
33.0 31.4
31.2 27.8
5.1
_
-
2.7 1.3
0.5
118.6 87.6
-
-
118.6 87.6
(3) Includes $10 million for basic institutional and other requirements for agencies resident at MTF/Sfidell
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Personnel Summary
Onboard At End Of Fiscal Year*
FY59
Headquarters 429
Ames Research Center 1,464
Dryden Flight Research Facility 0) 340
Electronics Research Center
Goddard Space Right Center 398
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Center 3,624
Lewis Research Center 2,809
Marshall Space Flight Center
NASA Pasadena Office
Pacific Launch Operations Office
Space Nuclear Systems Office
Wallops Flight Facility (2) 1 71
Western Suooort Office
Total 9,235
FY73
Headquarters 1 .747
Dryden Flight Research Facility 509
Electronics Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center 3,852
Johnson Space Center 3,896
Kennedy Space Center 2,516
Langley Research Center 3,389
Lewis Research Center 3,368
Marshall Space Flight Center 5,287
NASA Pasadena Office 39
Pacific Launch Operations Office
Space Nuclear Systems Office
Stertnis Space Center
Wallops Flight Facility 434
Western Ruoonrt Office
Total 26,777
FY60
587
1,421
408
1,255
in GSFC
3,203
2,722
370
229
37
10,232
FY74
1,734
531
3,936
3,886
2,408
3,504
3,172
4,574
39
447
26,007
FY61 FY62 FY63 FY64 FY65 FY66 FY67 FY68 FV69 FY70 FYT1 FY 72
735 1,477 2,001 2,158 2,135 2,336 2,373 2,310 2,293 2.187 1,895 1.755
1,471 1,658 2.116 2.204 2,270 2,310 2,264 2.197 2,117 2.033 (.968 1,844
447 538 616 619 669 662 642 622 601 583 579 539
25 (a> 33 W 250 555 791 950 951 592
1,599 2,755 3,487 3.675 3,774 3,958 3,997 4,073 4,295 4,487 4,459 4,178
794 t ,786 3.345 4,277 4,41 3 4,889 5,064 4,956 4,751 4,539 4.298 3,935
339 1.181 1 ,625 2,464 2,669 2,867 3,044 3,058 2,895 2,704 2,563
3.338 3,894 4,220 4,330 4,371 4,485 4,405 4.219 4,087 3,970 3.830 3,592
2,773 3,800 4,697 4,859 4,897 5.047 4,956 4,583 4,399 4,240 4,063 3.866
5.948 6,843 7,332 7,679 7,719 7,740 7,602 6,935 6.639 6,325 6,060 5,555
-- W 19 85 91 79 80 72 44 40
1 7 2 2 2 1 - - ( c > - - - _ _ _ „
4 39 96 112 116 115 113 108 104 103 89 45
302 421 493 530 554 563 576 565 554 522 497 465
60 1 36 308 376 377 294 119 . . ( < * / _
17,471 23,686 29,934 32,499 34,049 35,708 35,860 34,641 33,929 32,548 30,506 28,382
FY75 FY76 FY77 FY78 FY79 FY80 FY81
1,673 1,708 1,619 1,606 1.534 1.658 1,638
544 566 546 514 498 499 491 NOTES:
3,871 3,808 3,666 3,641 3,562 3,535 3,431 * Includes Other Than Permanent
3,877 3,796 3.640 3.61 7 3.563 3,616 3,498
2,377 2,404 2,270 2,234 2,264 2,291 2,224 (1) Included in ARC After FY 1981
3,472 3,407 3,207 3,167 3,125 3,094 3,028 (2) Included in GSFC After FY 1981
3,181 3.168 3.061 2,964 2,907 2,901 2,782
4,337 4,336 4,014 3,308 3,677 3,646 3,479 (a) Figures for North Eastern Office
35 - - - - - - - - (b) Prior Years Figures Included in WSO
- - - - - - - - - ( c ) Effective i n 1 966, PLOO Activity Was
- - - - - - - - - Merged Under K S C
76 72 94 108 108 111 113 (d) Effective in 1968, WSO Was
441 437 426 429 409 406 400 Disestablished and Elements Merged
- - - - - - - - - With NaPO
25,638 25,426 24,188 23,779 23.360 23.470 22,736 ' •
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Personnel Summary
Year-End Strength
Headquarters •
Ames Research Center
Goddard Space Flight Center
Johnson Space Center
Kennedy Space Center
Langley Research Center
Lewis Research Center
Marshall Space Right Center
Stennis Space Center
NASA Permanent
Other Than Permanent
NASA Total
FY82
1,431
2,041
3,621
3,268
2,104
2,801
2,485
3,332
103
21,186
1,124
22,310
FY83
1,492
2,033
3.668
3,235
2,084
2,904
2,632
3,351
106
21.505
1,029
22,534
FY84
1,396
2,043
3,541
3,227
2,067
2,821
2,624
3,223
108
21,050
820
21,670
FY85
1,383
2,052
3,629
3,330
2,081
2,827
2,715
3,284
122
21,423
693
22,316
FY86
1,362
2,072
3,679
3,269
2,051
2,814
2,598
3,260
123
21,228
732
21.960
FY87
1,532
2,079
3,648
3,349
2,188
2,851
2,663
3,384
137
21,831
815
22.646
FY88
1,653
2,101
3,626
3,399
2,236
2,840
2,649
3,340
147
21,991
832
22.823
FY89
1,727
2,151
3,735
3,578
2,423
2,864
2,749
3,609
183
23,019
874
23,893
FY90
1,966
2,205
3,873
3,615
2,466
2,961
2,728
3,619
192
23,625
941
24.566
FY91
2,092
2,263
3,999
3,677
2,571
2,969
2,835
3,788
222
24,416
1,325
25,741
FY92
2,143
2,243
3,964
3,631
2,546
2,953
2,799
3,715
216
24,210
1,211
25,421
FY93
2,074
2,173
3,910
3,609
2,497
2,859
2,731
3,627
200
23,680
1,382
25,062
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NASA Civil Service Workforce Employment Trend
End FV 50 - FY 33 (AH Employees)
Thousands
FY 93 Full-Time Permanent 23,680
Other 359
Non-Celling 1,023
FY60 FY62 FY64 FY66
10.232 23.686 32.499 35.708
FY68
34.641
FY70 FY72
32.548 28.392
FY74
26.007
FY76 FY78 FY80 FYB2 FY84 FY86 FY88 FY90
2S.426 23J79 23.470 22.310 21.870 21.960 22.823 24.566
FY92
25.421
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Occupational Summary
Permanent Personnel - 9/30/93 Tech Supt
10.2%
Occupation HO ARC GSFC JSC KSC LaRC LeRC MSFC SSC
S&E
Prof'l Admin
Clerical
Tech. Support
Wage System
Total
13,321
4,692
2,599
2,420
648
23,680
569
1,091
407
6
1
2,074
1,175
369
183
179
267
2,173
2,218
816
417
390
69
3,910
2,372
661
403
169
4
3,609
1,516
429
282
264
6
2,497
1,398
324
250
885
2
2,859
1,552
324
207
349
299
2,731
2,404
626
421
176
0
3,627
117
52
29
2
0
200
C-31
Women as Percent of Permanent Employees
FY93
FY92
FY83
(XS2
Total
NASA
7,175
7,302
4,874
OFY93
• FY92
HO
934
964
612
ARC
541
567
412
GSFC JSC
1,171 1,216
1,176 1,212
875 724
KSC
754
760
495
LaRC
708
728
570
LeRC
612
614
433
MSFC
1,173
1,209
722
SSC
66
72
31
Minorities as Percent of Permanent Employees
By Installation
30
10
Total Total
Minorities NASA
FY93 4,052
FY 92 4,048
FY 83 2,614
OFY93
• FY92
HO
498
523
334
ARC
481
483
327
GSFC
709
686
476
JSC
659
644
425
KSC LaRC
373 423
367 423
192 331
LeRC
459
468
236
MSFC
425
426
215
SSC
25
28
8
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